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Abstract 
 

This thesis concerns the intersections between rurality, disability and 

community.  Using inclusive research approaches in conjunction with a 

Critical Disability Studies perspective, the research explored the lived 

experiences of a small group of adults who identify as having learning 

difficulties.  These four, Natasha, Stuart, John and Mark, worked with me as 

co-researchers, helping me to develop the themes and focus of the research, 

whilst acting as ‘insider’ guides to their local areas.   

 The research methods needed to be accessible to the co-researchers 

and capture the spatial aspects of their local environments.  The methods also 

had to address the challenges of geographical distance, demands on the co-

researchers’ time and the time sensitive nature of the project.  To meet these 

needs and challenges, a flexible and creative approach using mobile 

methods, specifically themed research ‘trips’ was developed.  The data was 

then analysed using thematic analysis.  Whilst there was some co-analysis, 

the final analysis of the data is my own. 

 Although the research was overtly about disability and rurality, it was 

set in the context of the 2010-2015 Coalition government and increasing 

welfare cuts. It illustrates how communities support people and give a sense 

of belonging in such a context.   

I suggest that communities ideally function as communities if they are 

stable, because stable communities have the depth of kith and kinship that 

help create organic, rhizomatic networks of support.  I argue that demand for 
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a cheap, flexible and crucially, mobile, workforce undermines communities 

and diminishes interpersonal connections.
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1  

 
 
 
 

Introductions 

 
 
 

Foreword 

A personal narrative into the research: Standing my ground 

A PhD is a curious thing.  You start out with clear aims and ideas about 

something you are (hopefully) passionate about and, sometimes, end up 

asking more questions of yourself and sometimes with greater doubts about 

your position and beliefs than when you began.  As part of the process of 

beginning this chapter, I looked back to a scrap of writing in a file titled ‘PhD 

draft introduction’.   I thought, having been told by various academics, many of 

whom I admired, that wherever possible, keep everything and reuse, recycle 

and refine.  Looking at the words I wrote, I wondered how I could ‘refine’ the 

clunky ideas I was attempting to get across.  Did I want people who would 

judge me and my work, to know that my starting point was one that was 

radically (and often embarrassingly) at odds with my current standpoint?  

Would examiners or other academics even be interested about why I, 

personally, had problems with the way the social model of disability related to 

people with learning difficulties, given the discussion, as indicated in the next 
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chapter, has been repeated ad nauseum?  Would they care that I think that 

positioning learning disabilities as socially constructed leaves people so-

labelled vulnerable to the ravages of the ideology of austerity?  Is positioning 

myself as explicitly political going to alienate readers who might not share my 

politics or indeed believe that politics has no place in social research?  Should 

I simply say what the research is about, say why it is important and have done 

with it? 

Risk in research 

All these questions I asked myself also underlined how social research is a 

risky business at all levels from the individual up to the societal and has the 

danger to leave one vulnerable.  Some research risks, such as those to 

participants’ anonymity and exposure to danger or distress, or of research 

reinforcing and perpetuating damaging stereotypes ought to be minimised.  

Other risks should be embraced.  Hall et al. (2006) for example, talk about the 

risks of mobile interviewing as a method, which ties in with the risks their 

participants faced as they underwent the transition to adulthood.  Similarly, 

Ecclestone & Goodley (2014) explored risk in relation to vulnerability, 

suggesting that vulnerability can sometimes be productive in that it supports 

interdependency.   

Standpoints: Bias and voice 

With notions of risk and vulnerability in mind, in this first section I am going to 

ask the reader’s forbearance as I continue in my use of the somewhat un-

academic first person and accompanying personal narrative.  I will, within this 

journey, outline my political and theoretical standpoints, not simply because, 
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following Letherby (2003) I do not believe any kind of research can be 

‘hygienic’ but because by theorising my subjectivity and being ‘value-explicit’ 

(Letherby et al. 2012 :81) about my history and my standpoints, I make my 

research more transparent.   

My relationship with the co-researchers was not one of clearly defined 

lines between ‘expert academic’ and ‘respondent’.  However, despite 

struggling to produce an analysis in conjunction with the co-researchers, I am 

also acutely aware that, again like Letherby (2002), ‘I took away their words’ 

(:3.4).  Mine is not the only voice in this thesis, but it must be acknowledged 

from the start that it is the loudest voice. 

In academia, students are cautioned against the dangers of bias.  We 

are encouraged to be dispassionate and objective in order to ensure our 

findings have validity.  We take crumbs of comfort from those oft-cited and 

influential figures such as Becker (1967) who allow us to accept that our 

values and judgments inexorably seep into our practice and that it is in fact 

acceptable to aim for social change.  Likewise Stanley & Wise (1993) offer an 

escape from masculine constructions of subjectivity.  For some, myself 

included, qualitative research, with its acceptance of the personal narrative as 

method and emphasis on experiential data, has allowed a degree of reflection 

and the opportunity to declare standpoints without the risk of the research 

being denigrated as anecdotal or sentimental autobiography (Barnes 1998).  

That said, explicitly political declarations, remain problematic.   So it is with 

some trepidation that I begin by being honest about why this research is 

important to me (a more explicitly academic rationale will be given later) and 

lay my political cards on the table.  It should be acknowledged however that 
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my anxieties about the future impact of welfare reform on the co-researchers 

and other disabled people permeate throughout each and every chapter in the 

thesis. 

How I got here  

I have consistently identified with and indeed as, the outsider.  As a child, 

growing up English in a place where those identified as English were openly 

despised, physically and verbally assaulted and discriminated against, I had 

the privilege, rare for a white person in the UK, of being on the wrong end of 

the cultural hegemonic stick.  The context in which I experienced these 

attacks had no meaning to me at the time.  I was simply a scared and isolated 

child who cared little about the historical English oppression of the United 

Kingdom’s principalities.  I just wanted people to stop hating me for something 

I had no control over.  

The sense of injustice I experienced as a child in Wales stuck with me 

and has informed my social relations since.  When work directions turned 

towards the established (and lucrative) forms of work and business, I turned in 

the opposite direction.  Jobs were chosen on the basis of good to society or 

personal creativity.  It is no surprise that I ended up working in care and 

education, albeit, due to the lack of qualifications, at the bottom of the ladder, 

firstly as a dinner lady and care assistant for older people and later as a 

learning support assistant (LSA) supporting disabled students in the local 

school in the south westernmost tip of the UK.  Frustrated at the insecurity of 

the work and the lack of options to work in other roles because of my lack of 

education, I entered higher education whilst continuing in learning support as 

part of the vocational element in the HND I was enrolled on.   
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Meeting the social model 

My understandings of disability had been shaped by the years working in 

schools where disability was positioned very much as a personal tragedy.  

The disabled students in the school were perceived to be nuisances to be 

tolerated because a combination of local policy and, in some cases, parental 

preference, excluded them from special school.  So although the students 

were in a mainstream school, they were often placed in the ‘sink’ streams or 

educated (as much as I and the other LSAs could) outside the classroom.  It 

struck me as unjust that the children I worked with were, to greater or lesser 

extents being denied an education and opportunities to mix with peers.  It 

seemed far better for them to be educated as a relative of mine was, in the 

local special school where they would at least have friends and lessons with 

their peers.  Within this context, the introduction to the social model of 

disability and political arguments in support of inclusive education whilst at 

college were challenging to say the least.  The social model felt like a direct 

criticism and refutation of all the work I had ever done with children with 

learning difficulties.  It firmly cast me in the role of the oppressor, a label that 

sat very uncomfortably with me, the outsider.  At every turn I sought to critique 

it to maintain my own sense of self worth.  As I critiqued it, I came to 

understand it better and as well as the oft-cited criticisms of the social model 

(discussed in the next chapter), I discovered some of its strengths.  However, 

whilst I understood how it was relevant to people with physical impairments, I 

still had difficulty applying it to people with learning difficulties.  To me they 

remained somehow ‘other’ and different.  Their impairments could not be 

overcome by making society more accessible, because the impairments were 
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as disabling as external social relations. Despite this, the social model allowed 

me to see how disabling and inadvertently oppressive my practice had been 

before.  Further, and perhaps more instrumental in allowing me to be more 

accepting of the model, I was attracted to the highly political and radical 

elements of the model which was a more natural ‘fit’ with my personal ethos. 

Struggles with the Social Model and learning difficulties 

I still found it difficult to effectively conceptualise how the model fitted with 

people with learning difficulties, but by this stage I was becoming more aware 

of the critiques coming from within disability studies, particularly from Watson 

and Shakespeare and also from people with learning difficulties like Simone 

Aspis.  This gave me the confidence to critique the model more thoroughly. It 

also introduced me to Goodley’s work arguing that learning difficulties are 

socially constructed.  In many ways this was more challenging than 

approaching the social model, partly because conceptually I am very 

pragmatic and to my understanding, a learning difficulty was a ‘real’ thing.  It 

had real, measurable effects and consequences for the individuals who were 

thus labelled. Using IQ tests, I believed, it could be demonstrated, beyond any 

doubt, that such a deficit existed.  Whilst many people with learning difficulties 

were socially excluded because they had been isolated from society through 

the special school system, many were also excluded by their impairments, 

and this was especially true I thought, where the individuals were on the 

autistic spectrum. 
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Learning difficulties as socially constructed: epistemological and 

political problems 

Over time, this difficulty with the idea of learning difficulties being social 

constructs has shifted from a personal feeling of intellectual inadequacy (that I 

was simply failing to understand the concept), to one where politically and 

epistemologically, I would argue that accepting the ‘reality’ of learning 

difficulties is necessary.  For me, conceptualising learning difficulties as either 

‘real’ or constructed was originally a case of epistemological standpoint and in 

many ways largely unimportant on a practical level.  The argument put 

forward by Bogdan & Taylor (1982) that learning difficulties are a socio-

political construction and that individualizing and essentialising learning 

difficulties obfuscated the need for social reform, is enormously persuasive.  

As an undergraduate and post-graduate researcher I concurred with this view 

in seeing learning difficulties constructed in the context of social relations and 

individualism, critiquing the notion of the failed learner and not the institution 

in which they learn.  However learning difficulties were perceived, whether 

‘real’ or constructed, was at the time largely immaterial in terms of policy.  If a 

person had a particular label, it served to oppress and exclude them from 

society.  However since 1995, when the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 

came into force, it also gave entitlements to protection and, following policy 

change in 2008 (Office for Disability Issues 2008), support for some, at least, 

to live independently. 
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Support for learning difficulties as social constructs 

The children with ‘learning difficulties’, whom I interviewed as an 

undergraduate, seemed no different from many of the children I went to 

school with.  There were no great expectations for my peers (nor indeed 

myself) at school other than going to work with their fathers as farmers, 

plumbers or carpenters (girls were expected to marry after a brief stint as a 

shop girl, secretary or nurse).  The difference as I saw it, was that my peers 

had families who had been in the same trade for generations.  Most of the 

children I interviewed had parents who, following the decline of the fishing 

industry, agriculture and tin mining, were unemployed or in casual, often 

seasonal work.  My analysis then was that the children were labelled as 

having learning difficulties because they were part of the socially excluded 

‘underclass’.  Giving children a label of learning difficulty attracted extra 

funding to the school, funding which was spread around in the form of 

learning support workers, after-school clubs and equipment.  It seemed very 

straightforward, particularly if socio-economic class was taken into 

consideration as the majority of the children labelled as having learning 

difficulties were poor or, as the new Labour government of the time preferred, 

‘socially excluded’: the children did not ‘suffer’ from learning difficulties, they 

‘suffered’ from poverty and all the attendant ills low income and unstable 

employment bequeaths.1   

                                                
1 This was the subject of an early PhD proposal, as the very little knowledge 
around learning difficulties, especially mild or moderate, in relation to social 
class tended to focus on highly subjective criteria.  This is an area that 
remains under-researched and would benefit from a critical exploration of any 
variability in the level of labelling between children from lower socio-economic 
groups and their more affluent peers.  
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Similarly, during my trips with John, one of the co-researchers to be 

more fully introduced later on, I met a number of his friends and 

acquaintances, many of whom John later told me, had learning difficulties as 

well.  I felt rather nonplussed by this.  They struck me as typical of many 

people I knew; not particularly well educated and from an economically poor 

background, but seemed to get by on low paid, part-time jobs and informal 

support networks.  

This view of learning difficulties being socially constructed was also 

supported because most of the research at that time, and indeed currently, 

involved people who are labelled as having ‘mild’ or ‘moderate’ learning 

difficulties.  This was noted by Klotz (2004) who observed most studies 

around learning disabilities as socially constructed, are focused on people 

with mild earning difficulties rather than those with profound and multiple 

learning disabilities (PMLD).  

Problems with learning difficulties as ‘real’ impairments  

So the constructionist argument is that, following on from the social model, 

disability is socially constructed, but impairments have a biological basis.  

Because there is no discernible biological basis to mild and/or moderate 

learning difficulties, by labelling people as having learning difficulties, society 

is unfairly stigmatising people and essentially pathologising difference against 

unfair normative standards.  This is most often achieved on the basis of IQ 

testing, which is in itself, rightly contentious (see for example McInnis et al. 

2011; Rioux 1997; Carlson 2009; Parmenter 2001).  Additionally, learning 

difficulties have been constructed in that disabled people with physical 

impairments are often assumed to also have intellectual impairments 
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(Tregaskis 2014; Phillips 2002). So there is ample justification for arguing 

learning difficulties are socially constructed.  It seems almost vexatious to 

argue against it and yet… 

Problems with learning difficulties as constructed  

The difficulty with contending learning difficulties are socially constructed as 

opposed to a form of impairment, comes when people, particularly people 

who have the label of mild learning difficulties, need support which is 

contingent upon being identified as having what is understood as an 

impairment.  Whether a person with a given value in some arbitrary test has 

an actual impairment that is the result of biology, an impoverished upbringing 

or even, as is becoming an increasingly common explanation, an epigenetic 

mixture of both, is, I would argue, irrelevant if that person needs support to 

live independently.  What is not irrelevant is the loss of the label and the 

consequent loss of support that is contingent upon that label.  As Tilly (2008) 

has highlighted, the increasing invisibility of people with mild learning 

difficulties places them in precarious positions.  My concerns, which have 

increased as the research progressed, were that due to austerity measures, 

people with mild/moderate learning difficulties would increasingly disappear 

from view.  The combination of tightening up of criteria for access to support 

and services as local authorities are subject to increasingly punitive cuts and 

the re-organisation of delivery of welfare to disabled people is, I would argue, 

creating not simply a net through which people will inevitably fall, but a vortex 

into which they will disappear.  This is effectively creating a disappearing trick 

which is reminiscent of Bogdan & Taylor's (1989)  demonstration of the way 

learning difficulties are socially constructed when IQ thresholds were 
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redefined which ‘cured’ thousands of Americans of their ‘mental retardation’ 

overnight. 

So where do I stand?  A ‘soft’ Critical Realist approach 

This is not to argue for an absolutist approach and suggest there is no 

continuum.  Following Davis' (2002) concept of dismodernism, there is much 

to recommend seeing both disability and impairment as contingent and 

contextual.   However, my fear is that by taking a muscular social 

constructionist approach, allies of people with learning difficulties might be 

inadvertently giving credence to the neoliberal agendas around 

individualisation and ‘independence’ by ‘de-labelling’ people who require more 

financial and indeed practical support to live autonomous lives.   

My understandings of learning disabilities are thus tentatively derived 

from critical realism (CR).  CR allows for a depth and complexity across the 

social, biological and cultural levels (Danermark & Gellerstedt 2004) that the 

materialism of the social model lacks, whilst allowing for robust arguments for 

social change.  Following Vehmas & Watson (2013), I think arguments 

against oppression could be weakened by constructionist approaches: if 

learning difficulties are socially constructed, then they are not ‘real’ therefore 

the oppression and discrimination is not ‘real’.  Whilst Bhaskar warned against 

treating social facts as being intransient (and therefore ‘real’), he also 

suggested that by creating social structures, we become constrained by them 

(Connelly 2000).  So although legislation, for example, is a human construct, it 

works to constrain and regulate us in a very ‘real’ way.  Similarly, labels, 

especially of mild and moderate learning difficulties, although defined and 
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constructed by society, also have ‘real’ effects on those so labelled and the 

people who directly support them.  

It also allows for an emancipatory argument in that just as impairment 

from a CR perspective is an intransitive entity and therefore ‘real’ in its 

consequences, so too is oppression and prejudice.  By positioning learning 

difficulties as ‘real’ impairments, irrespective of them being biologically derived 

or a fluke of definition, it creates an ethical and moral imperative for society to 

address the barriers that disable people with such impairments.  I 

acknowledge that a fervent critical realist or an adherent of social construction 

would suggest I am using weasel words and engaging in epistemic fence 

sitting to avoid one side or the other.  However, I suggest that people labelled 

as having learning difficulties, at whatever period in time that happens, are so 

labelled because they are unable to function in society as it stands at that 

time, without more resources and support than the majority of the population 

require to function.  In this respect, the difficulties such people experience in 

terms of accessing work, education, leisure or freedom of personal expression 

are ‘real’.  Similarly the stigma, discrimination, oppression and abuse so-

labelled people experience are also real (I really do not feel the need for 

‘scare quotes’ in this instance).  This means that real action needs to be taken 

to support the flourishing of so-labelled people and to identify and counter all 

and any stigma, discrimination etc.  Essentially by denying the ‘reality’ of a 

social situation, the opportunity for social change is potentially lost. 

Such a stance can be seen as contradictory to a solidly critical disability 

studies (CDS) approach.  CDS emerged as a response to the 
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Marxist/materialist social model and the attendant binaries of medical/social, 

disabled/impaired, non/disabled and so on (Meekosha & Shuttleworth 2009).  

As Shildrick (2007) observes, it has become: 

… broadly aligned with a post-conventional theoretical approach. It 
seeks to extend and productively critique the achievements of 
working through more modernist paradigms of disability, such as the 
social constructionist model. (: 233) 
 

This perception of CDS as exclusively based on the denial of ‘basic 

categories’ (Watson 2012) is, I think misleading and has resulted in numerous 

critiques, particularly from a CR approach (Vehmas & Watson 2013; Vehmas 

2011; Watson 2012).  Vehmas & Watson (2013) argue that CDS fails to 

engage with the key ethical and political issues around disability and further 

state that CDS is exclusively about positioning difference as socially 

produced.  However, as Priestley et al. (2010) argue, CDS has contributed to 

the development of emancipatory disability research both of and by disabled 

people.  Goodley (2012) has repeatedly made clear that CDS is intersectional 

and inter-theoretical.  CDS is thus a response to the complexity of disability, of 

being and becoming disabled.  It is the intersectional and interdisciplinary 

nature combined with its emphasis on social change that I argue truly defines 

CDS.  As Meekosha & Shuttleworth (2009) state: 

What unites CDS theorists is an agreement that disabled people are 
undervalued and discriminated against and this cannot be changed 
simply through liberal or neoliberal legislation and policy. CDS will 
necessarily be eclectic and will continue to include materialist 
analyses, such as the political economy of disability. (: 65) 

 

Whilst this eclecticism can run the risk of a ‘pick n mix’ form of analysis, it is 

arguably fair to use whatever analytical tools at our command to illuminate, 
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explain and agitate for social change.  If that involves the ‘plunder as method’ 

of CDS as suggested by Bill Hughes, (Goodley et al. 2012 :316) then I am 

willing to thieve whatever methods, theories and analyses are needed from 

other disciplines to make my case.   

 The next section now introduces the research itself and explores the 

rationale for the research before defining some of the key terms and outlining 

the structure of the thesis. 

Introducing the Research 
 
The project started at a time of uncertainty as the coalition government of 

2010 - 2015 began to instigate changes to the welfare budget and to the 

structure of social care, particularly in relation to disabled people.  When the 

project commenced in 2012, disability was to the fore of the public 

consciousness both because of these cuts and changes and because of 

London hosting the Olympic games, followed by the Paralympics.  Whilst the 

media valorized Paralympians, they also promoted a discourse of the benefit 

‘scrounger’, aided and abetted by the Department for Work and Pensions 

(DWP), to gain public support for the swingeing cuts imposed.  It was against 

this background that the research took place. 

Thus the research explored the lived experiences of a small group of 

adults who self-identify as having learning difficulties living in Cornwall.  The 

research took an inclusive approach to examine the way in which the co-

researchers interacted with their communities and neighbourhoods.  As such, 

the research explored the role of families and neighbours in promoting 

feelings of belonging in the co-researchers and examined the 

interdependencies that arose in terms of living and working in a rural area. 
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Rationale for the research  

As discussed in the foreword, all my previous research has been located in 

the rural spaces of West Cornwall.  It was as an undergraduate, interested in 

how the students I worked with experienced their mainstream environments 

that the gap in the literature between disability and rurality first came to the 

fore.  In my analysis of the data, whilst students did talk about the injustices of 

the SEN-in-mainstream system they were subject to, by far the most 

exclusionary factor was geography.  Students were not excluded from after-

school clubs because they were made unwelcome, they were excluded 

because if they did not catch the school bus at 3.30, they could not get home 

unless their parents had access to a car.  In turning to the literature to 

contextualise this unexpected finding, I was shocked to find that there was 

almost nothing that explicitly explored disability in the context of rural places. 

Since my undergraduate studies, this gap in the literature has been 

recognised (Hall 2005; Hall & Kearns 2001) and a number of studies set in 

rural spaces, particularly Ireland, are being published (Walsh et al. 2014; 

Walsh et al. 2012; O’Shea et al. 2012).  Despite scant research comparing the 

specific experiences of urban/rural disability, there is a significant amount of 

research more generally around health and social care differences between 

urban and rural communities.  This body of research has shown the 

prevalence of hidden deprivation in rural areas, exacerbated by poorer service 

and social care provision as compared to urban communities.  This, combined 

with poor access to affordable transport, employment and services suggested 

that people with learning difficulties are likely to have distinctly different 
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experiences to their urban dwelling counterparts.  All of this literature will be 

explored in more depth in the second chapter. 

Consequently the aim of the thesis is to fill this gap and illuminate the 

ways that people with learning difficulties experience the challenges and 

benefits of rural spaces.  This is a broad aim in that the outcomes were 

contingent upon the co-researchers and the data they co-produced.  By taking 

an inductive, data driven approach, to some extent directed by the co-

researchers, the aim was to record how they (and, inevitably, I) experienced 

rural life.   As a small-scale project it naturally has some limitations.  I make 

no claims for positivist notions of generalizability.  The co-researchers 

involved are, as we will see, unusual, not only in the context of Cornwall, but 

in the UK generally.  As people with mild to moderate learning difficulties, they 

live independently, work and have full and interesting lives.  Their situation is 

different from many other people with mild/moderate learning difficulties and 

very different from people with profound and multiple learning difficulties. 

Defining Terms 

Disability terms used 

The words used around disability count.  Despite the discussion about my 

misgivings around the social model, I continue to make a broad distinction 

between impairment and disability.  However, in line with self-advocacy 

organisations and the co-researchers involved who prefer the term, I will be 

using ‘learning difficulties’ to describe people who might, contingent upon 

service sector, politics and geography be variously termed as having: 

• Intellectual impairments 
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• Learning disabilities 

• Cognitive disabilities 

• Cognitive impairments. 

• Intellectual disabilities 

That said, I appreciate Walmsley's (1997) preference for learning disability in 

that it helps to locate the person as a disabled person.  An alternative might 

be Aspis’ preference for ‘disabled person with a learning difficulty’, but in 

common with many people with learning difficulties, the co-researchers do not 

identify as disabled despite understanding the social model distinction 

between disability and impairment. 

Co-researchers 

I have used the term ‘co-researcher’ to define the roles of Natasha, Stuart, 

Mark and John within the research process.  It could be argued that their roles 

are closer to those of ‘expert witnesses’ (Nind 2008; Atkinson 2004) in that 

they are giving testament to their own lives.  However, the degree of 

collaboration between us, the insights they produced and our co-authorship in 

presentations has led me to prefer the term of co-researcher. 

The project initially involved around 11 people with learning difficulties 

who were interested in participating in the research, more than half of whom 

chose not to have further involvement.  Where possible, I have tried to 

distinguish between the final team of four co-researchers and the other 

members of the self-advocacy organisation.  All the co-researchers made the 

fully informed decision to forego anonymity and have co-authored 

presentations with me at a number of conferences.  This, following Tilley & 
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Woodthorpe's (2011) arguments, has allowed the co-researchers full 

ownership of their contribution.  I have anonymised other individuals 

mentioned, the self-advocacy organisation involved, schools and small 

villages.  However, I recognise that in being explicit about the setting and the 

correspondingly small population, it is possible to identify both the 

organisation and individuals in it.  Again, Tilley & Woodthorpe (2011) 

convincingly argue that in the 21st century, ethical issues around anonymity 

need to be reassessed in relation to inclusive research and the presence of 

the internet. 

What I mean by ‘rural’ and rurality 

Rural is, as the literature review suggests, a contested category.  In line with 

Cloke (1997) I suggest rurality is best understood as being on a continuum.  

There are no sharp definitions between urban and rural in the UK.  Rural is 

also dependent on context.  Australians and Alaskans would consider the 

notion that Cornwall is a rural space risible in the context of their own sparsely 

populated locations.  However, the UK government (Defra 2009) considers 

Cornwall as a rural and sparsely populated county.   

More significant is the idea of rural or rurality.  Rural is not simply a 

matter of population density; as the concept of rurality, it is a sociological 

entity in itself (Worsley et al. 1983) with distinct values and assumptions.  As 

Chapter Two will show, the rural/rurality shapes both attitudes and 

assumptions. 
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Neoliberalism 

I make frequent reference to neoliberalism with the understanding that despite 

being commonly used, it is a contested term.  It could be argued that 

neoliberalism is analogous to ‘late capitalism’ (Springer 2014; Tyler 2013) or a 

form of capitalism shifting from developed world industrialization to putative 

forms of post-modernity.  To clarify however, I use the term neoliberalism to 

describe the following processes:  

• The State is systematically reduced in size overall.  This includes 

shifting previously public services such as health care, social care, 

education, maintenance of the law etc. into the private sector. 

• The globalization of the economy whereby production is positioned in 

the most economically advantageous spaces for shareholders.  This 

creates the need for a mobile and flexible workforce, nationally and 

internationally. 

• Reconfiguring individuals as consumer/citizens.  By giving consumer 

citizens ‘choice’ (of care services, medical providers, lattes) the illusion 

of active independence is fostered.  Individuals who are unable or 

unwilling to consume become marginalized and disenfranchised.   

I accept that the above definitions are contestable and indeed flexible, but 

hope they serve to support understanding of some of my discussion. 

Outline of chapters 
 
Chapter 2, Intersecting disability, rurality and community: looks at the 

literature around the explicit but mainly implicit connections between disability, 

rurality and community.  It pulls together themes, which, on the surface, 
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appear disparate by teasing out the connections between rural values, 

neoliberal ideals and disability activism.  Drawing from human geography and 

rurality, the chapter begins by exploring assumptions about rurality and rural 

communities.  It examines how ideals about rural spaces overshadow the 

exclusion and deprivation of those other than the ‘Mr Averages’ (Philo 1992) 

such as people on low incomes and, by extension, disabled people and 

people with learning difficulties.  The chapter then explores some of the 

connections, both historic and attitudinal between rurality and learning 

difficulties in terms of beliefs around the idealised and isolated therapeutic 

spaces.  This is followed by an overview of current policy themes in relation to 

learning difficulties, welfare reform and the notion of citizenship by 

consumption and employment as framed by neoliberal rhetoric.  The chapter 

concludes with a brief outline of the development of disability studies as it 

went from activism to academia and the consequent promotion of new forms 

of research production.  The marginalised status of people with learning 

difficulties within this process is highlighted and the emergence of inclusive 

and emancipatory forms of research is discussed by way of an introduction to 

Chapter 3. 

Chapter 3, Methodology: begins with a review of the literature on methods 

used in the research of disability in the past and present.  The chapter 

discusses literature around the use of mobile methods or walking interviews 

and ends with an exploration of inclusive research (Walmsley & Johnson 

2003) which provides the framework for the research project. 

Chapter 4, Setting the Scene: gives a brief overview of Cornwall in terms of 

demographics, economy and recent impact of welfare reform on services for 
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people with learning difficulties.  The chapter then introduces the research 

team, their background and the process of recruiting them into the project.  

Taking Walmsley & Johnson's (2003) five principles of inclusive research as a 

blueprint, there is a point by point response as to how well the research 

matched the principles.  The evolution of the research design is discussed 

and how the conflicts and tensions between how the co-researchers wanted 

to work with the ethics committee’s issues with the methods were eventually 

resolved. 

Chapter 5, Making Decisions: this chapter explores the decision-making 

process in the research.  I wanted to evidence claims I had made about group 

decision-making and to critically explore the decision-making process in 

detail.  After a short literature review of decision-making and conversation 

analysis (CA), I selected three decisions recorded on video and analysed the 

transcripts using a simplified form of CA. 

Chapter 6, Doing the Research: data collection and analysis: looks at the 

practicalities of the research process with a reflection on how well the 

methods and research design worked in practice.  The process of co-analysis 

is discussed and reflected upon and how that worked using thematic analysis 

(Braun & Clarke 2006). 

Chapter 7, Rhizomatic Connections: Or Making Social Glue: Friends, Family 

and Kith is the first of three chapters on outcomes.  It looks at the kinds of 

connections the co-researchers had with people in their communities.  By 

exploring assumptions about what friends are, how supportive families are 

and the kind of social ‘glue’ that is created by being visible in local 

communities, a rhizomatic model of ‘connection mats’ is developed to support 
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understanding of how these connections work.  A version of this chapter 

appears as Reclaiming Kith: Weaving Belongingness into Community in 

Soldatic & Johnson, (forthcoming) Disability and Rurality: Identity, gender and 

Belonging. Farnham: Ashgate. 

Chapter 8, The ‘Problem’ of Independence Within a Perilous Neoliberal 

Context: begins by discussing the history of the shared values and ideals of 

independence held by rural dwellers and neoliberalism with the paradoxical 

assumption of rural ‘idiocy’ and backwardness.  Themes around the impact of 

institutionalisation, the false promises of independence and choice are in 

contrast to the co-researchers’ steady progress away from institutionalised 

forms of care and support and towards ways of being which are more 

interconnected and interdependent.  The chapter also highlights the ways in 

which the co-researchers are atypical in their working and living situations and 

that the mechanisms that support them to live and work autonomously are 

under threat due to welfare cuts.  Chapter 8 concludes with a reminder of the 

importance of interdependency and non-hierarchical support.  

Chapter 9 The Impact of Rural Spaces on the Lives of the Co-researchers, 

explores the impact of the rural space and the construct of rurality upon the 

lives of the co-researchers.  The chapter begins with a discussion of access; 

arguably one of the most significant issues for rural inhabitants.  It then 

expands upon a narrative running throughout the thesis of the perception of 

shared values between neoliberalism and rurality.   The chapter explores how 

the need to consume in order to access citizenship can be compromised in 

rural areas, particularly for people with learning difficulties. The chapter goes 

on to explore the notion of how being ‘failed’ consumers can sometimes lead 
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to explicit exclusion and how ideals of the rural idyll can, conversely, protect 

against that exclusion. 

Chapter 10 Discussion and Reflections looks back on the research process to 

assess how effectively it answered the initial research questions.  It reflects on 

my shift in understanding of the meaning of the term inclusion into a 

problematic concept used to mask systematic poverty.  I suggest that the 

differences between rural and urban living for people with learning difficulties 

are perhaps less significant than might be supposed and that the real issue in 

both spaces is poverty.  I make a tentative suggestion that if disability is 

defined as a social barrier to participation, then rural poverty could be 

construed as disabling.   Against this backdrop of pre-existing economic 

marginalisation, I voice my fears about the impact of austerity measures on 

the co-researchers, disabled people as a whole and other economically 

marginalised rural inhabitants.  The chapter reflects on how geography 

affected the research process and how we as a team developed ways of 

organising transport, time and work commitments over long distances.  It ends 

with the suggestion that a second generation of inclusive research might be 

emerging. 

Conclusions 
 
I would like to note here that this is being written at the very end of the 

process, after all the planning, fieldwork, analysis and a good number of 

conferences, not to mention the writing of eight and a half chapters.  And yet 

in all this time the co-researchers and myself have not managed to meet up 

as a complete group throughout the whole process.  The reasons for this are 

partly geographical, but also, as the central section of the final chapter makes 
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clear, because the co-researchers, unlike many people with learning 

difficulties in the past, had fluid and variable lives.  Sometimes working, 

sometimes volunteering, sometimes engaged in leisure activities.  
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Intersecting Disability, Rurality and Community 
 

 

 

Introduction 
 
Research on how the experience of disability, whether derived from physical 

or intellectual impairment, explicitly intersects with the rural environment is 

rare.  This represents a significant gap in the literature, meaning that close 

reading of work exploring the discrete themes of the experience of disability, 

health, community, poverty and rurality is necessary.  It is thus possible to 

extrapolate in order to find implicit intersections.  Where research exploring 

concepts of health, if not disability, does intersect with rurality, is in two bodies 

of work produced between 2002 and 2013 from the University of Plymouth by 

Asthana, Halliday and Gibson, and Bristol University by Fahmy, Cemlyn and 

Gordon.  This body of research, discussed below, explores social policy 

affecting rural communities highlighting urban/rural health and economic 

inequalities thus undermining the image of affluence attached to rural 

environments.  It also underpins emergent research which seeks to explore 
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qualitative aspects of rural living for children with learning difficulties (Black et. 

al. 2010), people living in intentional communities (Randell & Cumella 2009), 

neighbourliness (van Alphen, et. al. 2009) and, to some extent, narratives of 

community care and de-institutionalism (Rolph 1999).  It should be stressed 

that these cited works, whilst not the only works looking at learning difficulties 

in a rural site, do comprise the only qualitative research found in an extensive 

search that is explicitly concerned with rural sites and learning difficulties.  

The following sections now explore these implicit and explicit intersections 

around learning difficulties, community and rurality, by drawing on the work 

cited above and literature drawn from disability studies, community, health 

and policy.  It will also compare the barriers faced by rural dwellers with 

barriers experienced by disabled people and introduce some of the significant 

themes that run throughout the thesis, specifically the intersection between 

the rural idyll and neoliberalism. 

Rural Communities  
 
There is an extensive body of literature around the concepts of rurality and 

community.  Both are hugely contested and subjective (Watkins 2006; 

Pateman 2010).  In the case of how ‘rural’ is defined, for example, globally, a 

county such as Cornwall with a population of 532,300 (ONS 2012), would, 

compared with Alaska, seem densely populated.  However DEFRA (2009) 

has classified Cornwall as one of the most dispersed areas in England2. 

                                                
2 Although Cornwall is considered a County of England, it is important to note 
that many people living in Cornwall consider themselves as ethnically and 
culturally distinct from England and feel more closely aligned with other Celtic 
nations such as Wales.  This distinction was formally recognised in April 24th 
2014, when the UK government granted minority status to the Cornish.  
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So, accepting that Cornwall, the site of the research is a rural area, 

what does that mean?  Whilst there has been a significant amount of research 

exploring ways in which rural areas experience material and social deprivation 

(see for example:  Asthana, Gibson, Moon, & Brigham, 2003; Asthana & 

Halliday, 2004; Asthana, Halliday, & Gibson, 2009; Cemlyn, Fahmy, Gordon, 

& Bennett, 2002), the concept of rural comes with many other assumptions.  

These are in many ways epitomised by Philo who suggests that British rural 

people are seen as ‘… Mr. Averages, men in employment, earning enough, 

white, English, healthy, without sexuality and religious or political affiliation’ 

(1992: 200).  This view is contested, like many assumptions about rural 

England, particularly in terms of income and social exclusion.  

Rural poverty and deprivation  

The myth of rural communities being affluent and cohesive, alluded to by 

Philo is exposed by a significant body of empirical research.  Whilst many, if 

not most rural areas are affluent, particularly in the South East of England 

where good transport links and close proximity to urban areas allow for 

commuting (Pateman 2010), rural areas hide poverty from statistical data 

tools like the Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) because of the level at 

which data is collected (Knowles 2006).  This is not to say that the IMD 

measures are not also problematic for those concerned with urban deprivation 

(Deas et al, 2003).  For example, as the domain of ‘crime’, is rated at the 

same level of ‘access to services’, less money could potentially be targeted at 

deprived inner cities. Cornwall has historically experienced high levels of 

poverty (Williams 2008) a trend which continues with Cornwall having the 

second lowest GDP per capita in the UK (Eurostat 2015).  Despite 
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acknowledging that severe deprivation exists in inner cities (Deas et al. 2003), 

as Asthana et al. (2009) observe, funding for projects to ameliorate 

deprivation is inequitable across a range of services from health and social 

care to housing and crime.  Asthana et al. (2009) argue that because living in 

a rural location is seen as a (deviant) personal choice, rural dwellers, just like 

their urban counterparts, can be typified as a moral underclass and seen as 

‘passive, stuck and disconnected’ (Hanley, 2012: viii).  The strength of the 

rural idyll discussed below reinforces ideas that a lack of choice is the pay-off 

for living in a picturesque environment (Phillips et al. 2005).  Finally, as 

Knowles (2006) observes, there is the hidden nature of rural deprivation.  The 

IMD is based on lower layer super output areas (LSOA) consisting of units of 

3000 people.  In urban areas, an LSOA will be relatively homogeneous, 

located for example on a few streets or housing estate.  In a rural area, a 

LSOA could cover an area of several square miles taking in both multi-

millionaires and under or unemployed people in privately rented 

accommodation.  

This economic marginalisation of rural areas has resulted in rural 

dwellers experiencing specifically rural deprivations, the result of low pay for 

largely seasonal work, higher than average accommodation costs and poor 

(but expensive) public transport.  Smith, Davis, & Hirsch (2010) found that 

living in rural areas was between 10 and 20% more expensive than living in 

urban areas.  This cost was mostly made up of higher (and more expensive) 

fuel costs relating to transport, more expensive housing costs, lack of central 

heating and more costly energy.  Low wages in many rural areas (Annibal & 

Tasker 2011) render  the rural idyll a fiction for many living in the countryside. 
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Rural idylls 

Much research exploring rural deprivation makes the case that reduced 

access to services, lower wages, expensive housing and higher 

unemployment are a form of social exclusion and inevitable in rural locations 

(Shucksmith 2000; Knowles 2006).  There is a suggestion that this is a price 

worth paying for living in a beautiful place with relatively low crime rates 

(Annibal & Tasker 2011; Phillips et al. 2005).  This ‘pay off’ between social 

deprivation/exclusion and pleasant environment is perpetuated by theories 

relating to the rural idyll.  Idyllisation of rural spaces in sociology first emerged 

in the work of Tonnies (1887).  Tonnies compared gemeinschaft, ‘intimate’ 

rural communities built upon a mix of kinship and cooperation with 

gesellschaft, usually translated as civil society.  Gesellschaft is an urban 

concept and connections within it are individualised and premised upon links 

other than with family and immediate community.  Bauman (2001) suggests 

that ideals of community as a ‘paradise lost’ are the result of the insecurity of 

modernity and that the individualisation in the name of freedom, earlier 

identified by Tonnies, is the pay-off for the loss of security which accompanied 

the loss of community.  This exchange of freedom for security only applies, as 

Bauman (2001) notes, for the privileged. Those who lack the resources to 

make alternative choices, such as people on low-incomes living in rural areas, 

end up stigmatised.  Thus for many people living on the margins in rural 

environments, there are significant barriers to inclusion and participation. 

For Asthana et al (2009), this idyllic representation, whereby problems 

are set aside because of pleasant environments, have serious policy 

implications.  They argue that the perception of close-knit communities and 
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self-sufficiency results in limited statutory services with the expectation that 

voluntary organisations will take up the slack.  They also suggest that 

because people ‘choose’ to live in rural areas, they are subject to being 

perceived as ‘deviant’ and rural deprivation thus becomes individualised 

rather than structural.  For people with learning difficulties, a stigmatising and 

individualised status, living in a rural environment thus results in a double 

jeopardy.  As well as being perceived as ‘deviant’ and deficient due to 

personal misfortune, in terms of services, rural people with learning difficulties 

are less well catered for than their urban counterparts (Asthana et al. 2009) 

due to inequitable distribution of resources and funding. 

Where most discussions on rurality do agree is that the concept of the 

rural idyll conspires to exclude those who fail to fit into Philo’s ‘Mr Average’ 

stereotype.  As Worsley, Howard, & Fabes (1983 :15) so eloquently put it: 

The rural idyll conceals poverty...the poor unwittingly conspire with 
the more affluent to hide their poverty by denying its existence. 
Those values which are at the heart of the rural idyll result in the 
poor tolerating their material deprivation because of the priority given 
to those symbols of the rural idyll: the family, the work ethic and 
good health. And when that material deprivation becomes so chronic 
by the standard of the area that it has to be recognised by the poor 
themselves, shame forces secrecy and the management of that 
poverty within the smallest possible framework...[At the same time] 
newcomers do not want to see poverty because it is anathema to the 
rural idyll which they are seeking to preserve.  

 
This analysis of how the rural idyll works to hide deprivation is over 30 years 

old and there has been significant understanding since then about how the 

idyll is a problematic construct.  However, within popular culture (Meek 2008), 

political pronouncements (Cameron 2009 ) and current research (Fahmy & 
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Pemberton 2012) into rural communities, the themes Worsley et al (1983) 

discuss remain relevant. 

Whilst the revelation of rural deprivation might be comparatively recent, 

the rural idyll is well established in the English psyche.  Ever since the spread 

of urbanisation at the start of the enlightenment, with Goldsmith (2004) 

decrying the decay of rural life in his poem The Deserted Village in 1770, 

there has been a nostalgia for the loss of the rural.   Cartoons such as one by 

Cruikshank (fig 1) illustrate the threat to the countryside as the urban sprawl 

of London hails down burning bricks on the countryside whilst an army of 

mechanical automatons slaughter the trees that cry as they are mortally 

wounded. 

 

Figure 1: London going out of Town or The March of Bricks and Mortar, by George Cruickshank 1829 

 
This loss of rural spaces combined with nostalgia, has led to the rural 

becoming an imaginary space (Cloke 1997) and in some contexts an 

idealised therapeutic space (Sempik 2008).  As will be explored later, this 
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latter position intersects with people with learning difficulties.  The rural idyll in 

the form of rural communities also informs much neoliberal theorising around 

communitarianism (Etzioni 1995) and more pertinently in relation to the 

Conservative Party’s big idea of the 2010 election, the Big Society. 

Rural communities: the blueprint for the ‘Big Society’? 

The ‘Big Society’ strategy, initially promoted following the 2010 election, was 

an attempt to address and reverse public perception of the Conservative party 

being, what Teresa May termed in 2002,  ‘the nasty party’ and produce a 

‘caring’ discourse.  It aimed to create a distance both from the failed 

Thatcherite ideology that claimed a free market would solve social ills and the 

Blairite ‘Third Way’ agenda that sought to respond to the consequences of 

accelerating globalisation by integrating the public and private sectors.  The 

‘Big Society’ emerged from the pre-election Conservative narrative of a 

‘Broken Britain’ (Dorey & Garnett 2012) and is closely linked with Philip 

Blond’s concept of ‘Red Toryism’ (Dorey & Garnett 2012).  In the context of 

the 2010 election, the ‘Big Society’ could thus be understood as a Tory return 

to society and local communities.  In this narrative, there is mutuality and a 

vision for forms of interdependent support systems.  With these local 

community systems in place, state support, seen as unresponsive and 

unwieldy, will be replaced.  It is a seductive narrative later bolstered by David 

Cameron’s other narrative used to give credibility to public spending cuts of us 

being ‘all in it together’. 
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Despite the ‘Big Society’ eventually being quietly dropped in the months 

following the 2010 election3, I suggest that many of the values it promoted 

remain and that it served as useful camouflage for the Conservative project to 

‘hollow out’ the state.  As Corbett & Walker (2013) argue in their analysis of 

the ‘Big Society’: 

Thus when the Big Society appeal to paternalism is combined with 
the absence of a robust political programme to empower local 
communities and the massive and ideologically-driven cuts in 
especially local authority spending in the name of deficit reduction, it 
is difficult not to conclude that it is a political fig-leaf to obscure the 
real causes of the current financial crisis – big finance rather than big 
government, as well as a defence of class interests, and a neo-
liberal attack on the state designed to shift responsibility, but not 
power, on to individuals. (Corbett & Walker, 2013: 463) 
 

These issues around the disconnect between the rhetoric of community 

cohesion and values and the damage done to those communities by 

neoliberalism constitute a theme which runs throughout the thesis and will be 

reiterated in the analysis and discussion in the second half of the thesis.  For 

now I return to the ‘Big Society’ narrative to briefly explore how it intersects 

with the rural idyll, another major theme of the thesis. 

One of the more enduring themes of the rural idyll is the notion that 

rural communities have distinctly different values from urban communities 

(Annibal & Tasker 2011). As Bauman (2009) suggests, what singles 

community out the most, is homogeneity.  Key amongst these are attitudes 

which promote community identity, community support, and self-reliance 

rather than turning to government (Watkins 2006; CRC 2008; Moor & Leach 

                                                
3 It should be noted that during the 2015 election, the ‘Big Society’ was 
resurrected by the Conservatives in their manifesto. 
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2011). However, as both Watkins (2006) and CRC (2010) illustrate, such 

values tend to be held by those who are in higher socioeconomic groups and 

consequently have greater social capital.  

These ‘values’ of rural communities, values that tend to be politically 

conservative, ethnically homogenous and heterosexual, result in the ‘non-

average’ members of the community losing out in policy terms.  Mental health 

services, healthcare and services for ethnic minority and lesbian, gay bisexual 

and transgender (LGBT)  groups (Asthana & Halliday 2004; Asthana et al. 

2009) are under-resourced compared to similar groups in urban settings.   

What could be seen as ‘rural’ values segue closely into Conservative ideals of 

the ‘Big Society’.   

Moor and Leach make this connection explicit claiming that: 

…  the building blocks of the Big Society are already deeply 
embedded within the experience of its communities.  One of the 
challenges in developing community-based approaches is that they 
require a strong sense of what the community is.  This sense is 
already strongly felt in most rural communities.  (Moor & Leach, 
2011: 1) 
 

Moor and Leach support their claims by highlighting higher rates of 

volunteering, civic participation and the existence of parish councils in rural 

areas.  However, Annibal and Tasker (2011), whilst supporting the statistics, 

found civic participation and volunteering are predominantly the reserve of a 

small, more affluent proportion of the community who have higher levels of 

social and monetary capital.  Low-income groups and those with low social 

capital remain socially excluded.  Further, the higher rates of volunteering in 

rural communities have arisen because of a lack of statutory services.  Whilst 
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this idea of welfare state provision being more comprehensively replaced by 

charitable organisations may be attractive to Conservatives, both ideologically 

and fiscally, this has alarming implications for disabled people.  

People with Learning Difficulties and Rural Communities 
 
So where do disabled people, particularly people with learning difficulties, fit 

into rural spaces, ideas of community and the Big Society?  This section will 

explore the connections between learning difficulties and rural spaces, the 

way policy currently affects people with learning difficulties living in the 

countryside and the possible consequences of the neoliberal agenda. 

Historic associations between rurality and learning difficulties 

There is an affinity between rurality and intellectual impairment based upon 

historical foundations.  Like historical accounts of the routine infanticide of 

disabled babies by some within disability studies, these accounts are 

contested and often have little evidence to support them4.  Space does not 

allow a full discussion of the history of intellectual impairment, so a limited 

exploration will start with the impact of the industrial revolution. 

It has long been contended by first wave disability studies scholars 

(Finkelstein, 1980) that disability, as a form of social oppression, largely arose 

from industrialisation.  In terms of learning difficulties, some commentators 

(Race, 2002; Winzer, 1997) suggest that the genesis of learning difficulties as 

a label began during the turn towards ‘reason’ during the Enlightenment.  In 

                                                
4 A good example of this is the belief by some within disability studies that all 
disabled children were routinely killed at birth in ancient Greece and Rome.  
As Edwards (1996) demonstrates, this belief is based on five 
contemporaneous suggestions.  There is no evidence that the practice 
actually took place at any meaningful level. 
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both analyses, it is argued that in agrarian, feudal societies, disabled people, 

including those with learning difficulties, were absorbed into their immediate 

communities.  People with mild or even moderate learning difficulties would 

work the land whilst those who survived either congenital or acquired 

impairments would work in whatever capacity they could (Finkelstein 1980).  

Thus, Finkelstein (ibid.) argues, it was the industrial revolution and migration 

to expanding urban centres that highlighted deficits in people with physical 

and cognitive impairments.   

Whilst rural dwellers initially controlled their own labour, the escalation 

of Inclosure in the mid to late 18th century, advent of industrial weaving 

machines, combined with lack of employment from traditional agriculture 

began to force rural workers to the city for work.  Gleeson (1997) argued that 

this commodification of labour resulted in severely curtailing the autonomy of 

rural dwellers and created a divide between those who had the physical and 

intellectual capabilities to work with a new system and those who were either 

too physically impaired or not able to learn quickly enough.   

The exodus from rural to urban spaces laid down a lasting division 

between those who settled and worked in the high-density industrial areas 

and those remaining in rural areas.  This lead to urban dwellers being 

considered dynamic, forward-looking and sophisticated whilst rural dwellers 

were seen as ‘slow’, unsophisticated and rooted in the past (Northbourne 

2003).  This is evidenced by cultural and media representations of the rural 

idyll and the stereotype of ‘simple country folk’, creating, I contend, the notion 

that the rural space was the natural place for people with learning difficulties.  

Representations in film such as Ryan’s Daughter (Lean 1970) to television 
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sitcoms like Wild West (Nye 2002) and cartoons (see fig 2), illustrate 

discriminatory stereotypes that anger rural inhabitants (Levy 2010) and do 

little to diminish oppressive views of people with learning difficulties. 

 

Figure 2: © Petar Jankov 

 

The establishment of institutions for people with learning difficulties followed a 

similar pattern to those for people who experienced mental illness.  They were 

often situated at a distance from urban centres for therapeutic, economic and 

social reasons (Curtis 2010).  This historical locating of people with learning 

difficulties in the countryside continues today with the majority of existing 

British ‘special education’ facilities located in isolated rural spaces or on the 

outskirts of smaller villages and towns5.  This is underpinned by the 

prevalence of work/training for adults with learning difficulties in the 

horticultural sectors (Cole et al. 2007; Beyer et al. 2004) as well as the 

establishment of intentional communities such as Camphill in rural areas 

(Gibson et al. 2006; Randell & Cumella 2009). 

                                                
5 See www.specialneedsuk.org for locations of SEN schools in the UK.  
Viewing the location of segregated special schools via Google satellite also 
reveals the marginalized locations of such institutions. 
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The Policy Context 
 
One of the main issues the literature around rurality points to, is access, or 

rather, lack of it.  For disabled people generally and people with learning 

difficulties in particular, accessing rural services is problematic whether in 

Austria (Buchner 2009), Australia (Wiesel 2009) or Cornwall (CRC 2009).  

Since the social exclusion of people with learning difficulties was officially 

recognised by the New Labour Government, resulting in the white paper 

Valuing People (DoH, 2001) in 2001, many aspects of the lives of people with 

learning difficulties have changed.   Many people with learning difficulties, or 

their advocates, are currently able to express choices about their lives in ways 

that would have seemed inconceivable forty years ago 

However, reviewing the aims of Valuing People against current 

progress reveals only limited progress.  Valuing People argued that the social 

exclusion of people with learning difficulties needed to change to address 

health, poverty and social interaction.  The literature shows that many still 

have little choice over who cares for them, few have friendships outside family 

and paid carers, and meaningful employment for many remains as elusive as 

ever (Emerson & Baines 2010; Emerson et al. 2012).   People with learning 

difficulties, despite reporting positively about some changes resulting from 

Valuing People and Valuing People Now (Hatton, et al 2009) continue to live 

in poverty with poor health outcomes and remain socially marginalised 

(Learning Disability Coalition 2008; Heslop et al. 2013). 

This marginalisation has been exacerbated by the introduction of A 

Vision for Adult Social Care (Department of Health 2010a) devolving 

government control to local authority/community level.  As spending cuts have 
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been implemented since the publication of A Vision for Adult Social Care, 

local authorities have been cutting social care budgets (Learning Disability 

Coalition 2011) and people with learning difficulties are experiencing cuts to 

services (Sully & Bowen 2012) leaving some  socially isolated and lonely 

(Mencap 2012).  In rural areas, cuts are exacerbated by geographical as well 

as social isolation (Learning Disability Coalition 2008).  Whilst Cornwall 

Council did not cut its social care budget for 2012/2013 it was frozen and 

eligibility for social care was restricted to those at ‘substantial’ or ‘critical’ risk.  

The assumption at national level was that this shortfall in care would be made 

up by community volunteers (Department of Health 2010a).  

Social exclusion, learning difficulties and neoliberalism 

In many respects the ideals behind Valuing People and indeed other UK 

policy aimed at ending social exclusion rapidly diminished from their 

overarching aims focusing on structures and communities, to the individual’s 

moral obligation to take action to become included, preferably by being 

involved in some form of economic activity and consumption (Levitas 1999; 

Burton & Kagan 2006; Dowse 2009; Hall 2010).  Thus, many policies from 

New Labour and more recently from the coalition government made explicit 

assumptions about the duty of individuals to ‘make a contribution’.  The 

individualising concept of ‘contributing’ to society shifts from the directive to be 

involved in one’s community and not cause harm to it in ECM (2003), to the 

duty to contribute fiscally in Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People 

(Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit & DWP 2005) and Independence, Wellbeing 
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and Choice (Department of Health 2005).  This shift from ideas of social 

exclusion being: 

… a shorthand term for what can happen when people or individuals 
suffer from a combination of linked problems such as 
unemployment, poor skills, low incomes, unfair discrimination, poor 
housing, high crime, bad health and family breakdown.  (ODPM 
2004, my emphasis) 

To:   
The best way to prevent the long-term exclusion of disabled people 
and those with ill-health from the labour market is to help people 
remain in work or return to their jobs quickly…(: 75)…  Our vision is 
a welfare state where no one is written off and everyone is expected 
to contribute (DWP 2008: 37 my emphasis) 
 

This latter quotation from the green paper explicitly places the focus of social 

exclusion on worklessness and the expectation that disabled people are 

morally obliged to contribute fiscally in the form of employment.  This 

expectation was further underlined in Valuing Employment Now (DoH, 2009a) 

which sought to increase the number of people with moderate and severe 

learning difficulties in employment.  This would position those disabled people 

unable to ‘contribute’ as culpable, deviant and in a state of dependency, 

simultaneously blaming their exclusion on economic inactivity and demonising 

them as a moral underclass (Levitas 1999).  This neoliberal discourse in 

terms of welfare (Dowse 2009), from Valuing People (Burton & Kagan 2006) 

to A Vision for Adult Social Care (Race & Malin, 2011) consolidates a shift 

from aiming towards equitable redistribution of resources to commodifying 

welfare in order to benefit the private sector (Grover 2012).  Some argue that 

policy under the coalition government (2010-2015) perpetuated a discourse of 

victimisation (Dhani quoted by Boffey, 2012) of disabled people, with the 

media portraying disabled people as workshy benefit scroungers (Briant et al. 
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2011).  Disabled people increasingly came under attack both in terms of 

policy and, sometimes, physically.  This shift in policy significantly affected the 

lives of disabled people nationally (Morris 2014; Void 2012), but for those in 

rural areas there were additional difficulties to making a ‘contribution’, 

explored below. 

Firstly, there are considerable physical barriers to accessing 

employment in rural areas for anyone lacking access to private transport.  

Public transport in rural areas is expensive, seasonal and irregular.  Whilst 

many local authorities including Cornwall, provide disabled people with free 

bus passes, in Cornwall and many other places this is only available off-peak, 

so disabled people either have to pay or find work which allows them to start 

later in the day.  This presupposes that in a competitive job market, a disabled 

person is offered the job in the first place. 

Secondly, rural communities are, by nature, small.  Disabled people 

are frequently known locally to be disabled and this appears to render 

disabled people with hidden impairments such as those with learning 

difficulties vulnerable to disability hate-crime (Gravell 2012)6.  Since the legal 

establishment of disability hate crime in 2003, reporting and prosecution has 

been patchy (Roulstone et al. 2011).  Official reporting is much lower than 

rates cited by the third sector (See for example surveys by Mencap 2000 and 

MIND 2007).  In the context of people with learning difficulties, there has been 

a resulting emphasis on safeguarding (CSCI 2008), with many people with 

learning difficulties (including the co-researchers of this project) taking an 
                                                
6 The term ‘Hate-crime’ is in itself contentious and some, such as the UK 
Equality and Human Rights Commission prefer the terms ‘motivated crime’ 
and ‘targeted crime’.  For a fuller discussion please see Roulstone, Thomas 
and Balderston (2011) 
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active role in providing training to statutory, third and private sectors.  

Disabled people, including those with learning difficulties living in rural areas 

report a wide range of abusive behaviour from carers and neighbours.  

Murders such as Stephen Hoskin’s in 2006 (Flynn, 2007) and the institutional 

abuse centred on Budock Hospital reported in 2004 (CSCI & HC 2006) and 

more recently the on-going criminal investigations into abuse at the John 

Daniel Centre and the subsequent Serious Case Review (Cornwall And Isles 

Of Scilly Safeguarding Adults Board 2015),  all had a damaging impact on the 

lives of people with learning difficulties in Cornwall (my research journal notes 

that some of the members from the self advocacy organisation had expressed 

fears about being in public).  These events sit uncomfortably with the 

idealised notion of rural communities being protective and nurturing places;  

places where neighbours will look out for you rather than abuse and threaten 

you (Flynn 2007). 

Finally, the shift in focus from statutory support for disabled people has 

had a further marginalising effect.  Supporting people in order to facilitate 

inclusion via individual budgets/direct payments and the use of PAs funded at 

a statutory level allowed, however imperfectly, people with learning difficulties 

a degree of choice and control.  As the coalition government reduced the 

welfare state, those considered less disabled and more capable found the 

safety net of state support withdrawn (Mencap 2012; House of Commons 

Work and Pensions Committee 2015). Further, a large number of people 

labelled as having learning difficulties receive no support at all (Tilly 2008) as 

local authorities only provide services to those who are considered to be most 

in need.  This process of reducing eligibility for services and simultaneously 
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cutting finance to essential services and benefits with the expectation that the 

third sector and communities will take up the slack, leads disability services 

once again into the charity model with disabled people reduced to passive 

recipients of abelist philanthropy (Runswick-Cole & Goodley, 2011).  This 

could be seen as a backward step in terms of progress made in disabled 

people’s fight for social justice.   

This section has explored the political and policy context in which the 

research took place in order to situate the social conditions in which the co-

researchers and indeed most people with learning difficulties live.  The next 

section will explore the background to the political struggle of disabled people 

and how that resulted in new forms of research within disability in order to 

contextualise the methodological approach. 

Disability Research: from ‘parasites’7 to partnership 
 
Whilst there has been an abundance of literature relating to impairment, much 

of it clinical, psychological or rooted in medical sociology, going back to the 

enlightenment, disability studies is a comparatively recent field of study.  This 

section will briefly describe the genesis of disability studies as an academic 

discipline.  A more detailed discussion of recent approaches to disability 

research, particularly how they relate to learning difficulties will then follow. 

Like feminism and post-colonial studies, disability studies arose from 

the political activism and civil rights movements of the 1960s and 1970s.  In 

academia, one of the catalysts for change was the work of Paul Hunt who, 

following his ‘participation’ in a qualitative study by Miller & Gwynne, (1972), 

                                                
7 The term ‘parasite’ is a reference to non-disabled researchers of disability as 
discussed below. 
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published (Hunt 1981) a rebuttal of their outcomes, ‘Settling accounts with the 

parasitic people: A critique of Miller and Gwynne’s A Life Apart’.   Miller and 

Gwynne described the residents (including Hunt) of the residential home they 

studied as ‘socially dead’.  Hunt in turn accused Miller and Gwynne and, by 

extension, all non-disabled researchers in the field of being ‘parasites’ building 

careers and livelihoods on the backs of disabled people.  This is a charge, 

which has continued to create tensions between disabled and non-disabled 

researchers.  The outcomes of the politicisation of disability in the UK8 

resulted in what has become known as ‘the social model’ of disability 

formalised by Disabled Peoples’ International at the First World Congress in 

1982 (DPI 1982).  

The social model of disability 

The social model, based on a materialist/Marxist perspective makes a 

distinction between impairment, that is the biologically determined physical, 

sensory and intellectual limitations, and disability, that is the social barriers 

created by society (UPIAS 1983).  This conceptualisation of disability is that it 

is a tool for the discrimination and oppression of people with impairments by 

non-impaired society.  The social model has influenced a generation of 

activists and academics alike, to the point where it is considered an academic 

theory and not only a political project (Priestley 2006).  

The social model is arguably the dominant perspective within UK 

disability studies and, remarkably, UK disability policy for disabled people 

                                                
8 There are distinct differences between British and international approaches 
to disability rights, which, due to space considerations, does not allow 
discussion of now.  
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generally and physically impaired people particularly.  This does not mean the 

social model is uncontested.  Amongst people with physical impairments, 

particularly feminists, there has been a call to explore ‘impairment effects’ 

(Thomas 2004b).  Crow (1996) argues that in excluding the pain that 

impairment can cause and the limitations that are caused by impairment along 

with social barriers, the social model gives an incomplete understanding of 

disability.  Others, like Shakespeare (2006) and Shakespeare and Watson 

(2001) have rejected the social model as not being fit for purpose, claiming 

that its binary nature between abled and disabled is divisive and that the 

rejection of impairment as a possible cause of disability is not based on the 

lived experiences of disabled people.  As mentioned in Chapter 1 and will be 

discussed later, critiques of the social model cover the broad spectrum of 

disability, both physical impairments and in relation to learning difficulties.  

However, the political aspect of the social model, that is conceptualising 

disability as a form of social oppression, underpins this research.  

New forms of research production 

Zarb (1992) suggests that emancipatory research, the approach to research 

proposed by advocates of the social model of disability, is a set of principles 

rather than rules and arose in opposition to the oppressive research practices 

experienced by disabled subjects of research and the absence of self-

reflection on the part of researchers9.  It is considered a ‘gold-standard’ of 

disability research, with disabled people commissioning and funding research 

(which may or may not be carried out by non-disabled researchers who are 
                                                
9 It should be noted that Zarb includes non-disabled researchers as helping 
produce emancipatory principles.  At this point within UK disability studies 
there was yet to emerge a strongly separatist faction. 
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accountable to Disabled People’s Organisations (DPOs) and with research to 

be explicitly used to improve and empower the lives of disabled people 

(Chappell 2000).  

Recognition that DPOs were poorly funded and thus unable to 

commission research, led Zarb (1992), to suggest that participatory research 

would provide a stepping-stone to emancipatory research.  Participatory 

research in this respect was perceived as a kind of ‘second best’ paradigm by 

social modellers and could be defined as being on a continuum.  Projects that 

used disabled people as key informants (Stalker 1998) were at one end and 

projects which had disabled people as researchers and helping set the 

research agenda were at the other (Chapman 2005). 

One criterion that runs through much of the literature on emancipatory 

paradigms is that there is an adherence to the social model of disability as a 

basis for the research (Stone & Priestley 1996).  As Danieli & Woodhams 

(2005) argue, this is in itself problematic for both emancipatory research and 

for disabled people because of the conflation of political demands and the 

research process.  Whilst I disagree with their suggestion that there is a 

problem with combining research with an explicitly political standpoint, I am in 

agreement with Danieli and Woodhams’ argument that emancipatory research 

is not an alternative to positivism, but is in fact positivist in accepting a priori 

the principles of the social model.  This they suggest, results in data that fails 

to conform to the social model being ‘marginalised, ignored or dismissed as a 

form of ‘false consciousness’’ (:289) thus silencing the views of some disabled 

people.  This claim has some substance and instances of it can be found in 
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some of the work by Boxall, Carson, & Docherty (2004) and Boxall (2010).  

For example, in discussing the participation of people with learning difficulties 

in the Learning Disability Studies programme, Boxall suggests that the 

‘failures’ the programme has experienced to include some people with 

learning difficulties in the programme is the responsibility of the institution: 

By adopting this position, we accept a level of responsibility for ‘failure’ 
to include some people with learning difficulties… Anything less than 
this would, by locating the problem in the person with learning 
difficulties, amount to an individual (deficit) model approach and thus 
lend weight to arguments for the continued exclusion of people with 
learning difficulties. (Boxall et al., 2004 :107) 

Danieli & Woodhams also question the non-hierarchical claim of 

emancipatory/inclusive research, but do not take into account the reflective 

process most researchers take.  In this they seem to have cherry-picked the 

research, much as they interpret Kitchin (2000) as arguing that disability 

studies research is conducted by an ‘elite’ of disabled researchers.  A further 

critique Danieli & Woodhams (2005) make is that conducting ‘elite’ interviews 

is incompatible with emancipatory/inclusive research on the grounds that they 

would necessitate covert data collection or at least some form of subterfuge 

about the standpoint of the researchers.  Emancipatory research does not 

mean that all participants interviewed have to be part of the research process, 

only that those who are setting the agenda have to be disabled.  In other 

words, emancipatory or inclusive research centring on services is about taking 

the agenda of those who use the services, not those who provide them.  

Thus, there is no need to be covert about the agenda when interviewing 

service managers as they suggest.  In analysing the influence of feminism on 

disability research, Danieli & Woodhams (2005) rightly point out that feminist 

research has resulted in a more nuanced and reflexive process than social 
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model researchers utilise.  This has resulted in feminism shifting from ‘second 

wave’ concepts of essentialism to a ‘third wave’ which takes in the diversity of 

sex and gender and seeks to end gender binaries (Annandale & Clark 1996).   

In the disability movement Wehmeyer, Bersani, & Gagne's (2000) 

historical account of the self-advocacy movement shows how this is reflected 

in the waves of activism from impairment specific support groups, to advocacy 

by parents and finally self advocacy.  Within disability studies, we can also 

identify waves, with attacks on the social model for ignoring the impact of 

impairment (Crow, 1996; Shakespeare & Corker, 2002) and a post-

structuralist turn from materialism constituting a second wave (Hughes 2009; 

Goodley 2001).  The conversations framed around Critical Disability Studies 

(CDS), centring on ending the dis/abled, ab/normal, etc. binaries and the 

prospective turn to critical realism (Shakespeare, 2006; Williams, 1999) might 

constitute a third wave.  However it is unlikely as Goodley & Roets (2008) 

contend, that the death of the social model altogether is imminent.  The rise of 

CDS as an intersectional, multi-theoretical nuanced approach (which includes 

materialist analyses (Meekosha & Shuttleworth 2009)) suggests rather, a 

maturation of disability studies as an academic subject.  

Research around physical impairments has been dominated by 

separatist agendas (Branfield 1998; Branfield 1999; Duckett 1998; Drake 

1997; Campbell 1997; Beauchamp-Pryor 2011) and bitter arguments about 

how well researchers adhere to social model principles around emancipatory 

research.  There has however been a divergence from the hegemony of 

social model perspectives in disability studies by researchers into learning 

difficulties.  Whilst research from what could be termed a ‘hard’ social model 
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perspective has focused on politically driven emancipatory research which 

seeks to exclude non-disabled researchers and allies (Branfield 1998; 

Branfield 1999), research with people with learning difficulties has a well-

established record of partnership with non-disabled allies.  This divergence is 

founded on the marginalisation of learning difficulties within the disability 

movement, the impact of normalisation and social role valorisation (SRV) and 

the ‘impairment effect’ of intellectual disability.  These themes will now be 

discussed in turn. 

Marginalisation of people with learning difficulties within the 

disability movement 

The marginalised status of learning difficulties within the disability movement 

reflects the way people with learning difficulties have been socially 

marginalised as a whole.  This was in many ways perpetuated by physically 

impaired people themselves, making it quite clear that whilst they might be 

‘cripples’, they were not ‘idiots’ (Ford 1966), thus removing themselves from 

what is arguably the most stigmatising impairment of all, lack of reason and 

competence (Deal 2003).  That the social model of disability and (by 

extension) the disabled peoples’ movement has side-lined people with 

learning difficulties is not a new contention (Chappell et al. 2001) with social 

model advocates making at most cursory references (Barnes & Mercer 1992) 

to learning difficulties. The reasons for this in terms of activism and research 

are various but many of the analyses focus around the impairment/disability 

divide.  Despite Oliver (1999) arguing that the social model was not 

impairment specific but applied to all forms of impairment, the social model’s 

binary around impairment/disability ironically focused on the physical 
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embodiment of impairment (Chappell 1997).  This lack of consideration of 

cognitive impairment, effectively excludes people with learning difficulties from 

social model discourse (Gilbert 2004).  As Aspis (quoted by Campbell & 

Oliver, 1996 :97) argued, people with learning difficulties are discriminated 

against within the disability movement because  ‘people without ‘learning 

difficulties’ use the medical model when dealing with us’.   In other words, 

people with physical impairments within the disability movement 

conceptualise learning difficulties as an essential biological deficit, just as 

non-disabled people conceptualise physical impairments as a deficit.  This 

‘second wave’ ‘turn to impairment’ (Goodley 2001) alluded to earlier, where 

disabled scholars such as Thomas (2004b), and Shakespeare & Watson 

(2001) questioned the social model contention that disability is only caused by 

social barriers and that impairment has no impact on disability, resulted in a 

divergence in disability studies between materialist and structuralist 

perspectives (Thomas 2004a).  The rise of structuralist and postmodern 

theorising around recognising impairment, led to accusations that the model 

was being watered down to an inside-out rights-based approach (Finkelstein 

2004).  However, as Shakespeare & Corker (2002) suggest in the introduction 

to Disability/postmodernity, ‘postmodernism is concerned with how we build 

inclusive societies and with the social role of knowledge’ (Shakespeare & 

Corker, 2002 3: italics in the original).  This has had a significant impact on 

research and ethics which Goodley (2007) argues has resulted in the use of 

postmodern approaches to create more socially just pedagogies.  

Postmodern perspectives continue to have some currency within 

disability studies, including (or perhaps especially?) in relation to learning 
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difficulties (see for example Roets, 2009; Roets & Van Hove, 2003), because 

they allow for complex theorising around the intersections of the social, the 

biological, agency and structure (Shakespeare & Watson 2001).  This positing 

of disability as ‘…  the quintessential post-modern concept because it is so 

complex, so variable, so contingent, so situated’ by Shakespeare & Watson 

(2001 :19) is, with hindsight, ironic, given both authors later shift to critical 

realist (CR) approaches (Shakespeare 2006).  These CR approaches are 

based upon what Vehmas & Makela (2009) would term ‘brute facts’ and the 

dismissal of linguistic turns which deny the corporeality of impairment.  The 

use of Foucauldian ‘technologies of power’ for example have influenced a 

new wave of disability researchers (Reeve 2002; Roets 2009) seeking to 

explain (for example) how the self-surveillance required for disability-related 

benefits creates ‘docile bodies’ (Reeve 2002).  In addition to the rather 

predictable, knee-jerk rejection of such non-materialist explanations of 

disability from social modellists, there has been a range of other, more 

nuanced critiques of postmodernism.  For example, whilst Goodley uses 

postmodern approaches, from narratives to bricolage, on reflection he 

wonders if such analysis swamps the ‘human essence’ (Clough et al. 2004).  

Goodley asserts that people are mythical products of (post)modernity and that 

consequently postmodern narrative methods render narrators as both object 

and subject thus destroying any emancipatory potential (Clough et al., 2004: 

151). 

This is not to say that research around learning difficulties rejects a 

social model standpoint.  Academics such as Boxall (2010) take an explicit 

social model approach to research with people with learning difficulties, so 
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when problems are encountered with the research, they are ‘refocused’ away 

from the individual and onto her methods.  Thus in her work on a housing 

preferences project, Boxall had to fight against using a ‘deficit’ approach when 

respondents with PMLD were unable to make a choice and shift the problem 

onto the data collection instrument.  Whilst this approach is admirable, it 

raises the question of how fully accessible the research process is for some 

people with learning difficulties and whether it is possible to make it more 

accessible.  Boxall is not alone in using materialist analysis in her research 

with people with learning difficulty.  Researchers such as Keyes & Brandon 

(2011), Schelly (2008), Garbutt (2009) and Hollomotz (2009) have all worked 

using a social model approach in their work alongside people with learning 

difficulty. And despite Goodley’s use of narrative and postmodernist 

techniques and problematizing of impairment (Goodley 2001), he has stated 

that he works from an explicitly materialist standpoint (Goodley & Rapley 

2002) in relation to calls for social change.  Further, in this project, I see 

parallels between the barriers experienced by disabled people, including 

those with learning difficulties and the barriers experienced by people living in 

rural spaces.  I hope to synthesise what could be seen as disparate 

approaches into a coherent account of what constitutes explicitly rural 

disabling barriers. 

The impact of normalisation on learning difficulties research and 

non-disabled researchers 

A further reason for the divergence of learning difficulties research from other 

forms of disability research is the role of the non-disabled researcher.  As 
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research into learning difficulties is predominantly carried out by non-disabled 

researchers (Chappell et al. 2001; Atkinson 2002), there is a resulting divide 

between social model ideals of the emancipatory principle that disabled 

people should be in control of the research process (Zarb 1992) and the 

difficulties that people with learning difficulties have with the demands of the 

research process (Gilbert 2004; Stalker 1998; Walmsley 2004).  That non-

disabled people have a continuing role in learning difficulties research is 

founded not only on physically impaired people having initially created a 

distance from the socially stigmatising concept of intellectual impairment, but 

also on the impact of SRV and normalisation.   

As scholars such as Walmsley (2001) and Chapman (2005) suggest, 

the impact of SRV and normalisation on current policy and research into 

learning difficulties is significant.  The background to the way 

SRV/normalisation has shaped inclusive research has been discussed at 

length (see Walmsley, 2001; Walmsley & Johnson, 2003 for a more extensive 

historical background) so what follows is a brief discussion of the social 

model’s ‘most intimate antagonist’ (Glennon 2011) and the development of 

inclusive research methodologies in relation to people with learning 

difficulties. 

Whilst most early research relating to learning difficulties took medical 

model or educational forms, some early pioneers explored the psychology of 

people with learning difficulties (Edgerton, 1967/1993) or looked at the way 

people with learning difficulties negotiated society and self identity (Bogdan & 

Taylor 1982) by accessing the views of people labelled as ‘mentally retarded’. 

Whilst these early works were radical in approach, for contemporary readers 
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the analysis of Edgerton in particular, seems oppressive.  Despite his 

respondents giving detailed narratives and frequently explaining their 

incarceration as being due to the potential for immoral behaviour by women 

and parental abandonment, Edgerton interpreted this as the respondents 

being in denial about their ‘true’ state of ‘mental retardation’.  This supported 

his hypothesis that the ex-inmates he studied were attempting to hide their 

incompetence in order to fit in with society outside the institution.  This, 

Edgerton claimed, was the cause of the stress the respondents felt on leaving 

the institution.  In contrast, Bogdan and Taylor (1994) argued that 

institutionalisation caused the incompetence experienced by their two 

respondents, Patti and Ed, but that after release from the institution, 

competence began to increase.  Therefore, as Edgerton looked to root 

learning difficulty in the individual, Bogdan and Taylor sought to explain 

learning difficulties as being socially constructed.  This approach by Bogdan 

and Taylor was to later influence Goodley’s (2001) analysis of impairment as 

a social construction and calls for the development of a social model of 

impairment.  

The late 1960s and 1970s saw changes in social policy in the UK, USA 

and Scandinavia which, following revelations about the systematic abuse and 

ill-treatment of people with learning difficulties, led to the gradual closure of 

the large institutions.  This both influenced and was influenced by, the 

normalisation agenda (Rolph 1999).  Normalization, or SRV as it later became 

known (Wolfensberger 1983) arose from Scandinavian responses to changing 

human service provision (Nirje 1999).  This was later developed into an 

empirical social theory based upon the relationship between the hierarchical 
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social roles people have, the implications for people holding ‘devalued’ social 

roles and the process of improving the roles of devalued people 

(Wolfensberger 1995).  The principles of normalization/SRV as applied to 

people with learning difficulties are that they have the equal right to 

experience what Nirje termed ‘the regular circumstances and ways of life of 

their communities and their culture’ (Nirje, 1999 :17).  This meant that 

institutional living and segregation were not what Nirje (ibid.) would consider 

‘acting right’.  Normalisation rapidly spread throughout Northern Europe and 

North America having an impact on human service provision from education, 

to accommodation and health.  Its principles can be seen in policy such as 

Valuing People with its emphasis on the right to have relationships and 

friendships (Department of Health 2009b) and live in homes in the community.  

SRV also promoted notions of citizen advocacy later paving the way for the 

self-advocacy movement.  Where recent policy diverges from SRV is that 

social policy lacks the demands for attitudinal change within society (Osburn 

2006).  

Despite arguably producing an improvement in the lives of people with 

learning difficulties, normalisation and SRV are criticised on several grounds.  

Primarily, SRV has been critiqued for being ‘top down’ (Chapman 2005), full 

of elitist jargon (Chappell 1997) and as excluding the voices of disabled 

people (Chappell 2000).  Also, the language used within SRV literature, 

particularly the use of the word ‘integration’ and its attendant interpretation of 

‘insertion’ and the need for the ‘devalued’ person to change in order to fit in to 

society on society’s terms, rather than ‘inclusion’ (Griffo 2008) is contentious.  

SRV and normalisation have been specifically attacked by social modellists, 
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particularly Oliver, who denounced SRV for maintaining unequal societies and 

lacking the theoretical underpinnings to promote social change (Oliver 1999).  

These critiques are refuted by Wolfensberger (1999) and other SRV 

adherents as being a wilful misinterpretation of the theory behind SRV with 

Wolfensberger suggesting that materialist critiques of SRV are naïve in 

suggesting that society will never be anything but stratified (Wolfensberger 

1999). 

However, as Walmsley, (2001) observed, whilst SRV did not arise from 

disabled people themselves, it put in place a system of advocacy by non-

disabled allies on behalf of people with learning difficulties at a time when 

people with learning difficulties had no voice at all, including within the 

disabled people’s movement.  Walmsley goes on to propose that the self-

advocacy movement for people with learning difficulties, and thus inclusive 

research, was built on the foundations of SRV.  That is not to say that self-

advocacy organisations have not been subject to criticism, not least from self-

advocates themselves.  Aspis (1997) has argued that self-advocacy 

organisations are often contingent upon the goodwill of service providers and 

that their achievements are ‘cosmetic’.  Aspis (1997: 653) further states that: 

 Self-advocacy has become very much a tool to support people with 
learning difficulties to accept their position in society where their 
participation is dependent on the goodwill of others usually 
professionals and service providers. 
 

For self-advocacy to move forward, Aspis continues, it needs to challenge 

service provision rather than be a consultation tool for service providers.   

Whilst the influence of SRV on learning difficulties could be considered 

one of the reasons for the traditional separation of people with learning 
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difficulties from the mainstream disability movement, it also challenges the 

social model with its emphasis on partnership with non-disabled people 

rejecting the binary of the social model between disabled and non-disabled.  

The pioneering co-research within participatory and emancipatory ideals that 

evolved from these partnerships resulted in a greater acceptance of people 

with learning difficulties within the mainstream disability movement.  A further 

reason for bringing people with learning difficulties into the disability 

movement suggested by Walmsley (2001), is the linguistic turn from ‘mental 

handicap/retardation’ to ‘learning/intellectual disability’, bringing learning 

difficulties explicitly into the arena of disability research.  However, despite the 

lack of voice for people with learning difficulties within DPOs being an issue in 

the1990s, DPOs continued to exclude people with learning difficulties (People 

First 2011; Scott et al. 2008), perpetuating their marginalisation within the 

disabled people’s movement as a whole. 

Just as much early social model perspective research concerned with 

physical impairments was far from emancipatory or even participatory, so 

research such as Edgerton (1993) despite positioning people with learning 

difficulties as respondents or participants, would barely meet current inclusive 

research criteria.  However, early work by Atkinson (see for example 1988) 

and others  progressed into oral life history work, finally giving a long silent 

group a voice (e.g. Atkinson, 2004; Rolph, 1999; Traustadottir, 2006).  Whilst 

some, such as Barnes (1998) dismissed this approach as pandering to the 

idea that disability is an individual problem, the narratives reveal stories of 

resilience and resistance as well as illustrating the ways that institutional 

abuse can flourish.  Given the climate with disabled people being increasingly 
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under attack and losing a range of benefits facilitating independent living 

(Campbell, Series, Nicholson, & Young, 2012), it behoves us to remember the 

realities of institutional care detailed in these so-called ‘sentimentalised 

autobiographies’ (Barnes 1998)10. 

The pioneering work of scholars such as Atkinson, Johnson, Walmsley 

and Booth and Booth in the field of narrative research laid the way for 

increasingly inclusive methods of inquiry.  One should acknowledge there are 

some difficulties with this form of research (Goodley 1996) around bias or 

subjectivity/objectivity, relating personal accounts to social theory and giving 

voice to those with severe communication impairments.  The first two are 

largely generic critiques, to which many qualitative methods and/or feminist 

approaches in particular have been subjected.  Along with many other 

researchers who use qualitative methods, issues around bias and subjectivity 

are addressed by reflexivity (Letherby 2002). Letherby and other feminist 

authors contend, subjectivity is inevitable in all research, but by 

acknowledging standpoints and subjectivity, we can then produce work that is 

value-explicit (Letherby 2003).  By ‘theorising subjectivity’ (Letherby 2011), 

researchers, in examining their (and the participants) motives and standpoints 

as they (co-)produce and (co-)analyse data, reach an acknowledgement 

whilst ‘there is a ‘reality’ ‘out there’, the political complexities of subjectivities, 

and their inevitable involvement in the research/theorizing process make a 

definitive/final statement impracticable’ (Letherby, 2011: 70). 

                                                
10 The dismissal of ‘sentimental’ autobiography was originally made in relation 
to people with physical impairments by Paul Hunt in the forward to Stigma: the 
experience of disability in 1966. 
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The suggestion that personal accounts are just that, personal and thus 

have little meaningful relation to wider social and policy concerns, is a 

common charge as demonstrated by the comment by Barnes cited above.  

However even projects that are, at least superficially, primarily historical 

accounts such as Rolph’s (1999) PhD, can serve as a warning of the potential 

impact of welfare cuts.  Further, narrative research with people with learning 

difficulties can point to ways in which service provision can be improved.  This 

of course results in social modellists arguing that such research is purely 

aimed at evaluating existing arrangements and not social change.  Barnes 

(2001) states that when narratives are produced, they must be located in a 

wider social context and so it behoves the disabled narrator/researcher to 

contextualise the data to illustrate the social oppression.  This is problematic 

for people with learning difficulties.  There are a number of self-advocates with 

learning difficulty, such as Aspis and Docherty who carry out research and 

analysis in a social model context.  However, many people with learning 

difficulty, who are able to communicate either verbally or in writing, do not use 

the social model as their frame of reference (Chapman, 2005).  Further 

problems can arise in whose voices are listened to, as research by Lesseliers, 

Van Hove, & Vandevelde (2009) indicates that some voices are privileged 

over others in narrative research, sometimes in the name of methodological 

considerations. 

Despite the dismissal of narrative research with people with learning 

difficulties by social modellists, either on the grounds that it is not 

emancipatory enough, is controlled by non-disabled people or that it fails to 

promote social change, researchers working in partnership with people with 
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learning difficulties have made a significant contribution to research 

methodology, policy change and empowerment.  As Goodley observed: 

Life history research reaches into the heart of the postmodern 
condition and pulls out the only real thing we have left: our 
narratives:  when we accept this then we can move on towards 
a place of emancipation.  (Clough et al., 2004:151 my emphasis) 
 

Inclusive research and people with learning difficulties 
 
In the previous section, the work of Walmsley and Johnson was mentioned.  It 

is fair to say that their work around inclusive research with people with 

learning difficulties is groundbreaking.  Despite the criticisms of the self-

advocacy movement briefly mentioned earlier, I would argue that self-

advocacy and, by extension, inclusive research11 as formulated by Walmsley 

and Johnson had a far-reaching impact not just on research around people 

with learning difficulties, but on material changes to the lives of people with 

learning difficulties. 

One of the striking things about inclusive research published in 

academic journals is that almost as many papers are published around the 

methodology of inclusive research as papers disseminating the findings.  This 

possibly reflects the evolving nature of inclusive research and the 

heterogeneous nature of learning difficulties.  In keeping with the historical 

roots of inclusive research as pioneered by Atkinson, Walmsley and others, 

there are significant numbers of papers that serve as oral histories of 

institutional life.  Not all such papers employ an inclusive methodology as 

defined by Walmsley and Johnson (see Johnsen & Lysvik, 2005 and 

                                                
11 Please see chapters 3 and 4 for a further discussion of Walmsley and 
Johnson’s inclusive approaches 
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forthcoming for example) even though they might draw on detailed narratives 

of people with learning difficulties in order to affect social policy, help to 

empower and create theory.  However, research that explicitly uses an 

inclusive approach has some distinctive characteristics.  Firstly, there is the 

name with which the people with learning difficulties involved are called.  

Rolph (1999) refers to the people she worked with as ‘life historians’.  Bentley 

et al. (2011) called themselves ‘oral historians’; Chapman (2005) Dias, 

Eardley, Harkness, Brownlee-Chapman & Chapman (2011) and Townson et 

al. (2004) call themselves ‘researchers’.  In my research, I am using the term 

‘co-researcher’.  As Walmsley (2004) has observed, the ‘professional’ 

researcher often refers to themselves in non-hierarchical terms, thus 

‘academic experts’ become inquirers and supporters.  What all of these terms 

do, as well as describing the role of the person with learning difficulties, is 

create or seek to create a more horizontal relationship between the 

‘professional’ or trained researcher and their collaborators.  This 

simultaneously gives the co-researcher with learning difficulties a highly 

valued social role, again highlighting the debt inclusive research has to SRV.   

The other characteristic of inclusive research is the production of 

accessible reports.  Whilst such reports are seldom published in established 

academic journals, some, like The British Journal of Learning Disabilities, do 

publish such outcomes as well as book reviews by people with learning 

difficulties.  The remainder, such as the outcomes from the Work in Progress 

project by Cornwall People First (Tucker et al. 2012) for example, are often 

only initially available via organisation websites or by post.  Disseminating 
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inclusive research widely is seen as an issue for many researchers working 

inclusively (Garbutt 2009; Björnsdóttir & Svensdóttir 2008) with some, such as 

Boxall (2010 personal communication) suggesting that academic refereed 

journals are incompatible with much inclusive research.  The majority of 

inclusive research papers and reports are explicitly written by the researchers 

without learning difficulties even though they sometimes appear to be by the 

co-researchers (Michell 2012).  This lack of transparency about who does 

what is, as Walmsley & Johnson (2003) suggest, problematic.  Walmsley and 

Johnson point out the tensions that an academic has in publishing as part of 

their contract of employment.  This often results in the two forms alluded to 

earlier: the outcomes published as co-authored or, more latterly, authored by 

the co-researchers with learning difficulties and the process published by the 

professional researcher (see Williams, 1999 for example).  Increasingly the 

co-researchers publish on methodology as in the case of Garbutt (2009) and 

Garbutt, Tattersall, Dunn & Boycott-Garnett (2010) who published single 

authored work on the research process and co-authored work as well.  

Walmsley and Johnson (2003) argue that if work is co-authored or written with 

support, it is important to acknowledge this and describe the process.  Failure 

to do so results in injustice for those making the research possible and 

increases the potential for dishonesty.  I would also suggest that as a 

research student, clear articulation of the process provides a useful resource 

for others starting on this path. 

Whilst many papers disseminating inclusive research go into detail 

about the methodology used and the difficulties and challenges, the field of 

inquiry is extensive.  From participatory action research with the parents of 
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people with learning difficulties (Walmsley & Mannan 2009), models of peer 

support (Keyes & Brandon 2011), to the experiences of people with learning 

difficulties dealing with cancer (Tuffrey-Wijne et al. 2008), inclusive 

researchers are uncovering more and more areas of interest.  This is not to 

say that such research is without difficulty. Stalker (1998) articulated 

difficulties in carrying out inclusive research in 1998 and problems still emerge 

with charges from participants that research is ‘all talk and no action’ 

(Walmsley & Mannan 2009) or the risks of doing research around sensitive 

areas such as abuse (Brookes et al. 2012).  Some research seems to be 

‘inclusive’ in name only and the inclusion of disabled people appears to be 

tokenistic (Boland et al. 2007) and lacks any meaningful outcomes to justify 

the tokenism. 

Much research does, as Aspis' (1997) charged, still centre on service 

provision.  However, Aspis’ analysis was made in the 1990s when funding for 

inclusive research was limited and service evaluation was one of very few 

funding options for inclusive research.  Whilst organisations of people with 

learning difficulties still have to fight for funding, the picture is much improved.  

Not only are universities more willing to fund inclusive research, other funders 

such as Norah Fry, see inclusive research positively (Rodgers 1999) and the 

ESRC promotes engagement with key stakeholders as a criteria in its calls for 

bids (see for example ESRC common specification for the 'What Works 

Centre for Wellbeing 2014).  Although Danieli & Woodhams (2005) are 

sceptical about the possibility of funders only supporting emancipatory 

research projects that conform to the social model as claimed by Ward 

(1997), organisations like the Norah Fry Research Centre are explicit about 
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their research being based on the social model of disability.  Additionally, 

whilst not being prescriptive about inclusive research the JRF makes explicit 

claims about being on the side of marginalised people.  This has resulted in 

some large-scale and innovative projects involving people with learning 

difficulties such as the Work in Progress (Tucker et al. 2012) project,  and the 

Having a Good day? (Cole et al. 2007) project, both of which were substantial, 

well funded projects making clear and actionable policy recommendations. 

Conclusions 
 
Whilst the intersections between disability, rurality and community are not 

always explicit in the literature, when issues around poverty, ill health and 

policy changes are factored in, significant links are created. This is particularly 

in the way in which agendas like the Big Society, are based on forms of 

communitarianism allied very closely to (Tonnies 1887) theories around 

gemeinschaft or intimate communities, which are, in turn, based on kinship 

and common understandings.  These ideals of community relate to notions of 

the rural idyll and the ideal of small ‘c’ conservatism, self-reliance and 

neighbourly support.  This neoliberal perspective is perhaps workable in 

affluent, homogeneous communities, but for people who are economically 

disadvantaged or are different from the majority of the population, there is the 

risk of being excluded.   

Disabled people are often both economically disadvantaged and 

‘different’ but as long as they have visible impairments, they can be perceived 

as ‘deserving’ and therefore acceptable recipients of unpaid community 

support.  This is problematic on two fronts.  Firstly, disabled people are cast 
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as being ‘worthy’ of charity and thus subject to the beneficence of the 

dominant group providing the charity.  This not only demands disabled people 

express gratitude but it signals the erosion of hard won independence and 

choice by disabled people.  Secondly, it presupposes that the dominant group 

in that community has the will, not to mention the time, to provide these 

informal services.  The paradox between the communitarian aspirations of the 

Big Society and the neoliberal driving force behind the policies that focus 

responsibility onto the individual is not easy to resolve.  

The initial discussion in this chapter of disability research which made 

reference to methodology, will now be expanded in the next chapter.  
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Introduction 
 
This chapter will briefly explore the literature that specifically informed the 

research methods and approaches used in the research project.   The chapter 

then outlines how the co-researchers came together and developed the 

design.  It starts with a discussion of the literature on the methods widely used 

when researching with people with learning difficulties and looks at previous 

research using participant observation, visual methods and mobile 

interviewing including some of the ethical dilemmas that can arise.   Finally 

the use of inclusive (Walmsley & Johnson 2003) research, as used in the 

project will be outlined as an approach to illuminate marginalised voices and 

argue for social change.  Throughout the chapter I allude to parts of the data 

and experiences with collecting the data and analysis in order to both 

contextualise and ground the literature under discussion. 
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Researching Disability 
 
Research into learning difficulties has mainly focused on three main 

dimensions, bio-medical, educational and social.  It is important to emphasise 

that these are neither discrete categories, in that they frequently intersect both 

with each other and indeed other fields of study, nor are they the only 

categories.  However, research that involves disability tends to fall into one of 

these broad areas, all of which have their own methodological preferences 

and issues.  

Research examining the bio-medical aspects of the various forms of 

cognitive impairment seeks to uncover the causes, symptoms and ways of 

ameliorating the causes and/or impairment effects (e.g. Handrigan et al., 

2013; Karltorp et al., 2014).  The medical literature around the causes of 

cognitive impairment, both acquired and present from birth, is vast.  This 

research is predominantly based on quantitative scientific principles.  The 

humanity of the research subjects is seldom if ever present as medical 

research anonymised such research subjects.   Much early work often had a 

eugenic desire to reduce transmission of ‘feeblemindedness’ (see Goddard, 

1912 for example) or to find ways of measuring and quantifying intelligence 

(Huey 1910).  Today, this urge towards normalcy is manifest within research 

aimed at pre and post-conception screening (see Shannon, Alberg, Nacul, & 

Pashayan, 2014) igniting fierce debates within disability studies about the 

ethical implications, raising fears of a genocidal subtext (Davis 1999; Garland-

Thomson 2005; Miller & Levine 2013).  Many of these arguments have been 

countered both within disability studies (Shakespeare 2006; Vehmas 2011) 

and without (Singer 2009; Giubilini & Minerva 2012; McMahan 2009) on the 
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morality of purposefully giving birth to impaired children and the status of 

personhood/humanity of people with cognitive impairments.  

Research exploring the educational aspects of learning difficulties 

tends to focus on two broad areas; improving educational outcomes for 

people with learning difficulties (see Alloway, 2012; Cook & Odom, 2013; 

Jitendra, Burgess, & Gajria, 2011 for recent examples) and investigating the 

impact of students with learning difficulties on non-disabled students (Bunch & 

Valeo 2004; Kugelmass 2001).  There is also a significant body of work in the 

educational literature in relation to the classroom management of pupils with 

learning difficulties (see Harwell & Jackson, 2014; McLeskey & Waldron, 

2011; D. Mitchell, 2014 for recent examples).  A later addition to the 

educational literature form of research are the experiences of current or 

former students with learning difficulties, either in mainstream or special 

schools (Pitt & Curtin 2004; Allan & Brown 2001; Davis & Watson 2001).  

There is also an exploration of radical approaches to education (Goodley 

2007) often incorporating creative forms of inclusive research (Greenstein 

2013; Greenstein 2014).  Such educational research is also increasingly 

including pupils with profound and multiple learning difficulties (Simmons & 

Watson 2015; Simmons et al. 2008).  Forms of educational research such as 

these, often draw methodologies based on explicitly political and 

emancipatory ideals propounded by Freire (2005).     

Finally, research has focused on the social aspects of people with 

learning difficulties and those around them (Rheingold 1945; Wheeler 1930; 

Wilson et al. 2013).  These studies use a range of historical, sociological and 

psychological perspectives.  Much of this research intersects with education 
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research and can use a range of approaches, both quantitative (e.g. Brown, 

Hatton, & Emerson, 2013; Emerson & Roulstone, 2014; Roberts, Turner, 

Baines, & Hatton, 2012) and qualitative (e.g. Goodley & Runswick-Cole, 2014; 

Riddell, Wilson, & Baron, 2001).    

It is fair to say that a significant body of both quantitative and qualitative 

research exploring the sociology of disability in relation to people with learning 

difficulties takes a positivist and essentialising view of disabled people.  In 

quantitative research it is, to some extent, understandable that variables must 

be fixed and identifiable as ‘real’.  But what of qualitative studies?  Brinkmann 

& Kvale (2005) troubled the perception of qualitative research being inherently 

ethically superior by highlighting the imbalances of power and interpretation in 

data derived from warm and empathic approaches, in favour of more 

confrontational styles.  Indeed, much qualitative research, as discussed in 

Chapter 2 and later in this chapter, directly challenges the notion of people 

with learning difficulties as being the sum total of their label.  Despite this, 

qualitative research in relation to disability has been variable in terms of giving 

disabled people a voice.  Thus, in qualitative studies, the respondents were 

frequently professionals such as teachers (Giangreco et al. 2001), paid carers 

(Parley 2011), parents (Black, McConkey, Roberts, & Ferguson, 2010; Brett, 

2002) or peers (Alton-Lee et al. 2000; Belanger 2000).   One of the outcomes 

of this is that despite some valuable and interesting research, the actual 

voices of people with learning difficulties frequently remain unarticulated. 

There are ontological and epistemological reasons for the exclusion of 

people with learning difficulties’ voices.  One of the principal justifications is 

that people with learning difficulties are unreliable informants and lacking 
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capacity because of their cognitive impairment (Willner 2011)12.   Further 

reasons for the lack of voice for people with learning difficulties in social 

research often centre around issues of communication difficulties and ethics 

(Atkinson & Walmsley 2010; Boxall 2010; Nind 2008) particularly leaving 

people with profound and multiple learning difficulties or high support needs 

under researched (Ledger 2012).  This methodological issue has resulted in 

the development of creative approaches to help cross these communication 

barriers.  The work of Ledger, (2012) and Simmons & Watson (2015) for 

example, is significant in promoting both alternative epistemologies and 

challenging commonly held notions of people with profound and multiple 

learning difficulties, as reductive and simplistic.  

There have been two qualitative studies of disability that are important 

to disability research in terms of the outcomes, both of which evidence the 

arguments Brinkmann & Kvale (2005) made about qualitative research 

potentially being unethical regarding interpretation and the use of empathic 

interview techniques.  The first, Miller & Gwynne's (1972) A Life Apart is 

important for two reasons.  Firstly it was, unusually, directly commissioned by 

disabled residents in a care home, and secondly, the authors’ decision to cast 

their clients as helpless, dependent and in denial prompted one, Paul Hunt, to 

issue a furious rebuttal (Hunt 1981).  This directly challenged academia’s 

detached and oppressive views of disabled people and was, I believe, the first 

time research ‘subjects’ talked back, thus opening up the space for disabled 

people to demand a voice within research, whilst politicising and mobilising 

the burgeoning disability rights movement.   

                                                
12 Chapter 5 will look at the literature around this as part of its exploration of 
the decision-making process in the thesis. 
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The Cloak of Competence (Edgerton 1967), for all Edgerton’s 

problematic13 analysis, was one of the earliest works to extensively use the 

words of people with learning difficulties.  The use of open interviewing 

methods by Edgerton, produced rich data that intimately detailed the hopes 

and fears of the participants.   The Cloak of Competence also helped to 

inspire, albeit as a form of rebuttal to Edgerton’s perception of learning 

difficulties as fixed and immutable, Inside Out (Bogdan & Taylor 1982).   This 

work again gave rich and detailed insights into the lives of people who were 

(and to some extent, remain) without a voice.  Although the participants’ 

voices in both works are largely mediated through the authors who offer their 

participants no opportunity of redress, these studies helped to pave the way 

for inclusive research today (Walmsley & Johnson 2003). 

Despite the oppressive and stigmatising nature of Edgerton’s and Miller 

and Gwynne’s work, qualitative approaches have, as can be seen in the 

literature review earlier and the methods review here, become almost de 

rigour within disability studies14. There now follows a discussion of more 

specific qualitative methods of participatory observation, interviewing and 

narrative inquiry used within disability studies to explore the experiences of 

people with learning difficulties more recently, all of which helped to inform the 

research.  

                                                
13 In fairness to Edgerton, he later revisited and revised his original work 
following Bogdan and Taylor’s critique. 
14 A significant body of research which deviated from the preponderance of 
qualitative research within disability studies is work by Emerson and Hatton in 
collaboration with others.  The first of these studies  by Emerson, Malam, 
Davies, & Spencer (2005) was a large scale statistical survey of the lives of 
people with learning difficulties which was conducted in partnership between a 
private research company, an academic institution and Central England 
People First.  There have been similar quantitative studies since which have 
provided an invaluable resource. 
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Qualitative Methods in Disability Studies 
 
Research in disability studies, specifically qualitative research, takes many 

and varied forms.  One of the distinctions in disability studies research as 

compared to research about disability, is that disability studies rejects the urge 

to normalcy and positions disability as not being a problem in need of a 

solution (Titchkosky & Michalko 2009).  Instead, normalcy is critiqued and 

problematized.  A further unifying factor is the privileging of respondents’ 

voices and the acceptance of the authenticity of those voices.  This, it must be 

acknowledged, was not always the case.  Scholar/activists such as Morris 

(1991), in applying feminist standpoints, experienced criticism from ‘hard’ 

social modellists for arguing that the subjective experiences of disability 

should be represented.  Finkelstein (1996) specifically argued against Morris 

taking an ‘inside out’ approach.  By doing so, he argued, the objective ‘reality’ 

of disability as a social barrier was being diluted by Morris and such 

approaches were ‘nothing less than a return to the old ‘case file’ approach to 

our oppression dressed up in the developing jargon of… the social model of 

disability’ (: 31).  This clash of the usually white, male, Marxist approach and 

the more pluralistic, feminist approaches arguably continues to divide 

disability studies15.   

However, within second wave disability studies, participant voices are 

no longer diminished or minimalized.  This holds true whether those voices 

are those of people with physical impairments or cognitive impairments.  This 

                                                
15 The ad hominum attacks on Shakespeare during a symposium review of his 
book Disability Rights and Wrongs in Disability and Society is a demonstration 
of how emotive and personal these issues are. 
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acceptance is not blindly uncritical, indeed as will be shown in Chapter 7, the 

tensions between how I defined friendship with the co-researcher’s definitions, 

is a case in point.  The significant thing is that my understanding of what a 

friend is was not privileged over the co-researcher’s understanding.  The 

following section now explores some of the approaches specifically used in 

relation to researching with people with learning difficulties and some of the 

ethical dilemmas that can arise. 

 Davis & Watson (2001) used ethnographic approaches to explore how 

children with learning difficulties experienced social and cultural exclusion in 

mainstream and special schools with a specific focus on how 

professional/institutional practice in both settings served to both label and 

control the students.  This use of participant observation has become 

widespread within disability research where the focus of the research is not to 

test prevalence, attitudes or how spaces or services are used, but to explore 

experiences and social interaction.   This methodological shift reflects the 

epistemological shift from the studies of Edgerton (1967) and Miller & Gwynne 

(1972) of disabled people including those with learning difficulties, lacking 

competence to accurately comment upon their social realities.  Such 

participatory studies have explored how people in intentional communities 

develop friendships and feelings of inclusion (Randell & Cumella 2009), 

literacy (White & Morgan 2012) and peer engagement of children with 

learning difficulties in special and mainstream schools (Simmons et al. 2008).  

Participant observation has also been used to explore highly sensitive areas 

such as the experiences of people with learning difficulties dying of cancer 

(Tuffrey-Wijne et al. 2008).  This use of participant observation gives rise to a 
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host of ethical difficulties, many of which can be amplified when used in an 

inclusive framework. 

Whilst covert participant observation is problematic for a number of 

ethical reasons (Open University 2006; ESRC 2006; BSA 2004), overt 

participant observation has the potential for boundaries to become blurred 

between overt and covert research practices (Wiles et al. n.d.).  This 

sometimes can give rise to unintentional deception by researchers (Swain et 

al. 1998).    Whilst Wiles et al. (n.d.) argue that overt participant observation is 

less intrusive, they suggest that using an on-going consent process can 

become off-putting for respondents and researchers can, as a result, 

inadvertently slip into observing covertly.  Goodley (1999) also found that 

there was a tension between having to constantly negotiate the roles between 

participant and observer in his study of self-advocacy groups.  In my research, 

the method, a form of mobile interviewing followed by co-analysis, can be 

considered as ‘a hybrid of interviewing and participant observation’ 

(Kusenbach 2003).  As such, there was a constant tension between collecting 

data that was recording the daily lives of the co-researchers whilst maintaining 

the confidentiality and consent of the individuals with whom they interacted; 

how this dilemma was ultimately resolved is discussed later in this chapter 

and again in Chapter 4.   

As well as participant observation, many studies (including Randell & 

Cumella, 2009; White & Morgan, 2012 cited above) also employ in-depth, 

unstructured or semi-structured interviewing of either people with learning 

difficulties or non-disabled key informants such as parents, carers, or support 

workers, particularly where the participants have either high support needs or 
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are verbally inarticulate (Ledger 2012).  This use of in-depth, qualitative 

interviewing can uncover detailed and flexible understanding of an individual’s 

beliefs, perceptions and understandings around various issues (Lloyd et al. 

2006).  

With the combined impact of social role valorisation and, later, the 

social model of disability as discussed in the previous chapter, disability 

research has begun to be directed at exploring the experiences of people with 

learning difficulties with the intention of using their own voices wherever 

possible (Walmsley & Johnson 2003).  This has driven researchers to seek 

creative and reflexive ways of working and included drawing on aspects of 

autobiographical methods (Atkinson 1988; Atkinson 1986; Manners & 

Carruthers 2006; Manners et al. 2006) to build up oral life histories (Rolph 

1999; Goodley 1996; Atkinson & Walmsley 1999; Manning 2010; Malacrida 

2006).  These approaches further developed into forms of narrative research, 

creative ways of accessing the thoughts and views of silenced groups (Booth 

& Booth 1996; Booth & Booth 1990; Goodley 1996; Rolph 1999), particularly 

those who, as Booth and Booth (1996) observe, are most inarticulate but in 

most need of having their stories heard.  The innovative ways that Rolph, 

Goodley, Booth and Booth and more recently Ledger (2012) developed to 

give voice to those who are verbally inarticulate, has created a strong 

methodological base for inclusive research.  Whilst there are acknowledged 

methodological limitations with narrative research, such as participants’ 

stories sometimes being mediated through ‘translators’ (Lesseliers et al. 

2009), it has enabled previously silent voices to be heard.  These approaches 

have both informed and been informed by Walmsley & Johnson's (2003) 
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inclusive research approach discussed later both in this chapter and, in more 

detail in Chapter 4.   

The dimension most of these studies discussed above have missing, 

with the notable exception of Ledger’s work, is the context of place and space.  

The impact of geography on where and how respondents spend their lives is 

absent.  As Ledger’s work demonstrates, for people with learning difficulties to 

have a sense of belonging and connection, their personal geographies are 

key.  The next section explores the mobile and visual methods used to 

position and ground the research in the co-researchers’ geographies. 

Finding the right methods: Mobile and visual methods considered 

As I was seeking to understand the lived experience of people with learning 

difficulties living in a rural county, I needed to find methods that were both 

accessible for the co-researchers and suitable for capturing the sense of 

place.  The need to find accessible, methodologically sensitive methods, led 

me to explore a range of literature from other fields, underlining the 

interdisciplinary nature of CDS.  Participatory methods within community 

studies allowed me to mine a rich methodological seam.  Working with a 

range of social groups, researchers within community studies have utilised a 

huge range of participatory methods.  Key amongst these are mobile and 

visual methodologies.  Such methods have frequently been used together in 

interactive and non-hierarchical approaches to researching ignored and/or 

marginalised groups.   Visual methods in particular appeared initially to be a 

suitable approach, having a track record of use within research around 

learning difficulties.   
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Making participants’ voices seen 

The use of photographs or other images has been used for some time to act 

as forms of prompts (see Booth & Booth, 1990; Rolph, 1999) to aid memory 

or in place of text to make information more accessible, either in consent 

forms or dissemination (see Michell, 2012 as an example).   This use has 

expanded following on from work focused on the use of visual methods to 

work in more collaborative ways with marginalised groups (Baker & Wang 

2006; Fahmy & Pemberton 2012; Lomax 2012), to use images to enable less 

articulate and non-verbal people to participate in research (Aldridge 2007; 

Aldridge 2012; Ledger 2012).  This gives the potential for people with high 

support needs and/or profound and multiple learning difficulties to have their 

concerns, needs and views heard and prioritised (Boxall & Ralph 2009).  This 

approach is underpinned by a focus on participants’ capacity rather than lack 

of capacity (Aldridge 2007).  For some, such as Boxall & Ralph (2009), visual 

methods such as photovoice can also represent a form of empowerment by 

shifting the gaze of non-disabled people viewing disabled people as ‘subject’, 

to disabled people controlling and presenting their own images in ways that 

disrupt the non-disabled person’s gaze (Garland-Thomson 2000).  However, 

as Bryant, Tibbs, & Clark (2011) argue, the emancipatory potential of visual 

images is variable because ‘responses are bound by the viewer’s own 

interests and context’ (:615).  This makes the perceived ‘reality’ ambiguous 

and in need of contextualising, an issue discussed by Fink & Lomax (2014) 

that problematizes media portrayals of poverty.  This politicised approach of 

collaboration and empowerment is often combined with more pragmatic uses 
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of visual methods to allow participants to represent their lived experience 

(Aldridge 2007).  

 This suggestion that visual methods can accurately record people’s 

realities should, however, be treated with caution.  Whilst Sontag (1979) 

observes in her allusion to Plato’s cave:  ‘Movies and television programs light 

up walls, flicker, and go out…  Photographs really are experience captured 

(:3); she later problematised photography as a way to capture reality arguing 

that:  

… photographic images tend to subtract feeling from something we 

experience at first hand and the feelings they do arouse are, largely, 

not those we have in real life.  (Sontag, 1979: 168).   

Emmel & Clark (2011 :5) also warn against using photographs in order to 

capture ‘reality’, noting that it only ‘provides a partial account of the place’.  

Further, Lomax (2012), following her work with children, warns against using 

visual methods as a ‘short-cut’ to participants’ experiences.   

These critical perspectives demonstrate that visual research methods 

are generally used with two broadly differing approaches.  Firstly, the image is 

used as a tool to record data or support text.  Secondly, the image is data in 

itself and subject to analysis and theorising.  This was what Gold (1997) 

termed the ‘theory/method split’ which he warned would stem development of 

visual sociology.  In order to unify theory and method within visual sociology, 

Gold (1997) suggested that researchers develop innovative methods of data 

collection which then inform social theory.  For Pink (2001), this critical 

approach to visual methods demands a departure from realist approaches 

and an embrace of ‘the ambiguity and expressivity’ (:3) that the visual can 
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offer.  For Mitchell (2011) the visual is deeply personal in that she suggests 

that visual research is (for her) participatory and that researcher and 

participants work both reflexively and reflectively within their own experience.

  

 Rose (2011) suggests that within the social sciences visual methods 

fall into three main areas: photo-documentation, photo-elicitation and photo 

essays.  How much the image is theorised as opposed to being seen as ‘real’ 

depends on which approach is used.  Photo-documentation presents images 

as ‘evidence of the real’; photo-elicitation views the image as context specific 

whilst photo-essays (which Rose suggests are not strictly speaking a research 

method) place images on an equal footing with text (Rose 2011).  Rose 

(2011) contends that whilst visual methods, particularly photography, can be 

used to convey the ‘feel’ of environments, it can only access certain aspects 

of them and that those ‘environments are experienced very differently by 

different people’ (: 299) echoing Bryant, Tibbs, & Clark's (2011) cautioning 

about the variability of emancipatory potential.   

Photo-elicitation methods have according to Rose (2011) significant 

strengths in this kind of research:  

• The level of detail in a photograph allows participants to expand and 

elaborate the discussion in different ways. 

• It allows participants to explore the everyday realities of their 

environment with the distance generated by the photograph allowing 

participants to make the implicit meanings explicit. 
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• Participant generated images can empower participants and create a 

more collaborative relationship. 

Pink (2001) also suggests that when respondents view photographs taken by 

an ethnographer, they will be ‘engaged in interpreting the 

ethnographer/photographer’s visualisation of reality’ (: 68), thus both sides are 

collaborating to explore each other’s views.  This way of interpreting images is 

contingent upon using a methodology that is collaborative and allows 

respondents to voice their own analysis.  As will be discussed in Chapter 4, 

VM ultimately played less of a role in the actual research process, in that 

although meetings were all videoed, the co-researchers and I decided against 

making video diaries.  We did however take some photographs on our trips, 

but interestingly, the co-researchers seemed to be uncomfortable and 

unwilling to make images.  Such a stance seems contrary to living in an age in 

which almost the whole of people’s lives seems to be recorded and uploaded 

online and their experiences mediated through an LED screen.   

However, although the project’s outcomes have no substantial visual 

component, the exploration of visual methods raised some interesting points, 

not least a challenge to the idea that they are a de facto accessible form of 

research for people with learning difficulties.  The contrast between the 

general enthusiasm seemingly shown by large parts of the population and co-

researcher’s reticence to take aim with the camera also raises the possibility 

that there is a technological divide at play.  At the very least, the influence of 

VM on the research led me to the innovative uses of several of mobile 
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methods as they are frequently used together in order to capture the 

experiences of space.    

Walking and Talking   

Mobile or walking interviews have been used in a wide range of studies, 

particularly those seeking to explore forms of community interaction and the 

effects of the environment on particular groups (Fink 2011; Emmel & Clark 

2011; Clark & Emmel 2010; Hall et al. 2006) as well as supporting memory 

(Ledger 2012).   The use of mobile interviews has relevance for research that 

is geographically located particularly in relation to how different social groups 

negotiate their use of spaces (Dinnie et al. 2013; Holland et al. 2007).  Much 

of the research using mobile interviews involves people who experience 

marginalisation and/or have difficulties relating to literacy, speech or cognition.  

Thus, projects which use walking interview techniques may have participants 

who are disabled (Ledger 2012), young (Hall et al. 2006; Trell & van Hoven 

2010), economically disadvantaged (Fink 2011) or from minority ethnic groups 

(Emmel & Clark 2009).  These projects cited above have parallels with this 

PhD research project in that they are concerned with how the physical 

spaces/ landscapes people live in relate to and affect identity, personal 

networks and sense of belonging or feeling part of the local community.  

Whilst the subjects of the research by Emmel & Clark (2009), Fink (2011) Hall 

et al. (2006) and Trell & van Hoven (2010) do not identify as being disabled, 

their age, ethnicity and economic status arguably place them in some 

respects in an analogous social position to disabled people and people with 

learning difficulties.  Like children and young people, people with learning 

difficulties are frequently seen as both unreliable and incompetent (Willner 
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2011; Williams et al. 2010; Lomax 2012).  Similarly, people with learning 

difficulties remain marginalised and discriminated against by mainstream 

society in much the same way as people from many ethnic minorities (Ballard 

& Parveen 2008) with the resultant social marginalisation exacerbated by 

economic marginalisation.   The experience of marginalised groups can, for a 

variety of reasons, be difficult to capture.  Sometimes it can be because of 

problems articulating events due to an inability to find the right words or 

expression.   Conversely, it can be because some things appear so subtle 

and commonplace, that they are overlooked in interviews or observation from 

a distance.  For example, the emergence of the ‘social glue’ of chat from the 

analysis in Chapter 7 is unlikely to have been revealed by other methods.  In 

this case it was only when I was transcribing, that the import of chat in the 

form of mutual reportage emerged.  It went from being something I almost 

overlooked because it is so familiar and became something strange (Mannay 

2010) 

The use of mobile interviews therefore helps to capture those ‘fleeting 

or taken-for-granted’ experiences that ‘go beyond the linguistic or cognitive’ 

(Dinnie, Brown, & Morris, 2013 : 3).  This perspective echoes Ledger’s (2012) 

use of mobile interviews to support biographical work with people with high 

support needs. Here the mobile interviews stimulated the participants into 

leading the conversations by drawing on visual clues to reminisce about past 

locations and events giving a fluency and richness of data that was absent in 

the static interviews Ledger conducted. 
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As Hall et al. (2006) argue, ‘If place is co-ingredient with identity, then 

kicking an interview out of doors and into motion must be a good thing’ (: 3).  

This has been further expanded by Moles (2008) who suggests that the action 

of walking and talking in spaces creates an epistemological and literal 

‘Thirdspace’.  This, Moles claims, creates a space for new identities and 

marginalised voices and ‘a place between self and Other… it is a marginal 

space we can all occupy’ (Moles, 2008: 3).  This construction of space as both 

physical and theoretical locations of resistance which Moles relates to bell 

hooks’ theorising about spaces of resistance (hooks, 1999) is also reflected in 

the ‘Occupy’ movements in the US and Europe in 2012.  This radical 

theorising of marginalised space as a site of resistance, as hooks puts it, is 

more than a theoretical imagined space but it also has practical implications 

for people with learning difficulties in that they have, over time, moved out of 

hidden institutional spaces into open and public spaces.  Further, by 

positioning ourselves in these ‘thirdspaces’, the co-researchers and I could, 

following Moles' (2007) analysis of Soja’s (1998) work, position our data 

production within a ‘triangle of understanding’ (Moles, 2007: 74) around 

physical space, social connections and personal histories.  This research 

project therefore explored how people with learning difficulties negotiated 

these public spaces after a history of being hidden from society at large by 

accompanying the co-researchers into such spaces.  As Wiesel (2009) 

suggests it is ‘… only in their localized forms can one begin to appreciate the 

implications and meaning of inclusion and exclusion on people’s lives’ (: 600) 
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making mobile interviews with people with learning difficulties useful methods 

for uncovering their experiences in the community.  

Whilst claims have been made about how mobile interviewing can 

invert the power relationship between researcher and participant (Brown & 

Durrheim 2009; Ledger 2012; Trell & van Hoven 2010), not all participants will 

embrace an ‘expert-identity’ and it is not always appropriate for all participants 

(Clark  and Emmel, 2010) .  Clark & Emmel (2010) also note the difficulty of 

maintaining confidentiality as participants are seen out and about with the 

researcher, sometimes resulting in friends or acquaintances approaching 

participants.   

For people with learning difficulties, I would suggest that from the 

experiences the co-researchers and I had being ‘out and about’, there is a 

kind of unspoken acceptance by the people we came across that I was some 

sort of professional carer (field notes 2012, 2013).   This is a similar 

experience to Carling-Jenkins’ role as a non-participant observer (Wiesel et 

al. 2013) where she accompanied people with learning difficulties as they 

went about their daily routines.  Despite attempting to be as passive and 

uninvolved in the encounters between the participants she was observing and 

the wider community, she reported at least one encounter where a passer-by 

made an assumption that she was, as the only non-disabled person there, 

there in a professional capacity.  Although this study was not using formal 

interviewing methods during the field trips, it highlights the impossibility of 

maintaining pristine accounts of encounters between participants (or in the 

case of my research, co-researchers) and non-participants.  
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Situating the research methods into space and place 

It is the effect of specifically rural spaces on people with learning difficulties 

that is at the core of this research, so ‘grounding’ the research in forms of 

mobile interview, should, as Hall et al. (2006) suggest, open up questions of 

biography, transition and locale with the co-researchers.  This will enable us 

to explore the effect of geography on their/our life courses.  Much research 

and analysis into social networks has ‘untied’ physical geography from notions 

of ‘community’ to the point of suggesting that geographic communities no 

longer exist (Clark 2007).  However, in policy terms, particularly for people 

with learning difficulties and other marginalised groups, community as a 

geographical space remains a key part of the localism agenda (Power 2012; 

Flynn 2012) particularly with regard to forms of ‘community care’ and 

independent living.  

Physical spaces are important and do have an impact on people’s lives 

even if, in some cases, it is on a basic, infrastructure level (Annibal & Tasker 

2011). By locating conversations with co-researchers in spaces that are both 

familiar but variable, there is a three-way narrative developed between myself, 

the co-researcher and the physical location (Hall et al. 2006).  As Trell & Van 

Hoven (2010) suggest, encounters with objects or situations can trigger 

discussion and create multiple layers of experience which do not exist within 

standard interview settings.  Visual, audible, olfactory or tactile triggers can 

also enhance recall of events and experiences as well as discussion about 

neighbourhoods and communities (Emmel & Clark, 2009; Trell & van Hoven, 

2010).  This is valuable for research in general, but when working with people 

who, for whatever reason, have poor recall about events and chronology, 
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experiential cues from immediate and familiar environments can, like two-

dimensional visual artefacts, result in enhanced recollection of events, 

experiences and people (Hall et al. 2006; Trell & van Hoven 2010).   

In this research project, some interviews will be better termed ‘mobile 

interviews’ rather than ‘walking interviews’ following Ledger's (2012) PhD 

work, as some journeys were taken either by car or public transport as well as 

walking.  The use of mobile interviews by Ledger (2012) with people with 

learning difficulties allowed the autobiographers she was working with to 

appear more at ease and articulate (: 224), resulting in them initiating 

conversations and directing events.  This use of walking producing greater 

ease between participants and researchers was also observed by Trell & van 

Hoven  (2010).  Ledger (2012) further reports how the mobile interview 

process helped to enhance her understanding of the significance of places for 

her autobiographers and how they allowed her participants to seize the 

initiative more frequently and with greater eloquence in comparison with the 

static interviews she carried out.  This firmly placed the participants in the role 

of experts, a significant finding from the research:  

…  mobile interviews can subvert the traditional authority/power 
relations between interviewer and interviewee. In the mobile 
transcripts it is not always clear who is in a position of authority or 
leadership. This contrasts with static interviews, where direction and 
content were largely controlled and led by the interviewer. The 
observed power shift is of particular relevance in research with 
people with learning difficulties, whose expertise is seldom 
acknowledged and whose opinions are rarely sought (Gray and 
Ridden, 1999). (Ledger, 2012 :230) 

Ledger argues that because the co-researcher is allowed supported to take 

control and gives direction to the process, the shifting of the balance of power 

towards the co-researcher, has a corresponding positive ethical outcome.  
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The process of using mobile interviews means that potentially the co-

researcher is not only in control of the destination, but able to dictate the route 

of the journey and the direction of the conversation.  Noting the strike-through 

at the beginning of this paragraph emphasizes that this power is something 

that has the potential to pass out of my hands and into the co-researchers’ 

hands, creating a more equal relationship.  This can be expressed, as in 

Ledger’s work, by participants taking control of the conversation or in the work 

by Brown & Durrheim (2009) where the participants turned interviewer.  In this 

PhD project, the co-researchers exerted control over what aspects of their 

lives they agreed to share with me.  Further, on the trips we made, the co-

researchers dictated precisely in which direction we were physically headed 

and determined the direction of our conversations.  Brown & Durrheim (2009) 

further support Ledger's (2012) contention that being abreast and facing the 

same way, seeing the same things, helps to equalize partnership between 

participant/researcher.   

Discussion of inclusive research 
 
This sharing of power, or intended sharing of power and the potential for non-

hierarchical relationships discussed above, fits in with the inclusive approach.  

A fuller discussion of the background and history of inclusive research can be 

found in the literature review in Chapter 2 and a detailed discussion on how 

the project fits in with Walmsley and Johnson’s (2003) inclusive approach can 

be found in Chapter 4.  In order to bridge the space between the historical 

foundations and practical application of inclusive research, the following 

section situates the rationale for an inclusive approach in the context of the 
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political aims of the research expressed in Chapter 1 and the necessity to 

access authentic experiences of people with learning difficulties. 

Inclusive research is premised upon emancipatory research ideals 

arising from Zarb (1992) refined by Walmsley & Johnson (2003).  This 

approach was developed to access the experiences of people with learning 

difficulties by involving them in research, either as co-researchers, ‘experts by 

experience’ to establish research design, or as participants/respondents in the 

research.  Inclusive approaches also seek to shift the power in social research 

from people with learning difficulties as ‘subjects’ of research, to being active 

stakeholders in the research process.  Inclusive research is intended to be 

empowering at a macro level by giving marginalised groups a voice which can 

be heard by policy makers and at a micro level by giving value and worth to 

the individuals participating in the research.  As highlighted in the literature 

review, such research is messy and challenging, demanding commitment 

from all involved.   

 Walmsley & Johnson (2003) suggest that involving people with learning 

difficulties in the ‘doing’ of research rather than influencing or controlling 

research has resulted in inclusive research becoming ‘stalled’ for a number of 

reasons.  Firstly, some researchers consider that simply by including people 

with learning difficulties in the research process sufficiently serves the 

interests of people with learning difficulties.  They also suggest that because 

the inclusive research agenda is explicitly based on values of social justice 

and to some extent guilt, those involved in inclusive research, whether with a 

learning difficulty or not, are not always chosen on the basis of research 
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competence.  This, Walmsley & Johnson (2003) argue, has resulted in 

inclusive research being conducted as marginalised, small-scale, individual 

projects or PhD research such as this, rather than well funded projects by 

prestigious organisations with the credibility to push social change. 

All of which, of course, begs the question ‘why use inclusive 

approaches?’  Whilst I initially took an ideological stance to using inclusive 

research, based on the aforementioned notions of social justice and personal 

values, there were epistemological reasons for doing the research inclusively.  

The overarching basis of the research is to discover how people with learning 

difficulties experience life in a rural area.  I, as a non-learning disabled 

researcher, could have developed a research process involving observing the 

interactions of people with learning difficulties and their wider communities 

backed up by a series of semi-structured interviews with a range of 

interviewees including people with learning difficulties.  Whilst the interviews 

may have given me access to the feelings and experiences of the 

respondents, because the initial perspective was that of someone without 

learning difficulties, what I think is important might not be important to the 

respondents.  To illustrate this point, much of the literature on rural living is 

focused on geographical access to services and transport and I anticipated 

the research exploring these areas in detail.  Whilst these two issues are 

important to the co-researchers, they did not want to research them because 

they saw transport and accessing services as being difficult for everyone 

living in the area and not being specifically difficult for them.  So by working 

inclusively with people with learning difficulties from the very beginning, the 

research is focused on what matters to them, how they experience living in a 
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rural area and ways their experiences in this space can help change practice 

and policy.  By co-analysing the data they produce, the co-researchers are 

also interpreting their perspective, something which would be lost should the 

analysis be done by me alone.  The co-analysis naturally created some 

tensions when the co-researchers’ interpretations of events differed from 

mine.  This potential for differing interpretation of data, leads to decisions 

about whose voices are privileged in the analysis, accentuating the blurring of 

the line between the roles of ‘professional’ and lay or co-researcher.  This will 

be explored further in the analysis chapters later in the thesis.   

Conclusions 
 
The research methods for this project had to hold up to the challenges of 

working inclusively with people with learning difficulties, the geographic 

dispersion of the research team, transport difficulties and the time-sensitive 

nature of the study.  I needed to settle upon a range of research methods that 

were accessible and indeed, pleasurable to the co-researchers.  The methods 

needed to address the specific aims of the research and capture data that 

were detailed and nuanced as well as having the potential to promote a non-

hierarchical approach.  In these respects, the literature from both visual 

methods and mobile methods gave me the confidence that they had the 

flexibility and inherent creativity to adapt to the project’s needs.  This allowed 

me to work towards resolving the issues around power, usability and 

productivity and produce an academically defendable thesis.  Next, Chapter 4 

continues the discussion of Inclusive research more specifically to the 

research project itself.  It details the ways the methods changed in practice as 
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the design process evolved to meet the needs of the co-researchers who are 

introduced at the beginning along with the field site. 
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4  

      

 

  

     Setting the Scene and Making Plans 
 

 

Introduction  
 
This chapter gives a brief overview of Cornwall, its economy, demographics 

and geography both generally and in relation to people with learning 

difficulties. This helps to provide context for the co-researchers’ backgrounds, 

positioning them in terms of where they live and how they became involved in 

the research project.  Following this I will set out the evolution of the project, 

from ‘false starts’ (Chapman 2005) and blind alleys within the context of 

Walmsley & Johnson's (2003) five principles of inclusive research. The 

chapter charts some of the conflicts and tensions that arise from the 

practicalities of doing research in rural places. 

Cornwall:  Sea, Sand and Poverty 
 
Cornwall is an area of extremes particularly in terms of population density and 

wealth.  With a permanent resident population of 532,273 (ONS 2011) 
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covering 1,376 sq. miles, it is one of the least densely populated counties in 

England.  The county’s population more than doubles as 5 million tourists visit 

the county over the period of the holiday season.  The impact of tourism on 

the Cornish economy, whilst providing employment in light of the decline of 

mining, fishing and agriculture in the area, could be seen as something of a 

poisoned chalice.  Increased dependency on tourism has resulted in a toxic 

mixture of low wages, seasonal employment and inflated house prices due to 

people migrating into Cornwall or buying second homes.  People migrating to 

Cornwall are often older working age people, seeking to establish networks 

prior to retirement, people taking early retirement or people of state retirement 

age (Cornwall County Council 2011b).  This inwards migration is contrasted 

with younger people migrating out of county (Cornwall County Council 2011b). 

These migration patterns create a demographic polarised in terms of age, with 

Cornwall having a significantly older population than England and Wales 

(ONS 2011). This older population has consequently, over time, contributed to 

a higher than national average (21% compared with 18%) number of people 

with a limiting long term illness or disability living in the county (Cornwall 

County Council 2010).  The increasingly ageing population is also the driver of 

Cornwall’s other low-wage and insecure form of employment, the rising 

private market providing social care (DWP 2013). 

For people with learning difficulties living in the county, statistics are 

harder to establish, particularly for people with mild learning disabilities.  

Estimates (Cornwall County Council 2011b) suggest the population of working 

age adults with baseline learning disabilities stands at around 7,653 with 

those over 65 years of age having a population of 2,394.  People of working 
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age with moderate or severe learning disabilities are estimated to number 

1,713 with over 65s numbering 324.  These figures were predicted to rise over 

the next two decades at higher levels than England as a whole (see Table1, 

below). 

Baseline numbers 2010 2030 
(predicted) 

Cornwall % 
change England % 

change 

18 – 64 years 7653 8148 6.47 6.65 

65+ years 2349 3732 55.89 51.78 

Total  10047 11180 18.24 14.88 

     

Moderate – severe LD     

18 – 64 years 1713 1894 10.57 11.32 

65+ years 324 477 47.22 45.81 

Total 2037 2371 16.40 15.41 
Table 1: from Cornwall County Council, (2011) based on figures from (Emerson & Hatton 2008) 

Despite slightly higher than national rates of people with learning disabilities in 

Cornwall, there has been slow progress on increasing uptake of direct 

payments, and independent living for people with learning difficulties living in 

the county, with Cornwall performing significantly worse when compared with 

England as a whole (King et al. n.d.; IHAL 2012).  People with learning 

difficulties in Cornwall have been living in increasingly insecure 

accommodation with the majority living with family (Brigham & Cohen 2011).  

In terms of employment, people with learning difficulties in Cornwall have the 

lowest rates of paid employment at 0.28% compared with their peers in 

England as a whole where 7.1% were in some form of paid employment 

(Emerson et al. 2012) 
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Services for people with learning difficulties in Cornwall have, following 

the abuse scandal at Budock Hospital (CSCI & HC 2006) and the murder of 

Steven Hoskin (Flynn 2007) a poor reputation nationally, with Cornwall Adult 

Services becoming a ‘whipping boy’ (cited by Flynn, 2009: 17) and used as an 

exemplar of poor practice (Fyson & Kitson 2007).  Despite successes in the 

improvement of practice and policy (Flynn 2009) regarding adult services in 

the wake of Flynn’s (2007) serious case review, services for people with 

learning difficulties in Cornwall remained both under pressure and under 

threat.   Allegations of institutional abuse continued, with staff from one day-

care centre remaining under investigation for over a year before five were 

eventually arrested.  Despite three initial abuse charges being dropped due to 

lack of evidence, the serious case review noted: 

… a lack of governance infrastructure at multiple levels can allow a 
service to exist unchanged, underdeveloped and largely with a 
workforce that simply did not have the skills, insight or incentive to 
deliver a progressive service over some decades. … The service 
has been very limited with little scope to change lives for the better 
or indeed truly permit those who use the service a voice. (Cornwall 
And Isles Of Scilly Safeguarding Adults Board, 2015: 30-31) 
 

The implementation of spending cuts imposed by the coalition government 

(2010-15) further increased pressure on services with staff in adult social care 

experiencing pay cuts and job losses (Roden 2011) and the closure in 

Cornwall of day and respite centres (The Cornishman 2013; Lock 2013) for 

people with learning difficulties.  Mencap (2012) highlighted the impact of 

such closures on the lives of people with learning difficulties and their carers.   

Additionally the shift towards personalisation had, as Sully & Bowen (2012) 
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note, resulted in support being compromised with personal budgets failing to 

cover the cost of services and reassessment removing eligibility. 

Setting the criteria for co-researchers 
 
In order to form a team of co-researchers for the project, certain criteria had to 

be met.  Primarily all co-researchers had to be labelled as having a learning 

difficulty and have received support from adult social care learning disability 

services at some point.  Including this historical context is important for the 

following reasons. 

Firstly, current policy at county level in Cornwall means that some 

people who previously accessed learning difficulty services are now no longer 

able to because of reassessment policies following in the wake of budget cuts 

referred to above.  This means that people who were previously assessed as 

having learning difficulties ‘lost’ the label, somewhat akin to the reassessment 

of IQ levels for defining ‘mental retardation’ in the USA in the 1970s (Bogdan, 

Taylor 1994).  Further, some individuals, such as John, had also voluntarily 

withdrawn from statutory provision although they still self-identify as having 

learning difficulties.  This reflects findings that most adults with learning 

difficulties do not use learning disability services (Emerson et al. 2012). 

A further issue here is, given the wide range of learning difficulties that 

people may have, who is to be included and who is to be excluded.  Decisions 

needed to be made about whether to limit the study to just one ‘type’ of 

learning difficulty or to talk to a wider range of people.  It could be that people 

with differing impairments experience social inclusion/exclusion differently, 

particularly if they have communication difficulties.  
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The path of least resistance suggests only involving people who are 

effective verbal communicators and those labelled as having only mild 

learning difficulties.  As illustrated in the literature review, for the most part 

inclusive research has engaged with people who have mild/moderate rather 

than severe or profound and multiple learning difficulties (PMLD).  This 

however creates the dilemma of potentially excluding those members of 

society who are already most marginalised, isolated and deprived of a voice; 

those people whose voices, as Booth & Booth (1996) argued, society most 

needs to hear.  As Nind (2013) in her discussion about including people with 

PMLD suggests, ‘research is about whose knowledge counts’ and people with 

PMLD,  Boxall (2010) argues, are hidden and denied opportunities to 

participate in research.  To this end I initially intended to recruit as many 

people who expressed the desire to take part within the time frame but also 

accepted that by leaving out people who were unable to access SpeakUp 

because of their impairments, I was necessarily constructing a kind of reality 

(Traustradottir 2001 cited in Walmsley and Johnson 2003) which excluded 

people other than those with mild or moderate learning difficulties. 

In conflict with these ideals however, was the time sensitive nature of 

the PhD.  The project had to be initiated, designed collaboratively, produce 

data, be analysed and written up in the space of three years.   This time 

constraint had a major impact on the approach to the study, from recruitment 

of co-researchers to the design of the project.  As can be seen later, 

considerations about time had as much of an impact on the research design 

as did space. 
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Recruitment and sample profile 
 
The research team was essentially self-selecting and ultimately all the co-

researchers involved were labelled as having mild to moderate learning 

difficulties.   This means the project was not fully inclusive of all people with 

learning difficulties and consequently the findings are, as discussed by 

Cameron & Murphy (2007), somewhat ‘skewed’ by this exclusion. 

When I began to look for people who might be interested in taking part 

in the research, I thought about approaching local self-advocacy groups.  For 

many researchers seeking to work inclusively, drawing co-researchers from a 

pre-existing self-advocacy group is a frequent starting point.  Some, such as 

Buettgen et al. (2012) and Chapman (2005) were supporters to the self-

advocacy group prior to starting research.  Others became involved at the 

request from self-advocacy groups to help build capacity (Garcia-Iriarte et al. 

2009).  Yet others brought specific research proposals to the attention of self-

advocacy groups (Björnsdóttir & Svensdóttir 2008; Keyes & Brandon 2011).  

This project took the latter approach. 

As I was keen to work with a group of people who identified as self-

advocates, I initially approached a self-advocacy group local to me, some of 

whom I knew from doing my Masters research.  Although the initial response 

was positive, the group then stopped responding to invitations to meet up to 

discuss the research following my departure from the college where I worked 

and uptake of the studentship.  I was subsequently told at a much later date 

that the organisation had been experiencing changes in management and 

was already involved in a large-scale research project.  At the time I found the 

sudden lack of communication perplexing but decided that as a group they 
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had clearly made a decision not to participate and did not pursue the issue 

further.   

Because Cornwall is a comparatively small county, I was already 

familiar with SpeakUp and their work via contacts and social work students on 

placement at Cornwall College where I was lecturing prior to the PhD.   I met 

them personally when the group gave a presentation at the annual Cornwall 

Disability Research Network Conference I organised in 2011.  The 

presentation was on disablist hate crime, how it was experienced, how social, 

political and environmental factors enabled such crimes and how it can be 

resisted.   

The research team’s background 

SpeakUp are a group of approximately twelve people with learning difficulties 

who had then been working together for six years.  SpeakUp are contracted 

by the Council on a consultancy basis to deliver training on disability 

awareness, self-advocacy, safeguarding and training disabled and non-

disabled participants in the Safe Places scheme.  This training and 

consultancy work is delivered to a range of statutory, non-statutory and 

private organisations.  Their work around safeguarding resulted in abuse at 

the local day centre being reported following the broadcast of a local radio 

series SpeakUp produced, on how to identify hate crime and abuse.  This 

professional work by SpeakUp demonstrates that although they were new to 

working as researchers, the co-researchers had a large degree of confidence. 

As the context in the introduction to the chapter demonstrates, the co-

researchers involved in the project were, for the large part, atypical of the 

majority of people with mild learning difficulties in Cornwall on the basis of 
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both paid employment and independent living.  All except Mark were in paid 

employment with Mark working on an ad hoc and voluntary basis and all four 

live independently in their own homes.  This accommodation is a mix of 

shared ownership mortgage, supported living tenancy via a national charity or 

privately rented accommodation. John is supported by a family member whilst 

the others all currently have access to formal, paid for support via adult social 

care. 

SpeakUp is itself is supported by two full-time council employees and a 

former paid supporter who now works on a voluntary basis.  I contacted the 

lead support worker to see if there would be any interest from the group in 

taking part and was invited to put forward the proposal to the group at their 

next monthly meeting in February 2012.  As this was before ethical approval, I 

was careful to talk about the project only in terms of gauging interest, not to 

recruit. 

The team responded positively and immediately started making 

suggestions about what they could research and who to interview.  The main 

issues arising from the meeting was the building they used had been sold and 

they needed to find new accommodation and due to reassessment of 

eligibility for Disability Living Allowance (DLA), team members were in danger 

of losing their entitlement.  This would result in serious loss of income 

including the free off-peak bus pass.  Team members were clear that they 

could not participate in the training and meetings without that support.  It was 

agreed that whilst in the early stages of planning and gaining ethical 

clearance, we would discuss the research project at the SpeakUp monthly 

meetings. 
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At the next meeting in March 2012 I brought along an easy-read 

information sheet about who I was and what I wanted to do (see appendix).  

The feedback from the group was generally positive although K** said he 

found the emoticons patronising.  However, others thought the sheet had the 

right mix of words and images so for later information sheets and consent 

forms I increased the number of photographs to illustrate the text as well as 

using some emoticons.  This meeting also revealed that the building the group 

used had been sold which meant that new accommodation had to be found.   

This led to suggestions of where to meet up for the research group, with T***, 

a volunteer support worker, suggesting her house if we were unable to secure 

alternative accommodation.   K** said that he could maybe use the communal 

lounge in the supported accommodation in Redruth where he lived.  We 

agreed we would review it at the next SpeakUp meeting in April (which was 

cancelled due to a training engagement). 

Eventually we arranged access to use the communal lounge where K** 

lived.  Everyone in SpeakUp was invited to attend meetings and despite travel 

difficulties, seven people managed to attend the first meeting in early May.  

Over the next few months however, it became clear that many people who 

wanted to come could not get there because of transport difficulties and some 

of those who could, were spending up to four hours travelling.  This was 

leading to numbers dropping off, so, after discussion with one of the support 

workers and my supervisors, I looked to divide the group into two with one 

group remaining in Redruth and a new group in Truro.  I contacted a number 

of organisations to see if they had a space we could use.  Although pubs and 

cafes had been suggested as an alternative, I was unhappy with using such 
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public venues and also thought it was unfair to ask co-researchers to spend 

money buying drinks as my funding would not cover such outlay.  Several 

voluntary organisations, including St Petroc’s, an organisation supporting 

homeless people where we eventually settled for a while, offered the group 

space and we formally divided the group.  Despite problems with transport 

and securing accessible accommodation, a research team of six was in place 

by the summer of 2012.  Although geographically dispersed, the team were 

highly motivated and managed to attend several meetings to discuss the 

project before the difficulties around travel again started to result in people 

dropping out. 

As we were now joined by Stuart and Mark in Truro, who had both 

been unable to attend meetings in Redruth, so we also lost two other 

members.  One person who experienced depression quietly dropped out and 

the other left because of health reasons (support workers later suggested that 

this might be due to pressure from family to not appear ‘too competent’ for 

fear of losing support (field note 5/10/12)).  The loss of these two potential co-

researchers was disappointing because the first person, following early 

institutionalisation now lived in a remote but very close-knit community, in 

which, the support worker and social work students reported, he is isolated 

and excluded all the same due to the form of supported accommodation he 

lived in (field note 5/10/12). Although losing these members was unfortunate, 

it meant that by October 2012, the group was now a more manageable core 

of five; Natasha, Stuart and Mark attending the Truro group, and K** and his 

partner S***, the Redruth group.  My field notes and diary for this period up to 

the end of January 2013 showed repeated cancellations by Stuart, Mark and 
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Natasha, sometimes occurring at the last minute.  This was often because of 

last minute work commitments, travel problems or illness but my notes record 

increasing anxiety about the co-researchers drifting off as opportunities 

overtook them (FN 16/01/2013).  Eventually after spending the afternoon 

alone on the 31st of January I decided that I was going to work independently 

with the co-researchers who were in mid/East Cornwall rather than lose them.  

This worked very effectively as I was able to get to know the co-researchers 

individually and it also meant that the time spent on the planning stages was 

more effective.  Because working individually with Natasha, Mark and Stuart, I 

asked K** and S*** if we could also have some individual meetings, rather 

than always meeting at K**’s.  

  S*** and I made arrangements to meet up at her house for a chat 

about the research but after knocking, there was no response.  Despite calling 

her mobile and landline (in case I had the wrong address) I was unable to 

contact her (FN 16/04/2013).  I later discovered that she had decided against 

answering the door to me.  This perplexed me as I had thought that we got on 

together but in telephone conversations, S*** became more and more distant 

and conversations with her partner, K**, in the interim were also characterised 

by evasiveness.    

At the next SpeakUp monthly meeting at the end of April following 

ethical approval, both K** and S*** along with Stuart and Natasha, signed 

consent forms and agreed dates to meet up and make the plans for the first 

trips.  As the meeting broke up, a student social worker accompanied S*** 

and K** back to K**’s room.  As Stuart, Natasha and I chatted outside, the 

social worker emerged to say that K** and S*** had decided not to continue.  
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No reason was given.   In retrospect, there was a distinct shift in S***’s 

attitude when I expressed an interest in meeting at her house.  As I had 

visited the other co-researchers at home several times, it seemed natural to 

also visit S***.  I do not know why she would not allow me access or why she 

felt unable to say that she did not want me there.  Was it to preserve her 

individual space?  Did she feel a sense of shame about where she lived?  Did 

I make her feel uncomfortable?  This loss of K** and S*** resulted in another 

person, John, also from Redruth, being recruited.  Although John was not part 

of SpeakUp, he knew all the other co-researchers well.   

 The final research team is outlined below: 

 

Name Age Schooling Employment  Accommodation  Support  

Natasha 40 Primary:  Local Mainstream  
Secondary: Local Special Ed 
boarding school.  
FE: life skills course  

Part time paid 
employment 
with contract 

Supported living 
rental 
accommodation 

4 hours 
per week 
formal 
support 

John 50 Primary:  Local Mainstream 
Secondary: Local Special Ed 
boarding school. 
FE:  life skills course  

Part time paid 
employment 
with contract 

Private rented 
accommodation 

Informal 
support 
from 
family 

Stuart 30 Primary: Special Ed day 
school in Manchester 
Secondary:  Local 
Mainstream  
FE: foundation degree in life 
skills and NVQ level 1 in 
admin 

Zero hours 
contract and 
voluntary 
work 

Shared 
ownership with 
mortgage 

5 hours 
per week 
formal 
support  

Mark 51 Primary: Mainstream in 
various countries. 
Secondary: UK Special Ed 
boarding school  
FE: local Special Ed training 
centre 

Voluntary 
work  
Some paid 
work on zero 
hours 
contracts 

Supported living 
rental 
accommodation 

5 hours 
per week 
formal 
support 

Table 2:  Co-researchers' Profiles 
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The Five Principles of Inclusive Research: how I approached 
working inclusively 
 
This was an inclusive research project, with people with learning difficulties 

helping to shape the design and generate data.  By working with co-

researchers who had learning difficulties, I was able to access their intimate 

knowledge of their local areas and their experiences of life in Cornwall and 

issues and concerns helped to shape the final research questions. 

The literature that underpins inclusive research has been more 

thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3 but to recap, it is premised upon 

emancipatory research ideals arising from Zarb (1992) refined by Walmsley & 

Johnson (2003).  This approach was developed to access the experiences of 

people with learning difficulties by involving them in research, either as co-

researchers, ‘experts by experience’ to establish research design, or as 

participants/respondents in the research.  The aim of inclusive approaches 

also shifts the power in social research from people with learning difficulties 

as ‘subjects’ of research, to being active stakeholders in the research 

process.  Inclusive research is intended to be empowering at a macro level by 

giving marginalised groups a voice which can be heard by policy makers and 

at a micro level by giving value and worth to the individuals participating in the 

research.  Such research is messy and challenging, demanding commitment 

from all involved. 

So, taking into account the challenges around working inclusively with 

people with learning difficulties, the geographic dispersion of the research 

team, transport difficulties and the time-sensitive nature of the study, the 

challenge was to resolve these issues and produce an academically 
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defendable thesis.  Utilising the five principles of inclusive research as 

proposed by Walmsley & Johnson (2003) as a blueprint, what follows is a 

practical response to the challenges of working inclusively, outlining the 

methods employed within the research. 

1:  The research problem must be one that is owned (not necessarily 

initiated) by disabled people 

The research has been initiated by a ‘professional’ researcher; in this case a 

doctoral candidate.  As discussed in chapter 3 there are significant barriers to 

inclusion in rural areas particularly relating to issues around housing, 

transport, access to services and employment which affect large sections of 

the Cornish population, so it is not surprising that these issues were important 

to the research team.  Through discussion at the first research team meeting 

in May 2012, the team identified seven significant areas affecting their lives:  

• Health 

• Bullying 

• Access to work  

• Transport  

• Labelling 

• People around us or community16 

• Benefit changes  (field notes from M9/5/12) 

These potential areas of research were discussed individually at 

subsequent meetings.  In total, five themes were rejected by the team: The 
                                                
16 ‘Community’ here has been used as shorthand for the kinds of social 
interaction with family, neighbours, friends and others that people with 
learning difficulties come into contact with.  It is recognised that ‘community’ is 
a contested and complex area of study.  A greater discussion of community 
can be found in Chapter 2 
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team identified that research into work and employment had already been 

done by another local project (Tucker et al. 2012) so there was a worry that 

we would be covering old ground (field notes from M9/5/12).  In the case of 

work and benefits generally, the team were anxious that there could be 

consequences for them personally if they asked too many questions about 

benefits.  This was despite reassurances from me and the support workers 

present, that this would not be the case (M9/5/12).  This is perhaps indicative 

of the extreme anxiety the team were experiencing in the face of welfare 

changes.  ‘Health’ and ‘bullying’ were rejected because some of the team 

thought that it would be upsetting for co-researchers and potential 

respondents alike.  ‘Transport’, despite being a major issue, was considered a 

general issue for all people in rural areas and not specific enough for people 

with learning difficulties.  ‘Health’ was rejected as a theme because one 

member became extremely upset and left the room saying he did not want to 

discuss health issues at all.  The remaining team members decided that if one 

person was unhappy about a theme then it should be dropped (M23/5/12). 

This left ‘labelling’ and ‘community’.  Because meetings had been 

cancelled, time was passing and so, rather than wait, I took the decision, on 

the basis of my knowledge of the literature, to reject ‘labelling’ as it had been 

well covered in previous inclusive research projects (Townson et al. 2007) 

leaving the subject of ‘community’ (or, as the team termed it, ‘getting on with 

people around us’).  My field notes at the time indicate my discomfort at using 

my personal power and not agreeing this with the team but I also realised that 

by not taking charge the whole project would be put at risk. 
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2:  It should further the interests of disabled people; non-disabled 

researchers should be on the side of people with learning disabilities 

Johnson and Walmsley (2010) ask ‘what makes a good life?’  This project 

attempts to answer that question in a rural context.  The research therefore 

explores ways in which people with learning difficulties establish and maintain 

social support systems.  The rationale for focussing on positive and 

successful interactions is underpinned by a salutogenic (Antonovsky 1996) 

approach.  Whilst it is recognised that barriers must be exposed, by 

acknowledging the ways in which community participation/interaction works, it 

will be possible to find ways of enhancing and promoting good practice.  

Theories about community participation and inclusion, problematic as 

they are, underpin this and accepting that ‘society’ is now fragmented or as 

Bauman (2001) suggests ‘liquid’, there is scope for looking at community 

differently, perhaps as forms of social networks that engender ways of 

‘belonging’.  If social networks have evolved organically, then an exploration 

of how such networks have evolved could be used to inform and support 

policy initiatives.  

I have explicitly ‘taken sides’ (Becker 1967) with the co-researchers.  

Whilst research methods, inclusive or not, should be chosen in response to 

the research question, my research question was, in part, dictated by a 

political stance that research should benefit those directly involved as well as 

the wider social group being studied.  In other words, research should support 

people with learning difficulties to ‘develop their power to perceive critically the 
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way they exist in the world with which and in which they find themselves’ 

(Freire, 2005: 83 emphasis in original).  

3:  It should be collaborative – people with learning disabilities should 

be involved in the process of doing the research. 

This is a key principle in inclusive research.  For the first year of the project, 

the co-researchers and I developed a workable research strategy that drew 

on their strengths and insights.  This process was time-consuming and, at 

times, frustrating for all of us.   There were compromises, false starts and 

blind alleys, but we eventually found a practical way to answer the questions 

we had set ourselves, that was achievable in the time period.  Although the 

process we finally adopted meant that we were no longer working as a team 

of co-researchers, but as individual co-researchers, I felt this was less of a 

compromise and more of a viable way to go forward.  Rather than disrupt 

discussion of the principles, this process is outlined in greater detail in the 

next section of the chapter. 

4:  People with learning disabilities should be able to exert some control 

over the process and outcomes 

This was problematic due to time considerations discussed previously.  

Because the co-researchers were inexperienced, they had, to some extent, 

abdicated control in the early stages.  However, as the project progressed, 

they became more assertive about what we discussed and the outcomes 

have been directly drawn from their concerns.  Participation and consent was 

an on-going process and during the setting up period and right up to starting 

fieldwork, people both withdrew participation and joined the project.  Whilst I 
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developed the final research design, it was informed by the co-researchers’ 

interests, abilities and indeed, their availability. 

5:  The research question, process and reports must be accessible to 

people with learning disabilities 

Making research accessible to non-professionals is no easy undertaking.  

Making it accessible to people with learning difficulties is doubly challenging.  

Whilst the production of an inclusive research toolkit would be of benefit, the 

heterogeneous nature of inclusive research teams would mean that a generic 

blueprint is problematic. 

I have drawn on inclusive research projects conducted by others (Inglis 

& Cook 2011; Inglis & Swain 2012) which elaborate on approaches when 

working with new groups, as well as research done by more established 

groups such as Carlisle People First.  These sources, along with examples 

from other PhD theses using inclusive methods (see for example Chapman, 

2005; Ledger, 2012; Rolph, 1999) allowed me to develop an accessible 

research process for the co-researchers.  By using mobile methods and an 

interview format to co-analyse the data we produced, most difficulties around 

literacy were circumvented. 

My original plan was to produce accessible versions of each chapter.  

However an accessible version would only be useful for people with learning 

difficulties who had a degree of literacy.  I therefore decided that rather than 

produce something tokenistic, I would make a more accessible overview of 

the whole thesis following submission.  Whilst fully accessible formats are 

perhaps impossible to achieve, I hope that the planned mixture of text, 
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images, audio and video will be accessible to most people.  I intend to further 

develop and improve the accessibility of the thesis over time. 

Evolution of research design including pilot 

Whilst at the beginning of the research process there was a single large 

group, as described earlier, this became two discrete groups.  Eventually and 

principally because of time commitment issues for the co-researchers17, I 

began working with them individually to find a way we could design the 

research project.  The next section details the journey from the ‘false starts’ 

(Chapman 2005) to the final design. 

False starts and Plans A through to C 

My initial aim was to work with the co-researchers in a way that closely 

resembled a participatory research project I had previously been involved in.  

In that instance we, as a group, agreed on a general research area, discussed 

what others had done before and then devised a research plan together, 

agreeing who was to do what.  The complexities of doing research with co-

researchers with learning difficulties is however very different, particularly as 

they were giving their time voluntarily.  What follows is a brief outline of what 

we initially decided to do and how factors such as geography and ethics 

served to shape what became the final research design. 

Plan A 

Following the initial meetings at SpeakUp I began to explore ways of 

incorporating the interests and suggestions of potential co-researchers with 

the expectation that we would be meeting regularly as a team.  Whilst 

                                                
17 This is discussed in greater depth in the final chapter as being one of the 
indications that inclusive research is shifting towards a second wave. 
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members of SpeakUp at the time were only potential co-researchers, the 

suggestions put forward at the early stages were mostly made by those who 

went on to become actual co-researchers, so the term co-researcher will be 

used here. 

Plan A drew on the wishes of the co-researchers to interview a range 

of people including members of SpeakUp, neighbours, relatives, support 

workers and managers within adult social care (field note 28/02/12).  It is, I 

think fair to say that Plan A was more of a ‘wish list’ than a concrete plan of 

action.  It did however help to shape the later iterations.   

The co-researchers suggested that videoing the interviews would be 

helpful when it came to the analysis of the data or ‘thinking about what we find 

out means’ (field note 09/5/12) because of literacy issues.  We initially thought 

that this was something we could work at as a team, with co-researchers 

conducting the interviews I had set up and then all working together to co-

analyse the interviews, an approach taken by Williams,(2002).  

There were two difficulties with this approach however.  Firstly it 

became apparent that interviewing people without learning difficulties might 

not produce data that directly related to the research topic, specifically, what 

contributes to how people with learning difficulties feel included in rural areas.  

Whilst having co-researchers interview non-learning disabled people might 

produce attitude changes on a micro level and be methodologically 

interesting, for the purposes of the PhD it would not answer the research 

question.  The second problem with this approach was more pragmatic.  It 

was becoming apparent that getting geographically dispersed co-researchers 
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all together was enormously problematic.  This was one of the factors leading 

to splitting the co-researchers into two geographical groups. 

Plan B 

With the two groups now split geographically, I then focussed on trying to 

develop a workable plan to fit with how the co-researchers wanted to work 

and that would answer the research question.   Following the discussions 

from Plan A, the design had to:  

• Relate specifically to the experiences of people with learning difficulties 

meaning that respondents would be drawn from that social group. 

• Use visual methods such as video to help make data analysis more 

accessible. 

• Give a choice of methods for co-researchers to use to reflect previous 

suggestions and ensure the process is accessible for all co-

researchers. 

Initially working with Stuart (who, like Natasha and Mark, was interested in 

interviewing respondents) during a meeting, I developed some specific things 

I thought we wanted to find out from people with learning difficulties: 

1. Who do people with learning difficulties see regularly? 

2. Where do people with learning difficulties see people? 

3. What barriers exist to social interaction? 

4. How have things changed in last 20, 15, 10, 5 years? (field note 

31/10/12) 

I then developed a project proposal to explore these questions and give co-

researchers a choice about which methods to use.  Interviewing was an 

obvious method as Natasha, Mark and Stuart had all expressed a preference 
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to do this, using video to capture the interviews thus making analysis more 

accessible.  They had also suggested that their peers on SpeakUp would 

make good respondents. 

 In order to give some choice of methods but not so much as to make it 

confusing, I also suggested a form of autoethnography as a method with co-

researchers creating (with my help if necessary) video diaries or photographs 

to form the basis of the analysis of their own lives in relation to social 

structures around them.   To this end, Natasha, Stuart and I created video 

diaries using Flipcams, looking at parts of our day and where we lived to see 

how we felt about using the video equipment.  These questions and methods 

were then discussed and agreed with the other co-researchers at subsequent 

meetings.  Whilst I was unsure if anyone would want to do autoethnography 

because it is not a generally known form of research, both S*** and K** were 

keen to take this approach but with the caveat that I did any videoing because 

they felt uncomfortable with using the equipment.  S*** however said that she 

could take photos with her mobile phone (field note 05/11/12). 

 I developed this into a more formal design scheduled by session rather 

than by dates and which incorporated a degree of formal research training 

and piloting of whichever methods were decided upon.  This design later 

became the basis of my probationary proposal.   

Plan C 

Whilst Plan B passed probation, the panel made two recommendations with 

the focus on completing within the three years.  Firstly, they suggested that 

using two very different methods could result in small but diverse sets of data 

making analysis problematic.  Secondly they suggested that co-analysis and 
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analysing interview data produced by respondents known to the co-

researchers could produce some difficult ethical issues.  During an email 

correspondence with Rohhss Chapman about the ethics of ‘insider’ research 

(Chapman also felt that Plan B might be problematic ethically), I started 

thinking about some kind of alternative informed by some literature I had been 

reading around mobile interviewing and using autoethnography.  At the same 

time issues around scheduling meetings to suit everyone were making it 

difficult to hold the teams together.  Despite arranging meetings for days and 

times when co-researchers did not have anything timetabled, last minute work 

commitments meant that meeting as a team was problematic.  This led me to 

decide to work with the co-researchers on an individual basis. 

I came up with a revised design to resolve the ethical implications of 

co-researchers analysing data produced by people they knew well and one 

that incorporated mobile interviewing, video and photography with the co-

researchers working individually with me to produce data.  This design, I felt 

was simple but would produce quality data, be accessible for the co-

researchers and most importantly be achievable within an increasingly tight 

timeframe.  The main issue with this plan, and one that remains, is that I 

made these decisions unilaterally without the co-researchers’ input, thus 

diminishing the collaborative nature of the research.  This is defended on the 

grounds that I needed to keep within the timescales I have been given. 

I piloted the videoed walking interviews with a disabled friend and 

whilst the audio data produced was of good quality, the video worked less 

well, making me reassess the value of video in the project.  My intention to 

use video and visual methods was, at least initially, because it made data 
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produced by respondents accessible for co-researchers.  The video data 

produced during the pilot mobile interview was very poor and was a barrier 

making the data very inaccessible for analysis.  With better access to better 

quality equipment and more time, this might have been resolved, but 

limitations on both meant that I had to work around it.  The use of video was 

consequently jettisoned from the project design but photography as a form of 

photo-elicitation retained.  Abandoning video to produce data also resolved 

ethical problems around consent and anonymity, particularly for people who 

were caught in the background. 

The next stage was to run the idea of the new design past the co-

researchers.  The Truro team of Stuart, Mark and Natasha, whilst accepting 

the reasons for the change and not actually objecting to the design, seemed 

to be somewhat disappointed not to be interviewing (field note 01/02/12).  

Subsequent conversations with Natasha and Mark resulted in more 

enthusiasm for the new design.  Although Natasha had originally suggested 

going to visit her old Special School, she later expressed concerns about it 

(field notes 18/03/12).  In Redruth, K** and S*** saw the new project design 

as being similar to their original plan to do autoethnography. 

The Final Design:  Plan C in action 

The research used a combination of mobile interviewing, participant 

observation and photo-elicitation.  The specific questions developed during 

Plan B formed the basis of four themed interviews:  

1. Places I feel good going to:  This theme sought to find the places 

that co-researchers enjoyed visiting and felt comfortable in.  This could 

be a shopping trip, workplace, place of worship, day centre or a visit to 
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friends or family.  Co-researchers were prompted to explore what 

made them enjoyable places.  It looked to see if there were any parts 

of the visit that made it less enjoyable, for example, public transport, 

dealing with staff.  

2. Places I go to regularly:  This theme explored how co-researchers 

travelled to regular destinations and what they did there.  Co-

researchers were prompted to explore the reasons why they made this 

regular journey, what aspects they liked and disliked about the journey 

and/or destination and in what ways the journey and destination could 

be changed to improve their experience. 

3. Outside my front door: This theme explored the co-researchers’ 

immediate neighbourhood.  It consisted of a walk around the lanes 

and streets around their home.  The walk was for as long as the co-

researcher was comfortable.  Co-researchers were prompted to talk 

about the people they knew locally, how well they knew them, how 

long they have known them and discuss their interactions, good and 

bad, with those people.  

4. Places in my past:  This theme explored how co-researchers’ lives 

changed over time.  Where possible, the co-researchers visited places 

they lived as children and young adults. We also talked about changes 

they experienced as a result of changes to policy.  Where it was not 

possible to revisit past places due to distance or time constraints, co-

researchers such as Mark explored their past with me during interview, 

using personal photographs. 
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Interview framework stages 

Each interview theme followed a five-stage process derived from Ledger’s 

(2013) interpretation of Arigho’s (2003, cited in Ledger 2013) work. 

1. Reaching out:  First introductions, research process and possible 

outcomes explained, establishing trust and familiarity, consent 

established, contact details swapped, planning meetings timetabled.   

These meetings take place over time during the setting up process.  

2. Planning: The co-researcher and I discuss and plan the route in relation 

to the interview theme.  Decisions about how, where and what time.  

Contingency in case of poor weather, public transport strikes etc.  

3. Stepping out:  The co-researcher and I make the journey.  Discussion 

around importance of the trip and landmarks in relation to the interview 

theme.  Decide what images to capture and why.  

4. Analysis:  The co-researcher and I check all the transcripts are accurate 

and then discuss the data and identify emerging themes.  These themes 

feed into the planning for the next mobile interview.  

5. Closure:  Summarising the themes and analysis from all the journeys 

and reflecting upon the experience as a whole.  Discussion about co-

researcher being anonymous, using a non-de-plume or real names.  

Clarification that there is no data the co-researcher is unhappy being 

shared with others.   

The interview process is described in a schematic below: 
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Figure 3:  Interview Process 

 

 

Ethics process 
 
Issues around informed consent in inclusive research are problematic and 

deeply contested, particularly amongst researchers working with people with 

learning difficulties.  Space does not allow a full discussion of all the issues 

here, so what follows is a very brief outline of some areas of dispute and the 

way that some of these issues were reflected in the research process.  It 

begins with the role of the ethics committee generally and the ways in which 

the university ethics committee shaped the research process. 

Some researchers contend that university ethics committees are 

oppressive, paternalistic and infantilising (Marks 2012; Truman 2003; Boxall & 

Ralph 2011).  Others (Cameron & Murphy, 2007) argue that the informed 

consent process is unethical on the grounds of exclusion and results are 

skewed because people with PMLD seldom, if ever have the opportunity to 

make an input into research.  This is partially supported by Crow, Wiles, 

Interview process: 
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Heath, & Charles (2006) who suggest that skewed data and an aversion to 

researching ‘uncomfortable’ subjects is sometimes an unintended 

consequence of informed consent. 

As Cameron & Murphy (2007) indicate, time-scales need to be 

increased for gaining ethical approval and meaningful consent from 

respondents and this should be factored into the proposal.    Additionally, 

because of the inclusive methodology, which, as Björnsdóttir & Svensdóttir, 

(2008), Boxall, (2010), Brookes et al. (2012) and Chapman (2005) 

acknowledge is a time consuming process, it was imperative to establish the 

research team as early as possible.  There was then discussion between my 

supervisors whether the Mental Capacity Act (MCA) would apply to co-

researchers or if there was an obligation for co-researchers to consent.  Many 

inclusive projects (e.g. Tucker et al., 2012) do not require co-researchers with 

learning difficulties to give informed consent and there is a variability on this 

issue nationally and globally.   

Correspondence with other inclusive researchers, suggests a clear 

divide between institutions demanding informed consent and those deeming 

choice to engage as a researcher as consenting anyway.  It is significant that 

in the cases I came across, all co-researchers with learning difficulties in paid 

employment as researchers, including in the NHS (Kaehne 2012 personal 

communication) did not have to consent to be co-researchers, but those who 

were unpaid, usually because it was a PhD study, had to formally consent.   

Following discussion with my supervisors and the Research Ethics 

Committee (REC), a two-stage process was adopted.  The first application to 

the REC related to setting up the research team.  The second stage was to 
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gain approval for the research team to collect data from participants once key 

research questions had been identified.  The first stage application, submitted 

with my supervisors’ guidance, highlighted that the nature of inclusive 

research meant the research question had not yet been defined and that the 

application was for the purposes of establishing the research group.  Ethical 

approval for the initial stage came through and I was free to set up the 

research team. 

On reflection, dividing the process into two clearly discrete stages was 

useful for planning purposes.  It is tempting to see ethics committees as 

obstructive and unable to adapt to innovations in social research, especially 

with the increasing complications of web-based technologies.  However, being 

forced to pause and clearly articulate why one’s research is ethical, is a 

valuable antidote to the ‘insta-culture’ that pervades modern life. 

Challenges of Geography and the Impact of Space on the 
Research 
 
It is fair to say that conducting any form of social research in whatever 

environment creates challenges.  The challenges of the physical 

environments in which research is carried out will always help shape the 

research in terms of how it is conducted and, if the research involves forms of 

co-analysis, how it is analysed.  My initial approach to the research was to 

view it as having two distinct areas of analysis.  The primary area of analysis 

was to be the data of whatever area the co-researchers chose to focus on 

whilst the secondary area of analysis was to focus on the specifically rural 

aspects that emerged.  In previous research projects, at both undergraduate 

and postgraduate levels, the issue of ‘being rural’ permeated the findings.  
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Thus my undergraduate research into the experiences of schoolchildren with 

‘special needs’ in a mainstream school, produced findings which identified 

how students felt isolated and bored because they were unable to attend 

after-school activities, youth clubs and other social events due to poor or non-

existent transport to their homes.  I thought I was doing research about how 

well (or not) students with learning difficulties were included into the 

mainstream, but underpinning all the outcomes were the structural effects of 

rural life.    

These rural effects are so ingrained, I was thus confident that whatever 

subject the co-researchers would choose to explore, be it bullying, work, 

friendship or health, then the impact of the rural environment would be seen in 

the outcomes.  Whilst I had anticipated some of the challenges with working in 

a rural area, the extent to which ‘being rural’ shaped both process and 

analysis was surprising. 

Effect of the rural on accessing co-researchers: a positive impact 

Because this research was conducted in an area with a comparatively small 

population, it meant that pre-existing networks provided ‘short-cuts’ in terms 

of access and establishing relationships.  By this I mean that even though I 

did not know all the co-researchers and supporters who were involved in the 

project in the early stages, I knew of them and they also knew of me.  

Challenges of the rural 

The difficulties presented by geography arose from two distinct areas.  Firstly, 

significant distances separated the co-researchers and me.   Secondly, public 

transport links were very poor and unless buses were used exclusively, very 
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expensive for the co-researchers. These issues had an impact on the ability 

of co-researchers to meet up and difficulties with transport in the early stages 

resulted in some people who were interested in taking part, dropping out. It 

also resulted in the exclusion of people who were unable to use public 

transport on their own.  These geographic factors regarding distance and 

structural factors around transport, resulted in radically changing the way the 

project was carried out. 

Whilst the initial plan was to bring together a group of people with 

learning difficulties to design, conduct and analyse a piece of research which 

was meaningful to them as a team, the practicalities of meeting regularly 

rapidly became difficult to sustain.   The outcome of this was that as co-

researchers dropped out in the early stages, other people joined in as co-

researchers later on in the process.   This was partly because (in addition to 

the aforementioned issues around distance and access to transport), 

unusually for people with learning difficulties in the area (Brigham & Cohen 

2011), all the co-researchers at the time had some form of paid employment.  

Consequently, with the exception of Natasha, none of the other co-

researchers who did fieldwork and analysis were involved in the decisions 

about which research areas would be the basis of the research project. 

Conclusions 
 
This chapter set out the development of the research process, from 

introducing the field site and recruitment of the research team to designing 

the research project.  It has taken into account the difficulties that arose from 

the rural environment and the competing interests of work and leisure on the 

co-researchers’ time.  The process was assessed for its inclusiveness using 
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Walmsley & Johnson's (2003) five principles of inclusive research as a 

blueprint.  In the chapter there have been many claims about how ‘we’ 

worked together and made decisions.  The next chapter looks more critically 

about this decision making process in detail and at how we collected and 

analysed the data, again noting the ways in which we worked, whether 

collaboratively or with me taking control.
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Making Decisions 
 

If controlling who may speak and what they may speak about is not social 
power then it is hard to say what is’ (Dingwall, 1980:21) 

 

Introduction 
Chapter 4 introduced the team and how we had to adapt the research plan to 

account for the impact of geography, travel and work commitments.  This 

chapter follows on from this by exploring in greater detail the project’s 

decision-making process using a modified form of conversation analysis (CA).  

This is in order to show greater transparency about my claims and to fill a 

small gap in the research literature about decision-making in inclusive 

research. 

 I begin by outlining the reasons for using CA and my reasons for using 

a short form of the method.  I then explore the use of CA in relation to people 

with learning difficulties making decisions, drawing on the literature that 

helped to inform my own approach to the process.  Following this I take three 
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examples of decisions that were made during the research in order to 

examine how those decisions were made and who ultimately made them.  

Why use conversation analysis? 
 
The justification for this chapter and the exercise that follows is that I became 

increasingly troubled by my own ‘we’ claims (such as the one in this chapter’s 

first sentence).  Early drafts of the thesis, discussions in supervision and 

conference presentations on the inclusive methodology I was using, were 

littered with comments such as ‘we decided…’, ‘we discussed…’.  The 

inevitable challenge came from my supervisors, following a wider critique 

about participatory methods within the literature (Lomax 2012) about how I 

was going to evidence this followed by a suggestion that I might use CA.  A 

literature search revealed that the decision-making process between support 

workers and people with learning difficulties had been explored, often in great 

detail as discussed below.  However a literature search looking for details of 

how inclusive researchers explicitly evidenced joint decision-making proved 

inconclusive.  This was perhaps because in some cases the researchers and 

co-researchers had well-established prior relationships (see Chapman, 2005 

for example).  This suggested a gap in the literature that I aimed to fill and to 

this end, decided to follow the suggestion to explore this using CA, but only 

for this specific aspect of the research.  As I was aiming to work inclusively 

with the co-researchers I intended to use thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke 

2006) because of its accessibility, as discussed in Chapter 6 next.  Whilst 

appreciative of CA and how it is used to demonstrate the way talk constructs 

social entities, in working with people with learning difficulties I had distinct 

reservations about using it as the prime method of analysis. 
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Firstly, CA as a method is far from accessible and not only to non-

academics.  The complex transcription forms interrupt the flow of reading and 

a novice reader is constantly ‘translating’ to ‘normal’ speech.  The complex 

transcripts for CA, especially those using The Jeffersonian Transcription 

System, were problematic in another way.  Whilst detailing every pause, 

stutter, in-breath, outbreath, mispronunciation and garbled utterance that 

people who are generally articulate and confident in their communication 

abilities may be enlightening, I was unconvinced the same could be said for 

people with learning difficulties.  My fear was that using CA in this way would, 

at best, obscure my aims in clarifying who decided what and at worst, result in 

portraying people as having incompetencies that were both unjust to the 

individual and misrepresentative.  This anxiety was exacerbated by the largely 

normative understandings of CA in the actual analysis.  If for example talk is 

halting and has many pauses, such features can be perceived as ‘annoying’.  

Sacks suggests that ‘the pacing requirements of talk are such that they insure 

a lot of things happening that exhibit routine normative features… sheer 

pacing variation will disturb others – without regard to anything else’ (Sacks, 

1995a: 772 my emphasis).  Therefore using such detailed transcription could 

additionally lead one to analyse the speech of a people with learning 

difficulties in the same way as a politician’s.  The analyst might interpret the 

pauses that emerge from the transcript of a politician who is less than 

transparent, because, as per Sacks, people noticeably pause before lying 

(Sacks 1995a: 772) in the same way as a pause from someone who lacks 

articulate speech because it takes longer to frame a response.  For these 
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reasons I suggest that in analysing the speech of people with learning 

difficulties, CA needs to be used cautiously and very much within context.    

 Lapadat & Lindsay (1999) explored the complexities of transcription 

and challenged the assumption researchers make that transcriptions are both 

transparent and a reflection of ‘hard reality’ (:65).  Lapadat & Lindsay (1999) 

argue that because transcription is selective and contingent upon researchers’ 

own beliefs and interpretations, it behoves researchers to be explicit about 

their process.   Bearing the above in mind, my transcriptions, as will be seen 

later in this and the following chapter, took two forms, a narrative of the 

interview and a ‘verbatim’ record.  This ‘verbatim’ transcript however is in fact 

no such thing.  I omitted stutters, multiple verbal fillers and so forth.  In other 

words, I ‘cleaned’ the talk up in order to create a clear narrative of the 

conversation.  In this respect, I have followed Redley & Weinberg (2007) and 

Williams, Ponting, Ford, & Rudge (2010) and used a simplified version of CA 

that suited the specific analytical needs of this exercise.   However, it is 

important to note that the analyses I made of the following extracts, taken 

directly from the videos, do take note of long pauses and intonation. 

People with Learning Difficulties Making Decisions   
 
The rights and capacities of people with learning difficulties to make 

decisions, express choice and have autonomy have been explored and 

debated since the normalisation agenda contributed to the closure of large 

institutions (Parmenter 2001) in most developed countries.  Over time this 

culminated in autonomy and choice being considered a right for all disabled 

people, enshrined both in policy (Brigham & Cohen 2011) and legislation 
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(Department of Health 2005; United Nations General Assembly 2006). This 

section begins by considering ways in which the decision making process has 

been analysed previously. It specifically explores the use of conversation 

analysis (CA) in some of the published analyses of decision-making relating to 

people with learning difficulties.   

Much of the early literature that has looked into decision making by people 

with learning difficulties, starts from the assumption that restrictions on decision 

making are the consequence of incompetence (see Jenkinson, 1993 for an 

overview).  Other perspectives suggest that such restrictions are the cause of 

incompetence (Bogdan & Taylor 1982; Goodley 1996) and that incompetence, along 

with learning disability is socially constructed.  These two perspectives focusing on 

cause and effect continue to dominate discourse and research around the perceived 

capacity of people with learning difficulties to make choices (Arscott et al. 1999; 

Smyth & Bell 2006; Sims & Cabrita Gulyurtlu 2013).  

The discourse around people with learning difficulties as empowered and 

competent citizens (Dowse 2009; Redley 2009) within neoliberal agendas has 

created tensions.   Thus people with learning difficulties attempt to negotiate 

systems which, whilst promoting self-advocacy, autonomy and individualism, also tie 

individuals to states of dependency (Dowse 2009).   This consequently results in 

supporters experiencing tensions between the need to maintain their own 

professional competency by getting people with learning difficulties through the 

system, whilst simultaneously respecting the autonomy and choice of people with 

learning difficulties (Pilnick et al. 2010).   This can sometimes result in supporters 

working in ways which are less about promoting advocacy and more about ‘getting 

the job done’ (Redley & Weinberg 2007).  
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Inclusive research with people with learning difficulties frequently makes 

reference to decision making in the first person plural (Brookes et al. 2012; 

Chapman 2005; Chapman & McNulty 2004; Michell 2012; Buettgen et al. 2012) 

indicating that the decision making process is one in which the ‘professional’ 

researcher and the co-researchers have equal weight and authority within that 

process.  It is not unusual to see statements like the following in journal articles 

discussing inclusive research projects: 

As Ian, Sylvia and Beth discussed this early experience, we decided 
that… (Brookes et al., 2012: 147 my emphasis) 

 
Between face-to-face meetings we would speak over the telephone 
to make collaborative decisions.   (Buettgen et al., 2012: 607 my 
emphasis) 
 
We had a big meeting to decide who did what; the Professor listened 
to us and together we decided who would do what.  (Michell, 2012: 
154) 

 
However, details of how that decision making process is accomplished and 

the reality of the power-sharing during that process is rarely (if ever) analysed 

in any depth.  This is not to say that professionals researching inclusively with 

people with learning difficulties are misleading about how decisions are made 

when they use the first person plural, but that it is not always transparent, 

particularly within journal articles.   

Professional researchers and supporters may also make claims of co-

working and equality in decision making because to claim otherwise could be 

considered oppressive.  However, by being transparent about the decision 

making process a more nuanced understanding of the role of the professional 

can be achieved.  Chapman (2005), whilst noting the low numbers of people 
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with learning difficulties involved within the decision making process of 

commissioning research is explicit about her influence:  

It needs to be acknowledged that my role as a decision-maker within 

the team is likely to have been highly influential. I came to the group 

with knowledge and information, and had been teaching the group 

about research skills for a number of years before the project began 

(:124)  

Chapman earlier in her thesis problematizes participation and partnership, 

including decision-making.  Chapman suggests that, for example, questioning 

the decision not to participate could result in empowerment by learning a new 

skill or disempowerment by questioning that choice. This has connections with 

the way professionals, parents, carers, supporters and researchers 

sometimes view the capacity of people with learning difficulties to make 

decisions about how they would like to live on a day-to-day basis or respond 

‘accurately’ to a question.    

One of the few to critically reflect on these tensions between providing 

support and choice is Schelly (2008).  In a reflexive ethnography of supporting 

a man (SW) with learning difficulties, Schelly explored the tensions between 

providing choices to help SW attain some sense of autonomy and ‘normalcy’ 

and Schelly’s infantilizing treatment of SW.  As part of his ethnography, 

Schelly produced a short excerpt from a meeting between him in his role of 

support worker, service providers and SW in order to set goals.  Schelly saw 

SW’s responses as either non-responses (‘I don’t know’) or as the result of 

acquiescence bias.  Acquiescence bias is Sigelman et al.’s thesis that people 

with learning difficulties inevitably say ‘yes’ to closed questions even when the 
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answer is obviously ‘wrong’ or contradictory (Sigelman et al. 1981b). The 

impact of acquiescence bias is now explored. 

The impact of Sigelman’s work (Heal & Sigelman 1995; Sigelman et al. 

1981b; Sigelman et al. 1981a) around acquiescence bias in interviewing people with 

learning difficulties has been profound.  Despite other researchers’ findings that 

failed to replicate the acquiescence bias thesis (see Finlay & Lyons, 2002; Matikka 

& Vesala, 1997; Ramirez, 2005), acquiescence bias has now become reified 

(Goodley & Rapley 2002).  By this, Goodley and Rapley argue that acquiescence 

bias is now an accepted ‘fact’ and a component of the supposed incompetency of 

people with learning difficulties.  This has resulted in some research uncritically 

accepting that positive responses by people with learning difficulties are the result of 

acquiescence bias (see for example Rodgers, 1999; Schelly, 2008; Wistow & 

Schneider, 2003; Yacoub & Hall, 2009).  This in turn has resulted in the assumption 

that any answers given by people with learning difficulties to any question in any 

context will most likely lack validity.  As Rapley & Antaki (1996 :223) argue this ‘has 

encouraged a climate of opinion in which what people with learning disabilities have 

to say is (at least) open to the suspicion that they are merely offering what the 

questioner wants to hear.  

 Sigelman et al's. (1981b) thesis has been critiqued at length, specifically by 

Rapley with others (Rapley 2004; Rapley & Antaki 1996; Houtkoop-Steenstra & 

Antaki 1997; Goodley & Rapley 2002).  Taking a discursive psychological approach, 

Rapley (2004) firstly argues that the questions upon which Sigelman’s work is based 

are inherently flawed.  Agreeing with Matikka & Vesala (1997), Rapley suggests the 

apparently contradictory ‘yes’ response to the question ‘are you allowed to/is it 

against the rules… to hit someone’, as cited by Heal & Sigelman (1995), is logical, 
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because, whilst inmates in institutions are prohibited from hitting people, staff often 

do so.  Flawed questions are also responsible for the supposed acquiescence of 

Schelly's (2008) client, SW who, when confronted with the convoluted question ‘SW, 

if you had to say one thing that is a goal of yours for this next year, can you think of 

anything?’, said ‘I don’t know.’  As  Finlay & Lyons, (2002) suggest, ‘Acquiescence 

should be seen, then, as a problem of difficult or semantically complicated questions 

rather than as a problem of yes/no questions per se’ (: 22).  The difficulty of 

questions not being fit for purpose was also evident in Houtkoop-Steenstra & 

Antaki's (1997) research that found ‘yes/no’ questions tended to be couched in what 

they termed ‘unmarked’ forms which are the ‘default formulations’ and as such, are 

formulated in positive terms.  Thus an ‘unmarked’ question such as ‘are you 

satisfied?’ despite being supposedly neutral, tends to suggest a ‘no-problem’ answer 

with a preference for agreement built into them.  Compare this with a  ‘marked’ form 

such as ‘are you dissatisfied?’ which, Houtkoop-Steenstra & Antaki, (1997) suggest, 

invites the question ‘what makes you think so?’ 

Rapley (2004) suggests that the lack of context given in Sigelman et 

al.’s analysis is also problematic because we, as readers, never see the 

‘inconsistent’ responses, only the interviewer’s questions.  This is an 

important point because it is only by being given the full dialogue that one can 

interrogate the evidence.  Finally, Rapley suggests that the situation Sigelman 

et al.’s interviewees found themselves in was ‘testing’ and therefore likely to 

have consequences for the interviewee, resulting in ‘pseudo-acquiescence’ 

where interviewees are ‘shepherded’ into the ‘correct’ response.  Rapley 

draws on this notion of ‘testing talk’ to account for the ways in which people 
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with learning difficulties talk to professionals in many kinds of situation, not 

just formal interviews.  This accords with Rapley & Antaki's (1998) research 

suggesting interviewers tended to generalise an interviewee’s specific words 

in order to make them fit into a preconceived code.  This generalisation is the 

interviewer’s presumption about what the interviewee knows, thereby 

reinforcing the power of the interviewer in these contexts.  

This analysis of Rapley’s, whilst being drawn from discursive 

psychology, draws heavily upon CA in order to illuminate not just the 

challenges within Sigelman’s thesis but to show how the category of learning 

difficulty is socially constructed.  The use of CA, whilst frequently being used 

within psychology (Rapley 1999; Rapley & Antaki 1996) had its roots within 

sociology (Heritage 1995) and is ‘designed to deal with fundamental features 

of human action and interaction’ (Heritage 2010).  Hammersley (2002) 

suggests that CA as originally propounded by Harvey Sacks and Emanuel 

Schegloff generally adopts a value-neutral stance and that inferences are 

made only on what is actually observable in the interaction under analysis.  

This, as Hammersley points out, means that context which remains unspoken 

does not exist independently but can only be constituted in and through talk.  

Heritage (1995) elaborates that conversational practices are ‘independent of 

the motivational, psychological or sociological characteristics of the 

participants’ (: 396).  This perspective suggests support for Rapley's (2004) 

argument that the category of ‘intellectually disabled’ is a product of social 

interaction between individuals and institutions which are, as Heritage (1995) 

suggests, normatively orientated.  The difficulty with excluding context from 
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interactions is that context in itself will create or influence certain kinds of 

interaction.  Thus what Rapley (2004) suggests is a ‘testing’ context, where a 

person with learning difficulties is questioned by a service professional, might 

provide context from the talk alone (see Rapley, 2004: 90 extract 7 as an 

example), Goodley (1996) finds that the written form of extracts sometimes 

‘fails to convey the reality of the interview’ (: 339). This ‘reality of the interview’ 

is connected to my contention that the style of transcript annotation used in 

many forms of CA can serve to diminish respondents who are less able to 

articulate their words or thoughts.  

Not all proponents of CA adhere to this perspective as it is applied to 

interaction with people with learning difficulties.  Redley & Weinberg (2007) for 

example, argue that whilst the social constructionism turn is welcome in terms of 

literature relating to learning difficulties, failing to acknowledge the ‘obdurate social 

reality’ (: 768) of learning difficulty will eventually raise the question of why people 

with learning difficulties should have an entitlement to additional support.  Redley & 

Weinberg (2007) introduce context into their analysis by using video and by 

knowledge of the ‘institutional mandates’, arguing that the interactions made by the 

Parliament for People with Learning Difficulties (PPLD)18 are shaped not just by talk 

and interactional cue, but by ‘the distal institutional mandates that occasion its 

occurrence in the first place’ (Redley & Weinberg, 2007: 770).  The specific 

institutional mandates they refer to in this instance are those that support the 

PPLD’s preference for empowering people with learning difficulties and imparting 

advice.   

                                                
18 The PPLD is a self advocacy group with representatives (MPs) elected by 
users of learning disability services and managers and commissioners of 
services 
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 Redley & Weinberg's (2007) study, exploring the interactions 

between service professionals/decision-makers and ‘MPs’ is sharply critical of 

self-advocacy talk as being normative in the PPLD and that what is termed 

self-advocacy is, in fact a form of ‘education’ of people with learning 

difficulties. By this they mean that MPs ‘taking the floor’ is enforced by both 

decision-makers and MPs and that when an MP fails to do so, it causes what 

Redley and Weinberg term ‘interactional trouble’, identified as inaudible 

speech, failure to speak, refusal to speak and inappropriate speech.   When 

there is interactional trouble, decision-makers and MPs create a discursive 

path to allow the decision-makers to take the floor whilst at the same time 

honouring the MP’s possession of the narrative.  They give an example, ‘other 

forms of abuse and bullying’ (: 771) as a parliament discussion theme, 

whereby ‘advice’ is given to MPs (to tell staff about bullying) rather than to 

decision-makers (thus removing the necessity for decision-makers to take 

appropriate action).  Redley and Weinberg suggest that ‘instances of failure to 

speak’ are based on an MP not making the desired discussion but reverting to 

a Q&A format (excerpt 6: 776).  This format is familiar to many audiences of 

inclusive presentations in that it can help to act as a prompt for people with 

learning difficulties in what are stressful and pressured situations.  In this 

particular sequence, although the Q&A format allows MPs voices to be heard, 

it also allows decision-makers to shift responsibility for bullying onto the MP 

and not adequately respond to what the MP is saying.  For Redley and 

Weinberg, this is due to a deficit in the MP, rather than the decision-maker, 

because, they argue, the PPLD is fully accessible negating arguments made 
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by others that the decision-makers were unwilling to share power.  This 

assertion is problematic because irrespective of the stated commitment of 

accessibility the PPLD might have, people with learning difficulties might 

experience the actual accessibility and advocacy orientation or the 

organisation, differently.   

One of the difficulties with Redley and Weinberg’s paper is that the talk 

they analyse is, to an extent, institutional ‘testing’ talk.  Despite the attempts 

made by PPLD to promote equality and power-sharing between MPs and 

decision-makers, the context is both artificial and, I would argue, deeply 

‘testing’ for all but the most confident self-advocate.  Further, it follows 

Houtkoop-Steenstra & Antaki's (1997) discussion of how interviewers re-

orientate questions (in this case yes/no questionnaire questions requiring pre-

coded response options) to minimise difficulties and help interviewees ‘save 

face’ 

Whilst Redley & Weinberg's (2007) analysis within disability studies is 

somewhat contentious both in its critique of self-advocacy and in locating the 

deficit of intellectual impairment within the individual, they make a valid point 

about the importance of context, both proximal and distal when analysing talk, 

particularly institutional talk.   The notion of ‘institutional talk’ is further 

interrogated by Williams, Ponting, & Ford (2009) and Williams, Ponting, Ford, 

& Rudge (2010) in an inclusive research project exploring interactions 

between personal assistants (PAs) and their clients, people with learning 

difficulties, to identify what ‘good support’ looks like.  Williams et al. (2009) 

found that whilst there were examples of institutional talk used by PAs, both 
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PAs and clients delicately sidestepped the institutional frame by using terms 

like ‘mate’ to mark out their relationship as a friendly one.  Humour was also 

used to soften some of the institutional talk by PAs as they gave advice and 

helped clients make choices.  Interestingly, there were also instances of 

institutional talk by clients in evaluating the performance of PAs which was 

again softened by the use of ‘mate’ but was still reinforcing the client’s role as 

‘employer’ and thus more powerful.  These interactions might be identified by 

Redley & Weinberg as instances of institutionally mandated talk, rather than a 

negotiated form of empowerment designed to give the client the maximal 

control they could manage at the time.  

Whilst the PAs in Williams et al. (2009, 2010) were sensitive in how they 

supported adults to make choices, Pilnick et al. (2010) found that young people, 

especially school children, are seldom given the same sensitivity.  Pilnick et al. 

(2010) highlighted that whilst special school leavers were positioned as having 

choice and control as part of the neoliberal agenda around active citizenship, in 

reality, they were not recognised as such by educational staff.  Pilnick et al. (2010) 

illustrated how despite students making interactionally adequate and appropriate 

responses to questions during transition review meetings, interviewers failed to 

recognise the responses as such.  This was sometimes because of the interviewer 

failing to make clear and specific questions, recalling the interactional troubles of 

Schelly (2008).  At other times it was because despite giving clear and unequivocal 

preferences, the answers were discounted as inappropriate by staff and/or parents 

such as Alec’s hopes of joining the police force.  This highlights the preference 

professionals have for responses that are both appropriate/adequate and, 

significantly, verbal, which, as will be seen in the extracts later, is a preference that I 
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also made.  W. M. L. Finlay, Walton, & Antaki, (2008) note that such preferences 

‘are disempowering since they put additional obstacles in the way of people with 

learning disabilities in their attempts to exert control over their environments’ (: 12). 

Making decisions in setting up the project 
 

The decision making process during the setting up of the research was 

complex and, at times, fraught.  Many decisions relating to the project were 

made, such as topics to research, methods to be used, dates to meet up and 

places to interview.  In the beginning I saw my role, following Williams (1999), 

as a facilitator, with the research team taking responsibility for deciding what 

to research and how.  Mindful of how people with learning difficulties can be 

disempowered in meetings because of non-disabled, more powerful others 

being directive (Finlay et al. 2008), I aimed to keep direction to a minimum.  

Unlike Williams however, who, whilst admitting that she influenced the 

research to some extent, my influence on the research, specifically in terms of 

final research topic, research questions and methods, was eventually far 

greater than I initially anticipated.  As such, I had to radically (but temporarily) 

re-orientate my perspective from positioning myself as a facilitator to being a 

manager very early on.  This in turn shifted my perspective of the team from 

full co-researchers to ‘helping’ me, thus mirroring (but in reverse) to some 

extent Buettgen et al.'s (2012) experience of co-researchers feeling like 

helpers to start with. Over time this orientation again shifted towards 

something that, on the surface at least, felt more equal.  This desire to ‘feel’ 

greater equality meant that whilst I aimed to make decisions jointly, this could 

in some cases possibly be interpreted as tokenistic. 
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That notwithstanding, close analysis of interactions between the co-

researchers and me is, at best, disconcerting and uncomfortable.  There have 

been times where I have made claims in the team’s name based on 

contemporaneous notes.  However, on closer analysis of the transcripts, it is 

my voice and not theirs upon which some of the claims are based.  For 

example, whilst I claimed that the substantive research questions were 

developed in collaboration with the co-researchers, and that is how I 

experienced this event, a more objective account would be to say they were 

developed in the presence of the co-researchers.  This was not an intended 

deception on my part, but it demonstrates how a professional researcher 

working inclusively can, in effect, co-opt the normative language of self-

advocacy (Redley & Weinberg 2007) and inclusive research collaboration, 

whilst failing to fully work in a collaborative way. 

I now interrogate in more detail how the co-researchers and I developed a 

way of decision-making that illustrates these pendulum shifts in my role, from 

co-researching, to managing and back again.  Each of the following sections 

is organised in the following way: 

• Context:  this gives the background, the chronology and the actors 

involved in the extract. 

• Extract:  this is a verbatim extract from the transcript.  Although I 

indicate pauses, as discussed in the first section, I have not used the 

standard format for CA, but rather a simplified version.  Where multiple 

extracts are given, my analysis of the interaction is woven around 

them. 

• Reflection:  I give a personal reflection of the interaction. 
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Three specific decision incidents have been selected to illustrate this process:   

• How we arrived at the decision to eliminate health as a potential 

research topic. 

• Stuart’s choice of research method. 

• Deciding where to go on Natasha’s research trip. 

Eliminating Health  

Background and context to the meetings 

During the first meeting where I introduced myself to potential co-researchers, 

the members of SpeakUp made many suggestions for areas of research.  

These ranged from limitations on when bus passes can be used to buildings 

being physically inaccessible to wheelchair users and people with pushchairs 

(FN: 28/2/12). 

Throughout the first few meetings with SpeakUp, I noted down topics such 

as transport, benefits and bullying, that frequently arose with a view to 

suggesting them as potential research areas.  Members of SpeakUp who 

were interested in taking part in the research then formed a discrete group.  

Meetings of the research team followed a similar format to the SpeakUp 

monthly meetings in that we had a simple agenda:  

• Catch up about what we had been doing since the last meeting 

• Recap of what we had done in the last meeting and  

• What we will do in this meeting 

• What we will do in the next meeting 

When we first met as a discrete research team in early May 2012, it was with 

the aim of discussing possible areas of research and from there creating a 

shortlist of potential topics to explore in more depth before deciding on the 
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final area of research.  In seeking to avoid being too directive and thus, as I 

saw it, potentially disempowering the co-researchers, I avoided saying things 

such as ‘why don’t we research x?’ during this process.  This actually had the 

opposite effect of empowering and instead created uncertainty and confusion 

amongst the co-researchers with one eventually exclaiming, ‘just tell us what 

you want us to do and we’ll do it!’ (FN: 9/5/12).  The support worker reinforced 

this message from the co-researcher by suggesting that I needed to be more 

directive about what we discuss (FN: 9/5/12).  This echoes a comment 

Natasha made (reported in Chapter 8) about being overwhelmed with choice 

indicating that structure and guidance are crucial in supporting choice. 

This was one of many ‘interactional troubles’ in the decision-making 

process and came about because I clearly had what Redley & Weinberg (2007: 

772) term an ‘interactional preference for self-advocacy’ which is a normative 

expectation that self-advocates ‘take the floor’.  This frequently resulted in what 

Redley & Weinberg (2007) termed ‘speaking inappropriately’ (: 777) as discussion, 

whilst related to the topic in hand, was not going in a direction that could be 

concluded.  However, rather than discursively ‘repair’ the trouble as Redley & 

Weinberg (2007) suggest, by saying what I wanted the point to be, co-researchers 

and supporters talked freely around the subject without necessarily reaching a 

timely conclusion.   

It is also important to note that increasing problems with transport and 

timetabling resulted, as discussed in previous chapters, in the research team 

dividing firstly into two geographical areas and finally into my working with co-

researchers on an individual basis.  The following extract is from the early part 

of the project when I was still working with one team although three other 
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team members were not present at this meeting.  Two members present, B** 

and K****** dropped out shortly afterwards for personal reasons.  K** and 

S***also dropped out just before the commencement of fieldwork, but gave 

their permission for me to retain data from this period.   

The first meeting (M9/5/12) produced seven possible areas of research: 

1. Benefits system:  how benefit cuts affect people.  How we access 

benefits.   

2. Getting and keeping work.  

3. How we access health care system. 

4. Transport. 

5. Bullying 

6. Getting on with people around us 

7. Labels.  The good, the bad and the ugly. 

The second meeting (M15/5/12) was to decide which three areas we would 

look at in more detail over the subsequent meetings before deciding on the 

final research area.  We eventually agreed to look at health, getting on with 

people around us and labelling.  For each subsequent topic meeting, the 

agenda aimed to focus on an accessible review of the literature preferably 

drawn from inclusive research, our experiences of the topic and what changes 

we would like to see in that area.  The decision about what the eventual 

research area would be, was to be decided after all three topics had been 

discussed. 

Whilst there have been several studies which indicate that people with 

learning difficulties find accessing academic literature challenging (see for 

example Brookes et al., 2012; Garbutt, 2009), I felt it was important that the 
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co-researchers should have the opportunity to access literature around the 

three shortlisted topics.  Despite trying to make the literature as accessible as 

possible, the co-researchers did not want to engage with it.  I do not see this 

as a deficit in the co-researchers’ competence.   Rather, it was perhaps a 

deficit in my approach to making the literature accessible and a failure to 

facilitate the meeting in such a way as to enable the focus to remain on the 

literature under discussion.  This again goes back to the anxiety I had around 

being in control of the situation equating to disempowering the co-

researchers.  Alternatively, there seems to be scant evidence that 

participants/co-researchers in other fields using participatory methods access 

the literature.  This suggests that the lack of interest in the literature shown by 

the research group might be less about their or my competence and more 

about a general disinterest in this aspect of the research.  In the extract below 

I unpick how we made the decision to reject health as a possible research 

topic.  This took place during the third research meeting about health.  As 

Pilnick et al. (2010) suggest, the responses of the co-researchers were 

interactionally adequate and indeed appropriate to the matter in hand, that is, 

a discussion around health.  

The meeting was between participants including me.  Two participants, 

C**** and T*** were support workers and the remaining four, B****, K**, S*** 

and K******were people with learning difficulties.  The conversation had been 

largely dominated by K**, C**** and T*** and me, discussing various aspects 

of health, including mental health.   As C**** was explaining that her recent ill 

health was the accumulation of stress, lifestyle factors and childhood abuse, 

K** spoke less and less.  He physically shifted back in his seat at one point 
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and looked towards the door as K******, B**** and C**** bantered about 

football (following C****’s joke that football supporting had also impacted on 

her health).  At this point I pulled it back to the topic of health and K** started 

to raise his objection to the discussion of health but was unable to fully 

articulate it: 

EXTRACT 1 

Liz:  It might be something worth thinking about if we decide to look at 

health, we might want to think about something around mental 

health 

K**: Yeah… 

Liz:  Mental health issues perhaps, it’s something which seems to crop 

up but there’s not much work done on it. 

B****:  Look at different avenues of health… 

K**:  I’m not being funny but I find this a bit heavy really 

Liz & C****: Heavy? 

K**:  Yeah I I I can’t… 

T***:  Well I know you don’t like about health, but it’s no good closing 

your eyes always to it 

K**:  Yeah, I can’t sort of… and I’m not closing my eyes 

T***:  no… 

K**:  but I can’t get my head round it at all, I can’t. 

Liz:  Am I not explaining it clearly enough? 

K**:  yeah… it’s just me, I can’t sort of I can’t stomach it at all really, I’m 

sorry 

C****:  OK, the point… the thing is 

K**:  I’m gonna go back down to my flat, leave you to carry on, I can’t 

C****:  OK 

Liz:  OK 

C****:  No problem 
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K**:  I always find health a bit difficult to talk about 

C****:  OK, that’s understandable, what we’ll do K** is sit down and talk 

about certain areas that you’re happy to talk about 

T***:  what areas would you like to talk about with health? 

C****:  or we could probably do that at a later date…. That let you get 

your head around… 

K**:  I just find it a bit… you carry on, I don’t want to stop you, it’s just 

me, I can’t carry on. 

 
Over the 20 minutes that the exchange as a whole took place, K**, despite 

being clearly agitated and saying he didn’t want to talk and wanted to leave, 

remained in his seat.  He eventually articulated his objections to health as a 

research area: 

EXTRACT 2 

K**:  yeah, it was just the heaviness, I just found it a bit heavy and I just I 

always find health a bit awkward, I always feel a bit awkward 

talking about health… I always,  

→    my view is that health is a private issue between the person whose 

health it is and the doctor, it’s not really something, maybe that’s 

the way I was brought up, I don’t know. 

 
Throughout this exchange K** remained seated and continued to remain so 

as I attempted to reassure K** that it is all right to not take part in the 

discussion if he was uncomfortable and T*** and C**** also reassured him 

that the research is not about him personally.  K** then clearly articulates his 

preference for researching around the other two topics of getting on with 

people and labelling.  K** is careful to emphasise that he is not directing the 

others to share his views by saying ‘I wouldn’t stop you from doing it… ‘   I 
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respond to K**’s discomfort about discussing health by suggesting that we 

should all want to do something, but confused the issue of consensus and 

democracy: 

EXTRACT 3 

C****:  that’s ok because what you’ve got to realise K** is that you’ve 

only got to share what you want to share, yeah?  And you only take 

part in what you want to take part in 

K**:  mmm 

C****:  you make the decision and if you want more information broken 

down to you maybe on a 1:1 basis then that’s fine 

K**: → I mean I like the idea of talking about getting on with people and 

labelling, they’re the two things…  but health, I’ve always been 

Liz:  yeah 

K**:  a bit 

Liz:  you, you, so you’d be uncomfortable if we did the research around 

health 

K**:  yeah 

Liz:  full stop, yeah? 

K**:  I’m not being… if you want to do it, I wouldn’t stop you from doing it, 

I wouldn’t stop you from doing it it’s just 

Liz:  →no, but it’s good for us to all want to do it and I think it’s… if we 

take a democratic approach to it 

K**:  I’m sorry...  I am sorry  (starts to rise from chair) 

C****:  you don’t have to apologise, it that was the same for me 

Liz:  you don’t have to apologise 

C****:  if it was a topic I wasn’t comfortable with, I would say it as well 

K**:  that’s why I’m saying, why I’m coming out with saying the wrong 

things because I’m feeling uncomfortable. 
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A few moments later, K** goes downstairs to his flat accompanied by T***.  

After T*** returned she explained that K** was feeling better.  I asked what the 

others present felt about dropping health as a research area.  Both B**** and 

S*** agreed that this was a good idea. K****** remained silent but nodded 

agreement: 

EXTRACT 4 

Liz:  I’m thinking maybe if I mean you know depending on the other and I 

know Natasha’s not here 

K******:  (mumbling something to B****) 

Liz:  K******, sorry 

K******:  sorry sorry 

Liz:  although Natasha’s not here, I mean you know if looking at health 

care is → something which is perhaps going to be something we’re 

NOT going to do, now we have a choice, we can either still talk 

about our experiences around accessing health care, emm, ways 

to make health better, emm, or we can em talk about something 

else or wrap it up early.  I haven’t prepared anything around 

community yet because I was just going to take it one topic at a 

time.  So what do you feel? 

B****:  I think health can be a bit of a stumbling block for K**.  It certainly 

unbalanced him a bit and →I just don’t think he’s quite keen on 

doing it, like A*****.  There’s certain things and boundaries that you 

have to be careful around K** because there’s certain things he’s 

not going to be happy about. 

Liz:  yeah 

T***:  it took him a long time to go to the doctors a couple or three years 

ago 

Liz:  yeah 

T***:  you know him best dear, what do you think? 

S***:  →What B**** says too, stop you know 
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T***:  health? 

S***:  health 

Liz:  →OK so we, so we, despite Natasha not being here, we agree we’re 

not going to research health as our main topic 

B****:  yeah because it certainly unbalanced him 

Liz:  yeah 

B****: and he was a bit upset about it… he wasn’t that keen to do it, so 

we might have to look at a different subject instead of health. 

 

Reflections 

Whilst I feel comfortable that the decision was not specifically driven by 

agenda setting on my behalf, the interaction was problematic in terms of my 

group management and treatment of co-researchers. 

Firstly, I did not pick up on K**’s growing discomfort early enough.  

Having been quite vocal throughout the first part of the meeting, I should have 

been alerted to the audible cues of his increasing distress, even if I had 

missed the non-verbal cues.  Secondly, allowing health to be eliminated 

without full consultation of all members or allowing a period of reflection 

discomforted me because, although it was the majority view of those present, 

the decision was not made by all the members.  Rather than suggesting we 

reflect on the situation over time, I immediately suggested that health be 

eliminated.  With hindsight, this was probably the best course of action given 

that issues around attendance were already emerging and it was another 

month before we met again. 

Although I subsequently eliminated labelling as a research area 

unilaterally because of time constraints, by setting the precedent that a single 

co-researcher could determine, with my support, what was or was not an 
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appropriate area of research without fuller reflection, could have resulted in all 

three potential areas being rejected.  At this stage K** was consistently 

attending meetings and involved to a greater degree than the others.  

Because of this, I gave greater weight to his preferences than to others and 

although S***, B**** and K******all were in agreement I felt that I was not 

treating all the co-researchers equally.   

Deciding Which Research Method to Use 

Background and context 

This meeting with Stuart took place in late October 2012.  At this point, the 

research team had divided on geographical lines with K** and S*** based in 

Redruth and Stuart, Natasha and Mark based in Truro.  Despite this, the Truro 

team still had problems with timetabling so everyone could attend together.  

By this stage I had made the decision to focus the research area on how 

communities interact with people with learning difficulties19.  This decision was 

made unilaterally and without consultation with co-researchers and at the 

time, caused me a deal of discomfort.  The justification for eliminating 

labelling, the remaining option, was based on the prior existence of inclusive 

research in this area (see for example Williams, 2002) alongside time 

pressures20.  

With the research area now defined, and the overarching research 

questions relating to the impact of rural environments developed, the next 

stages were to identify specific research questions with the co-researchers 

                                                
19 This process is detailed in Chapter 4 starting on page 16 
20 The PhD had funding for three years with a maximum extension (unpaid) to 
four years.  There is considerable pressure on students to complete within the 
three year funding period. 
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and decide on the research methods.   I felt like the decision about the 

research questions had been made in collaboration, but on analysing the 

transcript more carefully, it emerged that I had in fact given Stuart (as the only 

other participant at that meeting) a list of questions that he then agreed with.  

That was one instance where I had previously made ‘we’ claims when in fact it 

was ‘I’.  The decision that immediately followed was one where Stuart made a 

clear decision about how he wanted to work.  This choice was however later 

over-ruled. 

Because of the co-researchers’ lack of experience and previous 

guidance from the support workers and co-researchers themselves about 

needing more direction, I then suggested two potential avenues of research 

based on methods used previously by inclusive researchers.  I proposed that 

co-researchers either used forms of self-research, such as narrative or life 

history (Roets & Van Hove 2003; Keyes & Brandon 2011; Booth & Booth 

1996; Rolph 1999) or what could be considered more ‘traditional’21 forms of 

qualitative research such as interviewing and/or observation (Townson et al. 

2007; Dias et al. 2011; Chapman 2005).  By giving co-researchers limited but 

diverse choices, I aimed to refine it down to more specific ways of researching 

between the two teams. 

The meeting from which this interaction is taken, should have included 

Natasha and Mark but both were unable to attend.  Stuart and I had watched 

the video diaries that he, Natasha and I had made (mentioned in Chapter 4) 

and talked about what we might like to see in other people’s videos.  I 
                                                
21 Traditional is here used as shorthand for methods that are well established 
within the social sciences and were understood by the co-researchers as 
research methods. 
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suggested some research questions that would relate specifically to our 

research and Stuart agreed they were good questions.  This agreement by 

Stuart could, in isolation, be taken as typical acquiescence bias (Sigelman et 

al. 1981b; Heal & Sigelman 1995).  Alternatively, in my desire to get on with 

the research (my journal from this period shows extreme anxiety about my 

progress), I did not have so much the ‘dominant voice’ (Aldridge 2012) but 

what at times felt like the only voice.  As Finlay et al. (2008) recognise, having 

knowledge and verbal fluency make it difficult for professionals to not 

dominate.  Reviewing videos of our meetings, particularly where it is just a 

single co-researcher and me shows that despite attempts to open up 

dialogue, I was dominating the conversation for large amounts of time.  This is 

not to say that my co-conversationalist was silent, but as Sacks (1995) 

suggests, when someone is only answering questions or using fillers of ‘uh 

huh’ or ‘yeah’ it isn’t actually a conversation.  Sacks’ observations were not in 

relation to people who, for whatever reason, experience degrees of 

inarticulate speech, but he did observe how ‘silence is a terrible thing’ (Sacks, 

1995b :225). I thus felt a pressure as the ‘professional’ to ‘keep off silence by 

going on’ (ibid.) when co-researchers did not ‘take turns’ in the conversation.  

This interactional trouble was more pronounced in early meetings and 

meetings with only one co-researcher.  In the following extract, Stuart’s 

utterances are minimal to say the least: 

EXTRACT 5 

Liz:  it’s a bit difficult to decide without Natasha or Mark here, but 

whether we’re going to do the kind of self-research or the 
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autoethnography… that’s the big word for it… which is kind of like 

you are researching your own life… 

Stuart:  → yeah 

Liz:  So we could do that, or we could do… emm… the more traditional 

kind of research where there’s the camera  

Stuart:  hum 

Liz:  there’s the recording device and then we ask questions and analyse 

what people say to us or 

Stuart:  hmm 

Liz:  or what we see umm… … I mean do you have a preference for how 

you would like to do this… I mean do you want to explore your own 

life… or, do you want to be I don’t know, say working with A****, 

seeing what A****’s day is like 

Stuart:  →    yeah 

Liz:  you prefer 

Stuart:  →        working with people 

Liz:  yeah, OK so… I think, I think that’s the kind of thing Mark and emm 

Natasha would probably quite enjoy as well 

Stuart:  yeah 

Liz:  so I’ll double check with them 

Stuart:  yeah 

Liz:  and see what they’d like 

 
Analysis 

It seems that on the face of it, Stuart is saying ‘yeah’ to both propositions of 

self-research and ‘traditional’ research.  The first instance of ‘yay-saying’ as 

Heal & Sigelman (1995) would typify it, is, after placing the interaction in 

context, more convincingly interpreted either as Stuart using ‘yeah’ as a filler 

to acknowledge and give understanding (Eggins & Slade 2004) of what I 
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meant by self-research.  Finlay & Lyons (2002) in a review of the literature on 

acquiescence, suggest that yea-saying might occur in cases where someone 

is uncertain of the meaning of a question or where there is an unequal power 

relationship.   In terms of ‘talk time’ as discussed earlier, mine was the 

dominant voice in the interaction, which could have set up this power 

inequality.  This power inequality in turn produced something which is similar 

to a ‘testing’ situation as suggested by Rapley's (2004) analysis of Sigelman 

et al.'s (1981a) theory of acquiescence bias. It is therefore possible that 

Stuart’s first, flat-sounding and non-committal ‘yeah’ was due to lack of 

understanding and the second, emphatic ‘yeah’ was because he had a 

traditional understanding of research as ‘working with people’.  As Finlay & 

Lyons (2002) suggest when someone is asked to make a decision about 

something they have not previously considered, it also creates uncertainty 

which in turn leads to acquiescence.  Whilst it could be argued that Stuart has 

not in fact fully understood what I said, my contextual interpretation was that 

he fully understood what I meant and was using ‘yeah’ as a filler.  The flatness 

of this filler was, I believe, the result of Stuart being less than excited about 

the prospect of doing a form of research he had little interest in.  As all the co-

researchers had expressed a preference for interviewing others, perhaps 

because of the social interaction, researching one’s own life might seem less 

enticing. 

Reflections 

This interaction, was not, on the surface of it, as emotional and disruptive as 

the earlier interaction with the group where K** had become upset and left.  
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Nonetheless, the video makes uncomfortable viewing in that I can see and 

hear myself as the person who is driving the interaction.   However, Stuart 

was emphatic about his wish to do a form of research involving interacting 

with others.  

Planning a Trip 

Background and context 

This meeting with Natasha was seven months after the above meeting.  By 

this stage the research design had changed significantly as had the research 

team.  I was now working individually with co-researchers because time and 

distance had made working even with two groups untenable.  Additionally two 

co-researchers, K** and S***, withdrew from the project just as fieldwork was 

about to commence.  The initial research design of K** and S*** doing a form 

of autoethnography and Natasha, Stuart and Mark doing face to face 

interviews with people with learning difficulties and their 

supporters/friends/neighbours had also changed.  All the co-researchers were 

now engaged in a form of mobile interviewing (see Clark & Emmel, 2010; Trell 

& van Hoven, 2010 for examples) where they were accompanied by me on 

four different journeys.  There was a three-stage process for each interview 

for the co-researcher:22  

• Planning 

• The journey 

• Analysis 

It is important to emphasise, in view of the analysis of the second interaction 

with Stuart discussed above, that co-researchers were not involved in the 

                                                
22 This process is more fully discussed in Chapter 4.  
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planning of the new research design.  Although that would have been the 

ideal, working individually would have made consensus impossible within the 

time frame.  Whilst none of the co-researchers objected to the change, Stuart, 

whilst not verbalising his disappointment, did not seem keen on the change.  

My field notes (FN: 1/2/13) show anxiety about him possibly dropping out. 

This discussion with Natasha aimed to plan the research trips.  The 

initial research design was to have one planning meeting per trip.  However, 

when I had planned the very first trip the week beforehand with John, it 

transpired that talking about all the trips and planning where we would go, 

occurred in the natural flow of the conversation.  This formed the basis for 

subsequent planning interactions including Natasha’s below.  The extract 

below takes place after an hour of discussion about the different places 

Natasha goes to, the purpose of the trips and when those trips take place.  

We are discussing how some trips cross over the four interview themes23 and 

are focusing on the second theme of Places I go to regularly where Natasha 

has identified that she goes to Church, Art Club, Craft Club, Work and the 

supermarket on a regular basis: 

EXTRACT  6 

Liz:  and whether there are any of these… I mean for example you might 

not want me to come to the church with you 

Natasha:  yeah 

Liz:  or Art class or craft club in which case, you know, we’re looking at 

doing work or Iceland24, you know whichever one 

                                                
23 To recap, the themes are: 1) Places I feel good going to; 2) Places I go to 
regularly; 3) Outside my front door and 4) Places in my past. 
24 Iceland is a national chain of budget supermarkets.  In Cornwall they are 
usually quite small and located in town centres making them more accessible 
to people who lack access to private transport. 
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Natasha:  I see 

Liz:  →  are there any of these which you wouldn’t, wouldn’t want me 

coming to… with you… 

Natasha:  → …  uh, craft club and the church probably… 

Liz:  right… but you think art class might be ok… 

Natasha: →   …  um… I’m not sure about that one either… that’s an 

evening one 

Liz:  well it doesn’t really matter when it is.  I mean I can do…  time 

doesn’t really matter to me… um. It’s whether you would feel 

comfortable with me being there… with you.  And if it was 

something like art class then you know I wouldn’t be kind of like 

sitting just watching you doing it, I’d do a drawing as well! 

 

Because many of Natasha’s regular trips are organised events or of an 

institutional or semi-institutional nature such as Church attendance or work, 

we both needed to think carefully about how comfortable Natasha would be 

taking a stranger to them and how appropriate it would be.  I was effectively 

highlighting the negative aspects of a particular trip but at the same time 

making it clear that it was a viable option if Natasha wanted to make that 

choice. 

EXTRACT 7 

Liz:  →  you see I could come with you on the trip to work but the, I mean 

we could make the trip to work…  um… … but I, I mean it would be 

quite proble.. I mean it would be quite difficult… for me to actually 

be with you while you’re at work because of all kinds of 

confidentiality things 

Natasha:  mmmm… 

Liz:  you know but I could make the journey from here to work with you 

umm or I could make the journey I could make the journey from 
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here to church with you… and um wait until you came out of church 

if you didn’t feel comfortable with me being in there and then we 

come back from art class or craft club 

Natasha:  Ummm… …  

Liz:  or we could just do the supermarket… … … 

Natasha:  uhhh, gosh, er…. … come out of craft club and then (indistinct 

do the craft club one?)… come out of it and then came back? 

Liz:  →  …  I mean maybe it would be better to do a supermarket? 

Natasha:  might be, yeah… 

Liz:  →  cause I think it’s… I think what I mean is, although it would be 

really interesting… to accompany you at work 

Natasha:  yeah 

Liz:  I think it would be too difficult because of all the confidentiality stuff 

Natasha:  yeah I think (mumble) 

Liz:  →  so I’m going to cross work off 

Natasha:  →  do um… we could do Asda or something… 

Liz:  … ok so a day when you’re doing a slightly bigger shop... than you 

normally do 

Natasha:  yeah… … 

Liz:  … I could help carry your bags then  

Liz & Natasha:  laughing 

Liz:  I’ll be the donkey 

Natasha:  hahaha… 

Liz:  OK so we’ll do  

→ cross out arts and crafts clubs… and we’ll do an Asda shop… … 

 

In the extract above however, whilst I am not directly saying that 

accompanying Natasha to work is absolutely not an option, my anxiety about 

how we would manage issues of confidentiality even if we had permission 
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from the County Council were foremost in my mind.  Whilst Natasha had not 

shown any previous enthusiasm for me accompanying her to work for the 

research, I effectively ‘short-circuited’ the decision-making cycle (Antaki et al. 

2006) and only needed Natasha’s agreement that this was not an option.  

Once this was established, and I could eliminate what I felt to be an 

inappropriate trip, Natasha came up with her own suggestion of going to the 

supermarket. 

Reflections 

This interaction was interesting for me in that it took place as I was 

researching and writing the first draft of this chapter.   So by the time of our 

meeting I was acutely aware and sensitive to how I was interacting.  This was 

to the point of analysing my own talk as the interaction occurred.  An example 

of this is reflected in my field notes:  

FN: 7/513:  As we were having problems spelling Penchwoone, I made a 

joke about how bad my spelling is and how many problems I have with it as 

well.  I know my spelling isn’t that bad really, and as I was saying it, I 

realised that I was actually hiding the ‘face-threatening’ nature of the talk 

and playing down my ‘expertise’ to try and equalise the power differential. 

 

This note specifically related to the work of Rapley & Antaki (1998) and 

demonstrated the way that I, as a person with a large degree of power, in the 

words of Rapley and Antaki ‘propose[d] a set of identities for [me] and [my] 

respondents very different from the institutional one’ (:590).  So by disclosing 

my own poor spelling in order to move away from my ‘institutional role’, I can 

distract from my own knowledge and expertise.  By creating this ‘cover 
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identity’, as Rapley and Antaki continue, it helps me to elicit Natasha’s views 

on where we should go on our trips by re-orientating from ‘professional’ to 

‘friend/equal’. 

This analysis of Rapley & Antaki's (1998) is however based upon 

assessment interviews which are different from the interactions between me 

and the co-researchers.  I aimed to orientate myself, both consciously and 

subconsciously as equal because we were researching together in an 

interdependent relationship.  As well as having a friendly and professional 

relationship, because that is a natural development of working with someone 

over time, in order to do the research I needed the co-researchers to be 

invested in it and one way to achieve this is by making it a rewarding and 

worthwhile experience.   

Conclusions 
 
This chapter has illuminated the complex and often difficult process of 

decision-making in the project in detail.  Whilst a whole thesis could be written 

around the making of decisions alone, the three ‘snapshots’ of the many 

decisions that were made, provides a degree of transparency to the process I 

used.  I hope that it also gives encouragement to other researchers aiming to 

work inclusively, who, like me, find the lines between controlling, guiding and 

supporting the decision-making process sometimes blurred and indistinct.  

The extracts also give enough evidence to support the claim that although 

imperfect, the process strived for and sometimes achieved genuinely 

collaborative decision-making.  The talk produced around three decisions was 

grounded within the context of the process, the chronological time frame and 
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my own interactional ‘preferences’ for advocacy and empowerment.  This 

process of intently examining my own talk was uncomfortable in the extreme, 

but within the research as a whole, it has been invaluable.  I would not 

presume to make claims of empowerment, but as far as possible I tried not to 

deliberately disempower.  Recalling the quote by Dingwall, (1980) that opened 

the chapter, I worked towards giving the co-researchers as much voice as 

possible to make decisions, but recognise that also, sometimes, my actions 

denied them a voice.  This was not done in an attempt to exert my social 

power over them and thus deliberately disempower them, but was done in 

order to maintain the opportunity as whole and to ensure the project remained 

achievable. 

Of the three examples, in many ways the second decision, Stuart’s 

choice to use interviewing methods, was the most disheartening.  Stuart had 

expressed an explicit and specific preference for his research method.  And 

yet, despite his clear choice, that option was ultimately taken away.  This 

action can of course be completely justified within the context of the research, 

but it remains in my view disempowering, particularly as the other co-

researchers also had expressed this preference.    

However, the three examples taken chronologically, demonstrate an 

increasing confidence and competency on my part in working collaboratively.  

From the chaos of the first extract, where I effectively abdicated all control for 

fear of disempowering the co-researchers, to the third example where I 

negotiated with Natasha what might be an appropriate research trip, I have 

developed my capabilities and hopefully provided insights for other inclusive 

researchers.  These experiences gave a good grounding for the complex and 
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lengthy data collection that followed when we went out into the field.  The next 

chapter explores these practicalities in relation to inclusive research process 

from collecting data to organising and analysing it. 
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Doing the Research: Data Collection and Analysis 
 

 

Introduction 
 
Following on from the minutiae of the decision-making process in the last 

chapter, this chapter returns once again to the practicalities of carrying out the 

research and analysing the data.  If Chapter 4, exploring the setting up of the 

research project and designing the research could be considered a first stage, 

then Chapter 6 is the second stage in the research process.  Consequently 

this chapter will focus on the practicalities of the research process.  It will 

strive to be transparent about who did what, in looking at how we 

collected/produced the data and went about the analysis.  This chapter 

therefore considers pragmatic aspects such as technical equipment used, the 

nature of the trips made (mode of transport, destination etc.) and the use of 

open, conversational talk as opposed to ‘interview’.  I also detail the ways in 

which the data was transcribed and analysed.  The ethical tensions and 

geographical aspects of doing such research counter the descriptive nature of 

the chapter. 
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Doing the Research: Nuts and Bolts 
 
Because the research field was complex due to distances, combined with the 

need to keep on schedule because of time sensitivities meant that planning 

was key.  The need to travel long distances for all involved was time 

consuming and costly, so we had to make every moment count.  For the co-

researchers, this juggling of schedules and travel eventually became 

untenable and so, as discussed in Chapter 4, I began working with them 

individually rather than lose them as researchers.  This was one of many 

pragmatic decisions that I made.  This particular response to a situation 

resulted in much deliberation, many responses were however more mundane 

and based on experience, gut instinct or simply because something had to be 

done right then.  The following sections will explore the practicalities of how 

the research was accomplished in order to expose some of the anxieties and 

pleasures found in the research process. 

Technology 

One of my earliest anxieties, following previous experiences, was equipment 

failure.  I am confident not to be the only person to have returned from an 

interview full of meaningful insights and rich data, to discover a blank 

recording device.  I cannot believe that no other researcher has experienced 

the hollow pit of horror in one’s stomach on discovering data loss.  These 

incidents teach us the value of methodically backing up and checking 

equipment.  However, no system is failsafe. 

In the early part of the project, the planning meetings were video 

recorded using flip cameras, usually supplemented with the video recording 

facility on a laptop.  Whilst space considerations mean that there is only 
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limited analysis in Chapter 5 of how we approached decision-making and 

planning in the thesis, the video capture of the process was made to allow for 

further exploration of how we worked as a team at a later date.  It also initially 

served to capture audio following the discovery that my usually reliable mini-

disc recorder was no longer so reliable. The mini-disc was eventually replaced 

by a digital smartpen.  The smartpen was used for the audio recordings 

because it had significant advantages over other, more traditional recording 

equipment.  Firstly it has a very large recording capacity, matched by a 

battery life of approximately 4-5 hours between charges.  The pen itself is 

extremely unobtrusive and in conjunction with the ear-buds, which also 

function as stereo microphones, provides good quality audio even when the 

weather is windy25.  Consequently, I appeared to be like any other person 

listening to an MP3 player as we went about the research trips.  As discussed 

in Chapter 3, as well as the advantages to such a device, there are distinct 

disadvantages as well, in terms of slipping into covert observation and 

recording.  Whilst we did not have the difficulties that Clark & Emmel (2010) 

had of co-researchers/respondents being ‘outted’ when friends and 

acquaintances approached, thus compromising the confidentiality of the co-

researcher, I did have ethical concerns on behalf of people not directly 

involved in the research. 

Like Goodley (1999) I found tensions emerged between being out and 

about with the co-researchers and the need to negotiate consent with passers 

by and friends and acquaintances of the co-researchers.  This created 

                                                
25 It is worth noting that it can also be used to digitize notes into text, 
invaluable for researchers providing your handwriting is not too dreadful, as 
mine is. 
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practical and ethical dilemmas during the field work about how to indicate that 

we were recording, particularly as the recording device was very discreet.  For 

the co-researchers and I, this often resulted in us explaining the research and 

gaining informed consent from people we ‘bumped into’ along the way.  

Sometimes however, the exchanges were minimal and consisted of quick 

‘hello’s and some mutual reportage which were over before consent could be 

sought leading us as researchers into the area of unintentionally covert 

research (Swain et al. 1998) alluded to in Chapter 3.  Whilst both kinds of 

interaction were transcribed, the latter, because they lacked informed 

consent, were coded as types of informal interaction whilst the former have 

resulted in quotable outcomes26. 

Being out and about: co-researchers taking the lead 

As the research trips were on the co-researchers’ home ground, all the co-

researchers took the initiative in where we went and how we got there27.  

Although I was familiar with some of the locations in as much as I might drive 

through them, the co-researchers were the ones who really knew the local 

area.  Thus the co-researchers used their insider knowledge to show 

shortcuts through the towns and across country, hidden walks and the best 

places to go for coffee or pasties.  As the literature around mobile 

methodologies (Ledger 2012; Emmel & Clark 2009; Trell & van Hoven 2010) 

had previously reported and was discussed in Chapter 3, it was not entirely 

unexpected. What was unexpected was the startling way in which I was very 

                                                
26 The comments by a café manager about how one of the co-researchers 
was subject to financial exploitation is a good example of this. 
27 See chart below giving greater detail. 
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quickly cast in the role of transport facilitator and passive partner.  My field 

notes recall taking directions in the hopes that the co-researcher did actually 

know where they were taking me: 

Kept taking wrong turns.  Stu knows where we need to go, but my instinct 

kept over-riding where I should have been. (FN12/11/2013 Stuart T4) 

Leaving Gorran, Natasha said we could take a short cut rather than going 

back through St A.  Found ourselves in high and narrow tractor lanes in 

middle of nowhere, no signposts, nothing.  Buzzard nearly landed on the 

car, amazing!  Nothing came the other way thank god.  Got a bit 

concerned we were going the wrong way.  Natasha seemed unsure at a 

few of the turns, but we ended up not far from Green Manor. (FN 

20/11/2013 Natasha T4) 

John, Natasha and Mark all made jokes about being human SatNavs (FN 

10/05/2013).  These comments seemed to be made with a sense of pride that 

their expertise and knowledge matched that of a computer.  Whilst for me this 

handing over of control to the co-researchers was at times challenging and 

stressful, it was equally alien for the co-researchers to dictate itineraries.  This 

was particularly the case for the third interview theme Outside My Front Door, 

with co-researchers initially asking where and what I wanted to go and see  

(e.g. FN 22/07/2013 JohnT3).  To overcome this to some extent I ‘played the 

tourist’ and claimed (not feigned) ignorance of the area.  This cast the co-

researchers in the role of expert guide and over the course of whichever trip 

we were making, the co-researcher displayed their local knowledge and 

confidence: 

Mark was like the king of the hill, pointing out all the places and people, 

introducing me to everyone. (FN 06/08/2013 Mark T2) 
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This showed me the intimate ways they knew their environments, choosing 

one café or shop (nearly always an independent rather than a chain) over 

another based on factors such as knowing the staff from childhood, being 

friendly or just being different. 

Characteristics of trips 

The trips were various lengths and were achieved in differing ways.  Table 3, 

below, summarises some of the key characteristics of trips with each co-

researcher. 

Name Trip Theme/Destination Transport Duration 

Stuart 1 Like to go to / Library Bus and walking 131 mins 

 2 Local area Walking  20 mins 

 3 Regularly go to / Signing on Bus and Walking 104 mins 

 4 Past places Car 149 mins 

Natasha 1 Regularly go to / Local 
Supermarket 

Walking 69 mins 

 2 Like to go to / Woodland walk 
to village 

Walking  362 mins 

 3 Local area Walking  220 mins 

 4 Past places Car 203 min  

John 1 Like to go to / Favourite Café Walking 105mins 

 2 Regularly go to / Shopping Bus and walking 189 mins 

 3 Local area Walking  107 mins 

 4 Past places Car 244 mins 

Mark 1 Like to go to / Bingo night Walking  232 mins 

 2 Local area Walking  230 mins 

 3 Past places Car 76 mins 
 
Table 3:  trips made, destinations, mode and duration 
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As can be seen, there is variation between the duration between each trip and 

each co-researcher.  The shortest trip was with Stuart, walking around his 

local area, a small village that, in recent times, has developed and grown due 

to the construction of a mixture of social and private, comparatively high-

density, housing estates but remains fairly compact.  The longest trip was with 

Natasha where we went on one of her favourite walks along a woodland river 

trail to a local harbour village.  However, as with Clark & Emmel's (2010) 

findings, there was no relationship between the duration of the trips and the 

richness of data collected.   

Whilst most researchers who have used mobile methods have tended 

to use some form of interview prompts (Clark & Emmel 2010; Trell & van 

Hoven 2010; Garcia et al. 2012; Bergeron et al. 2014), the trips in this project 

did not use any form of prompt.  This meant the trips were less interviews with 

co-researchers and more ‘go-alongs’ (Bergeron et al. 2014).  Whilst 

questioning did occur on the trips, it was less interrogative and closer to 

‘natural conversation’ (Garcia et al. 2012).  The decision to forego any kind of 

pre-conceived interview schedule was to allow the co-researchers (who are 

co-researchers and not participants or respondents) to decide, literally, the 

direction of the discussion in both physical and discursive terms.   This 

resulted in wide-ranging discussions about church, family, work and the 

possible impact of creeping urbanization to name but a few.    

Although the trips averaged 2.7 hours, the audio would often have long 

pauses where the co-researcher involved and I would be negotiating 

roundabouts, doors, steps or just catching our breath.  There were also times 

of silence as the going-along and going abreast with each other shifted the 
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tension to fill the silences that sometimes typify face to face encounters.  

Whilst these silences were not ‘dangerous’ (Sacks 1995: 101), neither could 

they be considered in these instances as being ‘as telling as talk’ (Booth & 

Booth 1996: 57).   The silences did not usually feel difficult or strained but 

comfortable, especially in the trips with Natasha.  They were in many ways the 

silences of companionship, which, Al-Harahsheh (2012) suggests, is common 

between people of the same gender and those who have established 

relationships. 

Analysis 
 
The literature around people with learning difficulties conducting analysis has 

generally cautioned against unrealistic expectations with Nind (2011; 2008), 

Lloyd, Preston-Shoot, Temple, & Wuu (1996) and Stalker (1998) for example, 

highlighting problems with including people with learning difficulties in the 

process of analysis.  Where inclusive research projects do involve co-

researchers in the analysis, it is often done by taking a less formal or ‘trained’ 

approach.  Cook & Inglis (2012) for example, incorporated data analysis via 

feedback and data generation.  Bigby, Frawley, & Ramcharan (2014) reported 

that the self-advocates involved in their study, overwhelmed by the size of the 

transcripts, opted to discuss interview summaries that produced more data but 

also produced meaning.  Others still create a clearer division of meaning-

making with the university researchers in one study (O’Brien et al. 2014) 

conducting a thematic analysis of the transcripts which was followed up by co-

researchers then identifying the core themes from codes generated.  The key 

message about co-analysis with people with learning difficulties is 

encapsulated by Stevenson (2013) who argues: 
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Given their diversity as a group, it was not useful to ‘pigeon hole’ them 

into predictable skill categories.  As such, it was impossible to be 

prescriptive… about how they might engage with data analysis so a 

flexible method was needed (: 2). 

 
Unlike Stevenson, I had no ambitions to create a ‘pure’ and ‘authentic’ 

analysis with the co-researchers.  Like Stevenson, I found that analysing the 

data with the co-researchers demanded flexibility and, in common with most 

qualitative research, the analysis process was lengthy and multi-faceted, 

taking in as it did my and the co-researchers own interpretations.  This 

sometimes resulted in a blurring between what was data and what was 

analysis, creating an iterative process of analysing the analysis.  The next 

section lays out the steps of this process. 

The process of analysis: transcription 

The process of analysing the data began during the return trip home.  As the 

research trips involved long distance drives to the co-researchers’ homes and 

back, these solo journeys quickly developed into last minute planning (on the 

drive out) and analysis (on the return) opportunities.  These often lengthy 

drives allowed me to reflect and focus on the trip or analysis session that had 

taken place with a preliminary review of the audio on the journey back home.  

As I aimed to meet up and do the analysis session with the co-researcher as 

soon as possible after the trip, I had a degree of pressure to produce a 

workable transcript to which we could refer in a short time.  This lead to the 

development of minuted content data using audio and field notes.  The audio 

was broken down minute-by-minute with the content described, a faster 

process than fully transcribing verbatim.  This meant that the co-researcher 
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and I could quickly identify events and go directly to the audio to re-listen to 

refresh our memories and confirm that what we thought happened, did 

happen.  I asked the co-researcher how they felt about the trip and any events 

or discussions we had either together or with others and at that point we 

began to generate some initial codes together.  This process of co-

researching using audio is used by a number of researchers working 

inclusively.  Sometimes a lead researcher might do the initial coding (Williams 

et al. 2010; Iriarte et al. 2014) or the analysis would be approached by 

everyone from the start (Dias et al. 2011).  The actual process most closely 

resembled Bigby et al. (2014a) in that the analysis meetings with co-

researchers provided another layer of data in themselves, as can be seen in 

quotes in the next three chapters, creating an iterative process of analysis and 

data production. 

Following this initial analysis and coding, I fully transcribed the audio 

with additional coding, insertion of field notes and description of events taking 

place simultaneously.  Consequently all the audio from each interview was 

subject to a minimum of three reviews helping me to have a deeper 

recollection and knowledge of the data, strengthening my understanding.   An 

example of how these stages appeared is given below by using four minutes 

from a trip with Natasha, in this instance, as we were exiting the supermarket.   

The four boxes below show the time-stamped content data (box 1) used for 

the initial analysis backed up using audio/video with the co-researcher, 

followed by the codes developed in box 2.  Then, in box 3, the verbatim (with 

the attendant caveats discussed in Chapter 5) transcript data that I used to 
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produce additional codes (shown in box 4), extract quotations and further 

develop analysis. 

 

 Box1 

The time-stamped content data: 
 
1.26:  Liz asks Natasha if she can have 10/ of winnings, joking about the 

percentage.  Natasha didn’t win this time. 
1.27:  Natasha told Liz she had one once.  We leave the store and Natasha 

checks out which sweets the charity collectors are giving away before 
deciding whose bucket to drop the money in.  Natasha then sees 
Hannah and Ollie and says hello to each in turn, Hannah gives 
Natasha a hug and says it’s nice to see her.  Hannah says hello to Liz 
and Ollie nods hello to Liz.  Natasha asks if she is going anywhere 
nice, but Hannah says no.  Natasha notices Hannah isn’t wearing 
braces any more and Hannah says it has been a long time since they 
met.  Hannah asks if everything is alright, Natasha says yes, echoed by 
Hannah.   

1.28:  They talk about the braces and eating, Hannah laughs a lot.  Hannah 
wished Natasha a good day as Natasha is asking if they had been 
anywhere nice.  Ollie said they’d been away a few weeks ago and 
Natasha said as Ollie was finishing that she hadn’t been in church.   
Ollie said he’d seen Natasha around a bit. 

1.29:  Hannah asks if Natasha is enjoying the group at Caroline and Phil’s.  
Natasha says no, and that she needs to chat to Hannah about it 
because she doesn’t have a group to go to because she has art club 
on Tuesday nights.  Natasha wondered if she could do one meeting 
one week and the club the other week.  Hannah said she thought it 
would be good to go on alternate weeks or at least try.   

1.30:  They all say goodbye and Natasha explains they are her two 
vicars/church workers.  Natasha said that she hadn’t been to their 
house for ages and missed it.  Natasha explained to Liz that because 
she had art class on Tuesday nights, she couldn’t go to the church 
house meetings. 
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Box 2 
Initial codes developed with Natasha from the content data: 
 
Church 
Religion  
Social justice 
Right and wrong 
 
 
Box 3 
The verbatim transcript: 
 
L: do I get to share your winnings? 
N: uhhh... I'll have to think about that one 
L:  it depends how big the winnings are 
N: yes, yeah yeah 
L: if it's a hundred thousand pounds, you bung me 10% 
N: ummm 
L: that would only be ten thousand pounds 
N: Only!  only! 
L: out of a 100 thousand! 
N:  [indistinct] win... if I win you'll be going you jammy thing! 
L:  how many do you need? 
N: three to win 
L: three all the same numbers 
N: yeah... nah, it's not.  if they were big numbers instead of a one and a one, 

I'd be saying yes 
L: yeah, you had 2 hundred thousand 
N: what, what [indistinct] I got in and I won a pound and I did it again and then 

I won 14 pounds! 
L: oh that's not bad going 
N: so I bought a CD with that then 
L: which way out are we? 
…. 
L: your charity giving is based on the sweets?! 
N: haha!....  
N:  hello Hannah!  Hello Ollie! 
H: hello Natasha! How are you? 
N: I'm alright 
H: you’re alright are you? hahah 
N: you going anywhere nice? 
H: no, just, hiya hahah 
O: hiya 
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N: you aren't wearing braces now? 
H: haha no, I've not seen you in ages! 
N: no 
H: you keeping alright? 
N: yeah 
H: yeah, well it's really nice to see you 
N: how come you’re not wearing braces now? 
H: well it's basically it's really to sort the bottom out but they've not put the 

bottom one on yet 
N: ahhh 
H: so they look a [indistinct] 
N: yeah 
H: yeah and hahah everyone says that oh yeah hahaha!  Reassuring haha 

ohhhh 
O: got something [indistinct] for lunch, Peking duck 
H: alright, alright like that too 
L: yeah, eating on the hoof 
H: yeah, we're a bit like that 
N: I went [indistinct] 
H:  haha nice, haha ahhh, it's so good to see you 
N: yeah 
H: yeah well have a good day 
N: [ind] anywhere nice 
H: I know I know 
O:  we were away a few weeks ago but for a week, but mostly 
N: I haven't seen you in church for quite a bit 
[indistinct] 
N:  you’ve seen me around and in church but you know, I've been a bit like 
H: are you enjoying the [indistinct] you're going to the Evans's aren't you? 

Caroline and Phil? 
N: um, no I'm not, I'm not 
H: you're not? OK, going to the [indistinct 
N:  I need to chat to you about that 
H: oh right 
N:  I haven't got a group to go to at the moment 
H: oh right, ok 
N: and I need to be there 
H: yeah 
N: and I love Caroline Evans but the only thing is I do art, art class 
H: oh yeah 
N: on a Tuesday night 
H: ahhh ok so it cuts in 
O: ahh 
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H: I see 
N: and it's a a bit awkward but [indistinct] do one one week and one the other 

week 
H: yeah [indistinct] you could do that 
N: yeah, I'm not sure 
H: do that 
N: I don't know, I don't know or do you know of any other groups I could 
H: I think that maybe do that 
N: yeah, yeah 
H: and if it doesn't feel right you can always sort of 
N: yeah 
H: I think if you maybe alternate the weeks that would probably… you could 

always give that a try 
N: yeah 
H: let me know 
 
 

Box 4 

Additional codes from the extract: 
 
Formal church social connection 
Informal church connections 
Negotiating social contact opportunities 
Problem solving 
Seeking assurance the solution is OK 
 
 

So, in these two extracts, the content transcript (box 1) was used to provide a 

springboard for discussion about what Natasha thought was relevant and 

important about our trip to the supermarket.  We were then able to review 

parts of the audio in order to compare what we thought we heard with what 

we actually heard and use it to start discussions about the importance of 

religion and the impact of poverty on the local area, producing the initial codes 

(box 2).  This initial coding formed the basis of the co-analysis that I then 

developed through a close analysis of the verbatim transcript data (box 3) 
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resulting in the additional codes in box 4.   The analysis was made using 

thematic analysis described in the next section. 

Using thematic analysis 

The transcripts were analysed using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke 2006; 

Guest et al. 2011).  This approach was used because it is considered to be 

more accessible to co-researchers (see for example Williams, 1999) and as 

Braun & Clarke (2006) argue, it has a degree of flexibility and ‘theoretical 

freedom’ in that it can cross essentialist and constructionist paradigms.  This 

approach also sits well with the intersectional perspective that is increasingly 

applied to critical disability studies (CDS) (Meekosha & Shuttleworth 2009; 

Goodley 2012) and the turn propounded by the work of Kumari-Campbell 

away from the disability and towards ableism.  So, in addition to being a more 

accessible approach to analysis for the co-researchers, thematic analysis 

allows for the intersection of rural studies and disability studies approaches. 

An analytical framework in table form (below) was consequently 

produced, based on the work of Braun and Clarke’s 6 phase process but 

incorporating a break down of smaller stages and issues for co-analysis which 

are specific to this project. The reality of analysing the data was far more 

complex and less linear than the table suggests.  Sometimes a stage was 

jumped and stages 3-5 especially sometimes collapsed in as the searching, 

identifying and defining of themes took on an almost organic process.  

Nonetheless, the table provides an outline of the order in which I/we 

approached the analysis. 
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Table 4:  The Analytic Framework in Table Form 

B&C 
phase 

Stage Aim Action Issues for co-
analysis 

1:  
Getting to 
know the 
data 

Summary 
report 

Provide a 
short account 
of the details 
of the trip for 
identification 
purposes. 

Make summary report 
specifically: 
• Basic data about 

event  
• Main points of 

interest  
• Emergent questions/ 

areas of enquiry for 
future consideration 

• Suggestions for 
improvement (taken 
from Guest et al. 
2011) 

• Audio data is 
very long, time-
consuming to 
listen to.  Could 
have a negative 
impact on 
participation 

• Co-researchers 
unable to 
transcribe 

1 Production of 
time stamped 
notes. 

Create ‘road-
map’ of trip 
for initial co-
analysis. 

Listen to audio; note 
conversation, topics/ 
events during trip 

 

2: 
Generatin
g initial 
codes 

Primary 
analysis with 
co-
researcher 

Develop 
initial themes 
for coding.  
Recognise 
this is ‘wrong 
way round’ 
but co-
researchers 
focus on the 
‘big picture’ 
about what is 
important. 

Ask co-researcher 
what they think is 
interesting.  Find 
relevant audio for 
playback.  If 
prompting, use time 
stamped notes to 
remind and play audio. 
Discuss photos taken: 
what of, why they took 
it (if applicable), 
feelings about the 
place in the image. 
Agree initial codes  

• Transcripts 
inaccessible to 
co-researchers 

• Jargon around 
the analysis 
(e.g. difference 
between codes 
and themes) is 
potentially 
confusing. 

2  Linking audio 
with initial 
codes for 
transcription 

Creation of 
targeted 
coded 
transcripts 

Transcribe to identify 
and match data from 
the trip to codes 
agreed with co-
researcher.  

As above plus 
time issues can 
impact on co-
working 
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3: 
Searchin
g for 
themes 

Collate 
codes into 
potential 
themes and 
match data 
to themes 

Producing 
candidate 
themes in 
agreement 
with co-
researcher. 

Use the coded extracts 
from audio and images 
to build candidate 
themes with co-
researcher.   

As above + 
complexity may be 
off-putting for co-
researchers,  

3 Coalesce 
candidate 
themes 
across 
individual 
data items 

Production of 
candidate 
thematic map 
of complete 
data set 

Analyse and 
consolidate candidate 
themes across all data 
items to produce initial 
thematic map of all 
themes. 

As above + the 
complexity of 
refining and 
reviewing themes 
could be off-
putting for co-
researchers 

4: 
Reviewin
g themes 

Check 
candidate 
themes in 
relation to 
coded 
extracts and 
whole data 
set 

Ensure 
candidate 
themes 
consistent 
with coded 
extracts and 
whole data 
set 

• Review all coded 
data extracts for 
each candidate 
theme for 
consistency and fit 
then evaluate.   

• Review all themes in 
relation to whole data 
set. 

As above  

5:  
Defining 
and 
naming 
themes 

Refine 
themes to 
produce 
clear 
narrative and 
definitions 
which fit in 
with overall 
narrative of 
the research 

Clear 
narrative 
held together 
by well-
defined 
themes 
supported by 
numerous 
extracts from 
the data.   

• Check co-
researchers agree 
and clearly 
understand the 
defined themes. 

• Note co-researcher’s 
comments on the 
theme definitions for 
inclusion into final 
paper (see Milner 
and Kelly 2009) 

Time 
considerations can 
make this difficult.  
Alternative is that I 
produce the 
narrative and that 
co-researchers are 
able to understand 
the narrative and 
comment on it.  

6: 
Produce 
report 

Production of 
reports and 
presentations 
developed 
from final 
thesis. 

Disseminate 
outcomes as 
widely as 
possible 

Produce easy read 
version of thesis and 
develop audio/video 
formats. 
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This iterative process of coding, analysing and re-coding helped to develop an 

analysis that, whilst not wholly co-produced, helped to develop the outcomes 

from the research.  The limitations are primarily due to time and distance 

issues.  It would have strengthened the co-production if the co-researchers 

and I had been able to meet not only more regularly but also as a whole team 

in order to find common ground.  In the event, this was not possible and so I 

am not claiming that this is fully a co-analysis. Rather, as stated previously, 

acknowledge that the following three chapters are primarily my analysis and 

not the co-researchers’. 

Conclusions 
 
This chapter has discussed the practicalities of doing the research, from 

minimising equipment failure to how the analysis was approached.  I have 

been as transparent as possible about the processes used to record data and 

the way in which the data was analysed.  This covered using audio recording 

or notes made after the trip, highlighting some of the ethical issues around 

increasingly discreet forms of data capture and the complex approach used to 

co-analyse the data.  The chapter also noted the approach I took on the trips 

whereby I passed control as much as possible over to the co-researchers and 

took an informal and conversational tone as opposed to being focused on 

directing the talk in a focused way. 

The data generated during this research process and then analysed 

using a thematic analysis framework revealed a number of interconnected 

themes.  These themes around families, friendships, the importance of work 

and being visible, elided into issues of autonomy and independence all of 

which were both highlighted and sometimes obfuscated by the overarching 
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influence of rurality.  The next three chapters explore these themes in detail, 

drawing on the data to inductively theorise the meanings behind connections, 

autonomy and rurality for people with learning difficulties.
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7 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Making Connections 
 

Various disability writers have described people with disabilities as living ‘in 

but not of’ their local community (Bray and Gates 2003; O’Brien 2003) 

affirming Todd, Evans, and Bayer’s (1990) earlier invocation of Georg 

Simmel’s spatially proximal yet socially distant ‘stranger’ to describe the social 

position of people with disabilities.  (Milner & Kelly 2009) 

 

Introduction 
 
This chapter28, the first of three examining the main outcomes from the 

research, explores the connections that the co-researchers have and how 

these connections are important to their wellbeing and feelings of belonging.  

The trips with the co-researchers revealed three principle forms of connection: 

family, friends and other proximal relationships (Bigby 2008; Lomax 2014).  

These connections are interlinked and overlapping.  They are not fixed; the 

boundaries between proximal relationships and friends are constantly in flux 

whilst family connections are seen as offering variable support and levels of 

emotional closeness.  I have attempted to reclaim kith as a further fourth form 

                                                
28 A version of this chapter is in press (Ellis 2015) 
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of social relationship, which I argue is distinct to small and/or stable 

communities, is also explored. 

Defining connections  
 
Spatial terms are often used to describe and define emotional relationships 

(Matthews & Matlock 2011).  We talk about being ‘close’ to our mothers and 

‘growing apart’ or ‘distant’ from intimate partners; we have close friends and 

distant relatives.  It therefore seems appropriate for a thesis much concerned 

with physical geography to apply spatial terms to the kinds of relationships 

people have in rural areas.  Because the boundaries between non-kin groups 

such as, neighbours and acquaintances are indistinct, especially in the ways 

they can intersect or develop into friendships, I am using the term ‘proximal’ to 

describe these relationships.  This is because following Simmel's (1964) 

‘stranger’ referred to in the quote above, they can be ‘near and far at the 

same time’ (:407 emphasis in original).  Simmel theorised strangers as 

sociological ‘types’ fulfilling a specific social role, rather than individuals.  

However, for my purposes, the spatially proximal relationships the co-

researchers experience are seen as being on a continuum of emotional 

closeness.  This ranges from close friendships developed since childhood to 

brief interactions in public places with strangers.  I will also argue that some 

parts of some rural communities are further bonded by what I am calling ‘kith-

ship’. 

 Friendship is a deeply contested and variable category and, as I will 

show, has different meanings for different co-researchers in line with other 

research done around friendship.  Like the co-researchers, I distinguish 
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between ‘friends’ and other non-kin/proximal relationships on the 

understanding that idealised models of friendship depend on contexts around 

culture, gender and indeed time (Pahl & Spencer 2010).  Such idealised 

notions of friendship lead to judgement, both about how ‘good’ a friend is and, 

pertinently for people with learning difficulties, if they have the qualities one 

ascribes to a ‘real’ friend.  Pahl & Spencer (2010) make the observation that 

one can be friendly towards someone, but not be that person’s friend, leaving 

‘friend-like’ relationships under-theorised.  I suggest that if a relationship has 

‘friend-like’ components then it is reasonable to assume that over time, 

someone who is being friendly could in fact be called a friend.  

 Family or kinship is, within the social sciences and anthropology, a key 

area of study because its formalised relationships, particularly between 

parents, offspring and siblings were seen as key to supporting social 

structures.  The old saying that you can choose your friends but not your 

family reinforced the belief that friendship was an individual and private 

matter.  It has thus been asserted by Holmes & Greco (2011) that friendship 

as a focus of sociological research and theorising, Aristotle’s ruminations on 

the subject (Smith Pangle 2008; Sherman 1987) aside, has been ignored in 

favour of families, until comparatively recently.  As Western29 families and 

societies have become ever more fragmented and individualised (Bauman 

2003) there is an increasing interest in what Donovan, Heaphy, & Weeks 

(2001, cited by Pahl & Pevalin, 2005) referred to as ‘families of choice’.   

Whilst Pahl & Pevalin (2005) suggest that the death of the family in sociology 

                                                
29 By ‘Western’, I am referring to European Judeo-Christian societies. 
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has been overstated, Pahl, in conjunction with Spencer (Pahl & Spencer 

2003; Pahl & Spencer 2010) has argued for the notion of ‘personal 

communities’.  Consisting of individual social networks of friends, family, 

neighbours or work colleagues, these personal communities were seen as 

having distinct typologies ranging from communities almost exclusively made 

up of friends to those dependent upon professionals.  These networks of 

personal communities are made more complex by the way both family and 

friends can ‘suffuse’ into each other, thus my mother’s best friend becomes 

my ‘auntie’ and siblings and cousins have relationships more akin to 

friendships (Pahl & Spencer 2003). 

 These personal communities have, in turn, close connections with the 

‘Circles of Support’ endorsed by  the Foundation for People with Learning 

Disabilities, (n.d.) in that they comprise an interdependent mixture of family, 

friends and formal supporters.  Interdependency has been theorised within 

disability studies in the past, for example recognition that caring and being 

cared for are fluid roles (see Walmsley (1993) for ways in which older 

disabled women’s roles change from cared-for to caring) and in relation to 

care and friendship (Bowlby 2011).   Disability can also be considered as 

dependent on the presence or absence of interdependent factors (see Davis 

(2002) discussion of dismodernity).  Goodley (2007) has applied Deluzian 

rhizomatic theories to the original concept of circles of support developed for 

people with learning difficulties and more recently personal networks of 

support have been situated alongside material and social resources to form 

networks of resilience (Runswick-Cole et al. 2014). 
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Families supporting belonging 
 
All the co-researchers expressed strong feelings of belonging in their 

communities.  The go-along interviews recorded frequent interactions 

between the co-researchers and people identified as friends or 

acquaintances.  With the exception of Mark, all the co-researchers have 

family living in their local areas.  Family appeared to play varying degrees in 

directly supporting independence in that not all the co-researchers had 

practical or emotional support to be independent.  However being known as 

part of a family appears to help embed the co-researchers more within their 

communities.  This is enhanced by ‘being local’ as opposed to being an 

‘incomer’ and the associated lack of social support (Philo et al. 2003). 

John 

John had extensive and longstanding family ties in the locality and before her 

death his mother was his main supporter, particularly in helping him to 

manage his health issues: 

John:  When my Mum was with me she used to keep an eye on me all 
the time, all the time (JT1) 

John was supported by his niece to help manage his finances and with his 

day to day shopping which is done online for him.  His family also maintain 

regular contact via family events and phone calls.  This is not to say that 

John’s relationship with his family is without problems.  John says he 

experienced physical and emotional abuse from his late father because of his 

disability.  In common with many families, there have been periods of 

estrangement where family members have fallen out.  However, although 

John lost contact with his sister for a while, his connectedness within his local 

area remained strong because his family as a whole and, by extension, John 
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himself, are deeply embedded within the locality.  John likens his connection 

with the regulars and workers in the café he frequents as ‘being like family’ 

(JT1).  This is not because John thinks of them as friends, on the contrary 

John is openly critical about the employment status of many of the regulars 

and they will often sit alone reading or making phone calls.  However, John 

identified how the cafe functions in a family-like way with the café owner in the 

role of parent, providing support, advice and occasionally sharp criticism in 

turn to the customers.  In this way John’s ‘personal community’ of proximal 

relationships is suffusing into something akin to family (Pahl & Spencer 2003).  

It is worth noting that within this café society, unlike Laurier & Philo's (2005) 

examples, the ‘barista’ has no need to act as a ‘de-anonymiser’ for regulars 

because the majority of the customers are regulars themselves and already 

known to each other.  So, unlike the urban chain-cafes which may feature 

many ‘regulars’ who are strangers to each other and much passing trade, 

John’s café, despite being situated on a train platform, seems to be almost 

wholly frequented by people who all know each other with only a few 

strangers passing through.   

 John’s strong connections in his community are enhanced by being 

part of a well-established family with extensive links in that part of Cornwall.  

During John’s 4th trip to the places he had previously lived, we visited many 

locations all over mid-Cornwall, ranging from the house where John was born, 

to the motel his family ran: 

John:  All these houses here, they used to be my dad’s  
Liz:  Oh yes?  
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John: That was my dad’s and that was my dad’s  
Liz: What, your dad had garages, did he? 
John: Yeah, my father owned a lot of places, just a few places30 (JT4) 

These constant house moves, largely in order to develop property, took place 

in a small area, which, with the exception of the built up areas of 

Redruth/Camborne and Truro, is sparsely populated.  Thus John’s family’s 

entrepreneurship and mobility within the area during his youth helped to sow 

the seeds of future community connections allowing John to pass the time 

with friends and acquaintances in the street and commercial premises. 

Natasha 

Whilst Natasha was born in Cornwall, her family moved into the area from the 

North of England, so Natasha’s family is limited to immediate family of mother, 

sister and brother.  Natasha thus lacks the same strong family heritage in the 

area that John has, but nonetheless being born and living in the same area of 

East Cornwall has allowed her to develop and maintain a large number of 

proximal relationships outside of her family.  Many of these relationships are 

based around work, hobbies and participation in church activities and few of 

them are directly related to her family.  Although Natasha went to a 

mainstream primary school in her home village, she went to a segregated 

boarding school during the week between 11 and 16 years.  Natasha 

consequently reports that she has few friends from her school days.   

 Despite Natasha’s family all living close by, her relationship with them 

was not always close and she seldom discussed them at length31.   My field 

                                                
30 John is not contradicting himself here.  The ‘just a few places’ is typical of 
John’s humorous understatement. 
31 As I was in the final stages of writing up, I contacted Natasha to discuss 
whether this part should be included.  Natasha noted that her mother had 
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diary is littered with comments about how Natasha felt that her mother in 

particular was initially unsupportive of her living independently, for example: 

Natasha said how her mum thought that Natasha couldn’t live 
independently and expected her to fail.  Nat also said that because 
she had a learning difficulty she didn’t think her mum really knew 
how to talk to her.  (FN 07/05/2013) 

 
Natasha had some temp tats on her arm.  Was talking about getting 
a proper tattoo and about the reaction of her mum.  I showed her 
mine and we talked about them a bit.  Seems her mum is super 
critical of just about everything Natasha does. … (FN 30/07/2013) 

 
Although Natasha apparently had very little in the way of practical and 

emotional support from her family initially, because both she and her family 

are known locally, her position within the community is more embedded 

than Mark’s as discussed later.  It is however important to mention that 

Natasha disagreed with my analysis: 

Went through what my key outcomes were re kinship, school and 
proximal contacts.  Natasha strongly disagreed about family helping 
you to feel part of the community.  She thinks it’s possible to belong 
despite having no family support.  Tried explaining that even if they 
don’t actively help or support, just having family around has an 
effect.  (FN 29/03/2014) 
 

Despite Natasha’s analysis, I maintain that having a family presence helps 

support connectedness by making a person known, even at third hand.  To 

use a personal example, one of my nieces who is disabled, is ‘known of’ via 

her cousins, siblings and uncle and I who live in the same area.  It is not 

unusual for me to meet new people who know my niece and vice versa.  
                                                                                                                                       
recently become far more positive, supportive and more connected, both with 
Natasha and with family generally.  Natasha said she felt that there were 
‘barriers from not communicating enough’, which she thinks could be the 
result of a rift created by being in special education boarding school.  Natasha 
confirmed that her relationship with her mother was now good.  
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These interconnections, however slight, help to create a solid mat of support, 

much akin to the Deleuzian rhizomatic and horizontal cultures developed by 

Shildrick & Price (2005) in relation to disability as discussed later.  These 

mats of connectedness I suggest, become stronger and more self supporting 

the more people are in them, irrespective of whether the disabled person 

themselves has a direct or strong connection to others. 

Stuart 

Stuart and his mother and younger sister moved from Manchester to Cornwall 

when he was 11 years old.  Although Stuart had previously been in a special 

primary school in Manchester, he attended a mainstream secondary school 

when he moved to Cornwall.  Attending a mainstream school has given Stuart 

a number of close friends and a wider circle of acquaintances, which were 

then further expanded by his family establishing friends in the area: 

Liz: so what kind of things did you do around here then? 
Stuart: well we had a few family friends who live nearby so we went 

to visit them  
Liz: so did you have lots of friends who lived on the estate as well 

from school?  
Stuart: yeah  
Liz: and you’re still in touch with most of them by the sounds of it 

now 
Stuart: yeah.  (ST4 in Malpas) 
 

 Because Stuart’s family moved to another village in the area, his circle of 

friends was further widened: 

Stuart: my sister lives here (in the old family home) with my niece. 
And there we go  

Liz: lovely! And you obviously know people round here 
Stuart: yeah  
Liz: and are they neighbours of yours?  
Stuart: my friend lives in the house there, And that’s my friend’s dad 

and another friend. 
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Liz: so you have still got lots of friends round here? 
Stuart: yeah  
Liz: do you catch up with them regularly?  
Stuart: yeah  (ST4 in Shortlanesend) 
 

Stuart has also benefited socially from his mother’s various employments: 

Liz: I see you’ve got the rugby club. Did you use to go to the rugby club? 
Stuart: yeah, my mom used to work in there.  (ST4 in High School) 
 

This also included getting work placements…. 

Liz: that was pretty quick [coming out of the Job Centre] 
Stuart: yeah 
Liz: so do you know her? the... 
Stuart: yes 
Liz: So from... 
Stuart: I used to do my work experience in there (the benefits office) 

and my mum used to work in there as well.  (ST3 going to sign 
on) 

 
Although Stuart lives independently and describes having a good relationship 

with his mother and sister, he is at a geographical distance in that his sister 

and her family and mother live between five and fifteen miles away.   

Mark 

Mark had moved to Porth Wreak from Gloucester 16 years earlier.  Because 

his father was in the armed services, he had lived in many places around the 

world before settling in the UK in his early teens and attending segregated 

special schools.  In Mark’s early 20s he went to live in an intentional 

community set up for people with mental health and learning difficulties, first 

in Buckinghamshire and then in Gloucester.  Despite sometimes being 

idealised in the media32, Mark found his particular intentional community 

                                                
32 Media references are not given to maintain the anonymity of the 
organization. 
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restrictive and, given the physical and emotional assaults he described to 

me, it could be considered abusive.  Mark’s father had thought that it was a 

good choice for Mark: 

Mark:  My dad thought it would be best for me because I’d make friends 
get on with people and um… I did get on quite a lot with quite a few 
people but other people have got funny ideas… (MT2 analysis) 

 
Whilst the organisation promoted a family based community, Mark was 

restricted from seeing his real family: 

Mark:  ***** community would try and stop you from going home for 
weekends  

Liz:  yeah 
Mark: to see your family.  But I put my foot down on that and I told 

them straight.  I told them you can’t keep me from seeing my 
family, my family want to see me and I will go and see them. 
(MT2 analysis) 

 
Mark was also restricted from creating his own family unit.  His departure from 

both communities was precipitated by his relationships with women: 

Mark: …  No they said that if my girlfriend and I decided to go for a 
baby they wouldn’t help us at all, they’d have nothing to do with 
it.   

Liz:  was a baby, was it something you and your girlfriend would 
have liked was to have a baby? 

Mark: yeah…  
… 
Mark:  They were saying that ummm the girlfriend that I had, ****, 

that she was fat and she was umm, didn’t want to know about 
losing weight or anything… …   We had great times together, 
doing things together.  But when the staff cottoned on about 
what’s going on and everything… started making accusations, 
complaints accusing you of this that and the other.   

Liz: did they help you with contraception or anything like that or was it 
they just didn’t want you even like let alone babies?  Even 
sleeping together was not allowed?   
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Mark:  **** and I tried to make it happen that we could sleep together, 
get bonking time together heh… but um… but it was difficult 
because the staff kept wanting to know what was going on  

Liz: right, so the staff wouldn’t give you any privacy?  
Mark: no…  (MT2 analysis session) 

 

When Mark initially moved into sheltered accommodation in Porth Wreak, his 

father was stationed nearby but following retirement he moved up to Devon.  

Despite the distance, Mark often travels by bus to see his father at the 

weekends.  He sees his mother and siblings less frequently as they live in 

Cambridgeshire.  Mark has daily contact with his family by telephone.  In 

Mark’s interactions with his father he is careful to reassure him that all is well 

with him: 

Mark: yep … but umm… I try to keep my dad happy I often tell my 
dad that I’m alright that things are ok … (MT2 analysis session) 

 
Mark sometimes finds it difficult to keep up a façade of doing ‘ok’ in his 

telephone conversations: 

Mark:  I find it difficult when parent – when your dad knows better 
than what you do.  I hate it!  Yep, I don’t like admitting to my 
dad that I gamble because my dad gets very upset and angry 
about it … 

 
Mark:  Haha! You can’t have a devious conversation on the phone 

…. Without “oh I can tell by your voice you’ve been gambling 
again haven’t you?” Yes.  “Why?” Hmmm … ahhh ….. 
hmmmm… hehe, it’s fixed you know? Parents know what 
you’re doing even when they’re not here to see it!  (MT2 
analysis session) 

 
The consequence of Mark being a stranger transplanted into what is now his 

home community, is that he had none of the connections formed by having kin 
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in the area he lives in nor does he have any local historical connections from 

the early part of his life.  Whilst this might have left Mark isolated and alone, 

his move organised by a national charity seemed well managed.  Mark 

reported that he settled very quickly and happily into his new location.  Mark’s 

new community is very small (Porth Wreak has a population of about 700) 

and geographically isolated, which makes a new face more obvious than in a 

larger population.  It is also comparatively very wealthy with a much older and 

better educated than average population (Cornwall Rural Community Council 

2009).  Whilst these factors do not suggest that such a place is some kind of 

liberal haven of tolerance, one should be wary of ascribing clichés of rural 

bigotry where they do not exist (Asthana et al. 2009; Sandberg 2013).  

Additionally, as the next section explores, the influence of the rural idyll on the 

resident population, many of whom have, quite literally, bought into the 

concept of the idyll at great personal expense, cannot be underestimated.  

Communities and Rural Idylls 
 
The power of the concept of rural community is strong within Porth Wreak with 

residents eager to preserve the local character (Roseland Neighbourhood 

Development Plan Steering Group 2014) with resistance to extending second 

home ownership and limiting new affordable homes to local residents (Ibid.) 

as well as limiting commercial developments.  There are community events 

organised throughout the year and the Roseland Parish Councils are active 

and well organised, publishing agendas and meetings via two community 

websites and the village notice board.  Public consultation exercises have 

high response rates (Roseland Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering 

Group 2014; Cornwall Rural Community Council 2004). 
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 This strong communal spirit in Porth Wreak makes it seem to be a far-

from-mythical rural idyll.  The warmth, openness and friendliness I observed 

the residents display, is seductive.  My field notes record a hint of unease 

however: 

I think Mark wanted me to validate that Porth Wreak is a good place 
(to live?).  I felt truthful in saying I was enjoying myself.  I even felt a 
little seduced by the seemingly friendly community.  It seemed too 
good to be true.  (FN06/08/2013) 

 
The three trips Mark and I made there throughout the year were constantly 

punctuated by people either hailing or being hailed by Mark.  Decorators up 

ladders would call down for a hello and chat and gardeners would stop work 

for a hug and a catch up (FN06/08/2013).  Mark seemed to know and be 

known by everyone and regarded the people we meet as his friends: 

Mark:  I’ve made hundreds of friends since living here…  The best 
thing about it is that everybody looks out for each other every 
day… Everybody knows who you are… (MT2) 

 
My field notes from the analysis of trip 2 report that following an argument with 

his father, despite feeling he is an intrinsic part of his community and 

surrounded by friendly, supportive faces, Mark expressed feeling lonely and 

isolated, something he eventually touched upon in the analysis session: 

Mark: no I wouldn’t change my friends for anything else, I like my 
friends and I get on very well with my friends  

Liz: yeah although you were saying earlier that, you know, your 
friends don’t ever come and visit you here.   

Mark: no but I still go down the village and see them and I get a lot of 
people asking me about my flat, do I like my flat, do I like being 
in my flat and everything  

…. ….   
Mark: yep but I do belong to … I’ve got lots of good friends around 

here but sometimes I feel… I don’t know what the word is… um 
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… it’s not isolated … sometimes I think I might feel fed up 
because I’ve been on me own all the time … (MT2 analysis) 

This loneliness is underscored by the way Mark has to put so much labour in 

relationship maintenance.  The following extract is from the analysis session 

following our trip to play bingo.  This was the first time Mark had been to 

Bingo for three months as he had a bad leg: 

Liz:  they must have noticed that you had stopped coming to bingo, 
did any of them come and see you? 

Mark:  no… nobody comes to see me.  Only my support workers.  I 
live here on my own and … other people come and visit their 
friends in their flats and…  I go and keep my mate Peter…  
Peter and I keep each other company because we’re good 
mates Peter and I. 

Liz: did you see Peter in the 3 months you stopped bingo? 
Mark: yeah kept back going to visit my mate Peter and his boys… 

(MT1 Analysis) 
 
This experience of Mark’s strongly echoes the findings by Milner & Kelly 

(2009: 52) which describe the unilateral ‘acts of migration’ made by 

respondents which are never reciprocated.  This also to an extent, includes 

family: 

Mark:  I’m still waiting for a member of my family and stuff to come 
and stay with me because it’s a fold up bed under here [the 
sofa] so they could come and stay for the night…. (long 
silence)  I’m happy here on my own (MT1 Analysis) 

 
The geographical distance between Mark and his family make it difficult for 

Mark to offer casual hospitality.  Family visits to Mark’s personal space 

necessitate an overnight stay either with him or elsewhere locally.  So, 

although Mark has strong feelings of connection and belonging and despite 

his local community appearing to be cohesive and inclusive, Mark is lacking 
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the family ties that more closely knit him into his community.  Mark’s 

‘connection mat’ towards the end of the chapter gives a visual representation 

of this.  We can see that although there are many people who are very close 

to Mark geographically and could be typified as good neighbours and friends, 

the ties are arguably less strong than those with his family and support 

workers.  The complexities around friendship discourses are explored next. 

Friends 
You can’t beat your friends!  (Mark, Trip 2) 

Friends and friendship are complex and contested concepts.  We can 

measure our popularity and social relevance by the number of friends we 

have on Facebook irrespective of whether we even know who they are or they 

us.  ‘Friends’ support social causes (Friends of the Earth) and can be made in 

an instant on networking sites like Badoo and at any time we might have 

dozens of BFFs33 as we consume film and TV programmes that package 

idealised and romanticised visions of friendships that will “be there for you” 

(Willis & Skloff 1995) taking us through good times and bad.  Friends make us 

feel loved, secure and wanted and are consequently desirable and valued 

relationships. 

 The counterpoint to the popular and internet/media driven notions of 

friendship and friends is that contemporary scholarly writing has explored and 

examined how friendships function and work in detail.  Current western 

understandings of friendship are based around notions of choice, reciprocity 

and equality (Schuh et al. 2014).  There is evidence that suggests that 

friendship has a significant impact on improving wellbeing (Aked, et al., 2008; 
                                                
33 Best Friends Forever 
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Howarth, et al., 2014).  Because friendship is perceived to be a constituent to 

what is a ‘good’ and ‘normal’ life, it has, over time, become important within 

UK policy relating to people with learning difficulties (Department of Health 

2009b).  Valuing People related policy documents between 2001 to 2010 

have explicitly stressed the importance of having and maintaining friendships 

to supporting fulfilling lives for people with learning difficulties (Department of 

Health 2010b; Department of Health 2009b; Department of Health 2001).  

This as Hughes, Redley, & Ring (2011) have observed, can be seen as a 

policy solution to social exclusion and as friendship occurs within the private 

sphere, it becomes problematic for many people with learning difficulties, 

especially those labelled as having profound and multiple learning disabilities 

(PMLD), who, they argue, live their lives within a public sphere.  They state: 

Our analysis has suggested that the idea of friendship with adults 
with profound disabilities becomes problematic when placed in the 
context of social scientific research and philosophical thinking on 
friendship. At best, it appears difficult to achieve, at worst, it is little 
short of a contradiction in terms. Furthermore, its value—the “good” 
of friendship in the lives of adults with profound disabilities—is 
contestable.  (: 201) 

 
One of the ways that Hughes, Redley, & Ring (2011) suggest how policy 

renegotiates friendship to overcome this difficulty is by suggesting ‘friend-like’ 

relationships or by joining ‘friend’ with another relationship such as advocacy, 

family, co-worker.  This, Hughes et al. (2011) argue, allows the reader to 

accept one truth (family/advocacy/relationship) but ignore the other 

(friendship).  This valuing of personal relationships and friendships in a policy 

context for all people with learning difficulties, they argue, is problematic for 

people with PMLD.  Hughes, Redley, & Ring (2011) go on to argue that the 
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positioning of friendship as valuable in policy, suggests that meaningful 

friendships are attainable for people with PMLD, when their evidence 

suggests otherwise.   

 The tenet that ‘friend’ is a valued relationship in policy for people with 

learning difficulties and the promotion of ‘friend-like’ relationships is also 

mirrored by services for people with learning difficulties.  Thus Antaki, Finlay, 

& Walton (2007) describe how support staff ‘coach’ service users about who 

to call a friend and position themselves as being ‘like’ family or a friend to the 

service user.  Whilst Antaki et al. (2007) suggest that one reason for this is to 

imply equality and a harmonious (family-like?) environment, they also warn “If 

staff are constructed as acting on the basis of friendship, then their 

motivations, and loyalties, are not brought into question.” (: 13).  This has 

resulted in the suggestion that people with learning difficulties’ friends are in 

fact not like ‘regular’ or ‘real’ friends because such friendships between 

carers, support staff and family members lack the kind of reciprocal and equal 

relationship that is recognised as ‘true’ friendship (Hughes et al. 2011; Redley 

2009).  

 In terms of the positioning of a friend defined by reciprocity and mutual 

choice, this position is difficult to argue against.  However, this definition is 

idealised and as such a valued relationship like friendship can be denied or 

minimised with regard to marginalised others.  Most commonly this has been 

on the basis of gender, with early claims (Tiger 1969 cited in Caldwew & 

Peplau, 1982) made that friendships between women, for example are both 

inferior and short-lived.  The challenges of feminism have countered this with 
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an equally sweeping and damaging stereotype that women’s friendships have 

greater intimacy and emotional richness than men’s (Caldwew & Peplau, 

1982: 722). Thus if people with learning difficulties are seen as being barely 

human, as some philosophers (Singer 2009; McMahan 2009) would argue, 

claims of genuine friendship must therefore be suspect.  This minimising of 

friendship claims disregards the difficulties people with learning difficulties 

have in finding opportunity to form friendships.  Opportunities for friendships 

for people with learning difficulties are and have in the past, been limited in or 

to institutional settings, but this does not automatically mean that people will 

seize on any opportunity to call a person ‘friend’.  As Antaki et al. (2007) 

demonstrated, staff interpreted ‘minimally positive assessments’ (:10) by 

service users of staff being ‘alright’ as equal to ‘being a friend’ (Ibid.).  Further, 

if staff conceptualise being ‘alright’ as being seen as a friend, then other 

people who do not have learning difficulties are also perhaps not applying the 

same rigorous academic definitions (such as Hughes et al., 2011) of 

friendships to themselves as some academics do to people with learning 

difficulties.  This suggests a potential double standard at play explored in the 

next section. 

Challenging friendship claims? 

This contention that the friendships of people with learning difficulties are 

predominantly with staff, family and other service users, is supported both 

from early research into the lives of people with learning difficulties living in 

institutions, to later work around the process of deinstitutionalisation (Chappell 

1997; Atkinson 1980; Atkinson 1986; Edgerton 1967; Bogdan & Taylor 1982). 
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These studies explored the difficulties that people had in establishing and 

maintaining friendships.  In my research there also appears to be evidence of 

this from Mark who has experienced long periods of institutionalisation in his 

life:  

Liz:  do you see your support staff as friends?   
Mark: I ….  I see my support workers as good friends, yeah … I get 

on very well towards all of them…. Um… if I wanted to cancel 
my support worker if I wanted to cancel my support and just 
have a day on my own I can do that.  (MT2 analysis) 

 
I reflected on this exchange in my field notes later: 

I asked Mark if he saw his support workers as his friends and he 
said yes.  Do they see themselves as Mark’s friend?  Because it’s 
(on the surface at least) a professional relationship, I don’t think 
most people would say it’s a ‘real’ friendship, but who the hell am I to 
say how Mark defines his relationships?  If he says his support 
worker is a friend to him then shouldn’t I just respect that?  No one 
questions me when I say who is or isn’t my friend.  In fact when I 
think of it, I often call people my mates or friends just because I 
know them and sometimes socialise with them. (FN 10/18/2013) 

 
This issue of how friendships are defined and especially who defines them, is 

problematic.  If we are to accept that people with learning difficulties, 

especially those who are active participants in the research process, are 

experts by experience (Walmsley 2009) then when a co-researcher or 

respondent describes a person as a friend, we and, specifically I, must also 

accept that.  This follows with other authors such as Lafferty, McConkey, & 

Taggart (2013), Schuh et al. (2014) Tilly (2008) and Bigby (2008) who also 

accept claims of friendship at face value.  This is not to say that accepting 

such competing accounts is not always problematic.  As discussed in the last 

section, friendship is valued and is often diminished when the less powerful 
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make claims to it.  Thus the ‘reality’ of friendships only ever appears to be 

questioned in terms of their veracity in the cases of people with learning 

difficulties, children or other ‘vulnerable’ groups.   

 Such values and definitions are deep-seated, leading me to question 

how ‘real’ Mark’s friendships were.  This resulted in my analysis oscillating 

between taking at face value friendship claims and questioning the validity of 

those claims.  In some cases, I believe that questioning the claims resulted in 

fruitful analysis.  For example, whilst Mark is clearly held in affection by his 

community, as evidenced by the many instances on our trips, he still, as 

shown earlier, has to unilaterally do the ‘friendship work’ by going out to them.  

In other words, the suggested defining element of friendship, reciprocity 

(Bunnell, et al., 2012; Tinney, et al., 2015) is often missing.  Following on from 

part of the transcript quoted earlier, Mark expanded: 

Mark:  I’ve got lots of good friends around here but sometimes I feel 
… … …. I don’t know what the word is… um … it’s not isolated 
… sometimes I think I might feel fed up because I’ve been on 
me own all the time … …  

Liz: yeah …. So being on your own … I mean to get company you 
have to go out  

Mark: yeah  
Liz: and get it  
Mark: yeah yeah (MT2 analysis)   

 
One explanation for this lack of bilateral or reciprocal relationship work could 

be the aforementioned difficulties faced by people in forming and maintaining 

friendships following deinstitutionalisation (Bigby 2008). Bigby (2008) 

suggests that most of the residents’ friends in her study were staff members 

and that contact with them as well as family was lost over time because of 
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geographical distance.  The importance of ‘being local’ in supporting people 

with learning difficulties has been highlighted by Ledger (2012) and I suggest 

that ‘not being local’ is perhaps a reason for what could be termed Mark’s 

‘thin’ relationships in that he lacks the family network to support deeper, 

thicker and more reciprocal friendships.  Another form of institutionalisation, 

again with a geographical dimension, could also have had an impact on 

Mark’s friendship networks however.  As mentioned earlier, Mark comes from 

a military background and as such his family has lived all over the world.  So 

whilst it is tempting to explain Mark’s friendships solely in terms of his 

disabled and non-local status, there is also the confounding factor that living a 

rootless and nomadic early life has possibly affected how he negotiates and 

maintains friendships in the long term (Finkel et al. 2003; Chandra et al. 2010; 

Hunter & Nice 1977).34  

Making social glue: Mark as flâneur  

So, whilst Mark, as he says, has many friends in the community (Mark T2), 

those friendships whilst numerous, need work from Mark in order to maintain 

them in the absence of other supporting factors such as family or peers from 

childhood.  This contrasts with the other co-researchers, who (in common with 

non-disabled people it should be said) also participate in friendship work to 

ward off relationship ‘decay’ (Roberts & Dunbar 2011), but it seems, at a 

lower level than Mark.  
                                                
34 Whilst I think this analysis of Mark’s ‘thin’ friendships bares scrutiny, I feel a 
degree of discomfort in having possibly diminished an important part of Mark’s 
social life because of it.  The issue of such competing accounts in inclusive 
research is complex and not always easy to negotiate.  I attempt to resolve 
the issue by taking ownership of the analysis. 
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One of the ways that Mark works at maintaining his bonds in the local 

community is by both physically and visibly positioning himself within his 

community: 

Mark: well I’m a friend in the community, I go out I see my friends 
every day  

Liz: yeah  
Mark: and they see me, I see them out and about, I say hello to 

them… they see me out and about, they say hello to me (MT2 
analysis) 

 
As Mark notes, this friendship work is a daily activity and it is possible that by 

maintaining a high frequency of interaction with his friends, he is reinforcing 

his relationships with them.  As Roberts & Dunbar (2011) observe, friendships 

are highly sensitive to decreased contact.  So it is not enough to be seen 

sometimes, one has to be frequently visible in order to maintain a friendship 

status. 

 One of the most distinctive features of Mark’s strolls around his village 

is the constant interactive reportage35.  Almost every interaction, no matter 

how brief, features what appears to be idle chatter along the lines of ‘how are 

you?  What are you up to?’.  However, these seemingly inconsequential 

conversations work like a form of social glue between the participants.  Mark 

is able to keep up to date with the progress of the other person’s children, 

partners, work and health situation and in return the other person learns that 

Mark has changed jobs, has had some health issues and is working with a 

researcher.  The ‘chat’ allowed both Mark and the other participants to share 

                                                
35 As these conversations were impromptu and often very brief, the other 
party was not warned that the conversation was being recorded and was 
therefore not consenting to be part of the research.  Because of this these 
conversations were not transcribed.  
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their values and demonstrate community solidarity.  Thus, what is superficially 

the basis of future gossip and time passing becomes an important form of 

social capital building as Falk & Kilpatrick (2000) observe:  

…  the ‘little chat,’ in a few short turns of conversation, has acted as a 
device for demonstrating how social capital may be simultaneously 
used and built as the talk constructs and sustains the community. 
(:98). 
 

Therefore whilst Mark might possibly be ‘known well by no-one’ (Bigby, 2008 

my emphasis) he calls a friend, at least in terms of having a close and 

intimate connection with him, he is well known by everyone in his own 

community.  All of Mark’s comments about his community suggest a sense of 

belonging and trust despite expressing moments of loneliness and isolation.  I 

would argue that lacking the solid background that being ‘a local’ and having 

near kin provide in terms of supporting deep, rich friendships and 

relationships is partially ameliorated by the numerous positive, albeit thin, 

friendships he has with his community.   

 Mark’s experiences are in marked contrast to those of Natasha and 

John.  Whilst both attended mainstream primary schools, they spent the 

weekdays at the local special educational boarding school.  In this respect 

their stories follow Mark’s in that neither of them have any close friendships 

from school.  Friendships made in primary school were not maintained when 

they went away and whilst both John and Natasha mentioned having friends 

in boarding school, these relationships have not been maintained.  Despite 

this, Natasha and especially John are both closely rooted within their 

communities.   
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Out and about with John  

Trips out with John were characterised by shouts of ‘wosson!’36 and frequent 

apparently good-natured accusations from both parties of the other’s laziness 

for not being in or at work37.  These connections are with people known to 

John because of his longstanding personal and familial connections in the 

neighbourhood.  On the various trips we made together, we met friends of his 

family members, ‘mates’ from the local pub where John plays pool, an ex-

girlfriend and her mother and various others, all of whom knew John, asked 

after him and his family and shared their own personal updates.  In this 

respect, walking John’s neighbourhood was similar to walking with Mark.  The 

difference lay in the fact that many of the people we met knew John as one 

part of a larger kin network and John also knew them in connection to their kin 

networks.   

 Some contacts were clearly more important to John’s life than others.  

Many friends of John’s were related to being sociable, but others had a more 

supportive role.  One friend John identified as important in his life was the 

café owner introduced earlier.  As well as running what, according to my field 

notes, seemed to be John’s home-from-home, the café owner also provides 

practical and social support.  In this way the café owner is like the non-kin 

‘auntie’ (Pahl & Spencer 2010).  Thus, when John found himself in escalating 

                                                
36 Wosson is greeting often heard in Cornwall.  It is similar to ‘hey there!’ or, 
phonically, ‘what’s up’. 
37 This fieldwork took place after a number of years of ‘scrounger’ rhetoric in 
the media.  It is unclear if this badinage was derived from media coverage or if 
it pre-dates it.  
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difficulties with payday loan companies, the café owner helped him out of his 

‘mess’ by organising and acting as one of the guarantors for his loan with the 

credit union: 

John: C is one of my, aren’t you C ? One of my people that help me 
when I’m in a mess 

CO: when you are in that position, I can only give a bit of advice 
really, I certainly haven’t got money to lend you but 

John: you were the one that signed on it [as credit union guarantor] 
as well 

CO: well I told you about the credit union, didn’t I? (JT1) 
This act is in addition to other instances where the café owner provided help, 

guidance and support from teaching him how to count money to cautioning 

against potential exploitation.  The café owner is aware that John is 

vulnerable because of his learning difficulties and his desire for intimate 

attachments: 

CO:  He lets people take the proverbial out of him, especially women.  

(JT1) 

Whilst John sees the café owner as someone who provides informal support, 

he also refers to her and her family as friends.  This segueing from friend to 

family or as Pahl & Spencer (2010) refer to it, ‘fusioning’, demonstrates how 

interconnected John’s family and the café owner’s family are.  This 

interconnectedness of different family networks could be described as John’s 

kith.   

Reclaiming Kith 
 
Usually only used today in connection and synonymous with kin (Harden et al. 

2004; Philo et al. 2003; Pahl & Spencer 2010), kith could, in our increasingly 

fragmented and global times, be seen as a useful addition to the social 
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typology of family, friends and acquaintances in rural-based studies.  One’s 

kith, following from the original Old English38, are those people living in close 

proximity to you who may have not just a geographic/racial kinship (such as 

being Cornish) but who really ‘know’ you.  They know your family and history 

and, in turn, their own families and histories are known by you.  They might 

not necessarily be friends, they could even harbour ill-will towards you 

sometimes giving rise to long-standing feuds, but there is a connection of 

knowingness.  They are much more than acquaintances but they might never 

deign to speak to you.  Whilst they may be your neighbours, they are different 

from the neighbours who moved in next door to you from ‘up country’.  Kith is 

almost but not quite as close as kin, in pre-postcolonial times anthropologists 

described kith as one’s tribe or those with whom ritual blood bonds were 

forged (Pitt-Rivers 1975).  Such notions of kith-ship might have little traction in 

most urban centres today although the fusions between friend and family as 

per Pahl & Spencer (2010) approach the kind of close connections that kith 

can produce.  And, despite the levels of in/out-migration in rural areas, many 

rural communities, including Cornwall, still have well established local families 

going back generations.  Ideas of kith as opposed to kinship allowed my 

Cornish neighbour travelling to Australia to feel a bond with communities, not 

because he found his own blood ties there, but because he finds the kin of his 

own kith there.  Being familially ‘known’ but not known personally also helps to 

support returnees, as this extract from my field notes suggests.  The notes 

                                                
38 The Old English form cýðð, translates into ‘knowledge and recognition’ 
(Cameron et al. 2007) 
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were made following a conversation with an acquaintance returning to the 

area where I live: 

She was saying how she’s moving from G*** (a small hamlet some 
10 miles away) before she gets too old to move.  I said that it was 
true St *** is less isolated and did she have any family or friends 
here.  “I have some friends around because I’m from here originally, 
my family farmed over at B*** (a nearby hamlet based around a 
farm) for generations.  I’ve no family left, I’m the last one, but 
everyone knows who my family is.” (FN: 21/05/14 emphasis 
added) 

 
Thus kith is temporal and spatial.  It is temporal in that it is intergenerational.  

It is spatial in that it is confined geographically, within streets, villages or 

towns.  Kith is further contingent upon population stability.  The strength of 

kith varies in accordance with these three factors.  So, the further back in time 

one’s ancestry goes, the more rooted the kith is, assuming that the population 

is stable.  The larger the geographical area, the greater the need for ancestry 

to fix kithship in place.   Whilst kithship could exist in urban areas given stable 

populations (see for example Strangleman, 2010 which explores post-

industrial mining communities), I suggest it would be spatially bounded to a 

housing estate or urban ‘village’.  Further, the tendency for modern urban 

populations to be more mobile, experiencing both in and out-migration, serves 

to further weaken potential kithship.   

 Such a sticky form of interconnectedness is, I suggest, almost 

exclusive to rural settlements with comparatively stable populations and has 

both positive and, as my acquaintance acknowledged, negative aspects.  So 

when Moor & Leach (2011) argue that: 

… the building blocks of the Big Society are already deeply 
embedded within the experience of its communities…  Not only are 
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rural areas typically equipped with an in-built sense of communal 
identity, but many rural communities have experience leveraging this 
for social gain.  (:1), 

they are correct in identifying the difference within rural communities setting 

them apart from urban counterparts, but I argue that they have failed to 

identify that the foundations of those building blocks are based on kith.  The 

‘in-built sense of communal identity’ is, I would argue, that of kith-ship and as 

such not something that can necessarily be exported or reproduced wholesale 

into urban environments.  Further, those ‘building blocks’ are dependent upon 

a community being stable over time.  Communities in which the population is 

unstable because, for example, they are forced into transience by the 

economic demands of neoliberalism, struggle to achieve cohesiveness (Bruhn 

2011) and, to extend the metaphor of building, are built upon sand.  They are, 

ultimately, unsustainable as communities.  This has implications for all 

modern geographical communities.  If policy serves to promote high levels of 

population movement in the interests of economics, it does so at the expense 

of community cohesiveness from the individual family unit to the urban centre.   

Kith as inclusionary – friends  

One of the positive aspects of kith-ship is that it can create a form of 

friendship that is altruistic and supportive and not necessarily based on 

reciprocity.  As alluded to earlier, most scholars, supported by evidence from 

the research, agree that friendship is mutually chosen and reciprocal (Pahl & 

Pevalin 2005; Kirk 2003; Bunnell et al. 2012).  The co-researchers in this 

study largely agreed that friendship is about ‘give and take’.  Thus 

relationships which are based on forms of organised support, ‘benevolence or 
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a one-way relationship of “helping the handicapped”’ (Schuh et al. 2014) are 

not seen as meaningful.  This perspective would cast the owner of John’s 

local café as simply kind and altruistic, with all the attendant connections to 

charity and the side-lining of human rights that the charitable, altruistic 

discourse entails (Priestley 2006; Goodley 2010).  However, her actions in 

supporting John, when seen in the context of kith-based friendship, rather 

than being those of the altruistic ‘do-gooder’ acting egotistically or otherwise 

(Allyn Piliavin & Charng 1990) have a different (albeit intangible) quality.  They 

seem to be the actions of someone acting halfway between friend and family.  

There did not seem to be any expectation of reciprocity as per the standard 

concept of individualised friendship and yet the café owner is not family nor is 

she paid to provide support.  The ‘payback’ for providing support to John is 

that by providing a scaffold to an individual, she has strengthened or knitted 

her community tighter as a whole.  The ‘mats’ discussed in the next section 

show that a loose community where there are fewer inter-connections with an 

individual as in Mark’s case for example, can leave people vulnerable and 

less able to resist exploitation.  John, by contrast is tightly woven into the 

fabric of his community.  This does not make him invulnerable to exploitation 

or abuse, but it makes him better able to withstand the effects and it means 

he is more likely to gain assistance. 

 So whilst the presence of kith in a community can potentially create 

supports for people who might lack family in their immediate locality, it is 

important to recognise that kith is not a replacement for family or other more 

formal methods of support.  Any value that kith-ship may have is in terms of 
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making individuals feel a sense of community belonging and emotional 

security.  In other words kith should not be seen, as families so frequently are, 

as a cost-free form of community care.  As existing kith is eroded by policies 

aimed at serving large corporations and the marketplace, the results are 

hyper-transient populations.  These in turn create the need to either increase 

formal state support in order to provide a safety net for individuals in need of 

care and support, or, in order to maintain the ideologically driven policy aims 

of reducing state welfare, remove or greatly reduce support altogether 

(Wacquant 2009). 

Rhizomatic Communities:  weaving connection mats 

 

Figure 4: Botanical illustration of bamboo rhizome. From: Riviere A. and C., Les Bambous, végétation, 
culture, mutliplication. Paris 1878 

 

To illustrate the different composition of the co-researcher’s communities, I 

developed a series of connection ‘mats’.  These mats provide a much-

simplified (and in many ways simplistic) snapshot of the kinds of relationships 

and connections of the co-researchers.  

The mats therefore represent those spatially close and where 

appropriate, those who are emotionally close but spatially distant are 
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represented with more prominent connecting ties (as is the case with Mark 

and his family).  The presence of kith connections is, like the mats 

themselves, fluid.  The longer a family is part of a community and the more 

generations exist in that community, the greater the number of kith.  Similarly, 

friend relationships are fluid and the lines between some proximal relations 

and friends are blurred as are the lines between support worker and friend. 

 These mats evolved from the theorising others have made around 

Deleuzian rhizomes (Beckman 2011) particularly in the way they have been 

theorised in relation to disability (Goodley 2007; Shildrick & Price 2005; 

Simmons et al. 2008).  At a practical level they can be seen as constituting 

some of the qualities found in ‘circles of support’ (Foundation for People with 

Learning Disabilities n.d.), for disabled people, but their interdependent and 

knitted natures provide a powerful visual metaphor for community and 

belonging.  As Goodley (2007) writes: 

Rhizomes are oppositional to trees which symbolise hierarchies, 
linearity and extreme stratification. Ignore trees. Think, instead, of 
weeds, grass, swarms and packs:  (…)  The rhizome is not 
singularly rooted but multiply interlinked and ever growing. … points 
on a rhizome always connect to something else; rhizomes are 
heterogeneous not dichotomous; they are made up a multiplicity of 
lines that extend in all directions; they break off, but then they begin 
again (either where they were before or on a new line). They are not 
models but maps with multiple entryways…  [We] can note a key 
phenomena in relation to rhizomes; weaving. Any point of a rhizome 
can and has to be connected to anything other.  (: 12-13 emphasis in 
original) 

 
For an analysis of small, rural communities with interconnected families, 

historical and intergenerational ties, a rhizomatic ‘mat’ acts as an appropriate 

analogy for the support and sense of belonging (or lack of) a disabled person 
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experiences within their community.  As Simmons et al. (2008) argue, 

rhizomes create ‘perpetual transformation and movement’ (:737) and the 

individual becomes ‘decentred’: 

…  he shifts and moves with the world, he connects and 
interconnects, flourishes in different ways depending on rhizomatic 
configurations, and withers when the rhizomes are severed.  
(Simmons et al., 2008 :737) 

 
This captures how the organic movement of people into and out of 

communities helps to create supports and likewise, a sudden removal or 

transplanting can result in a drastic loss of support.  This range of social 

movement, from very stable communities with long standing connections to 

more recently formed but smaller communities are illustrated by the co-

researchers’ own personal connection mats explored in the next section.  

The Connection Mats 

It is important to emphasise the mats are based upon my interpretations of the 

communities and connections in which the co-researchers’ lived.  Once again, 

time and distances made meeting up to collaborate on their creation difficult, 

although I did discuss and explain how I made the mats to the co-researchers 

who did not contest my interpretation.  The mats are to give a visual 

representation of each co-researcher’s community, they do not represent 

actual data.  However, with greater resources and more time, the mats could 

be developed into visual representations of quantitative data.  They could also 

serve as a basis for a county-wide dynamic mapping project using similar 

software to that used by David McCandless in creating his infographics. 
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(http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/the-middle-east-key-

players-notable-relationships/).    

In making the mats, I drew on my observations and notes made during 

trips and took into account how many relatives the co-researchers had and 

how spatially close they were to the co-researcher.  I approximated how much 

kith each co-researcher had by how many family members they had, how long 

they had lived in the area and how stable the population is. 

The greatest difficulty arose in relation to friends.  Recalling the 

contested accounts from earlier, it was particularly difficult in Mark’s case 

where he described not just support workers as friends, but also everybody 

else in the village where he lives.  This required a sensitive discussion and 

Mark agreed that people he was friendly with were different to people like 

Peter, with whom he had close connections.  As the chapter opened 

emphasising how the number of friends we have suggests how well liked and 

in what esteem we are held, ‘downgrading’ friends to acquaintances risks a 

reduction in self-esteem.  To help mitigate this, I created my own connection 

mat (see appendix) that shows that I only identify three people as friends.  

Mark and I were able to talk about it being the quality of friendship, rather than 

the quantity of friends that was important.  

Mark’s mat  (next page) demonstrates the lack of kith within his network, the 

result of being a ‘transplant’ into his community.  The absence of kith and kin 

relationships locally, means that Mark has a greater reliance on his family 

(who live at a distance) for emotional support.  Despite this, the density of 

proximal relationships, some of whom seem to have strong kith and kin 

relationships of their own, combined with Mark’s extensive friendship work, 
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provides a loose form of support for Mark.  So whilst Mark experiences 

occasional loneliness, he is not overtly, actively and systematically excluded 

by his community. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5: Mark's mat 

 

This contrasts with John’s mat that shows his intergenerational and 

spatially close family ties within his community, consequently producing kith. 
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Figure 6: John's mat 

Thus John’s local community has multiple strong interconnections with his 

family, his kith and his friends.  The knowingness of and by his community is 

rooted in their shared history about each other.  John’s connection mat 

(above) thus shows a greater number of kith relations and kin/family relations 

than the others.  Because these relationships between kith and kin are closely 

inter-related, John’s mat is also much denser than the others.  Where there 

are proximal relationships or there is no direct connection with John, the 
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person is connected to kith, kin or a friend of John’s.  Note that John has no 

formal support connections. 

 

 

Figure 7: Natasha's mat 

Natasha’s mat (above) has quite loose connections, because although she 

was born in Cornwall, only her immediate family live here.  This has resulted 

in the production of kith relationships, possibly helped to some extent by 
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having attended a mainstream primary school in the small village where 

Natasha grew up.  Natasha’s active social life covering a wide range of 

activities, has given her a large friendship circle nearly all of whom were 

established in adulthood as Natasha reported that she did not maintain any 

friendships from either the mainstream primary or special education 

secondary schools she attended.   

 

 

Figure 8:  Stuart's mat 

Stuart’s mat (above) is loosely knitted reflecting the comparatively short time 

he has lived in the County.  After coming to the area, Stuart attended a local 

mainstream school and many of his friendships were established during his 
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time at school.  These friendships are well established and close and have in 

turn helped to create nascent kith relationships.  Stuart often goes on holiday 

or away for weekend gigs with his friends.  Stuart’s attendance at a large 

mainstream school also means that he knows many people locally and so has 

a large circle of acquaintances some of whom will potentially become kith.   

 The connection mats therefore give a visual idea of the rhizomatic 

nature of the co-researchers’ networks, including formal and family support, 

social connections and indeed their wider communities.  It is emphasised that 

these connections are fluid and changeable and that the mats are a highly 

simplified and designed to work as a general illustration of personal networks. 

Conclusions 
 
This chapter has teased out some of the issues around the way the co-

researchers connect with those around them.  I have attempted to exhume 

kith as a specific and discrete relationship category in order to explain 

relationships that have both temporal and spatial characteristics.  I have also 

argued that for people with learning difficulties, having the opportunity to live 

amongst kith can help support feelings of connection and belonging with their 

wider communities, thus increasing overall wellbeing.  This includes kith both 

in the sense of being around people who know you and your family and 

history well, and the geographical sense of physical childhood location 

(Griffiths 2013).  Although kith will flourish in smaller and more stable 

populations, which typify many rural areas, John’s experiences demonstrate 

that kith is not the preserve of small and insular communities, but can flourish 

in denser populations.  Whilst John’s experiences have not been completely 
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without instances of hurt and exploitation, he is generally well supported by a 

strongly interconnected network dominated by family, friends and kith.  For 

people who live in less stable populations, with weak or non-existent forms of 

informal social support, there will be a greater need for more formal forms of 

support in order for disabled people to live independently or even semi-

independently.  As austerity measures in the UK increase, however, such 

support services have increasingly come under threat.  The concern 

therefore, is that people with learning difficulties like Mark (who has already 

had his support package reduced), Natasha and Stuart will have their formal 

support structures such as personal assistance and/or financial benefits 

reduced or removed altogether.  In order for people with learning difficulties 

not to end up isolated and alone, or shifted into new forms of 

institutionalisation, interpersonal connections must be strengthened to support 

personal autonomy (explored in the next chapter).  

 It is important to clarify that kith is not a panacea, able to magically 

transform lives.  Mark’s life, which is devoid of kith and indeed family in close 

proximity, whilst sometimes lonely, is one that he is happy with.  He, along 

with his neighbours and friends, all believe in the benefits of the rural idyll and 

work hard to maintain the ideals and values of rural communities despite 

being comparatively ‘new’ as a community.  A further important point is that 

there is a danger that ‘belonging’ like ‘inclusion’, could end up becoming a 

rhetorical policy device.  Hall (2013) noted that the hard and dirty facets of 

‘poverty’ were reconceptualised as social exclusion under New Labour.  

Whilst this was beneficial in that it acknowledged that problems were more 

than just income based, the focus remained on either being in or out of work.  
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It is worth noting that ‘belonging’ has already made its way into a number of 

policy documents, particularly relating to citizenship and community cohesion 

(see for example Farid, 2015).  The problem today is that many people who 

are in work remain socially excluded and belonging now offers ‘a conceptual 

escape from the confines of the despoiled fixed binary of exclusion/inclusion’ 

(Hall, 2013: 246).  The danger of this is that, as Antonsich (2010) observes, 

the absence of belonging is often conflated with discourses of exclusion, as 

belonging can be both political and emotional (Yuval-Davis 2006).  So whilst 

as Hall (2013) suggests, belonging can capture the emotional sense of 

yearning and ‘positive possibilities’ of what inclusion means, discourses of 

belonging can potentially result in becoming a ‘feel-good’ rhetorical policy 

device to further obfuscate systemic inequality (see for example: Department 

for Communities and Local Government, 2009). 

 The next chapter of outcomes looks at how values of independence 

and autonomy in policy are often situated within rural values and are 

emphasised at the expense of more sustainable notions of interdependency.  

Chapter 8 will also highlight some of the ways in which austerity measures 

work to undermine the autonomy of disabled people. 
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8   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Autonomy: the ‘problem’ of independence within a perilous 
neoliberal context 

 

Within the theoretical literature and political life of the Western industrialized 

nations, at least, we are captives of the myth of the independent, unembodied 

subject—not born, not developing, not ill, not disabled and never growing 

old—that dominates our thinking about matters of justice and questions of 

policy.  (Kittay, Jennings, & Wasunna, 2005: 445) 

 

 

Introduction 
 
At the close of Chapter 7 I discussed how there has been an historical turn in 

policy and academic perspectives from the hard, statistical notions of poverty, 

reconceptualised as social inclusion/exclusion, to the messy and 

emotional/political complexities of belonging.  This demonstrates a shift in 

thinking from needing to address income inequality to ameliorating inequality 

by creating a sense of community cohesiveness – to paraphrase the 2010-

2015 coalition government, make us feel that ‘we are all in it together’.  This 

chapter follows a similar path by exploring the dichotomies of care and 

dependency through to idealised but problematic policy notions of autonomy 

and independence.   I will suggest that the interconnectedness demonstrated 
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in the connection mats illustrated in Chapter 7 gives a model of 

interdependence that has the potential to support autonomy and human 

flourishing.  I suggest that this is best achieved if there is a shift away from 

neoliberal individualism but that even as the co-researchers, as will be shown, 

support the values of independence, they are underpinned by 

interdependency.   

 This chapter will therefore explore the data around autonomy, 

independence and interdependence.  It specifically focuses on the co-

researchers’ experiences of living independently, the role of employment in 

promoting feelings of independence and the way the co-researchers are 

supported to maintain independence.  The chapter then moves on to 

problematize independence and support particularly in a neoliberal context.  

By drawing on Berlant’s ‘cruel optimism’ and Feder-Kittay’s ethic of care, I 

suggest that, rhizomatic theories of interdependency have the potential to 

provide a path out of the unjust options presented by the normative and 

neoliberal ideals of independence and create something more equitable and 

indeed, more workable. 

The next section explores the way the co-researchers, whilst 

conforming to the neoliberal norms of independence and autonomy, 

especially via independent living and employment, are all the same knitted 

into their communities and support services in ways that demonstrate forms of 

explicit and implicit interdependence. 

Living In/ter/dependently 
 
As outlined in Chapter 4, the co-researchers have varied backgrounds in the 

kind of schooling, levels of support, employment and type of accommodation.  
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Their lives are, in terms of current thinking, ‘independent’ in that they live 

alone with some support, either paid for or informal.  For all the co-

researchers this was a process of moving from ‘dependency’ to 

‘independency’ often via formalised supported living.  As a quick reminder, 

Stuart now lives in a shared ownership house39 on a modern housing estate.  

Mark lives in his own flat rented from the local housing association within a 

small block of flats that are part of a small housing estate on the edge of his 

village.  Natasha lives in a flat that is part of a small block of flats on the 

outskirts of St Austell owned by a learning disability charity whilst John rents a 

flat in the private sector.   

Making choices  

The institutionally framed concept of independence as described in 

Independence, Wellbeing and Choice (Department of Health 2005) is greatly 

desired by the co-researchers.  Mark and Stuart both saw being independent 

as contingent with autonomy and having one’s own space.  Thus in Chapter 

7, Mark expressed his feelings of being isolated, but made clear that such 

isolation was preferable to living collectively without autonomy.  Mark 

repeatedly commented upon the importance of his ‘own personal space’ (e.g. 

Mark Trip 3 Analysis).  Similarly, Stuart also sees being independent if alone, 

preferable to the semi-institutional supported living he experienced before: 

Liz: so, is it better, is it better being where you are now?  
Stuart: yeah  

                                                
39 Shared ownership schemes are generally provided via housing 
associations where buyers on low incomes own between 25 -75% of the 
leasehold, paying rent on the remainder.   
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Liz: even though, even though you were surrounded by friends here? (in 
the institution?)  

Stuart: yeah  
Liz: so what’s better about being completely on your own as opposed to 

being somewhere where you have got friends all around you? 
Stuart: this was just a learning curve, somewhere I could learn to be 

independent (Stuart, Trip 4) 
 

Although all the co-researchers experienced episodes of either full 

institutionalisation at segregated special schools or semi-institutionalisation in 

supported living, at the time of data collection, all the co-researchers lived on 

their own with varying levels of support.  Because of the strong connections 

from family, friends and kith that John had within his community, he had a 

high level of autonomy and lived what could be termed as a ‘regular’ life.  He 

worked, paid his bills, lived in unsupported, privately rented accommodation 

with the freedom to make choices, even ones which, in neoliberal terms, are 

the ‘wrong’ ones (such as ‘wasting money’ and drinking too much) thus 

demonstrating a lack of self-regulation (Dowse 2009).  

Similarly, although Natasha lived in supported accommodation rented 

from Mencap with some hours of personal support from them, she saw herself 

as an independent woman, paying rent and bills on time, working in a valued 

role and coming and going as she chooses.  For Natasha who initially lacked 

the full support of her family to live independently, gaining autonomy had 

taken time since leaving the local segregated boarding school she attended: 

I just thought it's a way of escapism from the world just to be put in a 
boarding school and being told what to do left right and centre.  I didn't 
have to do the time, I didn't have to have a watch, ‘cos I got told when 
to have tea, when to have this.  I didn't have to be told anything, 
everything was done for me on a plate, so basically I didn't use me own 
brain.  But when I came out school it was quite a big shock … he [Dad] 
did say you didn't know how to cross the road and you didn't know how 
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to use [indistinct] which is true and he said you didn't even know the 
time and I went yeah, that's probably all true, yeah.  (Natasha Trip 1). 
 

The stripping of Natasha’s autonomy by educational institutionalisation was 

compounded by the sense of loss and resentment Natasha felt at losing out 

educationally: 

… and then it made me sad because I thought how many years, five 
years I've wasted and it just made me upset because I'm thinking so 
much that I've missed that other people have had and I haven't.  But I 
went to college and I learned a lot in college, hell of a lot, I made up for 
it in college.  (Natasha Trip 1) 

 
Natasha noted over time the changes in the organisation that supports her to 

increase the choice and autonomy of its clients: 

When I first moved in and they went 'we'll get you new sofas oh, we can 
only do it in blocks because it comes from a special place so it's all in 
blocks’.  They said, ‘it's all together then it's cheaper and cheaper for 
Mencap to do that’.   And then he said ‘your only allowed a few 
versions, from a few brochures’ and that's all we could choose from and 
now it's completely different, they're doing it individual…  I'm thinking 
ah, all that long ago is scrapped now they couldn't have what they 
wanted and now we can! (Natasha Trip 1) 

 
Such increased choice, itself a product of the globalising influence of 

neoliberalism, brings a consequent state of paralysis: 

I had my sofa since I moved in and then they said, just letting me know, 
I can have a new sofa and I thought 'well. [indistinct] new sofa, new 
carpet’ and I thought OK!  But you aren't going to choose it? Choose?  
I'm not that good at choosing!  They said take a support worker out and 
go and choose it and I thought, OK! (Natasha, Trip 1) 

 

So although the option of choosing from a bewildering range of sofas and 

carpets (albeit within a fixed price range) presented Natasha with the dilemma 

of choosing the most appropriate sofa and carpet for her needs, she was 
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given support to make the choice. Support similar in fact to that which most 

people seek when making a major purchase or even, given we are ever 

subject to the ‘tyranny of choice’40 (Schwartz 2004; Waldman 1992), minor 

purchases. 

Choice in buying even a major item of furniture in no way equates to 

choice of association or living arrangements.  However, by giving and 

respecting choice even at low levels, such as in choice of food or choice of 

clothing, a person’s autonomy is enhanced to the point that creating 

autonomy ‘flips’ (Seedhouse 1998) into respecting autonomy.  It is important 

to make clear that autonomy and indeed independence do not, in the view of 

disability activists and academics equal personal responsibility or lack of 

dependency on the state (Morris, 2011 :13) or indeed other institutions.  

Notions of independent living, choice and control in conjunction with support, 

usually on a paid-for and ‘invisible’ (Rivas 2003) basis, continue to be the 

ideal social arrangement for disabled people.  Within the disability rights 

movement, such notions are considered to be non-problematic and taken for 

granted (Barnes et al. 2003).  This in many ways perpetuates the notion of 

independence as valued more highly than interdependence.  

Independent Accommodation  

Mark knows all the people who live in his block and reports that he generally 

gets along with them, but his closest friend lives a bit further along the road 

with other friends, as described in Chapter 7, living closer to the centre of the 
                                                
40 It is only fair to note that the peer-reviewed evidence behind increased 
choice resulting in actual anxiety is limited.  However personal experience and 
the glazed expressions of customers in coffee chains offering caffeine 
presented in 50 different forms suggests some truth in the thesis.  
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village.  Before moving to his own flat, Mark lived in a small group home, 

again on the outskirts of the village.  The home recently closed, with residents 

dispersed to live elsewhere in the county, much to the sadness of Mark and 

indeed the community who campaigned to keep the home open or at least 

rehouse residents locally (West Briton 2013). 

Stuart, before getting his own, co-mortgaged house, lived in a block of 

flats run by a learning disability charity that had 24-hour support.  As the quote 

earlier about Stuart’s preference for living independently but alone made 

clear, the supported living arrangement was specifically about where he ‘could 

learn to be independent’ (Stuart Trip 4) 

Stuart knows, likes and indeed considers most of the people in the 

block of supported accommodation where he used to live to be his friends and 

remains in regular contact with them.  As he is still getting paid-for support, on 

the surface his living arrangements are not substantially different, as the flats 

were all self-contained and Stuart was responsible for preparing his own 

meals and paying bills.  The main difference is that support is no longer ‘on 

call’ and rather than being in a community exclusively made up of people with 

learning difficulties, Stuart now lives in an area which has a mix of social and 

privately owned housing.  He reports that he has good relations with his 

neighbours and after his next-door neighbour invited him, is now on the local 

skittles team, entering team competitions. 

Although not in the same location, Stuart’s former living arrangement 

was identical to Natasha’s.  Natasha has her own self-contained flat in a block 

with eight other people with learning difficulties, owned and run by the same 
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charity that controls Stuart’s previous accommodation.  The main difference 

between the two is that due to the layout, residents in Natasha’s block all 

have their own front door, whilst there was a buzzer system where Stuart 

used to live.  Natasha also has good relations with her neighbours within the 

block but has little social contact with them or any of her other neighbours.  

Most of her local connections are through her church activities and art clubs.  

Although Natasha has a set number of hours of individual support, there are 

staff on call 24 hours a day, should she need them.  

John could be seen as the success story of independence.  Since 

leaving segregated special school where he was a boarder, John, supported 

by his family and close local connections, has steered a path through various 

specialist learning disability training and employment services to end up living 

independently, in privately rented accommodation in his own community.  

John, with his family’s support and belief in self-reliance, has been able to 

achieve the goal of actually being cared for in and, most importantly, by his 

community.  By being surrounded by people who are, as John says, ‘a bit like 

family’ (John Trip 1), John seems to be deeply interconnected with his 

community.  Importantly, this is a reciprocal connection, with John helping 

other members of his community.  This connection is supported by the large 

kith network that surrounds John as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Working for the neoliberal dollar: employment and independence 

As part of the neoliberal discourse around the individual ideal being 

independent and self-reliant, employment and consequent consumption has 

been promoted as the panacea to social exclusion.  This, for many, not only 
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disabled people, has been a mirage, as discussed later.  However, Stuart, like 

many people, disabled and non-disabled, including Natasha, as will be shown 

later, aspires to full, meaningful employment  

Liz:  Where would you like to be… what kind of position would you like 
to be in, in the future?  

Stuart:  Maybe a full time job  
Liz:  So still living independently and working full time?  
Stuart:  Yes (Stuart Trip 4) 

 

Similarly, John has strong expectations about work and much of his banter 

with people he knows is around them either not working or not working hard 

enough: 

John [addressing a street cleaner]:  Wosson, I say!  Doing some work 
for a change! (John Trip 4) 

 
John, perhaps reflecting the media rhetoric at the time, does not exempt 

disabled people from these expectations: 

John: if you are disabled it makes no difference, you can still work, still 
do things.  (John Trip 1) 

 
Working, especially full time therefore fulfils normative expectations of what 

adults do and also fulfils the rural/conservative ideals of self-sufficiency, self-

reliance, and autonomy.   Employment also gives one full membership to the 

citizens club of neoliberalism.  Within neoliberalism however, employment 

must be cheap, flexible and meet the demands of businesses, ensuring 

workers in low paid, low status work need to rely on the current 

Speenhamland-like system41 of poor relief, tax credits and housing benefit.  

                                                
41 The Speenhamland system was a form of poor relief brought in in the wake 
of the Napoleonic Wars and the industrial revolution to the end of the 18th 
century.  It was given out by the local parishes in the form of cash or food to 
supplement the low wages and high rents that the rural poor experienced.  It 
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For disabled people, employment is often seen as a social activity and whilst 

there has been some fairly tokenistic employment support via the Access to 

Work scheme in the UK, fewer and fewer disabled people are benefiting from 

the scheme as welfare cuts continue (Morris 2014).  As Stuart discovered 

after being made redundant from the job he had when we first began the 

research project, official support to find work for people with learning 

difficulties is usually tokenistic.   

On Stuart’s third trip, I accompanied him to sign on at the job centre.  

The attitude of staff to Stuart was notable: 

Really struck by how differently S was treated compared with others 
there.  It was all very friendly and nice for S whilst the other guy was 
really scrutinised hard about what he had been doing to find work.  
Maybe he is ‘shirking’ but later S indicated that he got very little support 
or encouragement to find work.  He jumps through all the hoops, looking 
online everyday for work and ringing around applying for anything that 
fits, but gets nowhere and I don’t think the JC are really seeing him as a 
priority.  (FN 05/08/2013) 

 
This observation that job centres are ill-equipped and unwilling to support 

some people with learning difficulties was supported by a local inclusive 

research project into employment (Tucker et al. 2012)42.   Most employment 

support for people with learning difficulties comes via supported employment 

agencies (SEAs).  As Tucker et al. (2012) note, such services are chronically 

underfunded; and jobs of any kind in the local area are rare. 

There is also increasing evidence that many people who have learning 

difficulties which are not severe enough to exempt them from the work related 

                                                                                                                                       
was later much reduced by the 1834 Poor Law which also saw the gradual 
introduction of the workhouse as a more sustainable solution to poverty.  
42 It should be noted that Stuart, although a latecomer to this particular 
project, is a named author of this report. 
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activity group (WRAG), are subject to penalising sanctions as they are unable 

to meet the rigorous criteria demanded for Job Seekers Allowance or 

Employment Support Allowance (Miscampbell 2014; Learning Disability 

Today 2014; Crisis et al. 2012).  Even right-wing supporters of punitive 

welfare sanctions have recognised the validity of research suggesting that 

sanctions imposed on people living in economically disadvantaged areas 

(such as Cornwall) impacts negatively on sustainable ‘self-sufficiency’ 

(Miscampbell 2014).  Such sanctions against people with learning difficulties, 

as reported a number of times in parliamentary debates (Hansard HC 2015), 

have led to cases of people experiencing high levels of hardship.  

Stuart eventually managed to get a temporary job with the SEA, a 

national charity that was supporting him.  It was a minimum wage, zero hours 

contract job, but Stuart was happy to be in employment for the short time it 

lasted.43 

Natasha has more job security in that she has a standard contract with 

the local council.  As well as working as a trainer for SpeakUp, she also has 

an admin post within the Learning Disability Services.  At the time of writing, 

all employees within this department had been under threat of redundancy for 

the previous 18 months due to cuts in public spending.  In working for a large 

private company, John ought to be in a more secure position than his public 

sector colleagues, but he still feels the insecurity of the times: 

John:  At the minute all our hours are changing… I don't know what, 
which way I'm turning at the minute.  they've got to lose 400 hours…   

Liz:  So they're gonna cut your hours then? 

                                                
43 At time of completion, Stuart is now working 16 hours a week on a 
permanent contract with a housing charity that connects disabled people with 
home-owning carers. 
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John:  Dunno they can't do much anyway, I've only got 16 hours (John 
Trip 3) 

 
Despite job insecurity, employment does give the co-researchers social 

status, social interaction and increased feelings of self-esteem.  In the 

following extract Natasha is talking about the difference it made when she left 

her job at the local supermarket to work for the council: 

Liz: You do quite like work though don’t you? 
Natasha:  Yeah I do cos there’s a lot to do and you know, it’s a lot more 

interesting 
Liz:  Yeah 
Natasha: Lot more to it and you know you’re helping other people and 

you’re getting better at what you’re doing so all round it’s quite nice.  
It’s nice to find a job that you actually like, innit? ...  cos Asda, I was 
getting so frustrated, I was just dawdling round the supermarket and 
that’s not good to be seen doing that and you could tell there was no 
interest in it whatsoever and it was like ‘well why don’t you get out of 
here?’ and I was oh well, well that’s really hard because we’ve got 
and [whispering] she’s after excuses.  But once I saw the 
opportunity, that was it.  The day I handed my notice in I was 
“yesss!” (Natasha, Trip 3) 

 
Natasha’s change of employment was disconcerting for some of her ex-

colleagues: 

Natasha:  This was the silly thing, when I left, a couple of months later it 
was “why did you leave for?”  Why did I leave? Same reason 
anybody else would leave!  Because other people they wouldn’t ask 
“why did you leave for”, but me, it’s “why did you leave, why why?” 
… I say it’s exactly the same thing as anybody else says, it’s 
because I want to get a better job and I want to move on and do 
things and if I can find somewhere else that is better and yeah, and 
more interesting, but they still don’t get it and it’s still why …They 
think I’m not good enough to do anything else or go anywhere else 
and I’m thinking, well yeah, I can do a lot more things than this!  
(Natasha, Trip 3) 
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Natasha’s new job has given her improved status and increased her self-

esteem: 

Natasha:  when I said I was at the council in Truro, they said “Council?  
How did you get that job?  I said ahhh there’s always ways and 
means and they look at me and I think, just because I’ve got a 
learning difficulty doesn’t mean to say, you know, it’s like, you know, 
you can’t do anything else, but so I proved them.  (Natasha, Trip 3) 

 
John also has a sense of pride and identity through his job at the supermarket 

and proudly displays his employee awards on his walls: 

John: I just won another award at work  
Liz: another award? Well done!  
John: I’ve got three now so far….  (John Trip 4) 

 
As John had moved from one branch to another, so many of his interactions 

on our trips were with customers, oftentimes saying how they missed him at 

his old branch.  Employment thus enhanced John’s social standing and helps 

him to meet the normative expectations of independence and autonomy. 

As well as employment giving the co-researchers social status, it also 

provides an important social aspect.  So whilst Natasha’s co-workers are 

colleagues, they are also friends, with an active out-of-work social life.  John’s 

very visible role in the two main local branches of a major supermarket has 

increased his already high visibility beyond his extended family, kith groups 

and acquaintances, to such a wide group of people it is tempting to state that 

literally everyone living in that area knows him.  

For Mark, employment in the kitchen of his local hotel gave a sense of 

camaraderie: 

Liz:  Do you miss working here? 
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Mark:  I miss the fun, I miss the fun with the kitchen porters because it’s 
not just all the work that I did, it was all the guys that took the mickey 
out of me every time I was in the kitchen 

Liz:  Yeah.  …. But in a good way?  Not mean or anything? 
Mark:   Yeah yeah, No, no, but I was involved with the barbeques and 

everything, a barbeque chef and working in the kitchen as a kitchen 
porter,  

Liz: So it was a good team? 
Mark: it was a GREAT team!  (Mark Trip 2)  

 
Mark’s very visible position as a barbeque chef and kitchen porter at an elite 

local hotel, gave him both social status and normalised interaction.  This 

helped to promote his sense of belonging and independence.  Before the 

above interaction took place, Mark introduced me to the Chef, his former 

boss.  Despite being very busy, Chef was happy to engage in reportage44 with 

Mark.  My field notes record: 

Sweltering hot and very busy prepping for lunch, but Chef seems happy 
to chat with Mark as he’s working.  The interaction is mostly small talk 
around how busy they are and the weather.  Chef is privy to some of 
Mark’s personal issues and was very firm in his comment about it being 
‘good’ Mark’s troublesome neighbours had moved. (FN: 06/08/2013) 

 
The loss of his job and the regular social interaction, status and sense of 

belonging was difficult for Mark, but the effects have been ameliorated by 

volunteering as a Special Police Cadet. 

Support enhancing autonomy 

Chapter 7 illustrated how the co-researchers, to varying degrees, knitted 

themselves into the fabric of their local communities with the support of family, 

friends and kithship.  Although the research was not explicitly concerned with 

more formalised support, as this has been covered more thoroughly by other 

                                                
44 See Chapter 7 for the importance of ‘chat’ as social glue. 
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research (e.g. Williams, Ponting, & Ford, 2009; Williams, Ponting, Ford, & 

Rudge, 2010; Windley & Chapman, 2010), it emerged from the data as a sub-

theme in relation to autonomy and independence.    

The co-researchers have a mix of formal, paid-for support (Mark, 

Natasha, Stuart), family support (Mark, Stuart, John) and kith support 

(Natasha, John, Stuart and, to lesser extent, Mark).  As well as increasing 

feelings of belonging, all of these forms of support help to promote the 

autonomy and independent living of the co-researchers.  Although these 

relationships between supporters and co-researchers are described as 

promoting independence, in the following sections I suggest that it is more 

helpful to reframe these relationships as being interdependent. 

Supporters/assistants who are paid-for are frequently cast as being 

‘hands and feet but not head’ (respondent cited by Galvin 2004) particularly 

by physically impaired disabled people as per the discussion above around 

the necessity to be ‘invisible’.  In more recent work such as Slater's (2013), 

which theorises support as being part of an assemblage or ‘body without 

organs’ (BwOs, discussed in more depth later), the disabled participants again 

argue for the support they receive to be of the ‘invisible’ kind in that  

interaction with the disabled person effectively ignores the presence of the 

assistant.  The kinds of relationships that people with learning difficulties 

experience with supporters/assistants seem to be more nuanced and variable 

for a number of reasons.  The following discussion explores the ways the co-

researchers understood their relationships with supporters, both paid-for and 

informal and how those relationships are interdependent. 
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Natasha and Stuart have very clear views on how they want to be 

supported and were both proactive in managing their support but in very 

different ways.  Stuart, for example, insists on being supported in ways that 

suit him and is willing to change support agencies if they do not meet his 

requirements: 

Liz:  So why did you change from ‘A’ support agency to ‘B’ support 
agency? 

Stuart:  Because, ‘A’ support agency wasn’t doing what they should be 
doing 

Liz:  Did you complain to them? 
Stuart:  Yeah 
Liz:  And they still didn’t improve? 
Stuart: No  (Stuart Trip 3 Analysis) 

 
Stuart’s support workers are tools to help him do some basic tasks such as 

cooking or shopping.  As long as they do their job, he is happy.  Stuart thus 

has no personal connection to them and little compunction about rejecting 

either workers or whole agencies if he feels they are not meeting his needs. 

Natasha conversely, is more concerned with improving support and 

working with the support agency she has45.  Like the respondents in Williams 

et al. (2009, 2010) Natasha likes her support workers to be friendly, but like 

Stuart, she is clear that they are not her friends.  Humour is also an important 

quality, but Natasha is very clear that it needs to be appropriate and on 

occasion, support workers’ humour made her uncomfortable.  The most 

important aspect for Natasha is that her support should be professional, 

respecting of confidentiality, experienced and with good communication skills.  

                                                
45 Natasha and I discussed support and how it could be improved at length, 
but for confidentiality reasons Natasha does not want direct comments about 
specific instances reported.  In light of this I am only reporting the general 
flavour of our discussions around support. 
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These are all qualities that Natasha feels are sometimes lacking to varying 

degrees.  Rather than being quietly accepting of this, however, Natasha 

communicates her concerns with her support team.  Natasha’s criticisms are 

striking because they are constructive and analytical.  She identifies what she 

does not like about the support and why she does not like it and then comes 

up with a solution.  As the following quote made by Natasha illustrates: ‘I 

thought, this needs to be tackled, talked to and I did, and it got all sorted.’ 

(Natasha Trip 3 analysis).   However, Natasha indicates that sometimes 

during support assessments (of service, not need) managers sometimes 

accept clients’ responses at face value:  

You get ones that just come in and say ‘how's your support going’ and if 
they say ‘oh it's going fine’ they won't ask any more than that, cause they 
know they might get a different answer. (Natasha Trip 3 analysis). 

 
Natasha identified this as being part of a wider problem that is potentially 

disempowering to the support agency’s clients.  Natasha noted that if 

someone declines to participate in an activity, such as participating as a 

service representative or a social outing, then they are often not asked again 

when the opportunity arises.  Natasha also raised issues around having 

enough time and being given feedback about actions when she raises 

concerns.   

For many people who underwent de-institutionalisation and 

consequently lost lifelong networks of friends, support workers often fulfilled 

the role of friend (Forrester-Jones et al. 2006).  This was a natural extension 

of the way that workers in institutions often cast themselves as friends (Antaki 

et al. 2007) discussed in the previous chapter.  As the only co-researcher to 
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experience prolonged institutionalisation, it is notable that Mark is also the 

only co-researcher who sees his support staff as friends.  Although it is 

unlikely that Mark’s support workers identify Mark as one of their friends, their 

relationship like that of friendship, has elements of reciprocity and 

interdependence. 

In terms of paid-for support, the most obvious element of 

interdependency is the financial contract.  By providing a disabled person with 

support, an assistant is given meaningful employment.  Whilst personal 

assistance is not the most highly paid of jobs, person centred support tends to 

pay more than minimum wage.  In deprived, rural areas like Cornwall, where 

secure, non-seasonal employment is hard to come by and most jobs pay well 

below the national average (Nomis 2014), such support work is desirable.  

Thus Mark, Natasha and Stuart as employers, enable their support workers to 

pay their bills and mortgages and have the means to socialise and go on 

holiday.  Paying for care or support also removes the need for having to 

express gratitude for being ‘burdensome’ (Galvin 2004) to informal 

supporters.   

For such care/support that is given informally by family, partners or 

others with close connections to the disabled person, interdependency is 

more complex.  This is not least because although carers, whether informal or 

paid-for, are a disadvantaged group (Feder Kittay et al. 2005; Rivas 2003), 

they have the potential to exert more power and control than those for whom 

they provide care.  As Williams & Robinson (2001) observed, for people with 

learning difficulties in particular, there is a possibility that family carers will 

infantilise them.  This controlling behaviour on the part of the carer/supporter 
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and dependency on the part of the disabled person reduces the disabled 

person’s autonomy.  This has been one of the arguments by the disability 

rights movement for direct payments in order to purchase support in order to 

maintain autonomy and independence (Morris 1997). 

As welfare cuts continue to impact on the lives of disabled people 

however, increasing numbers of people will find themselves in the 

uncomfortable position of either caring for, or being cared for by, a family 

member.   Where such care takes place within a community that is cohesive 

and the disabled person and carer has a large kin and kith network, such as 

John’s community, the support can be effective and empowering.  Therefore, 

even if John does not see his niece (who provides most of his support) 

everyday, he sees people such as the café owner, who know him and his 

family well and provide additional informal support.   

This is in marked contrast to the example of Steven Hoskin, a man with 

learning difficulties who was murdered in St Austell in 2006.  There are some 

striking parallels between John and Steven’s early lives.  Both attended the 

same special educational school (but at different times).  Like John, Steven 

was originally supported by Adult Social Care and like John, Steven 

terminated his care arrangements.  Here, the similarities end.  Unlike John’s 

relationship with his community in Redruth, surrounded by family and kith, 

Steven had eventually been moved to St Austell away from his home 

community and everyone he knew.  Flynn notes:  

At every stage following Steven’s departure from his family home, from 
the comparative safety of his rural community, to Newquay and then 
to St Austell, all Serious Case Review contributors could have been 
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potential rescuers, but every part of the service system had significant 
failures in this role (Flynn 2007: 25 my emphasis) 

 
The move away from his kith and kin, as problematic as they were, had fatal 

consequences for Steven because there was no informal support because 

Steven was now in an alien community.  He was, to recall Simmel (1964) from 

Chapter 7, a stranger.   Hughes, Redley, & Ring (2011) suggest that Steven 

Hoskin’s murder was the result of having ‘undesirable friends’, something 

which they further suggest is commonplace amongst people with mild or 

moderate learning difficulties.  I would argue that Steven’s murder was the 

result of living in an area devoid of either family or kith.  In this respect his 

murder mirrors that of many other people with learning difficulties who have 

been victims of murder and other hate crimes such as Raymond Atherton, 

Christina Lakinski, Brent Martin, Michael Gilbert, Shaowei He, David Askew, 

Fiona Pilkington and her daughter, Franecca Hardwick46.  All of these people 

lived isolated and unsupported lives in ‘communities’ that were unfamiliar to 

them, devoid of kith or kin.  

This is not to suggest that a home community, where one is 

surrounded by kith, kin and friends is a panacea to abuse.  Keith Philpott, 

murdered in 2005, lived a short walk from his family home and John, Mark 

and Stuart have all experienced verbal abuse relating to their disability in their 

local areas.  However, being part of a community where you and your kin are 

known, means that one experiences greater feelings of belonging and security 

than in communities where one is transplanted.  

                                                
46 For more detailed accounts of these murders, all of which are remarkable 
for the level of hyper-violent brutality and sadism, see Quarmby (2011) and  
Sherry (2012) 
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The next section shifts now towards an analysis of how this preference 

for independence over interdependence can be damaging to the social 

relations between disabled people and those who support them.  It constitutes 

a reflection on how people, both abled and disabled, can construct more 

socially just relationships based on interdependency.  The discussion starts 

by contextualising how support for disabled people is often conceptualised 

and then critically explores the way that theorising around assemablages can 

be problematic to rhizomatic forms of interdependency. 

Independence, Autonomy and Learning Difficulties 
 
Whilst institutionalisation resulted in deprivation of liberty on a scale that today 

seems unimaginable and the move towards community care and independent 

living were ethically and morally right, the notion of independent living remains 

problematic.  Although policy changes in favour of independent living and 

community care were supported by the disability rights movement, the 

principal reason for the government’s change in policy was related to reducing 

costs.  As Roulstone & Morgan (2009) had the prescience to observe:  

…  this could lead to a rationing of funding for meaningful self direction. 

Without such financial commitment, current day centre users could risk 

being moved from a position of enforced collectivity to one of enforced 

individualism. (Roulstone & Morgan, 2009: 334) 

 

Just six years later, day provision for all but the most severely impaired 

disabled people had been drastically reduced (Mencap 2012; Needham 2012; 

Needham 2013).   As the numbers of self-advocacy groups dwindled, the 

collective voice of people with learning disabilities and their families became 

more fragmented and dissipated as a result of personalisation (A4A n.d.).  
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Simpson & Price (2009) had already noted some of the unintended 

consequences of Valuing People on the lives of people with learning 

difficulties that included increased levels of social exclusion, greater reliance 

upon families and loss of formal support.  Current policy is also failing to 

redress increasing levels of abuse, murder (Flynn 2012; Flynn 2007) or risk of 

re-institutionalisation (Young et al. 2013; Duffy 2013) for people with learning 

difficulties.  As Morris noted in her blog post in 2014, there had been a 

‘ground zero’ approach to disability policy from the 2010- 2015 Coalition 

Government.  

 The neoliberal project of shifting responsibility for welfare and support 

from the state to the individual (Mckee 2009) has been positively constructed 

in terms of ‘liberating’ the citizen from the state (Clarke 2007).   However, as 

Clarke (2007), Dowse (2009) and Mckee, (2009) all observe, this ‘freedom’ 

comes with the understanding that individuals will make the ‘right’ choices so 

as to not burden the state.  Citizens will thus be empowered through 

consumption.  This connects with the discussion to the end of Chapter 7 

where ‘poverty’ became reconceptualised by New Labour as ‘exclusion’, the 

remedy to which was employment and consumption.  Individuals who make 

the ‘wrong’ choices are therefore at risk of surveillance and control (Clarke 

2007) not only from the state but also from wider society.  

 For people with learning difficulties, autonomy within the current 

neoliberal context presents many issues.  Firstly, there is the problem with 

dependency.  Kittay et al. (2005) make the feminist distinction between public 

and private dependencies where the public dependency is based around the 

need for products and services, which can be bought and sold, and care 
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dependency, which is private and thus hidden.  As the welfare state begins to 

stall in the face of austerity, the potential to ‘buy’ autonomy via paid-for 

support diminished as benefit cuts reduced DLA and PIP and the Independent 

Living Fund (ILF) was closed.  This meant people with learning difficulties and 

other disabled people needed to find the support to lead autonomous lives in 

other ways.  As Parrott (2013: 1) bluntly states ‘We’re running out of money’.  

To work around this, it is necessary for society to reconfigure the idea of 

dependency away from its toxic, money-sucking status.  By recognising that 

the valorisation of independence constitutes a form of  ‘cruel optimism’ 

(Berlant 2006 discussed in the next section) it might also be recognised that 

meeting dependency needs offers opportunities for flourishing (Feder Kittay et 

al. 2005) by reframing it as constituent with interdependence. 

The ‘Cruel Optimism’  of Independence 

Cruel optimism is ‘a relation of attachment to compromised conditions of 

possibility’ (Berlant, 2006 :21).  For Berlant, what makes this attachment to an 

‘object of desire’ cruel and problematic, is that the attachment prevents 

flourishing and may even threaten a person’s wellbeing.  Berlant herself has 

used the concept in relation to the shrinking state (Berlant 2011) but it has 

also been used to frame critical discussions of education (Rasmussen 2013), 

normative concepts of beauty (Coleman & Figueroa 2010) and religious 

worship (Waters 2014).  Following Berlant, scholars such as Goodley, 

Lawthom, & Runswick-Cole (2014)  have used the notion to critique 

neoliberalism in relation to disabled people.  In the section that follows I will 

argue that autonomy and independence can constitute a form of cruel 
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optimism and, following Arneil (2009), use the concept of interdependency to 

redefine dependency ‘… not as an antonym to autonomy but as, in some 

sense, its precursor’ (: 236). 

Whilst independence and autonomy could and often are considered as 

being non-problematic, Gibson (2014), echoing Kittay et al. (2005) in the 

chapter’s opening quote notes:  

… the limitations of Western enlightenment notions of independence, 
autonomy and the universal subject, which rely on unitary, fixed and 
contained subjects. (: 4). 

 
This questioning of independence supported by personal assistance is 

somewhat complex in terms of contesting rights and ethics.  When informal 

carers became recognised as a group, so those cared for became cast in the 

role of ‘dependents’ (Morris 1997).   As the disability rights movement gained 

momentum, the conflicting rights of support for independent living for disabled 

people and the rights of carers not to be exploited, came sharply into focus.  

For people with physical impairments, personal assistance was primarily seen 

as a tool.  The personal assistant was there to be invisible (Rivas 2003; 

Fritsch 2010) and was to have no more influence in the life of the disabled 

person than a shop assistant (Slater 2013).  The argument was that the 

human right of disabled people to participation in civil society (Morris 1997) 

overrode any rights of the carer (Ungerson 1997).  More recently within 

disability studies the personal-assistant-as-tool has become viewed in terms 

of a Deleuzio-Guattarian ‘assemblage’ or body-without-organs (BwO).  Gibson 

(2006) most clearly articulates a reconfiguring of the dependent into the 

interdependent BwO with the example of three assemblages: Man-dog; man-
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machine and woman-woman-man.  In each assemblage Gibson 

demonstrates the fluidity between one of the ‘selves’ and another, assisting 

‘self’ be it dog, machine or human facilitator.  In the first two examples, the 

perspective is that of the disabled person describing the connection to the 

other ‘subject’ either dog or machine in the assemblage and how there is both 

a variable singular and multiple identity, but one in which the person is always 

dominant.  The third example is told from the perspective of the personal 

assistant.  In this example the assistant becomes, as per Rivas, ‘invisible’ to 

her employer.  She is ‘expected to be a detached “tool” for their coupling – a 

means to an end’ (Gibson, 2006: 192) but her own sexuality ‘leaks’ and 

intermingles with the couple’s, thus troubling that detachment.  Gibson 

suggests this assemblage is closely interdependent, but the assistant is per 

Gibson and Rivas, ‘invisible’ to her employer and thus lacking recognition.  As 

Rivas observes:  

To be made invisible is the first step toward being considered non-
human, which is why making another person invisible often precedes 
treating them inhumanely.  To use Marxist terms, invisibility is the most 
extreme form of alienation – the ultimate manifestation of self-
estrangement (Rivas, 2003: 79) 

 
As Kittay et al. (2005) observe, this creates a dilemma for independent living 

and personal assistance as it stands, because in order to meet the needs of 

the disabled person, the personal assistant needs to be invisible which, Kittay 

et al. argue, means the disabled person cannot see caregiver’s full humanity.  

This perspective is somewhat contradicted by Fritsch (2010) in her analysis of 

Connie Panzarino’s 1994 autobiography, The Me in the Mirror.  Here, Fritsch 
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notes that as with Gibson’s woman-woman-man assemblage, Panzarino 

needs her assistants to be invisible in order to be alone with her lover.  The 

difference is that Panzarino ‘sees’ her assistants and is conscious of them as 

having their own corporeal and emotional needs and wants even as her body 

and theirs are intertwined. 

Kittay et al. (2005) have noted that there can be no reconciliation ‘where 

independence is valorised and dependency is stigmatised’ (: 467).  Within an 

ethic of care as proposed by Kittay et al. (2005) dependency, rather than 

being stigmatised, is conceived as being a ‘central feature of human life and 

human relationships and interdependency rather than independence as a goal 

in human development’ (:453 my emphasis).  Feder-Kittay et al. (2005) 

continue: 

For the circles of caring relationships emanate outward and intersect 
with other circles of care, forming large networks of interdependencies. 
As a care ethic sees not isolated selves, but persons who are always in 
relationships, it understands the interdependence formed by even distal 
relationships. If we are relational selves, then as human beings our 
relationship to all other human beings is also constitutive of the self that 
we are. (: 455) 

 
Feder-Kittay’s call to interdependence and interconnectedness echo’s 

Gibson's, (2006) man-machine as:  

…  an excitation, a point of contact, a relay on a power grid, a plot point 
on the plane of consistency.  The cyborg is connected to the cosmos, no 
more or less so than all bodies, but perhaps is a reminder of that flow 
and its possibilities (: 191-192) 

 
So discourses around the ethics of care (Feder Kittay et al. 2005; White & 

Tronto 2004) and the ‘post-human’ (Clarke 2008) assemblages and BwOs 

(Gibson 2006; Gibson 2014) all indicate that binaries around 
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independence/dependence and autonomy as opposed to interdependence 

are, to say the least, unhelpful to us as individuals and to society as whole.   

And yet our attachment to the ‘objects of desire’ (Berlant 2006) that are 

independence and autonomy, dictate not just social policy but the individual’s 

relentless and futile pursuit of them.  Berlant takes Freud’s observation that 

‘people never willingly abandon a libidinous position, not even, indeed, when 

a substitute is already beckoning to them’ (Cited in Berlant, 2006 :22) and by 

politicising it, challenges us to position interdependency as that potential 

substitute.  If we must have binaries, then surely we ought, as Arneil (2009) 

advocates, replace binaries of autonomy/justice and dependency/charity with 

the alternative of personhood/citizenship rooted in interdependency. 

So what does this discussion about cruel optimism, ‘invisible’ 

assistance, BwOs, assemblages, most of it in relation to people with physical 

impairments, have to do with people with learning difficulties and, more 

pertinently, the co-researchers?  Could the co-researchers and people with 

learning difficulties more generally be described as being ‘assemblages’ or 

cyborgian BwOs?  And if so, are support workers/personal assistants similarly 

ideally ‘invisible’?  

Conclusion:  Of rhizomes and assemblages and bodies without 
organs…. 
 
In Chapter 7 I claim that people develop connections that work like rhizomes.  

They are interconnected and function in similar ways to a Mobius strip, 

eternally looping together with ever growing connections often aided and 

abetted by the presence of family and kith groups.  Rhizomes exemplify 
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interdependence.  Take a rhizomatic shoot and transplant it.  Though it may 

survive, it will not flourish and unless or until it begins to send out new shoots 

and connections, it is weak and easy to uproot.  Rhizomes are non-

hierarchical with all the individual shoots supporting each other as they 

mutually flourish.  It is curious therefore that when we explore some of the 

disability literature around assemblages and BwOs, some of the ‘shoots’ 

appear to become less important than others.  

When we read accounts in which a disabled person is supported by an 

assistant, is this an assemblage?  If to be ‘cared for’ is to be ‘dependent’, how 

else can we untangle the intertwined and complex relationships that people 

with learning difficulties have as carers of their own children and older 

relatives (Walmsley 1993) than to reframe care as interdependency?  As 

Goodley (2007 :14) states, ‘any conception of care has to be rhizomatic’.   

If the non-disabled mothers of disabled off-spring remain marginalised 

as neither disabled nor professional, portrayed as saints and oppressors 

(Ryan & Runswick‐Cole 2008) who will be there to create ‘alliances for 

change’ (Tregaskis (2004) cited by Ryan & Runswick‐Cole, 2008)?  Given the 

atomisation of social care in the UK and other western countries, not to 

mention the slow death of organised self-advocacy groups (A4A n.d.) there 

needs to be a radical shift in the way we conceptualise what we think of as 

care, dependency and independence.  As Kittay et al. (2005 :456) argue, we 

need a greater focus on interdependency and mutual assistance and a shift 

away from the individualising values of self-reliance and independence in 

favour of ‘solidarity, gratitude, human dignity and respect’.  
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At the end of the last chapter I discussed how neoliberalism has elided 

potentially transformative notions of inclusion/exclusion and belonging to 

serve the political project of state reduction with the most vulnerable members 

of society paying the price.  There is a danger that interdependency might 

also become co-opted by neoliberalism in order to hide inequality.  This would 

further erode the autonomy of disabled people and undermine those who 

provide care and support.  To resist this there needs to be a significant social 

and political movement with the aim of making interdependency a political 

project and thus create a shift from neoliberalism towards dismodernity, where 

an individual becomes ‘the partial, incomplete subject whose realisation is not 

autonomy and independence, but dependency and interdependence’ (Davis 

2002: 30). 
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The Impact of Rurality on the Lives of the Co-researchers 
 

Introduction 
 
This chapter explores they ways in which the co-researchers negotiate the 

rural environment in which they live.  It will show how issues around access, 

particularly transport in order to access and receive other services, often 

shaped where and how the co-researchers decided to live, but how the 

aesthetics of environment sometimes trumped convenience.  It will explore 

the way that rural values intersect with neoliberal ideals of consumer-as-

citizen and the way in which the co-researchers sometimes, following 

Lefebvre, ‘disrupt the plan’ by using places of consumption as places of 

socialisation.  The chapter also explores the way the co-researchers interact 

with the natural environment and the ways in which they either embrace or 

reject the rural idyll.  

Access to… everything! 
 
The literature relating to rurality illuminates one significant issue: access.  

Whether the literature is around physical health (Asthana, Halliday, & Gibson, 

2009; Lishner, et al, 1990), mental health (Jones,et al, 2014; Wallace, et al, 

2006), social care (Asthana 2012; Parr & Philo 2003), employment (Fahmy & 

Pemberton, 2012; Morgan, et al, 2014) or young people (Black, et al, 2010; 
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Meek, 2008;), issues around access in rural spaces come to the fore. How 

much of an impact access has on rural dwellers is often, but not always, 

contingent upon how rich or poor they are, with people who lack access to 

private transport experiencing the greatest hardship.  

 Lack of access to affordable, regular and reliable modes of transport in 

rural places cumulatively exacerbates hardship in other areas (CRC 2008). 

For example, accessing the essentials such as health services, employment 

opportunities, and affordable groceries are more difficult, necessitating long 

journeys by public transport or higher fuel costs if travelling by private 

transport.  CRC (2010) notes that rural dwellers travel further and for longer 

than their urban counterparts.  Whilst this has an impact for all people living in 

the countryside, those considered to be more economically vulnerable, such 

as older people, people who are out of work, young people (particularly those 

leaving care) and disabled people, are especially at risk from further economic 

hardship, health inequalities and isolation if they lack access to their own 

private transport.   

 O’Shea, Walsh, & Scharf (2012 :16) note for example, that access to a 

car can make the ‘difference between receiving and not receiving services’ for 

older people in rural areas.  For people with learning difficulties, the issue of 

access to transport has been well documented.  Hatton, Robertson, Power, 

Baines & Emerson (2009) demonstrated how transport is an issue for all 

people with learning difficulties.  This is specifically because the emphasis in 

Valuing People Now on work as a way to tackle social exclusion, was 

undermined by the inability to use free bus passes before 9.30, the 

inaccessibility of vehicles and timetable information and issues around safety 
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from abuse from staff and public.  Although the policy Valuing People Now 

has been dropped, the aims of inclusion through employment remain a 

cornerstone of the coalition government’s policy and that of the three major 

political parties in the run up to the 2015 election.  When this is intersected 

with the rural space in the wake of swingeing cuts to public services including 

transport and social care, it creates a confluence of unachievable aspirations 

and unrealistic demands for many people living in rural areas.  This, as the 

field note below illustrates, was something that the SpeakUp group picked up 

on very early: 

Discussed looking at transport.  ‘Transport is rubbish for everyone here, 
not just us’ (FN 16/05/12 quote from group member meeting to discuss 
potential themes for the research)  

 
This problem with ‘rubbish’ rural transport has an impact on the co-

researchers and, indeed other disabled people in the county, on a number of 

levels explored in the first part of this chapter.  Firstly, it restricts access to 

social and employment activities and health providers.  It also has an impact 

on the care and support they receive as travel time reduces contact time.  

Finally it creates a sense of isolation from the rest of the UK, making what in 

the rest of the country would be a 40 minute commute become a two hour 

excursion.  This creates a narrow and insular outlook which, as various 

serious case reviews, including the Budock House report (CSCI & HC 2006), 

results in out of date practices in social care being seen as the norm.  Thus 

the physical experience of isolation combined with the psychological feeling of 

being ‘at the end of the line’, breeches simplistic categories of poor public 
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transport or lack of access to private transport and the resulting 

consequences.   

As Brigham & Cohen (2011) observed in relation to people with 

learning difficulties in Cornwall, lack of access to transport ‘amplifies the 

impact of deprivation’ (: 6.1.3) making it difficult for people with learning 

difficulties to access mainstream social and employment opportunities.  These 

worries were echoed by Bane et al. (2012) who noted that for people with 

learning difficulties in Ireland, access to transport was key to maintaining 

independence and relationships, both romantic and platonic.  They further 

recommended that people with learning difficulties be involved in the design of 

public transport and staff training.  For people in supported housing in 

Northern Ireland, which was often situated in isolated, rural communities, 

Abbott & McConkey (2006) observed particularly poor access to public 

transport leaving residents both geographically and socially isolated.    

Transport also has an impact on people supporting disabled people as 

Manthorpe & Stevens (2008) argue in that there are two issues around 

transport in rural areas.  First is access itself but there is also the issue of 

paying for travel time for support workers, many of whom are on minimum 

wage and zero hours contracts (Ramesh 2013).  In our discussions around 

support problems, Natasha had recognised that support workers’ travel time 

had an impact on the services she and others received.  Despite not paying 

workers for travel time being illegal (McGregor 2013) a recent compliance 

report (HMRC 2013) found that over half of home care service firms were 

non-compliant with national minimum wage legislation.  For support workers 

in rural areas, the long distances needed to travel between seeing clients 
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serves to further push down already low wages and increased fuel costs and 

wear and tear on personal vehicles disadvantages them further compared 

with their urban counterparts. 

These difficulties in accessing affordable and reliable transport were 

noted by Cemlyn, Fahmy, Gordon, & Bennett (2002) when poor transport was 

identified as an issue to be tackled if regeneration in Cornwall was to be 

successful.  Over 10 years and large amounts EU Objective One funding later 

and Cornwall continues to have an ‘unstable’ bus network (Cornwall & IoS 

LEP 2014) with declining services and investment over the past twelve years, 

coupled with increasing fares has resulted in decreasing passengers.  Whilst 

there are a number of proposals to promote sustainable transport within 

Cornwall, they are largely ‘wish lists’ (Cornwall & IoS LEP 2014; Cornwall 

County Council 2011a).  The main committed spending on transport was 

precipitated by the destruction of the railway line in Dawlish during the 

2013/14 storms that left Cornwall cut off by rail from the rest of the country.  

This highlighted the poor transport infrastructure in Cornwall on a national 

level, emphasising the difficulties people in the county face in terms of 

services which are taken for granted in more affluent and urban parts of the 

UK.  The government response to this was telling, once again pressing 

forward the message that rural services exist, not to support local people, but 

the consumption of rural spaces.  The resulting proposed  £146m investment 

into rail infrastructure thus has tourism as its core focus (Gov.uk 2014) and 
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has resulted in accusations of ‘pork barrel’47 politics (Mason 2014; Parker 

2014) in what became a highly contested region in the 2015 general election.  

In terms of access to private transport within Cornwall, 80% of people 

own a car (Cornwall Council Community Intelligence Team 2012) compared 

with 73% nationally.  Whilst car ownership is often considered to be a signifier 

of wealth, in Cornwall, where public transport is expensive and, in more rural 

spaces, very poor, cars are an expensive necessity with over 60% of cars 

over 6 years old and 15% over 13 years old (Cornwall Community Safety 

Service 2013).  As most people with learning difficulties cannot drive 

(Learning Disability Coalition 2008) they are therefore dependent on public 

transport, families or local service provision for transport. 

This difficulty for people with learning difficulties in rural spaces is 

supported by Tucker et al. (2012) who found that Cornish participants 

reported that transport was problematic in terms of access, cost and ease of 

use, further creating complications for accessing employment.  This is 

reflected in Natasha’s comment in Chapter 8 about leaving school and not 

being able to read a bus timetable.  Learning to use public transport is difficult 

if there is less opportunity to practice.  From the research project’s outset, 

transport difficulties arose: 

Mark and then ******** arrived.  They turned up late because they 
can only use their free bus passes after 9.30 now, and they both live 
quite a long way away. (FN 28/02/12 first meeting with SpeakUp) 

 

                                                
47 Pork barrel politics is slang for politicians funneling money to a specific area 
or social group in the hope of support. 
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The co-researchers and other members of the SpeakUp team were vocal 

about the difficulties they faced in terms of transport and the impact of a 

recent change in local policy to harmonise with national policy, preventing 

them from using their bus passes before 9.30.  As the following extract from 

my field notes demonstrates, they were quick to spot the inconsistency in 

stated policy (around accessing employment/voluntary work) and the actual 

policy that created barriers to doing this: 

Suggestions made about possible research subjects…. 
Why can’t they use their bus passes before 9.30 anymore? 
Who made the decision? 
Why are they being encouraged to do voluntary work for charities 
etc. when they can’t sometimes get there before midday because of 
this policy? (FN 28/02/12 first meeting with SpeakUp) 

For all the co-researchers, transport was an important consideration in terms 

of where they lived.   For Stuart, living in a modern estate on the outskirts of 

Truro, affords him good transport links and whilst he does not have a sense of 

attachment to physical place, he has an attachment to the social aspect of 

where he lives: 

Liz: you were saying last time that you didn’t really feel much of a 
connection to the actual place… 

Stuart: yeah 
Liz: as long as you could travel to wherever? 
Stuart: yeah 
Liz: So is this neighbour friend someone you would travel to see… 
Stuart: yeah 
Liz: if you moved away? 
Stuart: Yeah.  (Stuart Trip 3) 

 
For Stuart, access to regular and reliable bus routes, providing quick access 

into town, are more important than picturesque locations or even established 

family and community links.  This is illustrated in the following extract 
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recorded in a small village Stuart used to live in and where his sister still lives.  

Throughout the visit, Stuart was greeted by a number of people: 

Liz: So how would you get into town from here?  Bus?  
Stuart: Yeah  
Liz: Were they fairly regular?  
Stuart: Yeah  
Liz: But not regular enough to make you want to move back here?  
Stuart: No 
…. 
Liz:  When you were living here, were you still going to ******* 

School?  
Stuart: Yeah  
Liz:  God! That must have been a trip and a half!  
Stuart: Yes (laughing)  
Liz: And you did that by bus, each morning? 
Stuart: Yes  
Liz: Was there a direct bus or did you have to change?  
Stuart: Change  
Liz: I can imagine. It must have taken you ages to get in.  
Stuart: Yeah. Although I have a friend who I met at school, but I am 

still in contact with now, that lived in Shortlanesend, so I used to 
get a lift with his mum and dad. (Stuart: Trip 4) 

  
Natasha likewise emphasises the importance of being central and having 

ready access to a variety of services: 

Natasha: yeah, I mean, cos I live on my own and cos I got no 
transport, so it’s like to be central, it’s better…  here I’ve got 
more places to shop, supermarkets, lots of places to travel to, 
erm, more things going on here and stuff.  And you’ve got a 
cinema here and lots of different things here, so it’s quite a lot. 

Liz: so it’s about the social things, stuff to do? 
Natasha: yeah.  (Natasha: Analysis 2) 

 
Although Natasha appreciates the aesthetics of her rural area, often walking 

down to local picturesque fishing villages, she is very clear about the 

disadvantages of living in such places.  In this extract we are discussing what 
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it would be like to live in the small fishing village we walked to on our second 

trip: 

Liz: You didn’t sound that impressed with the idea of living there  
Natasha: Nooooo!...... …. 
Liz: But it’s so pretty! 
Natasha:  Nothing to doooo!  I’d get bored!  I’d be like having to 

catch the bus every time to go to St Austell! 
Liz:  They must have something!  Don’t they have a church there? 
Natasha: They do, but it’s so small.  That is it. What you see is what 

you get (laughs) 
… 
Natasha: There’s a church hall, but I don’t think they do much, it’s 

very small. 
Liz:  Do you ever go there in winter time? 
Natasha: Yeah 
Liz: What’s it like in winter? 
Natasha: Ummmm, really quiet.  There’s nothing going on there.  

You wouldn’t want to go there in winter and it’s really cold, 
really cold. 

… 
Natasha: … You do feel isolated in the countryside.  (Natasha: 

Analysis 2) 
 
Natasha’s priorities about where she lives are wider than simply having 

access to decent transport in order to access work and other services.  For 

Natasha having a sense of thriving community and active church are 

important to her sense of belonging.  Natasha recognises that the more 

picturesque places lack the kind of vibrant community that St Austell has 

because they are essentially holiday locations. 

For John, where he lives is contingent on where his family lives and 

transport has little impact in that decision, but this might be because most of 

his family live close by in an urbanised area: 

Liz:  You wouldn’t fancy living somewhere a bit more rural then? 
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John:  I’ve got to be close to my family, but I want to move to 
Camborne from Redruth. 

Liz:  If your family were living in a small village then, would you 
move? 

John:  Yeah, I’d move to be close to them. 
Liz:  It wouldn’t bother you living in a small village 
John:  No, no.  (John: Trip 2) 

 
John and his friends however also have difficulties with transport despite 

reasonably good public transport links, especially in terms of accessing 

healthcare.  The following extract (which also evidences some of the 

exploitation that John has experienced), demonstrates how transport for 

disabled people is restricted, leaving only expensive alternatives like taxis for 

some journeys: 

John:  I took a lady up here to Treliske (the county hospital), right, I 
got a taxi, I thought okay, I didn’t mind it was £30, I paid the taxi 
driver back here again and she paid me £20 and left me to pay 
£10. So I thought that’s very nice, thank you very much. Two 
weeks later her family say I got to pay her back the £20. It’s 
nothing to do with me. But, I thought bugger it. (John Trip 4) 

 
 John also revealed an unexpected benefit especially for young people with 

learning difficulties that poor transport links afforded.  In this extract John is 

discussing what happened at the weekends when he went home from school: 

John:  Yeah we used to have people come back from Liskeard.  
They sometimes stayed over at mine as well because it was too 
far for them to go back.  

Liz:  So when you went to Green Vale, were most of the students 
there local? 

John: Yeah, some were local, some were from Liskeard, Bodmin, 
like Natasha.  (John Trip: 4) 
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Because there were such poor transport links for others in the County, John’s 

parents would accommodate some of his friends over the weekends allowing 

both John and the friend staying the opportunity to socialise.  

Mark is the only co-researcher for whom transport was less of a concern 

than place.  Since moving to Porth Wreak from an intentional community, 

Mark, as discussed in the previous two chapters, feels an intense connection 

to his locality and consequently minimises what are substantial transport 

problems: 

Mark:  It doesn’t bother me because I can get straight on the ferry 
over to Falmouth, it doesn’t bother me one little bit.    

Liz: yeah, that’s true… how much is the ferry to Falmouth?  
Mark:  Well I’ve got an oyster card, so I can use that on the ferry  
Liz:  So it’s cheap then?  
Mark:  Yeah48 
Liz:  Right so if you wanted to go to a bustling town, you can do.  You 

can get straight over to Falmouth  
Mark: Yep, it’s only a 20 minute boat ride from Porth Wreak to 

Falmouth.  (Mark Analysis 2) 
 
Although buying a pre-pay card is cheaper for Mark to go to Falmouth on the 

ferry, Mark most often goes to Truro for shopping and for this he needs to 

catch a bus.  There are 5 buses between Porth Wreak terminating at the 

hospital in Truro running Monday to Saturday with a journey time of 75 

minutes.  For people working in Truro, the last bus leaves the centre at 

5.25pm.  The need to find affordable food and other provisions locally is a 

concern to all the co-researchers which leads to the next significant access 

issue, consumption. 

                                                
48 Depending on the amount of credit pre-purchased on the Fal Mussel card, 
the foot ferry to Falmouth costs between £2.16 and £3.00 per trip. 
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Shopping for Citizenship: Buying into Neoliberalism in a Rural 

Area 

A significant part of the neoliberal political project in addition to reducing the 

welfare state and liberalising the workforce, is to position citizenship alongside 

consumption and economic participation.  As Hall (2013) argues: 

… social inclusion has always been about more than getting a paid 
job (although this is an essential prerequisite): inclusion is arguably a 
set of normative behaviours—of consumption and lifestyle, self-
confidence and independence, active participation and responsibility. 
(: 245-246) 

 
Bauman (2007) emphasises the point, demonstrating how poor people and, 

by extension, people with learning difficulties, are first identified as lacking the 

capacity to fully consume and then categorised as liabilities: 

First and foremost, the poor of today (that is, people who are 
‘problems’ for the rest) are ‘non-consumers’, not ‘unemployed’. They 
are defined in the first place through being flawed consumers, since 
the most crucial of the social duties that they do not fulfil is that of 
being active and effective buyers of goods and services that the 
market offers. In the book-balancing of a consumer society, the poor 
are unequivocally a liability, and by no stretch of imagination can 
they be recorded on the side of present or future assets. (: 33) 

 
If disabled people cannot join the club of citizenship as employees with the 

attendant disposable income, then their participation in the economy must be 

reframed in order to maintain the illusion of ‘inclusion’ (in the neoliberal 

sense).  Thus people are no longer ‘users’ of public services but ‘customers’ 

or ‘consumers’ (Clarke 2007).  One of the ways in which the co-researchers 

do regularly consume however, is shopping for food.   

As with many things in rural locations, local shops, where they still exist, 

are more expensive and the large and cheaper supermarkets tend to be more 
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inaccessible without a car.  So whilst Mark for example has access to a local 

convenience store, unlike the more wealthy inhabitants, he makes the long 

and time-consuming trip to Truro for food shopping: 

Mark: But there’s a cooperative down the village they do their 
shopping there  

Liz:  But you go to Truro for your shopping? 
Mark:  Yeah cos um Iceland is a lot cheaper, you can buy like bread 

for a pound or crumpets for a pound, there are a lot of things in 
there for a pound to two pounds.  

…. 
Liz: So would you go to Falmouth if you wanted to go shopping, to a 

supermarket or something?  
Mark:   No what I’ll do is I’ll get on a ferry to Falmouth and then 

Falmouth to Truro on the bus and do my shopping in Truro and 
get the bus from Truro back to Porth Wreak.  (Mark Analysis 2) 

 
Although Mark will sometimes go food shopping on his own, he sometimes 

uses some of his support time for shopping.  Similarly, Stuart takes advantage 

of car access during support time to go shopping.  This use of support allows 

them both to access the supermarkets off the bus routes.    

Although we went to the local large supermarket, which was within 

walking distance for Natasha, as with Mark and Stuart, Natasha also needs to 

shop around and prefers to use the discounted supermarkets or independent 

shops for her food shopping: 

Liz:  How often do you come here? 
Natasha:  Oh, I normally go to town to Iceland or Lidl 
Liz:  Right (Natasha Trip 1) 

 
Despite there being financial reasons for using the discount stores, Natasha 

also disliked the large size of the main supermarket, which was by Cornwall 

standards exceptionally large: 

[searching for checkout] 
Liz:  God, it's a really big place, this isn't it? 
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Natasha:  I don't like the big places, I like the smaller places, I get 
round them quicker.  I only come here now and again.  
(Natasha Trip 1) 

 
The discount stores near Natasha are also more central and much smaller in 

size compared with the one we visited on the trip which, despite being within 

walking distance for Natasha, is on the outskirts of town on a busy 

intersection and more orientated towards drivers than pedestrians.  Because 

of the availability of mainstream and discount supermarkets, Natasha is able 

to negotiate her access to them without recourse to support workers.  

Natasha is also able to know which of the local independent shops such as 

the butcher, offer better value for money. 

John has a close relationship with shops.  Firstly, his job with a major 

supermarket, as well as providing him with paid employment, helps to situate 

him firmly within his community.  John’s very visible presence has resulted in 

making him known to a large number of people.  During all our trips people 

would make comments about his work and how he was getting on.  Part way 

through the research process, John moved from one branch to another.  This 

resulted in him having even greater visibility in his area and consequently the 

chat from customers from his old location, even a few months after his move, 

revolved around how much he was missed and wishes for his return.  John’s 

pride in his work is demonstrated by the esteem in which he is held, both by 

comments from customers directly to him and to the supermarket 

management who award John with staff merits.   

John also has close connections with the local independent shop 

owners.  Having longstanding links in the area going back generations, many 

of the people working or owning the local shops are known to John either 
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personally or tangentially.  Whilst most of John’s food shopping is done for 

him online by his niece, he is a frequent shopper in the local stores for food, 

hardware and second hand goods.  By frequenting these stores, John 

reinforces his position in the community as a ‘local’ and by buying 

occasionally, John also ‘buys’ the right to socialise in these spaces.  On our 

trips around Redruth and Camborne, John searched for potential purchases in 

only a couple of places and bought very little, most shops were visited with 

the intention of chatting with the people working there: 

John was in and out of all the shops in Camborne saying hello to 
people.  Had connections with everyone it seemed.  Knows everyone 
and all their families.  Struck by the number of people saying how 
much they missed seeing him at Tesco’s, John saying they should 
come to the one in Redruth instead. (FN 17/07/2013) 

 
So for John, what are public commercial spaces are also places to socialise, 

make contact and keep up to date with the community and iteratively establish 

the right to maintain his presence in these public areas.  This experience of 

John’s maintains his ability to inhabit public spaces as a non-consumer, is in 

contrast to some of Mark and Natasha’s experiences in similar spaces 

discussed below. 

Disrupting the plan 

The decline of social connectedness and the utter dominance of a 
consumer society are far from unrelated phenomena: that, at least in 
part, social and civic disconnectedness is a product of the consumer 
society.  (Miles, 2012: 4) 

 
The neoliberal project is premised upon consumption in all forms, with post-

war urban areas becoming temples to mass-consumerism (Harvey 1989) in 

line with users of public services being recast as consumers.  By including all, 
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from the urban elites in their glass and steel penthouses, to the job seekers 

using employment services, neoliberalism ensures, in the words of Warren 

Buffett, we all ‘have skin in the game’.  Neoliberalism is more easily 

recognised in urban areas, particularly in the way huge disparities of wealth 

are more visible despite the city’s attempts to cover over the underbelly of 

poverty (Miles 2012).   However, Fahmy & Pemberton (2012) argued that the 

countryside has also been reconfigured as a ‘sphere of consumption’ (:1.5) 

further marginalising poor people.  Thus spaces of socialisation and leisure in 

the western world are increasingly spaces of consumption (Miles 2012; 

Harvey 1989).  In urban areas, problematic non-consumers such as homeless 

people are controlled and further marginalised by the use of pavement/wall 

spikes or hostile seating designs (see Omidi, 2014 for examples).  Such 

measures are placed in order to ensure we, as a society are compliant and 

doing what, as Lefebvre, cited by (Elden 2004 :149) says:  

… the plan expects them to do, shopping in the shopping centre, 
asking for advice at the advice bureau, doing everything the civic 
centre offices demand of them like good, reliable citizens’. 

 
Whilst rural areas, as per Fahmy and Pemberton’s (2012) charge, are 

becoming increasingly commodified, such defensive measures against the 

‘failed consumer’ observed and/or reported by co-researchers take place in 

what are seen as the ‘high value’ areas of tourist hot spots and areas with a 

mix of affluence and poverty.  Spaces of consumption, as per Lefebvre’s 

‘plan’, should therefore only be used for consumption; other activities such as 

socialising are secondary to this.  Thus socialising without consuming, 
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particularly in a commercial space, is disrupting the plan by using the wrong 

space for the wrong purpose.  Areas with high levels of deprivation, such as 

John’s neighbourhood, are however more welcoming to poorer people, so one 

can safely sit in a café, nursing a coffee with little risk of being moved on.  

Likewise the workers in most shops, many of which, such as the second-hand 

shop, catered specifically to people on low incomes, would discuss local and 

personal issues at length without any expectation of a purchase being made.  

From people spending all day in the café with one drink, to groups of men 

hanging out in the pedestrianized shopping areas shouting out to friends and 

acquaintances and shop workers discussing their mother’s health, all these 

groups have the freedom to disrupt the plan by socialising in the ‘wrong 

space’.  Here the line between public and private/commercial spaces is 

blurred by ties of kinship and kithship in ways that are lost in communities with 

weaker connections or indeed very low numbers of poor people. 

Similarly, Mark’s neighbourhood has little need to deter the failed 

consumer as there are so few poor people living or visiting there and its 

inaccessible location dissuades casual visitors.  This, combined with the small 

population of ‘locals’, helps to explain the way Mark, as a disabled man on 

very low income and thus by most standards, a failed consumer, was able to 

not just disrupt an exclusive and expensive hotel, but to be welcomed into it.  

Mark showed me around the Hotel premises, introducing me to people he 

knew there such as the head chef, the receptionist and service staff.  All found 

time to talk and participate in the kind of connective ‘chat’ described in 

Chapter 7.  This confection of elegance and fulfilment of desires that the hotel 
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represents, might have resulted in the rapid expulsion of a poor and 

marginalised man wandering its spaces if situated in a large, urban place.  In 

Porth Wreak however, here there was no surveillance, no watchful eyes on 

Mark as he disrupted the plan of the hotel’s function, namely to provide 

tailored services to the very wealthy at a high financial cost.   

Reasons for accepting the way Mark ‘disrupted the plan’ of 

consumption in the hotel are, I would suggest, a complex intermingling of 

place, community and the maintenance of the rural idyll.  Few people in the 

area are income deprived (Cornwall Rural Community Council 2009) 

compared to sites in London which also have spaces of luxury consumption 

(Leeser 2011), which makes the public visibility of non-consumers such as 

Mark, low.  This helps to negate the need for the kind of heightened 

surveillance and ‘defensive architecture’ found in places with more visible 

inequality such as Kensington and Chelsea or Westminster.  In a sense, the 

isolated location of Porth Wreak acts as a form of defence against non-

consumers generally; in order to live there one generally needs to be wealthy 

and in order to visit there, one needs private transport and the resources to 

cover the fuel and/or ferry costs.  The alternative is to take a lengthy and 

expensive trip by public transport.  Once there, consumption is the main 

option after taking in the idyllic scenery.  One consumes the history (by 

visiting the Castle), the commercial produce (from the many bijou boutiques), 

or the food and drink.  To help promote visitor consumption, the resident 

community works hard to maintain the idyllic atmosphere.  Being welcoming 

to all, the hotel and the wider community projects an image of cohesion and 

inclusiveness attractive to visitors.  Overtly rejecting people considered 
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undesirable or deviant would draw attention to the fact that even in such idyllic 

communities there are dark shadows.  Further, and at the risk of 

individualising, Mark is both well known and well liked in Porth Wreak.  Mark 

might be considered a ‘failed consumer’ but he adds an edge of authenticity 

and colourful eccentricity to his community.  That Mark does not engage in 

forms of deviant or anti-social behaviour, unlike a very small number of other 

inhabitants49, serves to support his place within his community’s affections. 

However, these personal qualities that Mark possesses do not extend 

outside of his community.  In Truro, which has much higher levels of 

deprivation, Mark is barred from disrupting the plan by being excluded from 

the café where his friend works: 

Mark:  I got a friend who works in the café but um … in Truro, but 
last night I was told that I can’t go to this café any more to talk 
to my friend because they were getting a bit angry with her 
talking to me.  

Liz:  Right ..  
Mark:  So…..  
Liz:  Is she a waitress there or  
Mark:  Yeah, yeah  
Liz:  So they don’t like her talking to the customers  
Mark:  It’s not the customers… they don’t like me talking to her  
…  
Mark: I sometimes go in there and have juice or something in there 

or sometimes have a chat with Jane or [pause] I don’t stop her 
from working, she doesn’t stop, she does her work.  

Liz: Yeah 
Mark:  But now they said if I go in there again, they see me talking to 

her again then they would have to sack her.  From her job.  
(Mark Analysis 2) 

                                                
49 In some of Mark’s chats with people he knew, it was established that a very 
small number of people engaged in disruptive, criminal and/or anti-social 
behaviour, resulting in at least one person losing their social housing tenancy 
and being moved out of the area. 
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In this instance and in this place with higher levels of deprivation than Porth 

Wreak, Mark is identified, recognised and finally positioned as a failed 

consumer.  Even a token drinks purchase is not sufficient to ‘buy’ time to 

socialise with his friend.  In the larger more urban community, Mark is just one 

of many with no social or economic capital that would make him a welcome 

customer.  Whilst Valentine (2008) suggests that her respondents felt that 

their behaviour in public spaces was regulated, with tolerance being extended 

as a courtesy of the dominant, the café management feels no such regulation 

or need to extend tolerance.  The disruption of their space of consumption is 

to be controlled using all available options, including threats to their 

employees so unlike the ‘de-anonymisers that make our public lives livable’ 

(Laurier & Philo, 2005 :13) as is the case with John’s local café, the café 

owners here isolated and exclude Mark.  Further, being situated in an urban 

environment, the café has no need to position itself as part of an idyllic and 

inclusive rural community in the way the hotel does.  In this transient space of 

consumption, Mark is seen as one of many failed or under-consumers in the 

area. 

A further example from the research of disrupting the plan if not failing to 

consume, is taken from the first trip Natasha and I made to her local 

supermarket.  The supermarket had a number of tasting stalls set up, many of 

which we visited.  The general process at the stalls was an invitation to try out 

a measured quantity of the produce during which the sales person would give 

a short set description of what it was made from, where it came from and 

recommendations for its consumption.   At the final one, Natasha disrupted 
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the testing space by ignoring the salesman’s patter as we tasted each product 

and then asking about the product before moving onto the next taster.  

Because the salesman was forced to focus his attention in a meaningful as 

opposed to a superficial way on Natasha, he was thus disrupted from 

delivering his spiel to other customers unless he ignored Natasha and her 

questions.  The transcript extract below fails to convey the salesman’s 

increasing irritation with us, nor Natasha’s apparent insouciance.  As Natasha 

and I made a second pass of the tasting samples, the salesman’s 

exasperation was palpable and I began to suspect that Natasha was 

deliberately engaged in ‘annoying the normals’, an act in which I felt a sense 

of collusion: 

Natasha: Eurch!  I hate that! 
Liz: Well it's got no flavours in it has it? 
Natasha:  Oh! Let’s try another one so 
Liz:  I'm not keen on the mayonnaise 
Natasha:  Which one was it that I really liked?  I think it was the 

brown one. 
Liz: Oh God [indistinct] 
Natasha: (sniggering) 
S2 (with exasperation): Thank you very much ladies! 
Liz:  You like that one? 
Natasha: Mmm 
[indistinct] 
Natasha:  That oil one [indistinct] eurggh! (Natasha Trip 1) 

    
I asked Natasha about this after, to try to establish if she was purposefully 

winding the salesman up for fun, but she claimed not to have been aware of it.  

Her mischievous giggles at the salesman’s increasing frustration as we 

continued our tasting, lead me to wonder.  Our disruption to the plan of this 

temple of consumerism was partly mitigated by the fact that Natasha was a 
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bona fide consumer.  Additionally, the size of the supermarket, despite the 

significant surveillance present, afforded a degree of anonymity in spite of 

being local to Natasha and indeed a former workplace.   As a large 

supermarket chain owned by a multinational, the staff there, mostly on the 

minimum wage, may have less interest in how much a customer actually 

consumes and more interest in getting their shift over with.  They have less 

invested therefore than the café owners who sought to exclude Mark and 

consequently, although Natasha is not being a wholly ‘good citizen’ by 

disrupting the plan, her deviation from the rules is more hidden and has less 

impact.  The size of the supermarket also makes it unattractive for socialising 

and thus not an effective networking place.   

Whilst commercial spaces’ prime function is as places of consumption, 

they can also be spaces to network and connect.  So the smaller shops and 

cafés can act as local hubs giving as Laurier & Philo (2005) suggest the kind 

of pleasure and conviviality that is often absent in wholly public places such 

as schools and libraries.  In large urban areas, such places are plentiful, 

however as Watkins (2006) notes, when such commercial premises are 

forced to close in rural areas, the loss of such spaces results in ‘network 

poverty’.  For small rural villages this is especially pertinent given the loss of 

many small businesses, particularly shops and post offices, over the past 

decade (Plunkett Foundation 2014; CPRE 2006) despite the current 

emergence of the community co-operative movement (Plunkett Foundation 

2014).  The importance of small community businesses in rural areas in 

supporting employment, sustainable transport and social cohesion is well 
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documented (see for example Annibal & Tasker, 2011; Commission for Rural 

Communities, n.d.; CRC, 2010; Manthorpe & Stevens, 2008).  For people with 

learning difficulties, these spaces also provide additional opportunities to be 

visible within their communities.  Milner & Kelly (2009) report that participants 

in their study in a rural town had become recognised community figures 

through their patronage of local shops, places of worship and leisure 

amenities. This reflects the ways in which all the co-researchers in this project 

also have established positive identities within their communities through 

frequenting businesses and participating in communal activities.  

Natural environments 
 
There has been a significant amount of literature exploring the benefits or 

otherwise of the ‘natural’ environment and other green spaces.  The literature 

review (Chapter 2) outlined some of the perceived therapeutic benefits of 

being in natural environments and the rise of care farms (Hine et al. 2008; 

Leck et al. 2014; Ulrich et al. 1991).  There is also a considerable amount of 

literature around mental health and rural spaces (see Curtis, 2010), but there 

has been less consideration given to the aesthetic pleasures indigenous (as 

opposed to incomers) residents get from the rural landscape itself.  

Exceptions to this can be found within the discussions of natural environments 

in the field of childhood studies.  Ward's (1988) work notwithstanding, most 

examples of ‘green play’ however tend to be in fabricated and adult mediated 

green spaces (e.g. Änggård, 2011) such as parks and playgrounds or, as with 

Lomax's (2012) research, the way urban children would seek out the hidden 

green spaces in cities.  Lomax’s findings thus chime with Griffiths (2013) and 
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her notion of kith being the natural (in both senses of the word) landscape of 

childhood.   

However, Walsh, Shea, & Scharf (2012) in their extensive study 

exploring ageing in rural Irish communities, do cite indigenous rural dwellers 

demonstrating appreciation for the beauty of the rural environment in which 

they live.  Likewise, Stockdale (2004) noted that rural out-migrants had strong 

yearnings for the rural spaces they had left behind.  It could be conjectured 

that the way nature’s beauty is explored in the literature, is down to the focus 

of the research.  Paquette & Domon (2003) suggest that previously the focus 

on the rural was around long-standing connections to the land. They further 

note:  

Given the significant repopulation of some rural areas, it is 
understood that contemporary experiences of the countryside are 
increasingly influenced by external viewpoints. (: 426) 

 
Halfacree (1995) thus notes incomers’ preoccupation with rural aesthetics and 

Stockdale & MacLeod (2013) in their study of urban to rural migration, found 

that scenery was a significant factor for relocation.  Within the research 

project there was a division of appreciation of ‘green’ environments, with Mark 

and Natasha spontaneously discussing their pleasure in the countryside whilst 

Stuart and John had to be prompted. 

Pleasure and recreation 

Whilst Stuart and John both reported sometimes taking trips to the beach in 

the summertime, they only commented on the natural environment when 

directly asked and their interactions with and appreciation of nature related to 

childhood experiences.  In the following extract John and I were going up the 
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driveway to visit his old school.  The school building is a Victorian mansion set 

in extensively wooded grounds.  In the 1950s it was converted into a boarding 

school for disabled children.  Videos promoting the school highlight the 

‘magical’ and beautiful nature of the grounds, both verbally and visually 

(Green Manor School 2014).  The driveway up to the school is wooded with 

mature deciduous trees.  It struck me as the kind of place where children 

would enjoy playing and maybe making dens: 

Liz: So, did you play in the woods? John: We did more than play in the 
woods! (Laughs). (John Trip: 4) 

 
John’s innuendo-laden response indicated that the woodland provided the 

kind of freedom to explore and play in ways not otherwise available to him.  

Similarly, the first place Stuart lived was on the banks of the Truro River: 

Liz:  So what was it like living here  
Stuart:  I liked it  
Liz:  Yeah?  Did you used to come down to the river an stuff?  
Stuart:  Yeah ….. 
Liz:  So what kind of things did you do around here then? 
Stuart:  Well we had a few family friends who live nearby, so we went 

to visit them.  (Stuart trip 4) 
  
Stuart did not expand on what kind of activities he took part in on the 

riverbank, but the river is fast-flowing and whilst attracting kayakers and 

boating enthusiasts, is considered dangerous.  The main (and safest) leisure 

pursuits are bird watching and walking the riverbank.  Unlike Stuart and John, 

Natasha and Mark both spontaneously commented upon the natural 

environment.  Natasha was very specific about gaining enjoyment from 

walking or cycling to local coastal resorts.  For Natasha, immersing herself in 

nature works to alleviate stress and clear her head.  The following extract is 

taken from our trip to the supermarket.  Natasha had bumped into a work 
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colleague and they were discussing the merits of working from home versus 

the office: 

Natasha:  Yeah you need to get out don't you? 
F1:  Yeah, yeah, it’s a break isn't it?  You just feel like you're sat all 

time. 
Natasha:  Yeah that's right.  Remember that training at [local service 

provider]?  Stuck in that room ALL day! 
F1: Yeah it was horrid 
Natasha:  And then when I got home, I just went for a long walk 

afterwards, it was lovely! (Natasha trip 1) 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the therapeutic benefits of being able to access 

nature are well documented (Aked et al. 2008; Mills et al. 2014), especially for 

urban dwellers with even video exposure of natural landscapes being 

sufficient to reduce feelings of stress (Ulrich et al. 1991).  However as Curtis 

(2010) found in her analysis of the literature, the kind of natural environment 

that people found most therapeutic, were often those which were, if not 

controlled or tamed by humans, had at the very least some presence of 

humanity, thus suggesting the typical Arcadian landscape with shepherds and 

the occasional picturesque ruin.  In other words, the nature is non-threatening.  

This fits with Natasha’s preferred walking and cycling routes; riverside 

rambles fenced off from the nearby roads for the exclusive use of walkers, 

cyclists (but not trials-bikes or quad-cars) and, in some sections, horses.  The 

paths are well defined and signposted so becoming lost is impossible.  The 

area is popular with many different groups from solitary walkers, organised 

groups of cyclists from local scout troops and geo-cachers.   

So whilst Natasha is very clear about the disadvantages of rural living 

and is emphatic about remaining in the town, she appreciates and values the 

proximity of natural spaces.  Such an appreciation however also comes with a 
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degree of apprehension.  The systematic loss of green spaces to increasing 

urban creep in Cornwall as well as other parts of the world has led Natasha to 

envisage a dystopian future of the built environment, with only rare havens of 

greenery preceding an apocalyptic, end-of-days extermination of human kind: 

Natasha: Mmm [indistinct] I’m sure in thousands of years to come 
there will be no greenery left, all the towns will be joined 
together and then you won’t be able to differentiate which 
town’s which, they’ll all look the same. 

Liz: yeah, that’s like London. 
Natasha: Yeah! 
Liz: I mean London used to be a whole series of little villages and 

small towns and now it’s just London. 
Natasha: Oh wow, I can see this is going to be all the green patches 

that are going to be left are going to be so expensive to buy.  
People are gonna think ‘what can we turn this green patch 
into?’ not houses any more but em, nice parks and stuff, nature 
reserves. 

Liz: Yeah, well, it'll just be rich people living in those places. 
Natasha:  Mmm yeah and the population [indistinct] will go down, 

pollution’s gonna go up, rubbish is gonna go up and it's gonna 
be one massive bang and everyone disappears!  He he he! 

Liz:  You're a little ray of sunshine, aren't you? Ha ha! (Natasha: Trip 
1) 
 

Whilst Natasha might not have been entirely serious about the end of the 

world, as indicated by her laughter, loss of environment plays upon her mind 

sufficiently to imagine such an event.  So any significant loss of green space 

would likely diminish Natasha’s personal wellbeing.   

Mark also actively engages with the natural environment, using it as a 

playground, revelling in the rough and tumble of off-road cycling, a hobby 

Mark has enjoyed since childhood.  Here Mark is reminiscing about one of the 

holidays he took when living with the intentional community: 
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Mark: I went on a mountain biking weekend down here once on 
holiday with **** near St Eval, Perranporth, but we went around 
the little roads and we went on a nice, freezing-cold, morning 
mountain bike ride (Mark analysis trip 2) 

 
The rural space also gives Mark the opportunity to spend time outside 

enjoying the coastal scenery: 

Mark:  Sometimes I spend hours in this field here (next to the castle), 
watching the boats coming in and out and the helicopters flying 
over.  (Mark Trip 2) 

 
Mark thus derives health and social benefits by accessing green spaces both 

in terms of physical exercise and the social interactions whilst cycling or 

walking.  Whilst Mark acknowledges (as discussed in the previous chapters) 

that he sometimes feels somewhat isolated and can feel down, he repeatedly 

emphasises that his life is good and he is happy, with those feelings of 

contentment directly related to the specific community he lives in.  By keeping 

a remembrance of his date of arrival, which was a life-changing event, Mark 

literally counts his years of happiness:  

Mark: Yeah I fell in love with Porth Wreak straight away.  
Liz:  Yeah. 
Mark:  And um I’ve been here since the 20th November 98 and I’ve 

never looked back.  (Mark analysis trip 2) 
 
Living in such an elemental space on the coast also helps to create a bond 

with his fellow inhabitants as the weather has an impact on sociability and 

people’s livelihoods either from tourism or, less commonly now, fishing. 

Mark:  Yeah some. [pause] I’d say like last summer, last summer 
was completely miserable, we had all the rain wet and windy all 
the time.  

Liz:  Yeah it was awful wasn’t it.  
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Mark: It was rough weather all the time, but when you’ve got dry 
weather or nice weather like with the sunshine, people come 
out of their nests or their holes. (Mark analysis trip 2)  

 
The connection to the weather is, per national stereotypes, a quintessentially 

British obsession (Harley 2003).  However, within rural areas globally, from 

Cornwall’s farmers (Wilson & Lewis 2013) to the Sea Islanders of South 

Carolina (Blake 1984), the subject of the weather is of prime importance.  It 

could even be suggested that the British nostalgia for its idyllic, rural past, 

rooted as it was within the changing seasons and tides with work revolving 

around the weather (Golinski 2007), continues in current preoccupation with 

the weather.  As Mark alluded to above, the weather also has a social impact 

which is more pronounced in areas with high levels of tourism (Cork 2014).  

As with many people living in areas with high levels of tourism, Mark is very 

aware of the importance of tourism to the local economy and the impact the 

weather has on tourists: 

Liz: so most people in Porth Wreak, do they make their money in the 
tourist season then? 

Mark: oh yeah, yep, yeah… 
Liz:  So it must be quite good really then when you have lots of 

visitors 
Mark: Yep (Mark, Trip 2) 

 
As Getz (1994) suggests, attitudes of people living in tourist destinations are 

contingent upon how beneficial tourism is perceived to be in the long run.  

Whilst Mark would sometimes suggest tourists were a nuisance, especially if 

they were walking slowly in the road, like many people he accepts that they 

are important to the economy: 

Mark is a bit ambivalent about tourism.  He says the usual stuff about 
us ‘needing’ tourism, but he also said in a joking way about how 
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annoying they were because they were so slow.  Funny how tourists 
see us rural folk as slow, but we are the ones who moan about them 
crawling slowly along the road.  (FN 06/06/2013) 

 
Whilst there is an acknowledgement that tourism can be both a blessing and a 

curse, it does create the sense of being ‘other’ and distinct.  To be identified 

as a tourist, even when one is a tourist, is to be subject to a degree of stigma 

(Cohen 2010); we prefer to be seen as travellers, or even better, if we are 

unable to actually be local, to at least have an ‘insider’ perspective (Katan 

2012).  So for those of us who are insiders, we can, as the field note above 

and the following extracts suggest, place tourists as ‘other’: 

Liz: In the summertime, tourists, they must know you’re a local, is it like 
you’re part of a club then?  Like the locals’ club? 

Mark:  Well, local can be local or… but, um… it can be quite fun being a 
local in the village.  Everybody knows you. (Mark, Trip 2) 

 
In some situations, the way tourists (and indeed incomers) are ‘othered’ in 

Cornwall can be seen as a form of de-humanising by the use of the pejorative 

term ‘emmet’50 or ant: 

Liz:  You didn’t seem to mind the tourists so much.   
Mark:  No, no  
Liz:  You did call them emmets  
Mark:  Haha yeah!   
Liz:  You were an emmet once!  … …  
Mark:  I’ve never ever considered myself an emmet.  (Mark analysis 2) 

 
Here and in the previous extract, Mark is very specific about distinguishing 

himself from tourists and aligning himself with the local population.  Being 

local is ‘fun’ but perhaps more crucially, one is ‘known’ and part of a larger 

                                                
50 Somewhat ironically, emmet is actually an Old English word for ant and not 
a Cornish word at all. 
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community providing solidarity and camaraderie.  Being ‘local’ is also a 

position of privilege.  One is living in a paradisiacal and enviable environment, 

a low crime, aesthetically pleasing and tight-knit community of cheerful and 

friendly locals.   For visitors, tourist destinations such as Porth Wreak are truly 

rural idylls. 

The Co-researchers’ Interactions with the Rural Idyll 
 
The notion of the rural idyll has been discussed elsewhere within the thesis 

(see Chapter 2 for background literature and the way rural idylls intersect with 

neoliberal notions of the ‘Big Society’) but this section will briefly discuss how 

the co-researchers engage (or not) with the way the idyllic countryside is 

presented as an ideal.   

This evocation of the aesthetic rural space as therapeutic space is 

reflected in the literature (see Chapter 2) and to some extent works to justify 

the physical exclusion and seclusion of segregated educational spaces.   The 

concept of rural idylls provides a powerful lay discourse (Jones 1995) which 

helps to situate rural disadvantage and marginalisation as peripheral to the 

perceived advantages of rural life in a ‘picture postcard’ environment (Fahmy 

& Pemberton 2012).  However, the co-researchers’ interactions with the rural 

idyll discourse are variable and very much contingent upon past experience 

and current residence.  Therefore, Stuart and John, who both spent 

childhoods in accessible rural and semi-urban areas before settling in semi-

urban areas, made little-to-no reference, positive or negative, to the tropes 

that typify the rural idyll, such as small, interconnected communities and 

beautiful scenery.  Stuart’s comments that he would not want to live where he 
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had poor access to transport is as near to the aspects of living in a rural place 

as he came.    

Mark was unconcerned with how the rural idyll can exclude through 

lack of access.  For Mark, the discourse of a supportive and close-knit 

community was a reality.  Despite some of the exclusion and isolation he had 

experienced and the difficult transport links, Mark felt a sense of belonging 

and connection that mitigates any of the negative aspects of rural life.  

Natasha conversely, having grown up in an inaccessible rural area, had a 

more ambiguous view of the rural idyll.  Whilst, as discussed earlier, she had 

an appreciation of the natural environment tempered by the difficulties that 

living in remote rural areas carries, Natasha was also sharply critical of the 

way in which the discourse of the rural idyll had worked to exclude her from 

the education she was entitled to.  The two following extracts both relate to 

the segregated school attended by Natasha and John: 

Natasha:  Yeah I think with all the old adults and stuff that go “oh, it's 
such a nice school in a nice grounds, oh, it's so lovely there” and 
I'm thinking, like I haven't come for the nice grounds, I haven't 
come for it being pretty and all that kind of, I've come to get the 
education at the school, full stop.  (Natasha Trip 1) 

 

This positioning of the school as an idyllic space, was, as discussed earlier in 

the chapter, also promoted by the school’s website.  Additionally, being one of 

few special schools in the area, it was well-known and was also where a 

member of my own family went to school.  The comments made by Natasha 

about the perception of the ‘old adults’, were almost identical to comments 

made about the school by members of my own family, where the idyllic nature 

of the setting was privileged over the ability to function as a place of 
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education.  This valuing of the aesthetic over function was constantly 

emphasized during the visits by John and Natasha to the school, by the 

school secretary who drew attention to the beauty of the building and its 

grounds, as in this extract from a trip with John: 

John:  This is my old classroom.  One of them. I used to sit here. 
Secretary: Over by the window, a lovely view, and you’ve got the lovely 

ceiling.  (John Trip 4) 
 
The literature around the rural idyll has often exposed the exclusion of 

marginalised others in relation to sexuality and different family forms (Watkins 

& Jacoby 2007), race (Dhalech 1998), youth (Rye 2006) and economic 

deprivation (Fahmy & Pemberton 2012).  The way the concept of the rural 

idyll has been used to both hide and explain these forms of exclusion as 

discussed in Chapter 2, is also extensive and indicates that for many rural 

inhabitants, some of the negative aspects are ameliorated by the positive 

aspects of rural life such as lower crime rates and attractive surroundings.  

However, the way in which the concept of the rural idyll has acted to exclude 

people with learning difficulties from a broad and meaningful education as per 

Natasha’s analysis is new.  Previously, research and literature around 

segregated education, whilst often noting the connections with rurality, either 

in the placement of schools (Philo & Metzel 2005; Metzel 2005) or in their 

names (Whittaker 2001), considered the rural situating of segregated 

institutions either as a form of social hygiene or for therapeutic reasons (Curtis 

2010). Natasha’s insider critique of the way the rural idyll was used to justify 

what she considered to be a substandard education, appears to be unique.  

Conclusions 
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Exploring the way rurality intersects with the lives of the co-researchers was 

always going to be an opaque process at times.  Issues around access and 

the importance of public transport in order to access affordable shops, 

education, leisure and employment are well understood in a rural context.  

Similarly, the benefits to wellbeing by being able to access green spaces are 

non-contentious and widely accepted.  The construction of the rural idyll is 

likewise well understood in the ways that it can press individuals into ignoring 

the hardship and exclusion around them in order to uphold the myth of idyllic 

country life.  The difficulty in the research was in teasing out the explicit 

influences of rurality from the co-researchers.  For all but Stuart, who spent 

his early years in a large urban area in the North of England, the co-

researchers have only ever experienced life in various degrees of seclusion 

and thus their experiences are, to a large degree usual: rural life is all they 

have ever known.  Despite this general lack of an explicit understanding of the 

way rurality has had an impact on the way they live their lives, the implicit 

effect of rurality is threaded throughout the co-researchers’ narratives. This 

can be seen particularly in the way they interact with the myth of the rural idyll, 

either rejecting it as Stuart and John have done, fully engaging with the 

discourse of it in Mark’s case or in the way Natasha critiques it. 

The impact of rurality additionally had an effect on the research 

process.  Again, this was sometimes very explicit and clearly identifiable, such 

as difficulties around transport and travelling times.  However, at other times, 

it was unclear whether it was rurality that created issues or if it was the effect 

of forms of social change such as the way neoliberalism has had an impact on 

the working lives of the co-researchers and the way the co-researchers are 
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also socially integrated in ways which are very different from the early years of 

inclusive research.  The final chapter will discuss some of the difficulties of the 

research process and reflect on how these difficulties could be an intersection 

between rurality and what might be considered as a ‘second wave’ or 

generation of inclusive research. 
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Discussion and Reflections on Outcomes, Research Process and 
Future Directions for Inclusive Research 

 
Introduction 
 
This, the final chapter, will discuss the outcomes of the research, the 

theoretical insights derived from the data and reflect on how effectively the 

research has achieved its aims of answering the original research questions.  

It will then reflect upon the difficulties of the research process, both in terms of 

taking an inclusive approach and the difficulties of doing such research in a 

rural space.  Finally, it will draw some conclusions about the research and 

where inclusive research might head in the future.  To do this, it will draw on 

data produced during the research, particularly from my research notes.  

Whilst it is acknowledged that the introduction of new data to a concluding 

chapter is not usual, the discussion of such data is for the following reasons.  

Although there is necessarily great detail about the process of the research 

itself in order to meet the requirements of the PhD, the research itself is less 

concerned with process than outcomes.  That said, the research process, 

being both inclusive and positioned in a rural space raised interesting issues 

worth reflecting on. There are interesting intersections between the apparent 

shift in inclusive research from process to outcomes, the putative emergence 
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of a form of second generation/second wave inclusive research, rural 

research and the impact of neoliberal policy shifts.  These issues would 

benefit from discussion and I intend to use some of my field notes to help to 

illuminate my thoughts on this.  I also discuss the actual outcomes from the 

research, in relation to the original research questions and in terms of the 

contribution to knowledge, transferability and implications.  Before that 

however, I return to the unapologetically political and reflective approach 

taken in the introduction in order to concisely discuss what I believe are some 

of the useful and interconnected insights to emerge from the research.   

Key Insights of the Research 
 

There is a specific political focus throughout the thesis on the dangers 

posed to a stable and cohesive society by the individualising and atomising 

effects of neoliberalism. The ever-increasing demands by global corporations 

for a cheap, flexible and mobile workforce, devoid of any corporate 

responsibility to those communities in which they operate, has effectively 

eroded kith in urban and many rural locations thus creating unstable and 

unsupportive communities.   This in turn has resulted in disabled people and 

other marginalised groups being left vulnerable to the Conservative 

government’s ideologically driven aim of decreasing the size of the welfare 

state.  Thus the development of rhizomatic connection mats illustrating the 

interdependent nature of communities and individuals, as well as having the 

potential to be used as an accessible research method in its own right, might 

also be used to establish the health of communities.  By mapping the spatial 

and temporal connections that people have, the changes wrought by social 

policy on the stability of geographic communities can be tracked and 
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assessed. This in turn ties in with reclaiming kith.  Kith, defined as a discrete 

category from kin and acquaintanceship, consisting of intergenerational social 

connections built up over time, acts to signify the stability (or otherwise) of a 

community.  Communities that are rich in kith are, by definition, more stable 

and in attempting to reclaim and identify the presence of kith, damage to the 

stability of communities is exposed.  In reclaiming kith I have been careful not 

to over-claim its presence as a panacea to the social ills wrought upon 

communities by neoliberal policy, however following my research data, I argue 

that stable communities are better able to support marginalised and 

disenfranchised members of those communities. Therefore tracking the 

erosion of kith in communities alerts us to increasing community instability 

and consequent vulnerability of marginalised groups. 

Identifying the impact of neoliberalism on individuals and local 

communities allows for the development of a robust and meaningful critique of 

government social and business policies.  It strengthens arguments for a 

review of the government’s ideological onslaught of welfare reform given the 

devastating effects it has had on disabled people in particular.  It should be 

noted that disabled people and especially those with learning difficulties, have 

been particularly sensitive to policy, attitudinal and social changes.  As easy 

targets, disabled people were the first to suffer from the 2010-2015 coalition 

government’s cuts.  This had a direct impact in terms of loss of funding and 

support services whilst indirectly social change has contributed to the erosion 

of informal and unpaid support networks as families and communities become 

more fragmented in order to meet the increasingly punitive welfare regimen or 

are forced to move out of area to seek work.  Disabled people have also been 
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increasingly affected by hate crimes.  In this way, disabled people have, for 

the past five years, been ‘canaries’51, alerting society to the dangers of 

neoliberal approaches.  A demolished industrial community such as the 2015 

closures of steelworks in the UK exposes the laissez-faire approach to 

corporate regulation which works to support multinational companies at the 

expense of the communities upon whose backs their wealth was made.  

History has shown us the catastrophic effects of such mass unemployment on 

communities, a legacy that persists to this day in many post-industrial areas of 

the UK.  This, combined with the aforementioned undermining of communities 

through demands for a mobile workforce and cuts to the social supports 

needed to withstand such instability, serves to decimate communities.  By 

identifying community instability, action can be taken to build up resistance 

and focus on moving away from the individualising politics of ‘independence’, 

one of neoliberalism’s more corrosive aspects, towards a more fruitful and 

interdependent approach. 

Connected into these social changes, the research process also 

suggested that there are changes afoot in inclusive research, both in the 

process and locus of research.  This putative ‘second wave’ of inclusive 

research is discussed in greater depth later in the chapter and again, like kith, 

has been subject to the influence of neoliberalism in that independence has 

been valorised to the point that many, if not most, people with learning 

difficulties in the UK now live in some way or other resembling ‘independent 

living’.  Whilst neoliberalism resulted in the dispersal and loss of community 

                                                
51 Canaries were traditionally used to warn coal miners of the build-up of 
dangerous gases. 
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for many people with learning difficulties, in advocating choice and 

independence it has also been of enormous benefit.  The downside of this is 

that many people with learning difficulties have now become part of a hidden 

population, specifically an impoverished ‘underclass’.  The consequences of 

this for inclusive researchers are explored more thoroughly later in the 

chapter. 

Outcomes 
 
The research began with a series of broad questions about what life is like for 

people with learning difficulties in rural areas in relation to barriers to 

inclusion, strategies for overcoming those barriers and the role of social care 

services in supporting inclusion.  At the time of developing the research 

proposal before the project began, I was mindful of the funding cuts to all 

forms of state support which was part of what seemed like the beginnings of a 

period of huge social upheaval.  I felt that I was about to start researching an 

area that had the potential to be radically different from when I began, thus 

the research would act as a kind of record of change.  There was also the 

possibility that the impact of the social change would not be fully understood 

until later, which would then possibly render the research out-dated.  There 

were, in addition, anxieties about how to research inclusively and allow the 

co-researchers a degree of agency about the direction of the research whilst 

addressing the main questions.  Previous research I had carried out locally, 

as a student and as a research assistant was continuously intersecting with 

rurality as a social construct.  I therefore worked on the premise that whatever 

the co-researchers decided to research, the pervasive nature of rurality would 

ultimately reveal itself. 
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The thesis therefore had the possibility of being two research projects 

in one.  There would be the outcomes to my PhD questions about how people 

with learning difficulties experience rural spaces and there would be the 

outcomes from the co-researchers’ questions.  As discussed in Chapter 4 in 

greater detail, the subject area for the inclusive aspect of the research was 

ultimately a close fit with my PhD question and I developed four questions, 

which, to some degree, also mirrored the research questions.  This had the 

effect of eliding the PhD research and the inclusive research into a single 

entity.  The messy reality of the research sometimes left me feeling like I was 

drowning in Schon's (1995) fabled swampy lowlands, desperately torn 

between rigor and relevance, wondering if I have even managed to answer 

my own questions.   

Assessing the thesis:  How well have the questions been 

answered? 

The four overarching questions the doctoral research sought to answer were: 

1. What is it like for people with learning difficulties living in rural spaces in 

England? 

2. What barriers are there to inclusion for people with learning difficulties 

in rural spaces? 

3. How do people with learning difficulties successfully overcome these 

barriers? 

4. What practices support or hinder inclusion for people with learning 

difficulties in a rural context? 

These questions were then accompanied by the co-produced questions: 

1. Who do people with learning difficulties see regularly? 
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2. Where do people with learning difficulties see people 

3. What stops people with learning difficulties being part of their 

community (and the opposite, what helps)? 

4. How have things changed over time? 

 
The research questions, both co-produced and those developed by me are 

interconnected in many ways.  The overarching questions are explicitly 

addressing the impact of rurality, whilst the co-produced questions were more 

concerned with the intimate and direct concerns of the co-researcher.  The 

inductive approach taken whereby the main themes arising from the 

outcomes mean that there is sometimes a lack of ‘fit’ between the question 

and any putative answer lead me to wonder if the questions, both overarching 

and co-produced were, in fact, the right questions to ask.     

 Answering the co-produced questions specifically is somewhat 

problematic in that the questions were initially developed with the expectation 

of using different methods and a larger sample.   Further, the questions 

themselves are very generalized.  Thus they only apply to four people with 

learning difficulties in Cornwall, all of whom are atypical.   

There are ways to resolve this difficulty.  I could retrospectively change 

the questions to fit the outcomes or I could shoehorn the outcomes to fit the 

questions.  I could also accept that the questions were perhaps not fit for 

purpose.  Of all three options the first one should be rejected out of hand.  

Apart from being dishonest, changing the questions in hindsight means that 

discussion about the complexities of doing this kind of messy research is lost.  

Therefore, I accept that the questions have not been answered by the 

research as fully as they might have been, especially if I had used more 
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traditional methods such as structured and semi-structured interviews.  

However, the research questions acted as a guide in developing the research 

and an awareness of them lead me to question some of my previous 

assumptions around concepts such as inclusion.  So the following section will 

apply the outcomes to the research questions in the best way I am able whilst 

being open to shortcomings in both the questions and the responses. 

In a sense, discovering I was perhaps asking the wrong questions lead 

me to question some of my previous assumptions, not just about disabled 

people, but also policy memes and the position of rural dwellers generally.  

With regard to the position of disabled people living in rural areas and 

researching in rural areas, I will explore these issues in the last section.  First, 

I would like to briefly reflect on how the notion of inclusion, key in how I 

approached the research and framed the questions, became a troublesome 

concept and led me to find an alternative. 

The problem with inclusion 

Inclusion has, at least superficially, a ‘feel-good’ association.  It is universally 

seen as positive.  Indeed, its adjective, inclusive, is not just the name, but also 

the philosophical and political driving force behind the research project’s 

approach.  My political and ethical personal foundations are based on 

inclusion.  If I am not ‘for’ inclusion then I am willing to allow people, for 

whatever reason, to be denied opportunities given to others.  This, as 

discussed in the introductory chapter, was one of the main reasons for using 

an inclusive research process.  As well as using an inclusive research 

approach for political and ethical reasons, the overarching question was about 
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discovering how people with learning difficulties experienced rural spaces.  

This automatically raises questions of community inclusion and exclusion 

because of the social aspects of living in rural spaces, making the use of 

inclusive research processes congruent with the overall aim of the research.  

This led me to frame specific research questions relating specifically to social 

inclusion and exclusion, a decision, with hindsight, I consider to have perhaps 

made without sufficient critical thought. 

Throughout the research process, I became increasingly uncomfortable 

with the concept of inclusion.  This was partly through the reading of, amongst 

other social geographers’ works, Hall (2010), in which he charts the 

reconceptualising of poverty as social exclusion by New Labour’s Third Way 

ideologies.  Additionally the way in which community became synonymous 

with social exclusion as argued by Hoggett (1997) is reflected in the 

positioning of social exclusion as being geographically localised (Amin et al. 

2002).  Reading Amin et al's. (2002) analysis of Third Way approaches to 

‘solving’ the problem of social exclusion through the introduction of local social 

economies – essentially creating an industry and employment from poverty in 

order to ameliorate that poverty – today creates a feeling of nostalgia.  The 

almost utopian idea that poverty and social exclusion could be remedied by 

employment, specifically employment created locally to address the problems 

of poverty and social exclusion experienced locally, seems naïve now.  It 

leads me to conclude that inclusion is a policy driven concept to individualise 

and hide systemic poverty in society. 
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Inclusion, following these readings, now seemed deficient.  It was too 

formulaic and clinical, tainted, it now seemed, by its association with cold 

policy aims of alleviating poverty by encouraging the excluded to conform to 

the norms of citizenship and consumption.  I was interested in whether people 

with learning difficulties were both an integral part of the localities in which 

they resided and, crucially, felt that they had a sense of… a sense of what?   

In grasping for the right word, I alighted upon belongingness.  Yuval-Davis 

(2006) in her analysis of the politics of belonging and belonging as a psycho-

social notion notes: 

Belonging is about emotional attachment, about feeling ‘at home’ and, 
as Michael Ignatieff points out, about feeling ‘safe’. (Yuval-Davis 2006 
:197) 

 
Yuval-Davis (2006) thus makes a clear distinction between belonging as a 

political construction which, often incorporating citizenship in its various 

iterations, seeks to define the borders between ‘us’ and ‘them’ and belonging 

as an emotional attachment, social locations and individual identifications.  

Likewise, Antonsich (2010) following Yuval-Davis, makes distinctions between 

the personal, intimate feelings of being ‘at home’ or what he calls ‘place-

belongingness’ and the politics of belonging  Whilst Yuval-Davis’ arguments 

generally relate to nationality and race, there are intersections with disability.  

Shakespeare (2006) for example, discussed the tensions within the disability 

movement around the stigma of being labelled and the value of identity 

politics providing positive feelings of belonging, something that, as discussed 

later, connects with the reassessment of people with learning difficulties in the 

wake of welfare reform.  The following section now specifically assesses how 

well the research questions have been answered. 
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Answering The Research Questions 
 
With the recognition that both sets of research questions are somewhat 

flawed and generalized, this section nevertheless looks at both sets of 

questions in turn, beginning with the co-produced questions. 

The co-produced questions 

Who do people with learning difficulties see regularly? 

With respect to the co-researchers involved in the project, whilst all co-

researchers had regular contact with family, the people they saw day to day 

were workmates, neighbours and friends.  The paid-for support workers 

played a small role in the social interaction of the co-researchers.  Whilst 

family were never far away, either physically or, as in Mark’s case, 

emotionally, and were important forms of support, none of the co-researchers 

had constant physical involvement with family. 

Where do people with learning difficulties see people?   

The co-researchers all had a wide range of interactions.  Some were formal 

such as employment or volunteering activities, but others were self-generated.  

Whilst all the co-researchers would sometimes access events specifically 

aimed at people with learning difficulties, such as Gateway clubs, for the most 

part they developed their own spaces of social interaction.  Thus Stuart 

played on the local skittles team and hung out with his school friends whilst 

Mark enjoyed bingo and generally being out and about chatting with his 

neighbours.  Natasha has developed a wide network of friends through work 

and her church as well as taking a number of art classes.  More recently, 

Natasha acquired an allotment patch, which has further increased her social 
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network.  When John is not working, he is like Mark, out and about in his 

neighbourhood. 

What stops people with learning difficulties being part of their 

community (and the opposite, what helps)? 

This question was developed when we intended interviewing a wider range of 

people with learning difficulties on the understanding that different people had 

different opportunities and levels of autonomy.  For the co-researchers, the 

positive framing of the question is more appropriate.  Thus the factors that 

help support feelings of belonging are living in their own community where 

they are known.  Whilst the local communities do not necessarily need to be 

as small as Mark’s community, they do need to be comparatively stable.  It 

was also important that the co-researchers had a physical and visible 

presence.  What was key to maintaining this presence and living in their own 

communities was practical support, either informal as in John’s case, or 

formal paid-for support such as the support Natasha, Stuart and Mark were 

given. 

How have things changed over time? 

The changes to the co-researchers’ lives over time have been significant.  All 

gradually moved from varying degrees of institutionalisation either in their 

school or living arrangements, to experiencing increasing forms of autonomy.  

Although Natasha continues to live in supported accommodation, the 

presence of support workers in other parts of the block where she lives 

provides reassurance in times of need, not control.  Further, having her own 

front door makes Natasha’s living arrangements indistinguishable from the 

other co-researchers.  Mark’s journey from a highly controlling total institution 
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to his own housing association flat has taken time, but he is happy and settled 

where he now lives with regular support.  John likewise has shifted from using 

many learning disability services to living with no input from adult social care.  

His family support is light in touch and he also has a large community of kith 

to draw on for additional support.  Stuart, whilst not having experienced the 

same levels of early institutionalisation as the others has now moved from 

supported accommodation into shared ownership of his own house with his 

own front door.  The changes I feared might happen as a result of welfare 

cuts have not yet materialised.  This is because the co-researchers have yet 

to move from Disability Living Allowance (DLA) over to Employment and 

Support Allowance due to the slowness of roll out.  However, during fieldwork, 

Mark’s hours were reduced.  Mark said that this was because he was better 

able to cope and thus a good sign.  More recently, Stuart’s hours of support 

were inexplicably cut from six hours per week to 2.5 hours.  The reasons for 

this drastic cut are being explored by Stuart’s social worker.  Stuart says that 

it means he is unable to go out as much and socialise as his support only 

helps with some cooking (not everyday, Stuart is expected to somehow 

manage on the five days he does not get support cooking), shopping and 

explaining mail to him.  It remains to be seen how much will change in the 

next five years as the new systems are finally implemented. 

The overarching questions 

What is it like for people with learning difficulties living in rural spaces 

in England? 

This first research question is probably the least problematic of the original 

questions.  This is because it is the overarching question of the research and 
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the root of all the other questions in that the purpose of the research was to 

explore the lived experience of people with learning difficulties in rural spaces.  

It is also important to reiterate that the co-researchers involved in the project 

are not typical of most people with learning difficulties in the county, or indeed 

in the UK, as they experience high levels of autonomy and employment.  

Where they are perhaps typical is in being labelled, as are most people with 

learning difficulties, as having mild to moderate learning difficulties. 

In many ways the experiences of the co-researchers living in Cornwall 

is similar to those living in urban areas, in that there are issues around access 

to services and living independently.   However, many basic services that can 

be used with minimal support by people with mild or moderate learning 

difficulties such as public transport, are limited in Cornwall especially out of 

the tourist season.  This in turn greatly restricts areas where people with 

learning difficulties can choose to live and reduce employment opportunities.  

Access to services such as education, health and leisure are also dependent 

on decent transport links.   

People without learning difficulties in rural areas, who happen to be on 

very low incomes, are also faced with many of the same issues as people with 

learning difficulties in the same area.  The difficulties rural people face are 

exacerbated by low income however that low income is situated, whether from 

being disabled, unemployed, subject to non-compliance welfare sanctions, 

stuck in seasonal employment or on zero hours contracts.   If we can accept 

the social model premise that environments are disabling (Finkelstein 1980), 

then it could be argued that for people on low incomes, whether impaired or 

not, living in a rural environments is disabling.  
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Whilst acknowledging the literature around access to green spaces 

improving wellbeing, I caution that this should not automatically mean rural 

areas have higher rates of wellbeing.  Indeed, in Cornwall there are 

significantly higher rates of depression than the rest of the UK generally 

(Public Health Observatory 2013).  Additionally, work done by Mayers (2014) 

and Gregoire et al. (2011) exploring rural mental health, suggest that mental ill 

health in rural areas is greatly under-reported because of lack of provision, 

lack of confidentiality and subsequent social stigma.  Mayers found that often 

the first indication given that someone was experiencing mental ill health was 

their death by suicide.  So as with poverty being hidden in order to maintain 

the myth of the rural idyll, so too is mental illness.  It is not clear if such 

disabling mental illness in rural spaces is the result of rural isolation, the 

impact of socio-economic factors or a combination of the two, but, at the time 

of writing there has been significant coverage in the media to people either 

taking their own lives or simply dying because of benefit sanctions (McVeigh 

2014; Void 2012).  For non-disabled people in urban areas meeting the 

conditions for continuing welfare benefits is onerous (see Rickman 2014 for 

some examples).  For people in rural areas, especially disabled people in the 

Work Related Activity Group (WRAG) the confounding factors of travel, 

distances, lack of vacancies and access to the internet, place rural disabled 

people in a precarious position (CAB 2013). 

There are positive aspects about living in small communities where 

people and their families are well known.  By living in ones local area, informal 

networks of not just friends and family but what I called kith, are built up.  

Whilst these networks might not always be mutually supportive, by people 
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with learning difficulties being visible and known within those communities, 

they can help provide a kind of interconnected community.  This can help to 

foster feelings of belonging and wellbeing for the co-researchers.  I suggest 

that being transplanted outside of one’s network of family and kith has the 

potential, as with the case of Steven Hoskin and others, to place people with 

learning difficulties in perilous situations.  However, very small rural 

communities that have invested in the construction of the rural idyll such as 

Mark’s community can provide an environment that promotes feelings of 

belonging and wellbeing for some people. 

Having access to nature and other forms of green spaces also seem to 

have a positive impact on the co-researchers.  Sometimes this is explicit as 

for Natasha and Mark, or sometimes implicit as for Stuart and John, who, 

whilst not stating a preference for living in rural spaces per se, like where they 

live.  Constructions of the rural idyll can also work against people with learning 

difficulties as Natasha noted when she discussed the way her special school 

prioritised the natural and aesthetic environment over education.  This is in 

addition to the often-observed way that rural idylls hide poverty and 

deprivation. 

What barriers are there to inclusion for people with learning difficulties 

in rural spaces? 

Again, the barriers are often the same ones that people with learning 

difficulties in urban areas experience.  People with learning difficulties in 

Cornwall experience the kind of disabling attitudes from the public and indeed 

family, about their ability to live independently and access employment.   
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For people with learning difficulties in Cornwall, the overall lack of 

employment opportunities locally puts them into competition with non-disabled 

people.  Employment opportunities specifically for people with learning 

difficulties in rural areas are comparatively low with, as discussed in Chapter 

4, people with learning difficulties in Cornwall experiencing lower levels of 

employment than elsewhere in the UK.  Tucker et al. (2012) in their research 

around supported employment found that employers were often inflexible in 

terms of supporting people with learning difficulties in work with the 

recommendation that job coaches work more closely with employers.  Whilst 

this was not reflected in the experiences of the co-researchers, this might be 

because all but John work specifically in employment that takes advantage of 

their personal perspective as having a learning disability.  In John’s case, his 

employer has had longstanding links with supported employment agencies 

(Berry 2006).  Additionally, despite anecdotal (’Angel' 2007; Anon 2007; 

Halfon 2013) reports from employees with learning difficulties and their 

supporters that the company has discriminated against disabled employees, 

John reports that he is happy and feels well supported at work.  Stuart, who 

experienced a period of unemployment during the research process, thought 

that the advisors at his local job centre were less motivated to help him into 

employment because of his disability.  This reflects attitudinal disableism 

towards people with learning difficulties   

The barriers to employment for people with learning difficulties are not 

just attitudinal, but related to access.  As discussed in Chapter 8, access to 

private transport is not the luxury it might be in an urban area but an 

expensive necessity for anyone wanting to work.  At the time of writing for 
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example, following swingeing cuts, the already minimal public bus service to 

Mark’s village is now under threat.  This could severely limit Mark’s 

opportunities for future employment and limit him in terms of his ability to 

socialise outside of his village in the evenings.  The difficulties in accessing 

transport, employment, shops, services, leisure facilities and/or family were all 

factors for the co-researchers (other than Mark), choosing to live in more 

urbanised spaces.  The social barriers are bolstered, in part, by the shift to 

neoliberalism and the concept of citizen-as-consumer.  However welfare 

reforms are simultaneously eroding the ability of disabled people (and other 

poor people) to be full consumers consequently reducing citizenship claims. 

How do people with learning difficulties successfully overcome these 

barriers? 

As the most significant barrier to accessing employment, training, social 

events and services is transport, all the co-researchers with the exception of 

Mark, live in areas with excellent transport links.  The areas that Natasha, 

John and Stuart live in, despite being surrounded by sparsely populated 

areas, have all the facilities that could be found in medium sized towns in 

most parts of the UK.  All three have consciously chosen to live in areas with 

either good transport links or with a range of services that are in their locality. 

The co-researchers’ barriers to employment are most effectively 

overcome when they can access employment opportunities that make use of 

their expertise as disabled people.  With the exception of John who (despite 

having provided expertise in the past as a disabled person) is now working for 

a private company, the other co-researchers all do work connected with their 

disability.  In this respect, access to employment is greatly facilitated by being 
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part of a formal disability services network and as Tucker et al. (2012) 

suggest, effective disability employment support services. 

Social barriers are generally overcome by intensive networking, usually 

face to face, with non-disabled people and other people with learning 

difficulties.  As well as making use of formal support aimed at people with 

learning difficulties, the co-researchers also have extensive informal networks.  

Mark, Natasha and Stuart have self-advocacy networks via SpeakUp and 

from the supported accommodation they either live in now, or, in the case of 

Stuart, previous accommodation.  Whilst neither Natasha nor John are in 

contact with people they went to school with, John maintains contact with 

people with learning difficulties he met in various post-compulsory education 

services for people with learning difficulties.  Natasha’s formal networks of 

work have also developed into informal friendship networks, giving her a wide 

range of friendships.  Natasha also has other informal networks located 

around her local church and her interest in arts and crafts.  Stuart’s informal 

networks with non-disabled people are mostly based around his school 

friends and some social activities in his neighbourhood such as skittles.  

Mark’s non-disabled informal social networks are mainly located in his village 

where Mark is regularly seen in the streets, shops and social events.  John, 

as discussed particularly in chapter 7, also has extensive networks of kith in 

addition to his family networks that consolidate his sense of belonging and 

firmly embed him within his community. 

Such networking helps the co-researchers to gain social support and 

increases their visibility.  This helps to promote feelings of being an integral 

part of a community and a sense of belonging.  It also opens up the potential 
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for new job opportunities and leisure activities.  Whilst, the co-researchers 

have important informal networks around their communities, either in terms of 

using ostensibly commercial and dedicated community spaces such as shops, 

cafes or shopping precincts, church and leisure groups (art club, skittles, 

bingo), the physical act of walking out and about like semi-rural flâneurs 

seems to help to position them firmly in their communities as they stake a 

claim on the streets where they live.  They are emphatically visible and not 

hidden from sight. 

All co-researchers are very vocal in their self-advocacy and adopt a 

persistent approach to gaining what is rightfully theirs, whether it is in seeking 

support for employment, paid or otherwise, organising paid support to meet 

their needs, or taking a firm stance, resorting to the law if necessary, when 

they become targets of crime/abuse.  This did not stop all forms of abuse and 

exploitation, but such actions did not go unreported. 

What practices support or hinder inclusion for people with learning 

difficulties in a rural context? 

Whilst disabled people in Cornwall and indeed other parts of the UK are 

eligible for free bus passes, changes in 2011 prevent the use of free bus 

passes before 9.30am.  This makes accessing employment difficult and 

costly.  Additionally, as Tucker et al. (2012) found, the lack of support to find, 

enter and remain in employment is also an issue.  The lack of specialised 

support in statutory services (Cornwall People First/ CLDPB 2014) as well as 

potential cuts to third sector and cuts to the Access to Work scheme (Unison 

2015) will all have a serious impact on the potential for disabled people to 

enter and remain in employment. 
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Housing in rural areas which are desirable and attractive, is expensive, 

with little in the way of affordable rents.  This can lead to people with learning 

difficulties (and other people on low incomes) either being moved out to the 

edges and ghettoised, or removed from the area altogether and transplanted 

into cheaper areas.  This results in a loss of family and kith connections 

leaving people with learning difficulties dangerously unsupported.  For the co-

researchers this is not an immediate concern as they live in areas perceived 

as being less desirable or in Mark’s case, in housing which is currently 

secure.  However other people in the area have been forced to move from 

their home areas, the best documented of which was Steven Hoskin.  

Respondents from some unpublished research I was previously involved in, 

reported being accommodated in what they described as ‘sink’ estates on the 

periphery of small, inland (and thus undesirable) villages. 

For people with mild to moderate learning difficulties, the danger is 

greater as they have less eligibility for learning disability services.  This is not 

in itself a specifically rural phenomenon, as the ‘social cleansing’ of prime real 

estate currently occupied by tenants in affordable accommodation in London 

demonstrates (see Focus E15 or the Heygate Estate in London’s Elephant 

and Castle).  However, because of the small numbers involved, it is 

consequently difficult to mobilise support for people to remain locally, even if 

there is general support from the local community vis the closing of the 

Mencap home which was a prime property in Porth Wreak.   

Whilst the research did not explore the experiences of people with 

profound and multiple learning disabilities (PMLD), it is also important to 

recognise that the practice of moving people with learning difficulties to out of 
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area placements, has a profoundly negative effect, not just on the families 

involved but for other people with learning difficulties living locally on services.  

The impact of cuts over the research period has yet to be directly felt on the 

co-researchers although Mark has had his hours of support reduced following 

reassessment.  The learning disability services run by Cornwall have been 

under threat of redundancies since the research began but have not so far 

been implemented.  This has arguably had an impact on planning services for 

the future.  In terms of practices which support inclusion and feelings of 

belonging, the co-researchers all identified that living independently was how 

they felt most like being part of their communities.  How viable independent 

living remains in the future if support services are cut or, in Mark’s case, if 

housing in desirable areas is redeveloped at market rents, remains to be 

seen.  

The impact of welfare reform on disabled people, including those with 

learning difficulties has been well documented over the last four years.  As 

early as 2010 CAB (2010) noted the problems with the shift from incapacity 

benefit to employment and support allowance (ESA) for disabled people in 

terms of the assessment.  Since then further welfare reform of disability 

benefits by the coalition government has had a well documented impact on 

people with learning difficulties and disabled people (Void 2012; Donnison & 

Whitehead 2014; Learning Disability Today 2014).  As long as the co-

researchers are not reassessed, so when they have to switch to ESA from 

Incapacity Benefit, they are placed in the support group and not the work-

related activity group where they would have to meet strict, work-related 

activities or lose benefits, their futures should be secure.   
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Because of the social and family support and practice of self-advocacy 

that all the co-researchers are engaged in, it is hoped that they will avoid 

being assessed as capable for unsupported employment.  Being reassessed 

and forced into engaging with the job market in the same way as non-disabled 

people would most likely result in a decrease of personal autonomy about 

where and how the co-researchers live their lives. 

 So the answers to the research questions are, I would argue, adequate 

in the bald sense as answers, but I further argue that within the method, 

taking a traditional approach to answering a question is, following Gwyther & 

Possamai‐Inesedy (2009), limiting.  It reduces the capacity for nuance and, 

perhaps more pertinently, as the next section illustrates, the process of 

researching in difficult spaces requires creativity and reflexivity.  

Difficulties posed by the rural space in the research process 

Space and distance 

Distances between the co-researchers and I made arranging and attending 

group meetings difficult.  Additionally, the rural nature of the field site meant 

travel was expensive unless only buses were used, which added to travel 

times considerably and because free bus passes could only be used after 

9.30am, meetings tended to be in the middle of the day.  This effectively 

made attending a meeting of a couple of hours into an all-day event.  My field 

notes reveal that from the very beginning of the process, difficulties with 

transport were significant issues in relation to time to travel anywhere:   

B** said he wasn’t going to an event because it was too far away… 
…   
C**** suggested doing two groups on alternate weeks to allow Stuart 
and Natasha to take part as they had done research with B**. 
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(FN23/05/12 group meeting) 
 

As the quote in Chapter 9 about transport being ‘rubbish’ for everyone 

illustrated, getting around is something that affects everyone living in the 

county, including those with access to private transport.  The impact on the 

research process was that I had to try and find a way to accommodate all the 

co-researcher’s travel needs.  Given the diverse locations of the co-

researchers, this was resulted in being flexible with the research design and, 

as my field notes indicate, attempting to make a virtue out of the problem: 

Difficult getting everybody in one room at the same time because of 
travel.  I’m going to look to see if we can get somewhere in Truro 
because it’s more central and better served by transport. (FN24/07/12) 
During SV discussed with Helen about running two groups.  St Petroc’s 
site is good for Nat, Stu and Mark (and B**?), but inaccessible for K**, 
plus transport is difficult for him and not that easy for S***.  Maybe work 
with K** and S*** at K**’s place and others in Truro?  The two distinct 
geographical groups thing could work really well but be tricky to 
organise.  Makes for rich data though as Helen said.  (FN31/07/12) 

 
My attempts to create a process that worked to fit in with travel difficulties 

were very time-consuming.  It seemed that for each step forward there were 

two backwards.  At times towards the end of the first year, it seemed like there 

had been no progress made and time was inexorably passing.  The anxiety 

and stress recorded in my field notes is palpable: 

Really worried about completing on time.  Everything’s going so slowly!  
If only I could get everyone together at the same time.  Freaking that it’s 
just going to fall apart. (FN17/10/12) 

 
As well as negotiating the difficulties with distances and travel time, there 

were also problems for the co-researchers fitting in meetings with their own 

schedules, mostly due to work commitments.  Because the co-researchers 
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worked part-time and had flexible contracts of work, it resulted in a number of 

cancelled meetings, this again increased my anxieties about progress.  

Eventually I made the decision to work with the co-researchers on a one to 

one basis: 

Natasha cancelled.  I’m getting really worried they are getting fed up with 
the process.  (FN16/01/13) 
 
Both Nat and Stuart cancelled again.  Decided to stop using St 
Petrocs’52 because it seems impossible for Stu or Nat to make meetings.  
It seems hopeless trying to do this as a group effort.  (FN31/01/13) 

 
The impact of the co-researchers’ work and social commitments is however 

perhaps less to do with rurality and more to with what appear to be the 

emergence of changes on a social level following deinstitutionalisation.  This 

possibly indicates that inclusive research is entering what might be termed a 

‘second wave’.  I have purposefully used quote marks because it is possible 

that the conditions that might identify a second wave of inclusive research are 

the result of co-producing research with what could be considered an ‘elite’ 

and thus atypical group of co-researchers.  In the following section however, I 

explore the factors that might be giving rise to a second wave or second 

generation of inclusive research. 

Are we on the cusp of a second wave of inclusive research? 
 
If there is a second wave of inclusive research beginning to emerge, how 

might such research differ from previous forms of inclusive research?  To 

answer this there needs to be an exploration of the usual forms of inclusive 

                                                
52 St Petrocs is a local charity working with homeless people.  They kindly 
allowed us the use of private space in Truro during part of the research 
process. 
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research to identify some of the common themes and then see where 

research going in new directions differs.  There are three areas to explore:  

• Participant/respondent type 

• Locus of the research 

• Outputs of the research 

Participant types 

Most forms of inclusive research are done with co-researchers who were able 

to vocalise and had, to use a rather loaded term, a degree of competency.  

People with learning difficulties who are non-verbal or who are described as 

having profound and multiple learning difficulties (PMLD) have, as Nind 

(2013) observes, been excluded from participating in inclusive research.  The 

reasons for this are various, but I would argue that the principle reason is that 

it is, quite simply, easier.  Inclusive research is a complicated and time 

consuming process at the best of times, even when working with articulate 

and motivated co-researchers as I did.  To actively involve people with PMLD 

demands even more time, more creativity and more resources.  It also 

demands a political commitment to including all members of society.  Ethical 

issues around consent, already problematic when working with people with 

learning difficulties who are articulate, is a further complicating factor if the 

participants have high support needs and/or are unable to communicate using 

speech.  The preference (bias?) for articulate participants means that projects 

frequently draw their co-researchers from self-advocacy organisations, 

discussed later.   

However, the preference for people with mild or moderate learning 

difficulties to take part in research is being increasingly challenged.  Boxall 
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(2010 see also Boxall & Ralph 2011) has long argued for the inclusion of 

people with profound and multiple learning difficulties in the research process.  

Similarly, Nind (2008) contends that although it is challenging, including 

people with PMLD is achievable, a position that Ledger (2012) has 

demonstrated in her research.  Likewise, Simmons & Watson (2015) describe 

the innovative process Simmons used to come to ‘know’ Sam, a child with the 

label of PMLD, a process which Nind (2013 :3) suggests that might ‘stretch’ 

current understandings of inclusive research, but which is nonetheless in the 

interests of people so-labelled.  Simmons (2015, personal communication) 

suggests that for him inclusion is used to ‘signify the context [he is] working 

in’.  Thus forms of knowledge potentially developed by people with PMLD 

would be anathema to commonly understood meanings of ‘research’ 

premised in empiricism and theory.  This suggests that whilst there are 

distinct issues with research that includes people with PMLD and indeed other 

groups considered to be ‘unreliable informants’, there is the potential, as 

Simmons further suggests, to develop a ‘new epistemological stance’.  Such a 

stance might be supported by collaborating in different fields such as the Arts.  

People with PMLD are already being included in non-tokenistic ways, with 

artist practitioners/researchers such as Warwick (2014) and McPhee (2015) 

using, respectively art as a process of knowing and understanding the 

participants’ worlds and music and performance to re-interpret artworks and 

simultaneously create new forms of art. 

Another common assumption about the participants with learning 

difficulties in inclusive research is that they lead socially empty and 
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meaningless lives.  Atkinson (2005) has discussed how researching with 

people with learning difficulties can lead to strong relationships developing 

over time. This assumption was overturned by Natasha, following a 

presentation by Dorothy Atkinson at the first ESRC seminar session on 

inclusive research (Nind 2014).  In the presentation, Dorothy Atkinson had 

discussed some research with people who were institutionalised53.   She 

recounted the difficulties of extricating herself from the research after having 

built up such a close relationship with her participants.  The presence of a 

researcher in the lives of people who spend days with little stimulation or 

human interaction must have seemed like a breath of fresh air.  It is small 

wonder that the impending loss of someone who had a genuine interest in 

their thoughts and experiences would be traumatic.  Atkinson’s observations 

on this matter have been influential, to the point that I was explicitly asked to 

consider them in my application to the ethics committee.  And it is here that 

the passage of time is significant.  Natasha might have been institutionalised 

during her teenage years, but as a mature woman living independently, she 

had an active and interesting social life, to the extent that I was deeply 

grateful to her and the others for actually bothering to give me their time at all.  

Consequently, Natasha took a slightly dim view of the assumption that I was a 

central part of her life.  As my field notes demonstrate: 

Natasha said she thought that DA thinking that people with learning 
difficulties would be lost after research project ends was ‘patronising’.  
Went on to say that they all had busy lives with lots to do. 
(FN:10/01/2013) 

 

                                                
53 See Atkinson (2005) for some discussion of this issue. 
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This notion of people with learning difficulties as socially dependent and in 

danger of developing emotional attachment to professional/academic 

researchers is also reflected in the ethics process where ‘exit strategies’ must 

be outlined if researching with ‘vulnerable’ groups.  This is no bad thing as 

many people involved in research, particularly oral history research, do, as 

Atkinson attests, develop intensive and deep relationships.  However, for 

people with learning difficulties involved in more recent research such as 

mine, a visit from the ‘university lady’ is no longer the high point in the daily 

tedium of a residential institution or uninspiring day centre.  Whilst the closure 

of such spaces has, as discussed below, had unintended negative 

consequences, it has also meant that people like Natasha, John, Mark and 

Stuart are no longer marginalised.  It also allowed self-advocacy groups to 

flourish in the wake of Valuing People (Roberts et al. 2012; Macadam et al. 

2013) again grouping people with common causes and identities together.  

The next area explores the commonalities of place and the impact of recent 

policy changes. 

Locus of research 

Some of the earliest examples of research with people with learning 

difficulties in which the respondents were active participants, were the oral 

narratives/life histories of people who were living in institutions or had recently 

left them to live in supported housing (see for example Rolph 1999; Phillips 

2002).   These narratives, in creating a record of life from the inmates’ 

perspectives, preserved the history of a hidden section of society which was 

slowly being lost as the large institutions and colonies closed down.  The 
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effect of deinstitutionalisation from these large-scale, long-stay institutions 

resulted in the proliferation of smaller scale day services and group homes.    

Other research sites included day centres (as in my Masters degree) 

and, more latterly, self-advocacy organisations for people with learning 

difficulties.  The unifying factor in all these sites is that they are places where 

people with learning difficulties are grouped together either involuntarily as in 

the case of the long stay institutions, or as sites of emancipation and activism 

as in the case of the numerous research projects carried out either with or by 

People First groups.  In essence, the system of institutional care and self-

advocacy created ‘ready-made’ samples of potential respondents for 

researchers wanting to work with people with learning difficulties.  The shift in 

policy from large state structures of ‘care’ towards smaller privatised (in both 

senses of the word) and individualised systems of care has, to a large extent, 

atomised these structures.  As day centres close their doors to the majority of 

people with learning difficulties and only providing for those with high support 

needs (Mencap 2012), people with learning difficulties assessed as being mild 

or moderate have increasingly been integrated into the community to live 

‘independently’ (albeit with varying degrees of success).  The social impact of 

the shift to individualisation and personalised services on those concerned 

has been documented in the literature and discussed elsewhere in the thesis, 

but it might be fair to suppose that there is a correlation with the demise of 

many self advocacy groups in the UK (Samuel 2013).  For researchers, this 

diaspora of people with learning difficulties has essentially created an 

extremely hard to reach population.  This is exacerbated by the 

implementation of PIP, which only pays at what was previously the higher and 
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middle care rate of DLA.  Thus many people with mild and some with 

moderate learning difficulties will cease to be classed as disabled.  As people 

with learning difficulties are removed from eligibility for social care, then they 

become subsumed within the general population.  Such people will effectively 

‘disappear’ from view, particularly because such forms of disability are 

invisible.  They become, as per Goffman (1990), ‘discreditable’ and thus, like 

their impairments, invisible.  

Losing such a stigmatising label has wide-ranging implications for 

research, social policy and for people with learning difficulties themselves.  

For individuals, the loss of the label of learning difficulty could result in 

financial difficulties, a loss of support both formal and from peers and a loss of 

identity.  This was a fear that one of the SpeakUp members had about being 

re-diagnosed as not having a learning disability (FN: 21/12/2012).  More 

pertinently for this discussion is the implication for research and policy.  If 

people with mild and moderate learning difficulties are now invisible, then it 

means that their lives and the problems they are experiencing are also 

invisible in terms of policy and research.  

Outputs of the research 

The focus of the project and thesis is not explicitly about the research 

process, either as inclusive research or as rural research.  Much of the earlier 

inclusive research literature focused on the methodological process of doing 

inclusive research (e.g. Young & Chesson 2005), the emancipatory and 

empowering impact of the process on co-researchers (Atkinson 2004) or 

specific issues around conducting inclusive research such as consent 

(Cameron & Murphy 2007).  Such a focus on process is important if inclusive 
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research is to be considered as a valid and useful research approach.  By 

clearly positioning the ethical and epistemological advantages to inclusive 

research (Walmsley & Johnson 2003; Iriarte et al. 2014) by transparent and 

reflective discussion, it is fair to say that inclusive research has now become 

an established research form.  This is reflected in the demands from funders 

of research that projects across a range of social science and health fields 

should have the close involvement of service users and/or the public.  Whilst 

there are dangers that this can be tokenistic (Bigby et al. 2014b; Kitchin 2000) 

it can, as Strnadová et al. (2014) suggest, benefit people with learning 

difficulties involved in the research process and the studies themselves.  They 

do however also note the continuing … 

… tensions between the degree of emphasis in the research given to 
its process (the degree to which it focuses on people learning skills 
and taking power) and the outcomes of the research.  (: 7) 

 
However, a series of ESRC funded research and seminars by Nind (2014) 

appears to evidence a shift from process to outcomes in inclusive research. It 

was during the last seminar that a delegate suggested that we might be in a 

‘second wave’ of inclusive research.  This point was emphasised by Nind 

(FN10/04/2014) who discussed the shift from process to product as being 

indicative of the next generation in inclusive research.  This emphasis on the 

ontological rather than the epistemological is an important sign that inclusive 

research has matured.  We are maybe at the point that we no longer worry 

about how ‘reliable’ and ‘valid’ the experiences of people with learning 

difficulties are, but fully accept those realities without them being diminished 

because of the supposed competency of the person.   
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The table below gives some broad differences that might, in time, come 

to typify the different generations of inclusive research.  Just as the shift from 

pre-modernity to modernity or industrial to post-industrial has no fixed date, so 

an emergent second generation inclusive research will share characteristics 

with previous forms. 

 

 First Generation Second Generation 

Participant 
type 

• Easily identified by use of 
social services and receipt 
of disability benefits. 

• Institutionalised or with 
extensive experience of 
institutionalisation such as 
‘special school’. 

• Mild or moderate learning 
difficulties. 

• Lives with family or in 
supported accommodation. 

• Social opportunities 
restricted to interactions 
with other people with the 
label of learning difficulty. 

• If with mild or moderate learning 
difficulties, must self identify as 
such. 

• No experience of 
institutionalised settings. 

• Educated within mainstream 
school. 

• May have much higher support 
needs. 

• Lives more independently. 
• Wider range of social 

opportunities including 
employment. 

• BUT could also be socially 
isolated. 

• OR be labelled as having PMLD 

Locus of 
research 

• Institutional setting e.g. care 
home, group home, day 
centre. 

• Self-advocacy group 

• Supported employment setting. 
• Third sector social setting (e.g. 

Gateway club) 
• Private setting (family home) 

Outputs of 
research 

• More often concerned with 
the process. 

• Ethical and political 
dimensions. 

• Historical or 
autobiographical in nature. 

• Outputs often of interest to 
the research group only. 

• Less focus on the process  
• Researching with people with 

higher support needs and/or 
communication difficulties using 
innovative processes. 

• Attempts to generalise findings 
to a wider population. 

Table 5: Characteristics of 1st and 2nd generation inclusive research 
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Conclusions and futures 
 
So, I have contended that there seems to be a shift in inclusive research.  

One which methodology is no longer seen as a novelty, with the outputs 

gaining the recognition they deserve.  There also appears, thanks to changing 

welfare policy, to be a change in the kind of participant who becomes a ‘co-

researcher’.  The possibility that people with mild or moderate learning 

difficulties might become lost as a research group is worrying, but the 

potential to extend inclusive research into new areas is exciting. 

All of which begs the question, where does this research fit in?  The 

answer to this, I think, is ‘neither’.  Although the research has less focus on 

process than much previous inclusive research, all the co-researchers, with 

the exception of Stuart, have experienced institutionalisation, they all have 

mild to moderate learning difficulties, are in receipt of disability benefits and 

they all, with the exception of John have formal support and belong to a self-

advocacy organisation.  However, they also all live independently in their own 

homes and have interesting and active social lives.  Like many people, they 

have problems with money and relationships and sometimes get lonely, but 

they also have a strong network built around their label of learning difficulty.  It 

was this label that allowed me to identify them as potential co-researchers.  If, 

as seems likely, they come to lose that label as they are reassessed, they will 

become invisible.  Tilly (2008) seven years ago noted people with mild 

learning difficulties were becoming increasingly hard to identify and reach, 

only coming to light when they reached crisis point and were in need of 

professional intervention.   
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I would argue then, that ‘second generation’ inclusive research is 

inextricably bound up with the progress of the neoliberal project to reduce the 

size of the welfare state and individualise both ‘virtues’ and ‘defects’.  Fewer 

people with learning difficulties will be identified as such because it is 

economically expedient to do so.  The reduction of large institutional style 

provision for all but those with the highest support needs, also means that 

those people who are at the cusp of the shift – identified as having learning 

difficulties but given support to access mainstream services, will perhaps fare 

better than those with the same needs but who failed to be eligible for any 

form of support because of the year they were born in.  As only people with 

severe learning difficulties are now officially recognised as such, the state has 

effectively performed a disappearing trick on a massive scale.  In future, it 

might make more sense to focus inclusive research not only on the innovative 

work around people with PMLD, but also on poverty.  As Metzel (2005) notes, 

the distinction between the learning difficulties of middle-class children are the 

result of biology and therefore ‘respectable’, unlike the unknown causes of 

most mild and moderate learning difficulties which apparently are more 

prevalent in the realm of lower-income groups (Björnsdóttir & Traustadóttir 

2010; Emerson, Graham, et al. 2005; Emerson et al. 2006). 

As I began to collect my thoughts about how to draw conclusions from 

what sometimes felt like a chaotic and unruly project, which intersected with 

multiple issues around class, poverty, the rural economy and the 

discrimination disabled people experience, I found myself repeatedly coming 

back to the notion of privilege.  Non-disabled people generally see disability, 
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as some misfortune that befalls an individual and the consequent hardships 

they suffer stem directly from that misfortune.   The view that disability is a 

systematic form of oppression by an abelist society, held by many disabled 

people and disability academics, myself included, is still a minority position.  

The seeming inability of non-disabled people to empathise or understand the 

barriers that society places in the path of disabled people cuts across class, 

gender and race.  Could there be such a thing as ‘able privilege’?  Indeed, 

reviewing McIntosh’s paper, one could easily replace race with ability in most 

of the 26 conditions, making ‘Abled Privilege’ more or less congruent with 

‘White Privilege’ in that non-disabled people also have the same ‘invisible 

package of unearned assets’ (McIntosh 1990) as white people. 

I try to reconcile the idea of ‘able privilege’ with the contention that 

neoliberalism is about diversity, freedom of choice about how to self-identify 

and consume (Davis 2010), with disabled people having choice and freedoms 

systematically restricted because of neoliberal policies.  I can only agree then 

with Davis (Ibid.) who argues that disabled people fall into a class of people 

that are ‘abject’ and ‘hypermarginalized’.  Following on from this is Reeve's 

(2009) application of Agamben’s concept of homo sacer54 to the ethics of 

prenatal testing and psycho-emotional disablism.  Reeve suggests that 

increased visibility in society can help disabled people move ‘out of the state 

of exception and back into the social world, effectively returning zoē to the 

polis’ (Reeve 2009 :214 italics in original). However, the consequence of 
                                                
54 Homo sacer under Roman law was someone who is located outside the 
protection of the law and outside the polis (city).  They have no social, political 
or legal rights (bios), only biological life or zoē.  (Reeve 2009 :204). 
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neoliberal policy to welfare and the consequential reports of suicides, deaths 

and malnutrition (McVeigh 2014; McArdle 2014) indicates that disabled 

people have moved further into the state of exception and are now situated 

outside the polis.  This continued marginalisation of disabled people, along 

with the disappearance of many disabled people, particularly those with mild 

to moderate learning difficulties and mental health issues, will further push 

people lacking the privilege of those with secure families and backgrounds, 

working in secure and easily accessible employment, further into insecurity 

and poverty. 

I suggested above that inclusive research might, as well as heading 

towards working with disabled people with high support needs, also move 

towards researching poverty itself.  This suggestion is made on two pragmatic 

grounds.  Firstly, if, as seems likely, the majority of disabled people will end 

up hidden from view amongst the general population of economically deprived 

people, then the only way we will ever access the lives of that hidden 

population, is to look at the whole population.  Secondly, as I have suggested 

elsewhere, whilst rurality itself could be seen as disabling, perhaps it is also 

time to view poverty and all its attendant ills and exclusions as disability. 
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Appendices 
 

Information and consent forms: 

 

a. Liz Ellis’ Connection Mat 

b. Written introduction about the research for potential co-

researchers  

c. Short information summary for interested parties 

d. Detailed information sheet for respondents, families and carers 

e. Consent form to join the research group (1st stage) 

f. Second stage consent form 
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Liz Ellis’  Connection Mat 

As can be seen, my own connection mat falls somewhere between Mark’s in 

that it has no Kith, and Stuart or Natasha’s.  As an incomer I do have 

significant numbers of family around, but my friendships as I define them are 

comparatively few. 
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What makes life good: 

Information about joining the research team 

 

My name is Liz Ellis.  I’m a PhD student at the Open University… 

I do research.  Research means finding things out.       

I’m interested in the kind of things that make life better for people.  

 

I want to find out about what people with learning difficulties think 

makes life better.  

 

To make sure the right questions are being asked, it is better if 

people with learning difficulties decide what is asked and ask the 

questions.  

   

I would like to do this research with people with learning difficulties.  

We will work together as a ‘research team’.  We will be called ‘co-

researchers’.   
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This means as a team, we choose what questions to ask  

 

Who to ask  

 

How to ask it           

 

After we have talked to everyone, we think about:  

• what people have said. 
• what it means. 
• what people think is important. 
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Telling people what we have found out. 

We tell people what we have found out in different ways: 

• I write about what we have found out in my PhD (a ‘thesis’). 
• Together we write an Easy Read summary. 
• Together we can present at conferences and meetings (if you 

want to). 
• I will write about what we found out for university journals. 
• We could all try writing about what we did and what we found 

out together for a university journal. 
•  

  The project will last for up to 3 years.   

  We will meet 2 or 3 times a month.  Meetings will 

usually be 1 or 2 hours long.  Co-researchers put in the time they 

can.  

 

  Co-researchers decide what they want to do and 

what they don’t want to do.  We make choices as a team.  If we 

disagree, then talk about it until we all agree. 
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Liz will keep all your contact details safe on her 

mobile phone which needs a password to enter. 

 

Contact details:  If you or a supporter have any questions, you 

can contact Liz: 

Phone ☏  0777 99 77 628 

Email    elizabeth.ellis@open.ac.uk 

OR: 

Dr Helen Lomax:  

Phone ☏  01908 653468 

Email     h.j.lomax@open.ac.uk 

 

Dr Liz Tilley:  

Phone ☏  01908 655161 

Email    e.k.tilley@open.ac.uk 
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“What Makes Life Good?”  Research Project 

Information Summary 

 

This research is looking at what kind of things make life 

better in Cornwall for people with learning difficulties.  The 

research team is organised by Liz Ellis.  Liz is a student at 

the Open University.  The research has been agreed as 

ethical and safe by the Open University Human Research 

Ethics Committee. 

 

The researchers are:  

Natasha,        John,       Stuart,         Mark          and     Liz. 

 

We will make sure that people who agree to talk to us are 

not identified.  We will also change the names of places. 

 

If someone has changed their mind after talking to us, 

then they can contact Liz and she will erase anything they 

said. 
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You can contact Liz at any time if you want more 

information. 

 

Liz Ellis: 

Phone ☏  0777 99 77 628  or  01736 786107 

Email    elizabeth.ellis@open.ac.uk 

 

More detailed information is available on request. 
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“What makes life good?” research project: 

Detailed information about the research for 

respondents, families and carers 

 
About the research team: 

Research means finding things out. 

 
This research is looking at what kind of things make life better for 

people with learning difficulties in Cornwall.  The research team is 

organised by Liz Ellis.  Liz is a student at the Open University. 

 
Stuart is 1 of 4 researchers helping Liz do the research. 

 
Stuart and the other researchers have learning difficulties.  They 

have helped Liz decide what questions are important. 

 
The research team is supervised by Dr Helen Lomax and Prof Jan 

Walmsley.  Their job is to make sure Liz does everything right. 

 
About the research: 

Stuart will show Liz places he goes to.   Stuart and Liz will talk 

about the places and people they meet.  Liz will record the 

conversation on a digital recorder.  No one else will listen to the 

conversation.   
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Stuart may take photographs of some of the places they go to, or 

ask Liz to take photos.  Stuart and Liz will talk about what the 

places in the photographs mean. 

 
After the trip, Stuart and Liz will think about what they talked about 

and where they went.  This will be recorded as well. 

 
What we will be doing: 

First, Stuart and Liz will plan the trips.  Each trip will be 1 of 4 

themes: 

Theme 1:  Places I feel good going to: On this visit Stuart and 

Liz will go somewhere Stuart enjoys.  This could be to see family, 

work, friends or a social group. 

Theme 2:  Places I go to regularly:  On this visit Stuart and Liz 

will make a regular journey.  It might be to one of the places in 

theme 1 or it might be something like a shopping trip. 

Theme 3:  Outside my front door:  On this visit Stuart and Liz will 

explore the places close to where Stuart lives. 

Theme 4:  Places in my past:  On this visit, Stuart will show Liz 

places from his past such as where he used to live, work or go to 

school. 

After: 
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When we have finished we will make sure that we agree about 

what we found out.  This is so when Liz writes her PhD she gets it 

right. 

 

We will make sure no one else can identify Stuart if that is what he 

wants.  Sometimes people like to use their real names, but 

sometimes they like to use a pen name.  We will also change 

names and places mentioned. 

 
Liz might ask to use some of the photos to show on websites or at 

conferences.  We will always agree with Stuart which photos can 

be shown.   Liz promises to never use images of people without 

their permission. 

After, we will let other people see what we have done.  This can 

be: 

• In journal articles 
• In reports 
• On websites (the internet) 
• At conferences 
• In books 

Liz would like Stuart and the other co-researchers to present our 

research at conferences and help write an article for a journal. 

Confidentiality and stopping the research: 
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We don’t let anyone else listen to the conversations or look at the 

photographs unless Stuart wants to share them.  We don’t talk 

about anything we see or hear outside the research team.  Even if 

family, carers or paid supporters want us to. 

 
BUT:  if Stuart tells us about they or someone else being abused, 

then we might have to tell someone. 

Stuart can have copies of his photos and interviews if he wants. 

 
Stuart can stop taking part at any time for any reason.  If Stuart 

wants all the information he has helped make taken out of the 

project, that is OK. 

 
You can contact Liz at any time if you want more information.  If 

you don’t want to talk to Liz, you can contact her supervisors, 

Helen and Jan. 

Contact details:       

 
Liz Ellis: 

Phone ☏  0777 99 77 628  or  01736 786107 

Email    elizabeth.ellis@open.ac.uk 

Dr Helen Lomax:  

Phone ☏  01908 653468 
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Email    h.j.lomax@open.ac.uk   

Prof Jan Walmsley: 

Phone ☏  0207 2578030 

Email     janwalmsleyassociates@googlemail.com
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What Makes Life Good: 

Joining the research group 

Consent form 

1 I have read or listened to the 

information about the project. 

Please tick ☑ 1 box 

 

Yes ❑    No ❑ 

2 I understand it is MY choice to 

take part or not. 

Please tick ☑ 1 box 

 

Yes ❑    No ❑ 

3 I understand I can change my 

mind and stop at any time. 

Please tick ☑ 1 box 

 

Yes ❑    No ❑ 

4 I understand Liz Ellis will write 

up what we find in her PhD. 

Please tick ☑ 1 box 

 

Yes ❑    No ❑ 
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5 I want to take part in the 

research group. 

Please tick ☑ 1 box 

 

Yes ❑    No ❑ 

@ Print your name here:  
_________________________________ 
@ Sign your name here: 
__________________________________ 
☏ Phone numbers:  _____________________________________ 
 

Contact details:  If you (or a supporter) have any questions, you 

can contact  

Liz Ellis:  Phone ☏ 0777 99 77 628         Email  

elizabeth.ellis@open.ac.uk 

OR  one of Liz’s Supervisors at the Open University: 

Dr Helen Lomax:  Phone ☏ 01908 653468       Email  

h.j.lomax@open.ac.uk 

Dr Liz Tilley:         Phone ☏ 01908 655161       Email  

e.k.tilley@open.ac.uk
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What Makes Life Good: 

Consent form to take part in the research 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have read or listened to the 

information about the project. 

I understand it is MY choice to 

take part or not. 

Please tick ☑1  box YES ❑ NO 
❑

Please tick ☑1  box YES ❑ NO ❑ 
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Print your name here:  

_________________________________ 

Sign your name here: 

__________________________________ 

I understand I can stop any time I 

want 

Please tick ☑1  box YES❑ NO ❑ 

Please tick ☑1  box YES ❑ NO 
❑

I understand Liz will write up some of 

my words in her PhD thesis and in 

Journal articles and at conferences. 
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☏Phone numbers:  

_____________________________________ 

 

Contact details:       

Liz Ellis: 

Phone ☏  0777 99 77 628  or  01736 786107 

Email    elizabeth.ellis@open.ac.uk 

 

Dr Helen Lomax:  

Phone ☏  01908 653468 

Email    h.j.lomax@open.ac.uk   

 

Prof Jan Walmsley: 

Phone ☏  0207 2578030 

Email     janwalmsleyassociates@googlemail.com 

 




